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Editor's Preface

t I .

Tins ig the twentieth in the series of Yearbooks started in 1926 by
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. The titles of
the' preceding YearbOoks are as follows:

1. A Survey of Progress in the Past Twenty-Five Years
2. Curriculum Problems in Teaching Mithematies
3. Selected Topics in the Teaching of Mathematics
4. Significant Changes and Trends in the Teaching of Mathematics

Throughout the World Since 1910
5. The Teaching of Geometry
6. Mathematics in Modern Life
7. The Teaching of Algebra
S. The Teaching of Mathematics in the Secondary School
9. Relational and Functional Thinking in Mathematics

10. TheTeaching of Arithmetic
11. The Place of Mathematics in Modern Education
12. Approximate Computatiop
13. The Nature of Proof

.

14. The Training of Mathematics Teachers
15. The. Place of Mathematics in Secondary EduCation
16. Arithmetic in General Education
17. A Source Book of Mathematical Applications A
15. Multi-Sensory Aids in the Teaching pf Mathem. ics
19. Surveying Instruntents: Their History and Classroom Use

The present' Yearbook is a very important addition to the vol-
times that preceded it and win. serve as a companion work to the
Nineteenth Yearbook,. which deals with surveying instruments.
Special enmhasis is put on the value of the metric system in all
activities involving measurement. It is most illuminating to see in
how manyifields the metric system is already being used.tuld how
hnanv leaders ill these fields advocate the general adoption of the
metric system in the schools. It seems certain that such adoption

4
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EDITOR'S PREFACE
'would save at least one year of school time for the pupils. More-.
over. it seems most important that the metric system be adopted
at Once while postwar comfit; ins offer an excellent opportunity
for the change.

-
As Editor of the Yearbook series, I wish to express my personal

appreciation to Dr. Johnson and the other members of his
eummuittee for their interest vnd carol in seeing the Yearbook
through the press. .

O

W., D. REEVE



Foreword

Fon a long time the metric system has been popular with teachers
of mathematics Ind science, but at the present time, for a. num-
ber of very godd reasons, it seems espeCially appropriate to,re-.
view and revalue the metric system with a view to adopting it of-
ficially in the United States.

, In the present highly scientific and technological age, a system
of weights and measures having the simplicity, convenience, and
scientific interactions that the metric system possesses can no
longer be denied a fair trial.

If we are to achieve that "one world" which offers such hope to
a war-tired world, it seems highly desirable to have a world-wide
system of weights and measures to go along with the almost uni-
versally adopted IIindu-Arabic numerals and musical notation -

and the widely used Latin alphabet.
At the present time we have millions of Americans who have

spe t some time in metric countries and have had a considerable
am unt of experience in using the metric system.

he metric system is taught in practically all classes in high
sch of and (..'ollee science and to some extent in mathematics
classei;- and it is used by a large number of commercial firms do-
ing an 'export and import business or manufacturing products for
the almost wholly metric world. If we were to adopt the metric
system, we would no longer need to waste the time now spent in
teaching the old imperial system of weights and measures and in
converting values of the imperial system into their metric equiva-
lents and vice versa.

The implications of accuracy in computing with approximate
data make it most urgent that we accept w;thout any further de-
lay a simple decimal system of weights and measures.

e"'"
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viii FOREWORD

'This Yearbook represent, an effort to re-evaluate the metric
system apd to present testimonies from people in various occupa-
tions with respect to metric usage.

A Note on the Ye. arbook

The Yearbook Committee
J. T. JOHNSON
W. D. REEVE
E. W. SCHREIBER '

C. N. SHUSTER
H.' warrcnAri

'Ate invention of the Hindu-Arabic decimal number system is one
of man's outstanding achievements. With it, for the first time in
history, masses were able to learn the art of computation. Later
SiMon Stevin still further simplified the processes of computation
by the introduction of the decimal fraction. Today the decimal
fraction should be called the common fraction, so widely is it Used
in comme rce and technology.

Still later came the metric system of measures, based upon the
units meter, 'ter, and gram, which are also decimal. To appraise
from an inclusive point of view the merits of this system' is the
purpose of this Yearbook. As an educator and author of textbooks
in mathematics, I commend Dr. Johnson and The National Coun-
cil of Teachers of Mathematics for this publication. If the selec-
tion of a system of measures were optional wit' ducators, they
would unhesitatingly choose a decimal system. They are well
aware of the tremendous efFort required to learn, for example, the
relationship between the linear units in our system: 1 inch ,
1 /12 foot, 1 foot . 1,%3 yard, i yard 2/11 rod, 1. rod = 1/320
mile. In contrast they appreciate the simplicity and ease with
which the pupil_ could learn: 1 millimeter , 0.1 centimeter, 1
centimeter 0.01 meter, and 1 meter 0.001 kilometer.

From the point of view of teaching and learning, it would not
be easy to design a more difficult system than the English system.
In contrast, it would seem almost impossible to design a system
more easily learned than the metric system.w

JOHN H. CLARK
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The System

1. System in AleasfitY'S
THE NEED FOR CORRELATED UNITS,

THEIR SCIENTIKIC EVELOPMENT,
A\IID THEIR WIDESPREAD ADOPTION

a
4.

The Metric System: NThat It Is and Why \Ve Need It
C. J. ARNOLD

TOD A,Y we in the thiited Sates are faced with a situation that
should have our serious attention. 'W'd are using two separate sys-

tems of 1 easurement for weight, volume, length, and tempera-
ture when only one is necessary for any and all purposes. We
inherited cnie, the"Englisli system, which grew up in a haphazard
way and is now becoming obsolete. The other system, the metric
system, the product of mathematical and scientific study, is slowly
but surely working its VYay in. The result of this conflict has been
confusion amt. inefficiency. We now have to learn and teach an
use two s vstenis, a necessity which in itself makes our task twice
as difficult. We also have to learn equivalents so that we may
change units of one system into those of the other; this makes our,
task of measurement at least four times as difficult as need be

The solution to this problem, it seems to me, is the elimination
of one system, and I hope that von will agree with me after we
talk the matter over that it is the English system that should he
eliminated. I would like to stress this point: it is a matter of elim-

ination of the English system rather than of adoption of the met-
ric system, because the Congress of the United States adopted the
metric system as fare back as 1866. One of our leading educators
makes this stateme:4: "There is no doubt that if we were starting
afresh we would use the metric system. The difficulty, arises in
the process of making the change from our present' system."

At,
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Es,entliam we \vill make that change; why not now? Why should

mETHIC sysTEm

we wait for the ,.stiniated three linudred years or so that it will
take for the English system to (lie out gradually when it could be
eliminated in a few years if we made up our minds to do it?

You ask, "\'hy should it take so long. if the metric system is
as good as you say it is?" The answer is the old story of social
inertia pills the fact that we as a people are as yet very unscien-,

And then von niav ask, "Why are von so interested?" Let me
assure von first of all that it is not because of the profit motive.
No one is paying me a salary to write this article, nor do I antici-
pate that the Board of Education will increOse my salary One iota
for Inv interest and work on this problem..

however. I am interested from se end other points of view.
First. I am interested as an educator. I began to take the matter
seriously last fall when I read an editorial which stated that 20
per cent of the average stodunt's time in school Was wasted be-
CaINV of till~ sitIlati011. That to 111C was shocking inefficiency. The
head of the matlit'inatics department of a teachers eolleg.( stated
that two Years of elementary arithmetic could be eliminated from
the grade school program if the United States would eliminate
the English system of measurenwnt. And in checking over the
textbooks of the subject \Odell C teach. high .school physics, I
found. I 1h:he\ e I and safe in saving. that -10 per cent of the work
of learning this subject, as now taught. world be eliminated by
nsio2. exchiskely the metric st stem of measurement. The time
,:tvcd "mid be nsed to good ad\ aAtag;' in studying the many new
(let clopments in this field. Then. too. matlinnaties and science
are considered 1, students to be -hard" sid);-cts. They are 'hard-
!weans(' of the mathematics involt ed. and the mathematics is

-hard- 'because of fractions, and the fractions are there because
the\ are the Me\ itable result of the use of the Em2,-lish sstem of
measurement. \Vile» we discard the system. we will for
all practical purposes hate eliminated fract .11:. from education.
ruder uur present electke ,4,tcni of education many students
aoid these -hard- suhjeets. The result is that we art' not edneat-
ing feu tin' 1110(411 orhithe Age of the Nlachineas well as

This \VW.; '1/4V(11 broughtu, out in \Vorld War I I W11011 t11(1
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,

armed forces appealed to the schools to stress mathematics and
science zuld requested them to pit in special pre-induction courses
in these subjeets. We were fortunate indeed to win this war, be,
cause we were ins unprepared along this line as in many of the
others, It is encouraging to note that science is being'given major
attention in our future plans. In that connection, I believe there
is much justification of the indietment of our present system of
education by those wi say we are still educating for a world that
used to he rather than for the world as, it is, much less for the
world that is to come. The elimination of the English system of
measurement, thereby making the ;tibjects of mathematics and
science les."hard," Would do much to correct this situation,

I am also intei'eSted in this problem of standardized measure-
ments, from the point of view of a citizen, because the same shit-
plifieition and increased efficiency that would occur in education
would he carried over into every phase of living. There are MUM'
Other reasons, but space does not permit their discussion here.

I am interested in this problem as a scientist. ...The metric sys-
tem is a SCielltifi SN Stein and is ust.11 in practically all scientific
work. Our scientists started out using the English system but
soon found it to be altogether too cumbersome and inadequate
and were happy indeed to discard it.

Now, since most research is carried out in the metric system,
the continued use of the English system stands as a barrier to the
ready assimilation of scientific knowledge by the people. The full
Ilse of the metric s% stem %mild speed up the assimilation Of scien-
tific'facts and prevent or shorten the lag between the discovery
and the application of those facts. Consider the housewifeone
of her big jobs is to feed her family properly. Since practically all
research in nutrition, food, health, vitamins, and so on, is ex-
pressed in the metric system, she is forced to get the new findings
secondhand'. They moist first be translated into her old units of
wirasurement. limy mooch more meaningful it %would be to her if
she eQuld talk the same language of measurement and he able to

1sua114e tin; true meanings of such terms as ealori('s, centigrade,
inilli,rams. cc's. liters. and so forth. 'l hen she would be

able to read iptelligently the results of such research and keep up
with (Ill' latest (4*(101)111(91k

4
and diSCON ('fit's.. And \\ hat is hill'
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VEL.L.NNY ON
EARTH DON'T

EMir ADOPT TH
METRIC SYSTEM
IP ITS 60 MUCH

BETTER ?

4

THE FAMILY
MI. k... AAN., Co.ht-1

Reprinted front the Vashington Times-Herald, November 15, 1945, by per-
tnision of the New York Nc..s Syndicate Company, Inc.

of the housewife is true of the farmer, the butcher, the baker, the
candlestick maker, and everyone all the way down the line. The
full use of the metric tiVstem would go a long way in removing
the -mystery- that now seems to surround science for so many
people and makes it seen' a world apart.

And finally, after StIl V of this problem I ant impressed by itst(c
similarity to many other woblems confronting miirivilization, so
that the solution to this problem, as I see it, may well serve as a
model for IllitlIV WIWI'S. Space does not allow going into this.
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However, I would like to point- out several important things in
passing,

Filsst of all, as a people we are very immature scientifically, and
we have by no manner of means mulled the ultimate In civilizal

n. It has often perplexed me to understand how-we as a peo-t:e)l could so readily ac m.incept some of the products of science and
s ill.be so'reluctant to accept science itself. That reluctance is
due, as I see it, to our past history and brin ing up. Scientific
progress consists of two phases: first the disc t very of truth, and
second the assimilation of hilt!) into our civi ion. The dis-
covery of truth is no good to mail unless he assimi 1 tes it into his
civilization. Well has been said ..recently about s 'ial progress
lagging behind scientific pr( 1 SS, 'This, however, is not the case,

is this: science h
s all real progress, hat has hap-

,
eause scientific progres

e -niore rapid progr s 1 certain
fields than in others, I se fields where scienti ac s could
he_re-adily assimilated y lave had rapid.progress, but in those
fields Where facts had t )lace ideas' already held by peoples i
the rate of progress has'b en consi ablv slowed. ,

This brings ,me to the se nd point that I wish to emphasize.
Frederick the Great Made a very sigLificant statement; "The
greatest pleasure which xnen cm have in this world is to discover
new truths, and the next is to shake off old prejudices." I would
stress that the biggest job confronting the world today is the shak-
ing off of old prejudices and that this undertaking should provide
man. with his greatest pleasure. Few of us will be able to expe-
rience the pleasure of discovering a new truth, but we can all par-
ticipate in the process of casting off old prejudices. I believe that
science has already revealed enough of these new truths so that
if they could be assimilated into our present civilization we would
have today a peace and prosperity' far greater than our fondest
dreams. The situation is similar in the case of the metric system.
It is heft. now. Ina we cannot realize its many advantages simply
because We have not seen fit to east off an old way of doing things.
That is why I consider this problem of standardizing measure-
ments to be 1.tru,elv a problem in elimination of the old measures.

I said we wer cientificall% immature. Let's see why. In this
respect we arc still savages. The savage has many taboos, and
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the man who defies them pays the penalty. Similarly we in civi-
lized societies15<our minds with prejudices. We form power-
ful groups and organizations to protect and perpetuate these

, prejudices. We fasten them to a shred of 'Utah, perhaps, and
wrap them up with our emotionseven with life and death it-
self, so that we are willing to shed our blood, to wage4var if nee-

tessam, to hold on to those prejudices. What chance has new
truth against such a systent,"very little. We take the innocent
and unsuspecting individual at birth and pour him full of our pre-
conceived ideas and prejudices under family and social pressure
until he becomes, and probably will remain forever, warped in
outlook. No child is eve, horn with prejudiceshe has to acquire
them.

That brings me to the third point Prejudice, by and large, is
resistance to change. One fact .that . sience has clearly estab-
lished is that 'we live in a world of cluing a dynamic, progres-
sive world of change. Nature will not tolerate for. long our prett2,.-
dices, our resistances to change. She will have her is
why the history of so-called civilized man has been a stoty of
conflict and war and must continue to be so until man learns to
shake off his prejudices. And that is why science, which arrived
in the last few seconds of man's history, comparitiyely speaking,
has become man's first great hope on earth. 'cience provides him
with, the means of testing and proving his ideas to. determine
whether they are true or not. Now if he will only use it, war and
conflict will be a thing of the past. Man does not fight over es-
tablished and proved truth. Tints the respAsibility. is placed di-
realv on man himselfand the big job right now is to cast off
prejudice.

Have you ever been concerned about the next war and the
probability of its destroying our present civilization? Have you
ever thought of putting, that question to Natitre? She would an-
swer. I ant .sure. "Present ilyilization must gor-it isn't good
enough for future generationsand either you must destroy it
through rapid change and by giving up your man-made preju-
dices. or I will destroy it as i have always done in the past. And,"
continues Natnrts, "I would remind von that, in some ways, wars
ha\ e been good for Yon. They have served as steppingstones in
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your progress. But now you have a new toolscience. Use ft,
eliminate your prejndices, and build a new civilization of peace
and prosperity." to the words of John Dewey, "The future of our
civilization depends upon the widening spread and the deepen-
ing hold of the scientific habit of 'Wild."

There has been an interesting corpection betweeii war and the
deVelopment and spread of the metric system. It was in 179()
following the Revolution in France that theinetric system got its
start. For this reason it is sometimes called the French system.
Following the Prussian War, in 1871, when Geriiianv, Austria,
and Hungary made the metric system mandatory, the population
using the metric system was doubled. The population using the
metric system doubled again at the clpse of World War I, 191) -
1921, when Litissia, China, Japan nd Turkey made its use man-.

datory. for their people. Tod. 75 per cent of the world's pop-
ulation uses the metric SV rnl, and fifty-five out of fifty-seven
so-called civilized states in the world tiQe it. That leaves only two
dot using it. and who do you suppose those two ale:? 'They are
the world's two great democratic groups, the British Empire and
the United States. That should give us sonic concern about ''de-
mocracies," but Space does not permit discussing. that, either.

The metric .s-vstein is nothing more or less than the application
of the decimal number system to measurements. Science and
mathematics go hand in hand. 1litthematies is one of the moSt
important tools of science; so let's take: a look at the history of
mathematics to get a little background. It is said that the use of
mathematics is one of the rlteast.treslif a civilization. The savage
could count and measure. Later man could do simple computa-
Iions If he had six rows of corn with seven hills in a row, he
could say (i times 7 equals -12 instead of having to count each hill
to find the total. Now let's %York a simple problem in computation
as %e would ha' e done it five or six -hundred years ago. Let's add

Dcccci,xxxxvim
XX

1 1 1 1

1low vould von like to work problems by this method today?
You would not like it; %et that is probably the way You would iw
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doing.them ifsit had blot been for another war: The Romans, like
were preltv well satisfied with their civilization. Then about

Aon. 1500. the Ilindu-Arabic system superseded the Roman system.
As a result we work the above problem today in this manner:.

999
225
1224

You say there is a big difference.. Yes. But I want to say that
there be a bigger difference in our method of working prob-
lems when we have made full use of measmement units decimally
related than there was after the change to the Hindu-Arabic nu-
meral system from the Roman numeral systeml

The Hindu-Arabic system is it "tens" system, the value of
digit hi a whole number varying with its place in the number,
starting With units at the right and increasing to the left in the
order: units, tens, hundreds, thousands, and so on. Each place
value is ten times the place value to its right; thus 999 means 900
plus 90 plus 9.

The Arabs also brought the Romans a method of dealing with
parts of a wholefractions. They had learned about fractions
from the Egyptians, who were believed to have developed them
in IMO u.c. As a result, the Romans became able to work with
mixed tannbers,--a whole number and a fraction, such as 999 3/4.

Then in 1553 Simon Stevin, a Flemish mathematician, made
(me of the greatest MN-claims Of all time. In man's history it will
rank with the invention of the wheel and the discovery of fire. Ile
took an ordinary dot ( moved it to the right of a number, and
made a decimal point of it. Without that decimal point L doubt
whether we could have won World War II, for without it we
could not have done mud' of onr higher mathematics, such as
logarithms, calculus, and the like. Einstein could not have devel-
oped the equation for the transformation of matter into energy,
\vithont which We ()111(1 not hay(' developed the atomic bomb,
nor epuld Clerk-Maxwell ha\ e predicted the radio wave fifteen
yeari before it was actually 'discovered and made the basis for
pir'.Cent-clay radar.

The decimal point extended the "tens" system to the right as
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well as. to the left. It made it possible to decrease. by tens (IF well

as to increase by tens. Moreover, it made it possible to handle a
whole number and a part as easily as a whole number was han-
dled before. It also provided for a great increase in the fineness
of measurements. But most important of all as far as we are con-
cerned here is the fact that it made the use of fractions for most
purposes obsolete. However, since we have been thinking in
terms of fractions for some 3,500 years, it will be necessary for us.
to make conscientious effort to get rid of them if they are to
disappear in actual practice.

The metric system, being based on the decimal system, starts
out with a basic unit. The next larger unit is ten times as large,
the next smaller unit one-tenth as large, and so on. As a matter
of fact, we Can begin with any unit in the system and this sane
relationship holds.

To illustrate further, let's take an example of our present use of
the decimal systOm, the United States monetary systein, and con-
trast it with a fractions .monetary system, that used lw the Brit-
ish. We can make change with comparative ease, whereas the
Briton has to memorize a rhyme in order to make change. Our-

.

prices are listed as one number, such as $1.98, but the Briton has
to go to the trouble of stating the number of pounds, shillings,
pence, anti so on, separately. If we were asked to change back
to the English monetary system,

0
we would have none of it; we

would consider it a step backward, as it would be. In this con-
nection, I would call to your attention the fact that no country
haying once adopted the metric system has ever returned to its
former system, -

The samesimplicity that we find in our decimal monetary sys-
tem is found in the metric system of measurements for weight,
leng,th. volume. all(] temperature. Let's show this by working two
simple problems, side by side, in the two systems. Our problems
will call for converting smaller units to larger ones.

161 cotitilters 16.1 decinwters .7 1.61 meturs
161 indws 11 5 12 fcct .1 17 :6 v,Irds

Tn the metric system the conversion is simply a matter of shifting
the decimal point one place to the left to get the next larger unit.
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But in .thee English system to change inches to feet it is necessary
to divide by 12, and since I cannot readily clo-Ns in my mind, I
must set it down as a tlivision problem and work it out. Right
iiway I am involved in fractions. To change fVet to yards I must
divide by 3, a small enough number, but again I run into difficul-
ties because I have to divide a mixed number, that is, a whole
number and a fraction.

Let us work a problem in. figuring. costs, starting with corre-
sponding units and deterriiiiing-the cost for smaller units.

111 metric ton But if rtongi.
costs $1'30,000.00 costs'

then 1 kilogram costs $160.00 then 1 pound 2o4s,..
and 1 gram costs $.16 and I ounce costs

$160,000.00
$71.43

. $4.46

Since a metric torracontains 1,000 kilograms, all I need to do is
shift the decimal point three places to the left to get the,cost per
kilogram: and since there are 1,000 grams in 1 kilogram, I again
shift the declinal point three more places to the left, and I have
the cost' per grain. Contrast this with the work involved when
English units are used. One long ton contains 2,2.10 pounds,. and
I am forced to work a problem in long division to find the cost
per pound, with the chance that it will never come out integrally.
To change pounds to ounces I am again forced to work a loiig divi-
sion problem to find My cost.

If you consider the English.system of money stupid, what must
von think of the English system of measurement? Let me ask von
a question: Which is heavier. a pound of. feathers or a pound of
gold? You will probably reason that gold seems heavier but that
since a pound is a pound, they must weigh the same. But You are
wrong. The pound of feathers is heavier. In fact, it would take
about 4 pounds of geld to equal the weight of 3 pounds of feath-
ers. Y011 sec'. there are two kinds of pounds, the avoirdupois
and the troy. Yes. and there are two kinds of quarts, dry and
liquid, and fifty -sit kinds of bushels, which vary from state to
state and also according to commodity-- apples 50 pounds to the
bushel, wheat GO. oats :32. rye 56, and so on. An official United
States bushel contains 2.150.42 cubic inches but for tat iff pur-
poses becomes a -heaped- bushel of 2,717.715 cubic inches, an
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inc,-ease in size of 27.8 per cent; yet in "Connecticut it is. 2,561
cubic inches, whereas Michigan says it".`shal114 heaped .as hi
as may be without special efforts or design." There are nine dif-
ferent kinds of barrels, eight kinds of tons, and so on: In fact, the
U.S. National Bureau -of Standards uses over five hundred pages
of fine type to do the job of defining all. the units; 'Yes, it is both
ridiculous and stupid. But you people are responsible-not for
starthig it, of course, but for permitting it to .continue.

Now let us take a problem in computing volume. It will show.
n1. .ly the contrasijetween a fractions system and .a decimal sys-
"tem. I am taking this problem from an article of mine which was
published in the Martin, 1946, issue of the Minnesota Journal of
Education em,t)e,t. "Let's Eliminate Fractions." ' Here we can
compare the space area used-in working twos equivalent prob-
lems: finding the volume of the same tank as measured by the
-two systems. Ifere is the problem in English measurements:
Find the volume in cubic feet of a tank 4 feet 9 7/16 inches long,
2 fret :3 5 :32 inches wide, and 1 foot 11 3/4 inches deep; In met-
ric measurements the problem is: Find the volume in cubic me-
ters of a tank 145.89 centimeters long, 68.98 centimeters wide,
sand 00.33 centimeters deep. The solution of the English prob-
lem requires a working area of nine fillies the area required by
the metric problem. Moreover, the solution of the English prob-
lem involves two separate operations of long division as well as
the difficult operation of multiplying a fraction times a fraction
times a fraction. The solution of the metric problem involves only
straight multiplication of three decimal numbers. Then, too, con-
sider the time involveda clock would be needed to time an
American child in working this problem, while a Russian. child,
for example, in working this saint. problem his way would have
to be timed with a stop Nvittch.

In the drug business it is often necessary to increase or de-
crease a formula. as. for example: Increase six times the formula
(i pounds 1 I ounces 1:37 1 .2 grains.. The answer is 40 pounds 3
ounces 3S7 1 2 grains. The sohition requires forty -eight figures,
not inclucliie abbre lotions. In the metric system a similar prob-
lem %mold be: Increase six tinu.s..the formula i3 kilograms 977

11 t ), 041 I P .
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grams. The answer is 41 kilogram" 862 grams. Only ten figures
are required. .However, in actual practice metric measurements
are usually stated in one unit. Expre;:sed in this way, our original
forinila would read 6.977 kilograms. In this case only three fig-
ures are required to increase the formula, in contrast with the
forty-eight required in the case of the English .measurements.
The results of using the metric system are r. great saving in time
and a grepi decrease in the possibilities of making errors. These
advantagh mean greater efficiency. /

One factory which switched to metric measurement estimated
that in one year it saved" ten times the cost of new measuring de-
vices. A railroad company estimates that the metric system would
save $50,000 a year in paper work alone. During World War II
the weight of a sack of flour was changed from 48 to 50,younds
and the weight of a barrel of flour from 192 to 200 pbunds. Such
a simplirattun as merely rounding out a number-resulted in the
saving of much time and money, as all concerned will testify. All
benefitedthe producer, the shipper, the merchant, the con-
sumer, and the government. It was much easier to make out bills
of lading, to figure daily production and costs, to make out sta-
tistical reports, and to carry on all the other processes where fig-
ures and mathematical computation were involved. If results like
these follow so simple a change, what would he the effect if we
Went all the way and changed to. the metric system for all pur-
poses and uses? Truly it wottld be revolutionary, increasing our
efficiency in all walks of life.

The metric system, in addition to its simplicity and its decimal-.

ization of units, provides .a one-to-one correspondence between
weight and measure. It is in reality one all-inclusive system,
whereas English measurements consist of separate, unrelated sys-
tems for weight, length, and volume. For example, 1 cubic cen-
timeter of water weighs 1 gram, whereas 1 cubic foot of water
weighs 6141 pounds. The result of the correlations within the
metric system is that when we find the volume of water in metric
units, we also have the weight. If the volume is 10 cubic meters,
the weight is 10 metric tons. This is far from the case in the Eng-
lish system. If the latter is used, seventy-one figures and a knowl-
edge of multiplication of mixed numbers are required to find the
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weight. of a tank filled with water when thk; tank measures 4 feet
v 3 feet 6 inches by 2 feet 4 inches. It takes only twenty -one
figures and no knrat...:ledge of the ratheintricate multiplication of
mixed numbers to find, the weight of water in a tank 4 meters by
3.6 meters by 2.4 meters.

I believe that in a few 'years it will be possible tip) enact the
necessilry federal legislation.to adopt the metric system and that
in the meantime an extensive program should he set up to build
a strong public opinion in favor of the elimination of the English
system. Now, what about it?' Are you willing to help eliminate
the obsolete English .systenvin the net five'vears or so, or do you
prefer to the'present state of confusion and inefficiency drag(j
on for 'other three hundred Years? Are yoti willing to condemn'other
your children and your children's children to waste a great deal
of their time and energy .il school, and then have them turned
out as handicapped personspersons who can't think in decimals
persons who are illequipped for scientific IA ork and thinking
persons who are not eveg qualified for simple jobs in those indus-
tries now using time decimal metric system? This is 'your respon-
sibility. 'What are von going to do about it? It is. time for action':

NVeight; and Measures Through the Ages
JOSE .thrriz moNviniuo

EvElly day and in many ways we poor mortals are led to believe
that we1iave advanced on the road of civilization.

We. are familiar today with a great number of contrivances
which' would, no doubt, bewilder, perplex, confound, and shame
the nien of days gone 1)y; but, ,in the midst of our triumph, we
ha%e to humble ourselves when we realize that we are, in some
very important aspects of our daily lives, as badly off as the de-
S of Noah.

If we !2,-1) hack and read the eleventh chapter of Genesis, we find
the spiry -,\)1 the building of the famous tower of Babel, erected

the melLof those days who were the dew idants of Noah.
.Nccordim.; to this chapter of Genesis. mankind. deli in those
days constituted a single. united body and possess( 1 the same

\\:k
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language, came, in wandering around, to a beautiful valley in the 74
land of Shinar. Men t'i'lt, as we do today, that they had made
wonderful advances in the at of construction, and they de- ..___

.---__

visa a plan to use, for the first time in the history of mankind, ,..._
baked bricks as building Material and bitumen as a mortar. They
representO, in fact, the first city builders. Unfortunately, they
were -also fired with the ambition of erecting a tower so high as
to reach heaven, a hyperbolic expression which means that they
were possessed by arroganre and pride. And on that occasion, as
always happens when men get drunk with pride and imagine` that

,.....,;-.4.:they are higher than others, Jehovah decided Co check their am-
bitious designs. lie brought about it confusion of tongues so that
those working together in the erection of the tower could no
longer understand each other; and-as a result of this they were
dispersed over the face of the globe.

Since that day men have had difficulty in understanding one
another, because of the diversity of languages. As a consequence''
of this curse men, when they found out in their daily life that they
had to establish units of measurement in order to he able tip trans-.
act all kinds of business, be*tn to establish units or standards,
%Odell naturally varied from one country to the next, thus adding
to the existing confusion of the languages.

The diversity of units of measurement, which, as in the case of
language, was the natural result of the conditions of existence of
the different peoples,.bad at least one encouraging element: sev-
eral units were based on parts of the human body. Notwithstand-
ing this fact, there was a difference between these units, because
th oot of the Egyptians measured 26 centimeters, while that of

w haldeans and ASSVriallS was a little long.cr, 32.1 millimeters.
lie- ersian foot 1VaS :32 centimeters, but the Greek was 296 milli-

meters and, molly, 0 Ian foot as 295,7 millimeters.the ....(I ,m w
At the fall of the Boman Empire metrology WaS generally based

()II the SVSteln of IlleaSIIITS Of the Romans but later new ones were
introduced fit the different European kitu4dows. with the result
that commercial intercourse among these countries was Made
difficult.

Charicw:tu:ne wac one of the first to try, during tle eighth cen-
tury. by the Capitulary of Aix-la-Chapelle, to itni:Y the units of
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.ineasure. Charles I of France, "the Bald, II)y his decree of Pistes,
6onuanded that. all milts of measure in his kingdom should be
adjusted to the standards deposited at his palace, but he did not
succeed. because the nobility, especially the poor country squires,

.found it an advantage toy continua derivii% a revenue from the
,inspection and marking of measures. Later, Philip IV, "the Fair,"
and Philip V, "the Tall," tried in vain to correct the confusion
existing in France with the units of Measurement in use, which in
fact were different from one province to the next and even from
One town to the other, In the year 15.40 Francis I and in 1575

-Henry III tried again, but without success. Not until the seven-
teenth century was France able. to unify, for the first time, her
sv. tem of weights and measures, following the, ideas of the Abbe
NI( itch.

I have selected hie foregoing brief review of metrology in
France because it is tvpiCal of what was going on in the other
leading nations of modern times and also be use we owe to
France the only real serious and scientific appr ach to.a simple

. and unified s% stein of weights and measurements.
In his system of measures Abbe Gabriel Mouton selected a',: a

national unit of length the Amite of 1' of arc, and he gave to
this unit the name of milliare and subdivided it by a decimal sys-
tem into tl.o, centuria, &curia, virga, virgula, deeima, ceritesima
and millesima. Unfortunately the Abbe died without having seen
his ideas adopted; nevertheless higiras on metrology were, in
principle. adopted later on.

.........-------
Followinv, this attempt were the attempts of the English Irehi-

tet ren, ot the French astronomer Picard, and of Huygens,
who decided to use as the uni', of length the one correspondinq
to thc seconds pendulum.

In the N ear 1790 the 14reat Tallevrand had a law passed by the
Nation.t1 Assembly for the unification in France of the system of
weights :nal measurements. A committee of the Academy of
Sciences was entrusted with this work, and the members decided
to use the ten-millionth part of die fourth of the earths meridian
its the unit of length. Thus the metre. or meter. came into exist-
ence as the base of a scientific. simple. and decimal system of
NVC1,2,11tS 111(1 111CaSIIITS.
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The new system wasIfinally adopted by France on April 7, 1795
( 18 Germinal, An. III). Notwithstanding the eventual absolute
success of the-metric system, it is well worthy of notoihat. at first
its progress was -slow. .Belgium Luxemburg, and lIcflaiid were
the next _countries to adopt it, nd by the end o the line-
teenth century it had become standard of forty na
had attained world-wide use in science,

It is bewildering that the United States and the British Empire
two leaders in manufacturing and exporting, still cling to their
unscientific, antiquated system of weights and measures. In favor
of the use of the metric system all over the United States, we have
the highly authoritative opirion of Samuel W. Stratton, formerly
Director of the Bureau of Standards, who writes; "Commerce,
technology, and science have, on account of their international
character, availed theinsches of the advantages of the metric sys-
tem more than manufacturing, which is local, and, unlike export-
ing, not in direct touch with world markets. Hence, science and
Commerce, with their world-wide outlook, should lie the advisers
of industry, and their conclusion is that`lhe first principle is to
supply what the customer needs, and that international business
requires international weights and measures."

As to the way scientists in England feel about this matter, we
hit\ e the following emphatic opinion from the late Lord Kelvin:

helieNe 1 am not overstating the truth when I say' that half the
time occiipie l liv clerks and draughtsmen in engineers' and sui,-
e\;tmrs' o 'cesI am sure at least one-half of itis vork entailed

th4qn by the inconvenience of the present farrago of weights
zuhl measures. The introduction of the world Metrical System
will produce an enormous saving in business offices of all kinds
engineeriw.4, commercial and retail shops." 1

Furthermore, when in UN. 'ear 1895 a deputation advocating
the introduction of the switem into England consulted the
opinion of Arthur .1. Ballow-, he used the following words) -Upon
the merits Of time case I Rini': there can be no doubt whatever that
the judgment of the whole civilized world, not excluding countries
which still adhere to the ant i( {llated SVStellIS Wider %Odell we Sflf-

' ytitt-,1 Iron, Wodd Metric Standardization, by Aulocy Drury
-t \It SMI 1'r,41141.4 44, 1922 ),
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fer, has long iecided that the metric system is thd only rational
SVStelil,""

It is indeed hard to 9aderstand, aftei learning of the opinions
of the leaders, how, the United States aad the British Empire still

Jio Id fast to ttheir'antiquated, unscientific, irrational hodgepodge
of-weights and measures, when the rest of the civilized world is
already .enjoying the advantages of the metricsystem! It looks
t( me like another case of prick and tux ?mice similar to the dne
which brought upon humanity the curse o exonfusion of lan-
guages. Todav, in the era of air navigation wit has brought us
a few hours' time from 4the remotest points of globe and, as
a consequence, is bringing together the men o all latitudes, it
would be a- most. fitting contribution to the cans of good wider-
tandit among men, if the great English-speaking nations of the

'British tEmpife and the United States would make compulsory
the use of the metric system in their commercial intercourse with
the rest of the world and within their own boundaries. ,

Is All This Wally Necessary?*
(MANNING POLLOCK

A FluNo in London once confided in me that he had never spent
a holida% on the Continent because "they drive on the wrong side
(4 the street." Not -on the right side, while we drive on the left,"
mind von, but -(H1 the lennio. Side. I've often-related this as an
ilInstrati(mi of nstinctie intolerance, but it's even more an in-
stance of how firmly our habits become fixed, and hokv-much we
are tnnibled 1w the fieed of setting them aside.

As a matter of fact, I wonder why old dogs must forever be
learning- new tricks? Every time one crosses a border in Europe,
(It. to sonic dcgrrc. in the United States, there are strange cur-
1.itties, customs. languat2,.es6'weights, 1111(1 111V11S111VS, and what not,
which partly explain why the people with whom they are regula-

:tun; continue to Sc em strangers. cw Americans really speak

1/m/ . p 161.
° liprifitt cl ft-til The Iiidariatt .1pri1 IS) Ifi. , .1.1 1 ;)I th, publiNi

;ffici the atithur.
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English, and fewer Englishmen speak American both actually.
as many diffelrent tongues as there are localitiesbut all of us
understamkone another, and that's the chief reason for the:bond
between the two nations. A man belongs to your lodge when you
use the same high-sign, and everybody has a weak4ess for mem-
bers of his own lodge.

Homo sapiens, who isn't always. so sapient, doesn't want be
bothered orconfused, and heaven knows there's been plenty of
bother and confusion when he began mixing with "foreigners."
Take money, for exampleand most of us are willing to tak as
'Mich of it as we Can get. But even a seasoned old traveler like
myself can g haywire e trying to recall how many cents make a
penny, and whether drachmas or taels make sense.

I shall never forget my firt arrival in I long 1(;4;froni Java.
The porters refused to accept and bf the various currencies in my
pockets, so I carried the lot to a monev-changer near the hotel,
Nilo calculated with an abacus, or bunch of wooden balls sliding
on wires. and I shall never know how I happened to get what I got
for Inv coin collection. Neither shall I ever know what it was
worth On the home gmends. Anyway, it wasn't worth much when
we entered the next Province, because every Province has its own
currency and snoots the other fellows'. In my opinion, the Chi-
11Ctie are the most Aarlv civilized people on earth, and why they
must have as many kinds of money as Americans have accents
complefelv baffles we.

Not that, in any area of comparable size, Europe is better off.
Von can't travel overnight from Paris iii any direction without be-
g-inning the lu xt day by exchanging your bank roll. mostly, value

is fixed by the llecimal s':stem---,,or, rather, ill recent years, it hasn't
been fixed at all.

When the American Express in Athens begged me to pay my
bill in Italy, \acre money was more stable, I thought, "Thank
Heaven, the American dollar is always zi dollarand found it
wasnt before I reached Florence. because, meanwhile, America
had gone off the gold standard. All th(t. of course, is ,a question
apart, and its it to la. answered; were told, by agreements in
Bretton Woods. or the Black Forest, or somewhere. \Villa's eatin'
11 e is ii;liv tbeie shouldn't be sonic sort of a coin or bill that call be
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expended as easily-in London or Bangkok as in New, York. Why
was it ever necessary for the average visitor in England to go
about reciting, "Ti.elve. pence make a shilling, and 20.shillings a
pound, unless it's a guinea, and then it's 21, but what in heck is
half a croWn'?

Weights and measures iye a little less varied because, in 1799,
delegates from almost iverywhere got together in Paris and
adopted the metric system. From almost everywhere, that is, ex-
cept Britain and the Utited States, which cling to different yer-

.sions of the imperial system, thus complicating life a little bit
more. The metric system has been legalized both in Britain and
in the United States, but, as it isn't commonly used in either coun-
try, that doesn't seem to make much difference.

Don't ask any Englisliplan or American what tbe metric system
is, and, if You begin reading about it, and discover it to be based

.
on the fact that the meter, its unit, is intended to be one ten-mil-
lionth part of the earths meridian quadrant, and is so very nearly,
you'll probably stop right there. Most of us do know that the
metric systeni is a decimal system, and ten meters are a decameter
and 1,000 a kilometer, or ten liters a decaliter, and a hundredth of
a liter a centiliter. and that's all to the good, but something snaps
when you try to translate on the basis that a yard is .914.10 meters,
a troy ounce 31.10:33 grams, and a fluid ounce 2.95625 centiliters.
That sort of figuring, I believe, is what turned Professor Einstein's
hair white. At any rate, You can say, 'One thousand meters are a
kilometer," rather than haying to remember that 12 inches are a
feQ,ot, 3 feet a yard, and 1,760 yards a mile. Ilow many square feet
are in an acre, no one but surveyors has ever known, and only
druggists and liquor dealers trey to recall how many gills or fluid
ounces are in a pint.

After all, most of ns needn't trmble most of us Very Much,
bIlt. When V011 have t( begin trail acing quarts into liters Or miles
into hiloilit.wrswr11, s niv cr andinotlicr uscd to say, that's a
gray horse of another color. T1w answer to so commonplace a
question tS -li()%slar is it to) the isnt illn*'?" hec(1111eS an exer-
cise ill Mental arithIlletiC for any Ends hinan or Al lleriCan. Of
course. it nu can remember itor even if Yon Can't -a kilometer
is approNimatek fi% e-eightlis of a mile, but that only makes it more
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difficult. The signpost informs you, "Brussels-326 1/2 kilome-
ters." QUICK; how many miles is that? Einstein, or Joel Kupper-
man, of the Quiz Kids, might reply promptly, "204.0625 miles,"
but it d9llars to doughnuts you can't. Ninety-nine*out of 100
wandering Englishmen or Americans simply divide the number,of
kilometers by two and add one- fourth of the resulti.e., 100 kilo-
meters are 50 miles plus one - fourth of 50, 12 I/2, or 62 1/2 miles
Nit even that diktracts your attention ffiiin driving, and I have
had friendsparticularly woman friendSWho got results not a
hit like those I have given. My own spouse, who is everything to
me but a lightning calculator, once assured me that it was almost
exactly 4,000 milts. froth Cherbourg to Paris, though neither she
nor I ever discovered how it got that way. At any rah!, wouldn't it
be simiiItIc and easier to measure distance by miles everywhere,
or, better still, to use the metric system in England and America
as well as in the rest of the civilized world?

Failing this, the wife aforesaid suggests that a kilometer be
made precisely half a mile, and a stone 10 pounds, instead of 14,
which puts it beyond her mathematical powers. Frankly, I don't
think either device would work, or that we could induce the Brit-
ish to take ten pence for a shilling and ten shillings for a pound.
No; universal systems would be a lot more practical. Until they
are adopted, I, for one, shall never know whether it's hot or cold/
at 70 degrees Centigrade. The fact that the freezing point ok....4
water is :32 degrees Fahrenheit, and the boiling point 212, while
they are zero and 100 Centigrade, means nothing in my young
life, and never has. Once in Cambodia, after I'd said 20 times,
"I can't stand this heat," I found the mercury at 50 Centigrade,
and stopped perspiring. One rule for _reducing Centigrade tem-
perature to Fahrenheit is: subtract 10, subtract from the remain-
der one-tenth of itself, double the last remainder, and add 50 to
the product. Is this a procedure to appeal to a man who merely
wants to know whether he's comfortable? I ask von!

If you've ever attempted piloting a nivotorcar through the busy
streets of London, you realize ifs equall. difficult, xlien you sud-
denly meet another car rounding a corner, to remember that you
must pass it on the left. A morning of this gives one sympathetic
Hint erstanding of my friend who declined holidays on the Con-
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tineiit, where, as with Americans, you drive on the right side of
the highway. There are a dgzen explanations of this, difference in
custom, most of them based on the idea that 4 man wanted his
sword arm free, but the need of swords in the 1treet went out so
long before the automobile came in that you might as well teat
Your food raw because once we didn't know how to make fire. In
America, the legend runs, people wit in the habit of turning right
because so many people traveled on,horsdbuck and by keeping to
the right of the road, the right.hand was free to draw a weapon.
In Britain, hoNvever, the driver of a six-in-hand coach rode a horse
on the left side in order to have full scope in swinging his whip.
This is probably poppycock, and we drive on the right or left
merely- because our ancestors preferred one or the other, and we
lacked the initiative to choose which we prefer. Just as the streets
in Boston Ju.! said to follow the original towpaths.

The same thing is true of writing, spelling, and speech. One
group of :mcestors made one set of sounds and another group an-
other set, and we went on with it. At least 1,000 different lan-
guages zl1.0 spoken in this world, and each of them with variations
and additions of argot. Small tribe's of savages, often numbering
only a few hundred individuals, cannot understand other and
equally small tribes in villages a few miles apart. The Swiss use
four different tongues in their one tiny nation, and when I lived
there in 1890, all shop and street signs in Prague were printed in
Cerman and Czech. As my father was, a man may be the master
of ten languages, and vet visit a dozen lands where he can ask for
a boiled egg only by crowing like a rooster. I have a certain
amount of sympathy for an unlettered friend of mine who used
to t4et very atizry because the Parisians couldn't understand Eng-
lish spoken with what she believed to be a French accent. Cer-
tainly, it (1( es not reflect credit on our civilization that, after cen-
turies of mixing, one population is practically without means of
commtmieating with the others.

Admittedly, the answer isn't C'ilSV. Scholars have invented
111,11IV 'Lind% CrSill 1:111;2:11i112:('S--chi( tIV Esperantowithout induc-
ing more titan ,t few Inindreds or thousands of people to acquire
thrto. florts to make English universal, allegedly be.cause it is
the niother tongue of nearly 200 million, hut really, T stippose,
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because its our mother tongue, have got nowhere. French is
called "the language of diplomats," but there have always been
plenty of statesmen who didn't know a word of it. Perhaps in
time, now that we have about conquered distance, and peoples
co- mingle as never before, we shall develop a tongue tl.iat is a
mixture of all tongues, and can be spoken by all peiples, but don't
bet on it. You probably would be safe in wagering that such a
development would go along way toward universal understand-
ing and friendship.

Anyway, there seems little doubt that many of the bothersome
differences in money and measurements and suchlike are due to
be eliminated. Generally, I'm agin standardization. I shall.neyer-
forget my disappointment that I could take a trolley car to the
pyramids of Giza,. and that, when I got there, I was only in an-
othe kind of Coney Island. I've never considered a vacation in
the United States, because fruit cup is the same in San-Francisco
that it is in New York, and equally inevitable in both places and
all points betwOn.. I .should, or shall greatly dislike a world in
which all people and places are pretty much the same, and you
have to call up the stationmaster to learn whether you're in Can-
ton, China, or Canton, Ohio. Nevertheless, it does seem to me
stupid, and opposed to; general amity, that I can't say, "Good
morning,- to a brother outside of two or three nations without an
interpreter, or find exactly how much beer I've drunk on an after-
noon in Amsterdam without multiplying by 4.5459631.

Development

The Early I I istory of the Metric System
1.:1)\V I N \V. SCIIIIEIBER

wAs down in old Mexico) that I had my first real introduction
to the metric system. 'Tis true I had met the meter and her chil-

,
&en, ccntimeter, millimeter, and little micron, in a formal way
while busy in the laboratories at the university in any undergrad-.

nate (la\ sbut that was a cold and scientific acquaintance. Un-
der a warm southern sky, with the skin doing its full share to

1
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brighten the picture, Y read in no uncertain letters ,on .a freshly
painted shin which was posted on a little railway station in old
Sonora: Calexico, 33.5 Km." So here upon a ,common road
(not a'roval -one) kilometer and I met face to .face. From that
friendlv'meeting with a member of the metric system a desire was
kindled within me to know more about the family history of the.
-meter, and since that time I have picked up some interesting fact8
covering the whole family, some of which' it is my purpose to re-
late at this time.

.

Mother Earth is the mother of the meter. The French'scien-
fists who devised this unit of measurement at the close of the
eighteenth century planned that it should not be dependent upon
any particular Asuring stick of human construction but instead
should bear a definite relation to the dimensions of our globe. The
art of measming the earth and determining its shape, known as
geodesy, had already made imich pro'gress, and no other people
had contributed so much to it as the French. It was not strange,
therefore, that the authors of the metric system should decide to
take as the basis of this system a meridian of the eartha circle
passing through both poles. For greater exactness (since merid-
ians are not all of precisely the same length) they selected a par-
ticular part of a particular meridian. They decided that a meter
should he the ten-millionth part of the distance from the North
Pole to tlw equator 21i'asured on the meridian passing through
Paris.

.In considering the genesis of the modern metric system as a
universal system founded on an invariable standard and sym-
metrically and conveniently deyehip,d, it is necessary to go back
to, Gabriel Mouton (1618-1694), Vicar of St. Paul's Church,
Lyons, who first proposed in 1670 a comprehensive decimal sy's-
tem having as a basis the length of an arc of l' of a great circle of
the earth. One ininute.of arc would give the length of a-nu/hare,
which w(Hild be subdi ided 'decimally into centuria, deuria,
rirga, rirgula, deeima, eepte.sia, illesima. The rirga and Fi -
graft world be the chief units of the system corresponding to the
toi.w' and flu. feet themit'll In 1JS('. Th is V,"comutric foot (rirgula gee-
etrica) was further defined by Mouton as corresponding to the
length-of a pendulum making :3.959.2 vibrations in a half hour at
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This proposition contained essentially the germ of the

modern metric system, and Mouton's suggestion of the pendulum
was soon repeated by Jean Picard (1620-1682) in 1671, and by
Christian Huygens (16291695) in 1673.

Puring the eighteenth et. ttury several schemes were.proposed
by scientists for the irrllement of the weights and measures,
at although they were broight to.the attention of the French
Government they did not meet with such approval as to secure
their adoptim These _various schemes were discussed and dis-
carded without anv definite action, and, just as in later times, the
difficulties atten ling the introduction of a new system were antic-
ipated and feared. In fact, Jacques Necker (1732-1804), in a re-
port made to Louis XVI in 1778, spoke of the proposed reform of
weights and measures with considerable diffidence. IIe wrote:

I have occupied myself in examining the means which might lib em-
ployed to render the weights and measures uniform throughout the
Kingdom, but I doubt vet whether the unity which would result would
he proportionate to the difficulties of all kin& which this operation
would califl on account of the changing of values which would DEWS-
sadly he made in a multitude of contracts, of Yea& payments, of
feudal rights and other acts of all kinds. I have not Yet renounced the
project, and I have seen with satisfaction that the Asse-mblv of Iiante-
Guyenne have taken it into consideration. It is in effect a kind of
amelioration which can be undertaken partially, and the example of a
happy success in one province would essentially influence Opinion.

Let us turn back the pages of history to 1878 and discern
this same note of diffidence in the following stati.inent by J. E.
Iiilgard, Assistant, United States Coast Survey, and Inspector,
United States Standard Weights and Measures, who in response to
a resolution by the House of Representatives submitted a report
dated March 21, 1878, on the obligatory use of the metric system
for government business:

Not only are. lands ptirchased from the public domain described in a
simple decimal system of acres measured by square chains and deci-
mals. hilt all the most valuable real estate, sod' as lots and streets in
cities, has been laid off in this country in even feet. generally even tens
of feet, as O. (30, '.)0, 100, 130, etc. What tdequitte motive is' there to
thange these evressions into terms Nhich are necessarily fractional
and in \% Inch thew foreit4n nations whose tomenine it is proposed
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to' meet have no conceivable interest? What useful purpose is sub-
served by designating a building lot 24 by 120 feet in the fyrni of 7.315
by 36.570 meters? It is theoregoing awl simila conI.der:aims which
lead the undersignkl to doubt whether the.'internz ional j.inip of
m easures willwill eer wholly take the place of all others. i our don stir
transactions.

.,

Withi, ; ,mc enangeg wrought by the French Revolution it was
....

possible to gain consideration from the public for rationali _ideas
in science is WCIUS in government and religion, It was 'Paley-
Tand (175.448:38), a bold inid able leader, then Bidaop of Autmi,
who brought .a plan for reform to the attention of the National
Assembly in April, 1790. lie appreciated not only the necessity
of a uniform system 'of weights dud measures for Vrance but also
the desirability of a system that -would be truly international
rather than represent merrAv the weights and treasures of Paris.
Through the efforts of Talleyrand the National Assembly ren-.
dered a decree on May 8, 1790, which was sanctioned by Louis,
XVI on August. 22 of they same year. The decree read in part as
follows: . / 4

The National Assembly, desiring that all France shall forever enjoy
all the advantages which will result from uniformity of %Y"ic2;lits ands.

measures, and wishing that the relation of the old measures to the new
should be clearly determined and easily understood, decrees that Ills
Majesty shall be asked to give orders to the administrators of the dif-
ferent do dartments of the Kingdom. to the end that they procure and
cause to he remitted to each of the municipalities comprised Ai..each
department and that they send to Paris to 1w remitted to the Secietary
of the lu:ttletlIN' SCitllCeS a;perfcctly exact model of the different
\ eights and elementary measutes %%inch are in usage.

It is ales reed further that the Kim!, shall also hot.; Ills Majesty of Brit-
ain to retlue.t tin lit4lish Parliament to CHIR111' With tilt' National

in the dtermitiation of a natural milt of measures alai weights;
and in (nnsequence. wider the auspices of the two nations, the com-
missioners (it the Vattern\ of Sciences of Paris shall wine with an
eipial number of members choscu th lto al Svit\ of London, iu

.a place whirl' shall ht respecti\ ely decided :IS IllitSt 011 to
(111(.1'1111Hr the latittlde I. . or 1.11v other latitwle which may he
.piefrreiL the lett2th of the pf 1(111111M (St11)11(10. anal to deduce an

ie [casino, and all the v.cit.:los: ;111(1 thatin\ Amide .t oidald all IL
atter this. Ilt.ttli Ith all the IiiccsNa1 \ tit,lenutite. Ills Nlaj-
est w ill lit- askill \catleim of Sciences tt, fi\ pre-
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The hi s the meridian from Dunkerque to Barcelona.

cision for each royal municipality the relation of the old weights and
measures to the new standard. and to compose afterward for the use
of the municipalities the usual books and elementary treatises which
Nv i 11 indicate with clearness all these propositions.

It is decreed further that these elementary hooks shall be sent at the
same time to all the municivalities to be distributed; at the same time
there shall he sent to each of the municipalities a certain number of
new \\ eights and measures which they shall distribute gratuitously to
thotsc who \\mild he caused great expense by this change; and finally,
,i.months only after the. distribution. the old measures shall be abol-
ishd ion( teplin-col b the new.

Finally. the Academy shall indicate the scale of division which it
belie\ es mm et (1)il 11 t fur all weights. measures and coins.

.1 committee of the Academy, consisting of Borda, Lagrange,
Laplace. \ alai ('ondorect, presented a report on March 19,
1791. to tile effect tliat after an arc (of meridian) had been meas-
ured. the ln;4111 of it quadrant could theta be computed, and one
toll-millionth of it, len,..;th could be taken as the base or funda-
Mental unit tif The 1)1011 proposed was to melsure an are
of inrididu he \\ rill I )11111,erque on the northern coast of France,
.tact 11,trccloll,t eon \hditrranean Sea. These two places were

J
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/ J :30', the _;ireatest tvztilitble in 1..iiopc for zt meridian measure-
ment: because the eonntry sotr,oursed had in part hem' surveyed
pre\ ionsl% 11% I waffle and Cassini in 171M-1T 10: and furthermore
hecnuse such ,n1 ay,: extended 011 both hicks of latitude 13 .

11
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Oil \fay 9, 179:3, in the report of the committee o the Na-
tional .kadeniv the name incise (meter) \vas assitr, led to the
tr-milliontli part of quadrant of tlw carth's nu idian. The

metyr %vas de% i,,ed from a calculation of the operations
made 1)\ Licailre ill 1710. .1 st,inclitd of the pro\ isional meter
made of bray, -as duly constructed by I.enoir in Paris and is Pre-.
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served in the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers at Paris. This
prokisional meter varied from the meter finally determined by the
commission in 1799 by Only milliineter, being that much too
long. .

Meting of France, on. June 10, 1792, issued a proclamation in
which Delambre M6ehati, the two engineers chosen to

ti

P,4111r.

oe%

'-4S.

Lt It Jati liaptiNtl jo.1)11 1)tlatillirt ( 17-N-(822 ). Pirlto ralicuis
.1tithi. 1711-P101).

stircy the !ire bet2;eci 1)iitikonine and Barcelona, were coin-
neinled to the gool offices of government officials 'turd citizens
generally, Alid rights and privileges were secured to them.
Both scientists straight\yav proceeded to their duties. but. owing
to the tiihtilent reolutionary conditions in the om try, they e11-
emilitered frrnn the betz,inningconstant embarrassment and diffi-
culties. addition to beill1r, arrested and clepried of ordinary
facilities to c.irr\- on their work, they met \vith little syipathy
,ind cooperation on the part of officials zonl pcoph and exi)eri-
eneed iveitt difficult \ erecting aial maintaining their signals.
which \vere oftentimes believed to lime been built fob, Military
purposes..

' \It..chain in Spain hail a certain amount of assistance from the
14oNci1iintnt of that outr. but here. as in southern France, he
\vas lialassed and interfered N ith by political troubles. In fat.
these t\koo rSUllittb I chili-

1)\ the \,trimis t4()\ (.1.111)1,2, Imtlics that \NIT('
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at that time successively administering the ,affairs of France, de-
prived of liert% and freedom, prevented from working 1w acci-
dent and disease, and, in short, accomplishing most creditable
results tinder remarkably zuhvise circumstances. Finally, in No-

emher. 1 7 9 S . \ echain and Dclambre completed their survey and
bronight their records to Paris. Several committees were set to
work checking results and compiling reports. On June 22, 1799,
a platinum meter was adopted as the true meter and was depos-
ited in the Archives of the State, %vherc it has come to be known
as the 'Meter Of the Archives. Thus, WV See,. it took seven long.
and arduous years to make the first standard meter stick. The
units of liratiti and capacity were constructed ailong with the meter,
but there is not space for a detailed account of the evolution of
these standards.

After the scientific determination of..fhe standards, there re-
mained to effect the general adoption of the new weights and
measures. This was a. much more difficult task than was at first
contemplated. After more than a AAA of a century of confusion
ane chatter among; people of all estates with regard to the metric
system the gox ernmet it was forced to act with determination, and
the act which. follows. in part, was passed, after much discussion,
III- the C..hamber of Peers and the Chamber of Deputies and was
announced to the people on pie 4, 1837. It decreed the general
use of the metric sx stem for all measurements.

After .January 1, 1840, all weights and measures, other than the
weights and measures established by the laws of 1795 and 1800, con-
stituting the decimal metric system, shall be forbidden under the pen-
alties provided by article 470 of the Penal Code. Those possessing
weights and measures. other than the weights and measures above ree-

,

ognized. in their warehouses. shops, workshops, places of IntSilICSS, or
in tir InaristS. fairs. or emporiums, shall be punished in the same
maniwr as thtlse xho use them. accordilw, to article 479 of the Penal
Code. lie,finning at the saute date all denominations of weights and
measmes other than those authorized arc forbidden in public acts.
,!,cninents. and announcements. They are likewise forbidden in acts
1 :11r pri\ ate COMIntrCial UCCUllniti. and other private legal docu-
ments. etc.

In response to an Mx itation of 'he French Government, time fol-
!mole!, countries sent representatix es to a conference held in Paris
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on August 8, 1870, to consider the advisability of constructing
new metric standards:

Austria Greece Russia
Colombia Italy' Spain
Ecuador Norway Switzerland
France Peru Turkey
Great.- Britain Portugal. United States

A second Conference was held two years later, at which thirty
countries were represented, the United States again being among
this number. At conference it was decided that new meters
and new kilograms should be constructed to conform with the
original standards of the Archives, and a perm: vent committee
was appointed to carry out this decision. The pieliaration of the
new standards hace acivanced so far by 1875 that.the permanent
committee appointed 1)v the conference of 1872 requested. the
French Government to call a diplomatic conference at Paris to
consider whether the means and appliances for the final verifica-
tion of the new meters and kilograms should he provided,.with a
view to perohnence, or whether the work should be regarded as
a temporary operation.

In compliance NVith this -request a conference was held in
March, 1875, at NvJlich nineteen countries were represented, the
United States as usual being.of this number.

On May 20, 1875, seventeen of the nineteen countries repre-
sented signed a convention which piovided for the establishment
and maintenance of a permanent International Bureau of Weights
and Measures to be situated next. Paris and to 1),.i mult;r the coli-
trol of an international committ9e elected by the conference. the.
committee to consist of fourteen members, all belonging to dif-
ferent commies.

In addition to the primary work.of verifying the new metric
standards the International Bureau was charged with certain
duties, the following being the most important:

1. The custody and preservation, when completed, of the inter-
national prototx pus and auxiliary instruments.

2. The future periodic comparison of the sex oral national stand-
ards with the international prototypes.
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:3. Ti-A? comparison of metric standards with standards of 'other
conntries.

The expenses of the International. Buzeau were to be crefraved
lw contributions of the contrqcting governments, the amount for

wh-country depending upon the population and upon the ex-
tent to which the metric system was in use in the particular cowl,.
try

In accordance with the terms of the convention, the French
Govelinment set aside a plot of gkronnd in the park of Saint-Cloud
just outside of Paris, and upon this ground, which was declared
neutral territory, the International' Bureau of Weights and Meas-
ures was established.

The construction of the meters and kilograms had been en-
trusted to a. special committee, and early ill 1887 the committee
coMpleted its Work and the new meters and kilograms: were
turned over to the International Bureau for comparison.witli.the
standords of the Archives and With one another.

.1t .had been decided as calk as 1873 that the -11('W standards
should be made of an alloy of 90 peNi cent platinum and 10 per
cent iridium. All ti.)gether, thirty-one meters and forty kilograms
were constructed. By 1889 the entire work was completed, and

. in September of thi.t year a general conferenw held at Paris lip-
proved tile work of the international committee.

The meter and kilogram %%Inch agreed most closely with the
,nieter and kilogram of the Archives were declared to be the.inter-

national meter nct the internation4 kilogram. These two stand-
ards, with certain other meters and kilograms, were deposited in
a snbterfanean vault under one of the buildings of the Inter-.

ikational Bureau, where they are accessible only when three
independent officials with different keys are present. The other
standards' were distributed by lot to the various governments

-contributim4 to the .siipport of the International Bureau.
closintt let ns follow the journey of these fundamental stand-

ards from) the Old Worlz1 to the New. B. A. Could, official dele-
i4at, froin the Ufinted States to the international Conference of
Wei:Oits and Nlesures held at Paris in September, 1889, accepted
the stAdards from the International Bureau. Ile had ,their
packed and sealecizind then trati,Arped to the care of Whit ?law

I

10
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Reid, the United States 'Minister in Itris. From him Meter No.
'27 ;old Kilogram No. 20, together withMeter No. 12 of the allov
of 187.1, were received by George DaNtidilPmf Assistant in the
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, by whom they were
'brotight to Washington with great care and deposited in the Office
of Weights imd Nleasures. On Januhry 2, 1890, Meter No. 27 and
Kilogram No. 0 were carried to the Cabinet room in the Execu-
tive Mansion, Where tlie ceremony of breaking the seals upon the
bows re±is performed in the presence of the President of the
United States, Benjamin Harrison, the Secretary of State, James
G. Blaine, and the Secretary of the Treasury, William NVindon,
together with a distinguished company of scientific men.

411 for-
mid certificate declaring tire' condition of. these standards at the
opening- of the penes walk; signed by the President and witnessed
1A, the Secretarbf State...m(1 the $(..tcretar...0(..4. ate Treasury. --A

somewhat siutilur certificate was signed by the other gentlemen
present. In cmisegne»ce of this official act of the President of the
United States, Nleter NO. 27 and Kilogram No. 20 Will be guarded
as our National Prototype Meter ;old Kilogram. ThiNe national
standards are at present kept in ;t subterranean vault of the Nu-,
tional Bureau of Standards in .Viishington.

Strange as it may seem. the standard of length in the Lilited
States not the yard, as is popularly belie\ ed. In 159:3, by act of
Congress, the meter was made the United States standard of
length and the itrd was defined a... 3,600/3,937 meter.

Later itt Nligric Usitgc
fost:111 J. l'im.\\(:I;.K

SI \( is the adoptio Of the metric ssteni by France, the merits of
the con\ onientiv workable relationships bet\yeen length, capac-
it%, and \vei!_!,-lit have attracted an ever-increasing number of na-
tions and people. The countries which have adopted the nretric
s ;tem and the year of adoption are shown in the accompanying.

A stock of the i2raph reveals slow initial progress. Nearly a gen-
eration following the official estaldishment of the French
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meter in 1'4 .),.before the ncaneighborS of France adopted the
system. In tl'e forty-year period .between 1860 and 1900 the ad-.
vance was quite rapid, and from 1900 to 1925.it continued at .

about the same rate. Since 1925 nearly one-quarter of a century
has passed, but the British Empire and-the United States arc still
unmoved by the procession of national adoptions. Within the
period from 1820 to 1925, fifty-two nations, over 80 per ,eent of
the population of the world, changed over to the general use of

1 metric weights and measures. ,At the present time more than
k1,200,000,000 people live where the legal use of the metric system
1)f weights and measures is mandatory

Although the British Empire has not vet Gffi,iallv adopted the
metric system of Weights and measures, progress li-as not been at
a standstill. In 1862 .a British itrliathentary rommittee held ex-
tended hearings on the subject of metric standardization and
unanimously recommended that the British Isles adopt the metric
system. Despite the esteem felt for Ow new system and the favor-
able attitude toward it, it recek.ed little inure than academic at-
tention. Decades passed before s cientific and other interested
groups succeeded in having tht systc n legalized in 1897. In 1900
ninety-six members of Parliament were irk favor of a metric bill.
A short time later the British House of Commons voted to adopt
the metric system exclusively, but the Ilouse of Lords rejected it.
In. 1904 the House of Lords passed a similar bill, but through
political maneuvering, the House of Commons killed it 1w the
close vote of 150 to 126. By 1906 those voting in Parliament for

:7.

a metric bill increased to 414, and by "190 interest in such a meas-
ure had further increased, so that the hill, when called for pas-
sat!e. lacked but a few votes of passing.

Nfeanwbile, other parts of the Empire were giving expression
to their wishes. The House of Representath es in Australia en-,
dorsed the reform for decimal weights ;Ind measures by a vote of
thirty -six to two. The governments of Canitda, South Africa, and
New Zealand have taken an active part in the reform by declaring
themselves strongly in favor Of it. Activity and agitation for the
official adoption of the ne,x type of measures has continued.

Some critics point out that the British Isles, in their conscrva-
tisin. have lagged too far behind, that they still retain the old:-,D .
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undecimalized.pounds,ShilJPgs, pence. and farthings of au anti-
.

(plated and discarded German coinage. New idea\do not often
receive ready acceptance. When George Stephens( 1 made ap-
plication to the British Parliament to run the first stet n
in the world, he met much resistance. To show his fully le oppo-
sition asked, "What would happen if a cow got in the way f your
unginer To the uliraconservative wind there could' be on v one
answer; the overturning of the train and the destruction o life
and property. Shocking was the effect when Stephenson caln
replied, It would he bad for the cow.'" Thus a new idea was bort
en another occasion a. prominent English-lord said, 'We don't
want foreign things even though better. We have all the best of
itwe can understand the metric units, but foreigners absolutely
cannot understand ours. We've got 'cm!" On still another occa-
sion in the British Parliament. Lady Astor said, 'Many British
legislators are still in North's Ark." While the conservative atti-
tude may he strong in some of their people, the British also have
then. quota of progressive -minded citizens who have taken an ac-
tive part in the standards movement.

It is important to note that the business and commercial inter-
ests of the. British En.ipire have freqnentiv declared their opin-
ions. One of their later meetings resulted in definite action. The
Ninth Congress of th; Chambers of Commerce of the British Ern-

./ pine. held in Toronto in 1920: adopted resolutions overwlidm-
ingl in favor of a gradual adoption of the system of decimal met-
ric weights and measures throughout all the Empire. Through
their acti% ales during World War 1, millions of Britons had actual
everience with Units and were impressed by their sim-
plicity and. efficiency. This caused a concerted movement to
arouse the British Parliament to actix itv on the issue. The resolu-
tions cited alai e men 1\ reflected the sentiment of the time.
Thousands of petitions poured in to the British Prime Minister.
to the British Board of Trade, and to the committees on coinage,
weights. incl measures of the houses of Parliament. it is estimated
that in the voiiN from 1914 to 1922 more than 100,000 petitions
Were received by Pi.rliament.

1)ccunal associations of the British Isles coordinated their e
fots «itlt tit(' World StalidardiZation Council and the American

O
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,Metric. Association. The British Decimal Association in London.,
in conjunction with the World Metric Standardization Council
and the World Trade Club, published in 1920 a comprehensive
British edition of the booklet, Who Urges Meter-Liter-Grath?
This British Decimal Association has published hundreds of use-
ful leaflets, pamphlets, booklets, and reports. In addition it pub-

.( fished. for years a most valuable magazine called The Decimal
Educator. The Association's collaborators, both numerous and
eminent in- British life, were drawn from thousands of concerns,
organizations, and individuals. .

the time the decade of 1920-1929 was reached, the metric
advance was urged by colonial conferences, colonial parliaments,
chambers, of commerce, trade unions and councils, county coun-
cils and town councils, educational authorities, scientific societies.
professional organizations, agricultural associations, manufac-
hirers' associations, trade associations, thbusands of commercial
and industrial concerns, the National Union of Teachers, the
Incorporated Society of Inspectors of Weights and Measures, and
influential individuals.

The reader may wonder why it was not an easy matter to pass
the necessary legislation in view of such a prodigious effort put
forth in favor of it. Two or three major factors worked against
its passage. Sonic manufacturers opposed it because of the mis-
taken' notion that it would he necessary to scrap their machinery.

.Competitors in other countries, joalous of their own advantages
in world markets, helped to finm,ace campaigns against the adop-
tion of the necessary legislation in the British Empire and the

United States. Numerous other reasons can be found in the liter-
ature. but the chief difficulty in time British Empire undoubtedly

m.an be attributed to faulty coordination between the various
les2,islatiYe and executive departments of the government. At sev-
eral periods of British history, concerted action would 11.;:ve car-

ried time metric units into exclusk e use as time sole legal s',andards.

Folimving the 1920's, however, other problems beset time Britons,

and interest in tl,c <u system of weights and measures lagged;

therefore the British Enmpire is today deprived of the efficiency
that wom mid be provided by the metric system as the only legal

.tiN StrIll of measnrement imt business transactions.
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Thu progress of metric measurement in the United States has
many paiallcls with that in the British Empire. According to'the
Constitution of the United States, only Congress has authority to
fix and establish weights and measures. Most people of this large
and (in many ways ) most progressive nation would like, to, see
Congress exercise that right in adopting the decimal metric sys-
tem for all activities, commercial, industrial, educational, scien-
tific, professional, and non-professional.

Thtdecimal system in the United States has a long history,
extending from the very beginiiings of our republic to the present
time. Thomas Jefferson's re-entrance into the Continental Con
gress in November, 178:3, was most fortunate, because our decimal
coinage system, without exaggeration the most perfect the world
has ever known, was established through his efforts. 'The success-
ful introduction of this system was all the more remarkable be-
cause it was necessary to replace the arbitrary pounds, shillings,
and pence to which the populiwe had been accustomed as British
subjects. Against the stolid fore of British habits,-Jefferson stood
all his life for a still broader reform; he wished to havethe decimal
system applied to all the weights and measures as well as to
money. Had he drawn up a declaration of independence against
the tyranny of obsolete and unfair weights and measures brought
over from Britain at an earlier period, lie would surely have had
the sionatures of George Washington, John Adams, Benjamin
Franklin, James Mae'son, Gouverneur Morris, Alexander Hamil-
ton, John Hancock, Charles Carroll of Carrollton, and other
founders of the Republic, for they all worked to that end. The
details and numerous problons of launching the new government
doubtless lessened action on securing uniformity of weights and
measures at this time.

had the United States of America, then a very vonng nation,
been invited along with the European nations to participate in
the world conference on weights and measures in France in 1790,
she might ha% e secured metric standardization at the outset, as
France did.

In his message to the First Congress of the United States of
America, George Washinglon on January 8, 1790, made the fol-
lowing statement in regard to the standardization of measures:
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A uniformity of weights and measures is among the important ob .
jects svimitted to you by the constitution; and if Wean be derived from
a standard at once invariable and universal, it in. uAt be no less honor-
able to the public council than conducive to the public convenience.

--
Although Congress did not adopt world metric standardizati6i4 it
did proclaim the superiority of the decimal system.

. In 1799, die year in which France adopted -the metric systthn,
the United States was engaged in a "quasi war" with France, ana
this no doubt deterred us from adopting metric standardization
at that time. Observant Americans, however, were constantly
aware of the advantages of standardization. Congress discussed
it, and in- his annual message of 1816, President James Madison
urged decimalized uniformity of weights and measures. John
Quince Adams, Secretary of State, in his Report on Weights and
Measures, in 1821, foresaw world metric standardization. The
topic seldom failed of attention, and in 1847-1848 the Secretary of
the Treasury .and the Superintendent of Weights and Measures
urged world uniformity on the basis of time decimal system. In
1861, Salmon P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury, pleaded that
Congress act promptly in adopting international standards. Then
c:une the Ci% il War, and of necessity interest turned to other
things.

On March S. 1864. au exceptionally fine report by the British
parliamentary committee of 1862 On the world advance of metric
standardization was laid before Congress. Abraham Lincoln was
interested in this report, since he regarded metric standardization
as an essential measure of reconstruction. It was undoubtedly in
accordance with his views that metric legislation was introduced
into both houses of Congress. As- a result and on the first recom-
mendation of a committee of Congvess, headed by John A. Katition.

whit h submitted an elaborate report, Congress passed the follow-
ing act on ink 2S. 1S66:

kc't to antliorizo the use of the Nletric S%stent of \\*eights -and

Nteasurs.
it enacted by the Senate and the lions,. of Erpresentati%es of the

United State, in that how and after the pissage
of tin. act It 1.1%0)11 tlirnm4liont the liiite(l States of riierica
to (qophv the tlicaItrt . of the metric s%steni. and 1k) con-
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tract or dealings, or pleadings in any court, shall be deemed invalid.
or liable to objection because the weights or measures expressed or
referred to therein are weights or measures of the metric system.

Probably at no previous time was there more discussion Of metric
standardization in this country or more general acceptance of
metric units as exclusive standards throughout the world. Since
1866 Congressional committees on weights and measures which
have reported on the subject have urged legislation for the adop-
tion of meter-liter-gram standardization;

'The next step was takeii in 1876, when coinage was put on the.
metric basis. it had been decimalized nearly a century before.
The new plan established the weight of a coin and ratio to
other coins. A dollar weighed 25 ,grams, a 50-cent piece 12.5
grams,- and other silver coins proportionately. Coins made of
other metals were also metricized.

The Navy Department adopted the metric system exclusively
for its medical work in I ST.S. -13v 1894 the War Department 'bad
taken the same step. That same year the metric system was
adopted for all elect r.ea. kork. The U. S. Bureau of the Public*
Health Service joined rate ;2:r, number of users in 1902.
Meanwhile the new measuring wehnique was legalized for con-
tinued use in the Philippilu, Islands in 1909, and i 1P13 it was
recognized and permanently established in Puerto Rico. When
World War I was under way. our Expeditionary Force by the hun-
dreds of thousands used the metric system. This no doubt- had
much to do with the bringilig before Congress, in 1924, of the

\ Britten-Ladd Metric Bill. More will be said about the activity of
',that time in later paragraphs.

In addition to adopting the metric system in the instances cited
above, the United States helongs to the Internatignal Bur6au of
Weights and NI( iistires. the iistodian of the world standard meter
and kilogram: to tlic International Postal Union, the rates of which
are based on the gram: and to the International Institute of Agri-
culture, which gi es crop (iffluations in metric tons. Furthermore,
the United States emlo\ IlleaStireti in 'International Air
.Sn ice Begulatious: itt the Coast and Geodetic Surve : in the
go\ ernmental al.4ctiicc, of the U. S. Geological Sur\ ev. the U. S.
Lake Slim e t War Department I. the Mississippi like'. Commis-
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sion kNy, ar Department), the Tennessee Valley Authority, and the
U. S. 111,drographic.Office; in the National Bureau of Standards;
and in the Bureau ofCheinistry.

Metric reights and measures are used exclusively in sotni fields
ancl almost_so in others. Persons' familiar with the related areas of
science know of the esteem held for, and the use made of, scien-
tific metric measurement in such fields as chemistry, physics, and
dietetics. Many hospitals and factories throughout the country
have already adopted the system and iii many cases have used it
for years. The American jewelry trade in 1913 adopted the metric
carat of 200 milligrams and practically overnight began its use.
In tin' following year similar action was taken in Great Britain.
The optical industry has found the metric system most useful
because lenses can he ground to fhe same standard no matter
in what i:ountni the prescription originated. The international
Olympic Gaines athletic events are now measured, and results are
published, in metric units. Radio wave lengths are measured and
recorded in meters and other metric units. At a conference in
19:_fi of the International- Air Traffic Associatiop, an international
air consignment note for freight was adopted which respired the
use of metric weights and measures. A new waybill was "intro-

. .

duced.to conform to the adoption. It seems apparent tteat metric
usage is ever On the increase and that sooner or later (and pref-
erably sooner) the British Empire and the. United States should
take the final step to use of the metric system exclusively for all
weights and measurements. .

Following World War I activity reached a peak on behalf yf ex-
elnsi% e use in this country of the metric system of weight and
measures in all transactions, both national and international. In-
dividuals, associations, educators, clubwomen, bankers, editors,
manufacturers, businessmen, professional men and women, con-
grssmn. and legislators by the thousands were actively pport
inn the :movement. Publications, periodicals, pamphlets, news-
paper articles, and editorials by the hundreds %vqe appearing in
support of the same project. Only a glimpse into the extent of
these actk Ries can be afforded here.

World Nietri Standardization Council (San Francisco), in
cooperation %yid' the American Metric Association ( \e\v York )

4
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and the British Decimal Association (London) a:1 other organ-
izations did an immense innount of work in providing publicitY
and in attempting to coordinate effort. Itich aid came from na-
tional organizations such as the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, the American Chemical Society, the
National 'Wholesale Grocers Association, the American Pharma-
ceutical Association,. the United Connm;rcial Travelers of Amer-
ica National Council of Mothers and Parent-Teachers Asso-.
.ciation, and the Foreign Trade Club of San Francisco, which fol.
several cars participated in the world standardization movement
under-the broader title of World Trade Club, and many others.

So important was the question before the nation that the Cham-
ber of Commerce of the United States, with 1.00 of its member
organizations, apiR)inted a special committee on the metric SVS-
teill. This committee studied and reported upon the proposed
transition to the world standard weights and measures. On the
basis of this committee's report a nationwide discussion and ref-
erendum was recommended to crystallize the opinion of Ameri-
can business upon this important type of progress. Meanwhile
other organizations and various means of communication were
active. Congress reeked from organizations, associ"tions, and
indk ideals over 105,000 petitions urging enactment of the metric
standardization bill. These were placed on file with the Depart-
ment of Commerce in Washington, D. C. Many of the petitions
were from organizations haA ing hundreds or thousands of .mem-
bers. so that all together several million individuals were repre-
sented.

lit 1921, the states of California, Illinois, North Dakota. Ten-
?lessee, 'and Utah, with combined population of 2.0,000,000,
through their state legislatures memorialized Congress to adopt
the metric s1Ntclt. Other states which had previously made their
wishes known were Connecticut, Maine, and New Ilinupshire.
Since the inetri sx,,tem has been adopted in the sciences
i'whether hae war Or peae1in medicine, pharmav, optom-
etry, photography, phYsics. chemistry. seismology, iistrononw,
electric it' inicroscopv, aviation, and similar areas- -it seems nat-
ural that we go a step further and include these units for 'nisi-
nom education, and lily.
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Seven Congressional committees on coinage, weights, and
measures in the past. have reportel in favor of the adoption of
metric standards 1w the United States. None of the committees
has ever reported adversely. The Stone Metric Standards Bill
'snccessfully passed two readings in the House of Representatives
in the Fifty-fourth conar(-ss. The bill was recommitted to the
committee after these readings, however, and for this reason failed
of passage.

American manufacturers are among those interested in metric
units. The National Association of Manufacturers, with the force
of its membership of more than seven thousand leading concerns
in America, strongly supported metric standardization. Through
its committee, popularly known as the Carnegie Metric Commit-
tee because of the prominence of one of its members, it distrib-
uted much information and wielded much influence throughout
the world as well as in America. With cumulative force the met-
He movement grew, and organization after organization entered
into the-activity to secure for the United States of America .the
advantages of the logical decimal units and world uniformity of
laeaStires.

Promiliclit among- the organizations which have worked con-
sistently for the same cause is the National Wholesale Grocers'As-
sociation. On October 27, 1921, a representative of the association
appeared before the United States Senate committee holding
hearings on the metric system. He informed the committee that
his organization of 870 of the largest firms and corporations in the
grocery business in the United States employed 275,000 people,
did business in excess or $3,000,000,000 annually, and for ten
consecutive years had passed resolutions unanimously in favor of
the immediate adoption Of the metric system.

It should prove interesting to the reader to see a short list of
.

the organizations that have given support in one form or another
to the mor-ement fur metric standardization in the United States.
Unfortunately. of the hundreds that might be listed, only a fw
can he cited. These are taken from the book World Metric Stand-
ardization,' in which is compiled a large amount of valuable in-
formation) on the metric movement.

Svc the Bibliography at the end of this article.
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Some of the National Organizations in the United States Urging

Gradua7 Metric Starw.krdization of Weights and Measures
1

National Research Council
Associated General Contractors of America
United States Sugar Shunifacturers Association
Nationa Salt Producers Association .

Nationa Association of Ldose.Leaf Manufacturers
Nationa Paper Box Manufacturers Association
Nationa Ornamental Chits Manufacturers Association
Nationa Manufacturers of Soda vater Flavors
Nationa Refrigerator Mainifacturers Association
Nationa Tent and Awning Manufacturers Association
National Sewing Machine Manufacturers Association
Nationa Mirror Manufactilrers Association
Association of Flower and Feather Manufacturers of AllWriCit
American Walnut Manufacturers Association
American Specialty Mamtfacturers Association
National Manilla Cturing Perfumers Association
National Box Board Manufacturers Association
National Association of Printing Ink Makers
The 4-Our Box Makers Association (National)
National Wholesale Grocers Association
Retail Grocers Association of the United States
National Canners Association
Natioval Preset.% ers and Fruit Products Association
American Institute of Architects
National Institute of Inventors
Periodical Publishers Association of America
American Association of Foreign Language Newspapers
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry
Associated \lotion Picture Advertisers
National AssociAion of Music Merchants
Music Indtistries Chamber of Commerce of the United States of

.1meria
National Scale ICU's ASSOiation

1,112:11e
Nati(nEd CMISiiinrS CO-Operati Association
National Federation of Federal Employees
Commercial Union of America
National Avoiation of Clothiers
American Wholesale Garment Association
National !Mo holesaltrs Association of the United States
Millinery Chamber of Commerce of the United States
Millinery jobbers \ssociation
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National Jewelers' Board of Trade
American Woods' Export AAsociation
American Wood Preservers Associntim,
National Association of American Wood Pulp Importers
American Metric Association
American National Conference Weights and Measures
Common Commercial Languagt! Committee
United States Section, Internatio,nal High Commission
Franco-American Board of Commerce and Industry
Alliance Francaise
National Federation of French Alliances
Norwegian American Chamber of Commerce
Swedish Chamber of Commerce of U.S. America,
Holland American Chamber of Commerce
American' Society of Equity (Agricultural)
National Efficiency Society
American Society for Testing Materials
Railroad Yardmasters of America
American Warehousemen's Association
Agassiz Association -(National scientific organization)
Association of Amateur Scientists
American Association of Anatomists
.American Entomological Association
NIathemafjcal Association of America
American Numismatic Society
American Genetic Association
American Physical Society
American Federation of Human Rights
American National Food and Dairy Association
National Conference of Food. Dairy and Drug Officials
National Wholesale Druggists Association
National Association of Retail Druggists
American Pharmaceutical .Association
National Pharmaceutical Service Association
National Drift); Trade Conference
American Drug Manufacturers Association
National Association of Drug Clerks
A merican Niti;:cs Assoiatiot5
American Medical Trade Association
American Surgical 'Trade Association
American Academy of Medicine
American Medical Association
American Association of Pathologists and BactcriohOsts
American Optometric Association
2 Now named the Metric Association.
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Independent Order of Foresters .
Knights of the Golden Eagle
Modern Brotherhood of America
United Commercial Travelers of America
Travelers' Protective Association of America .
National Congress of Mothers and Parent-Teachers Association
National Child Welfare Association
National Kindergarten Association -

ational Women Lawyers Association
War Mothers of America
National Council of Catholic Women
National Catholic Welfare Council .

Rainbow Division Veterans
National Association of Naval Veterans
Electrical Manufacturers Export AsSociation
American Institute of Electrical Engineers "
National Association of Electrical Contractors and Dealers
Institute of Radio Engineers
American Institute of Chemical Engineers
Institute of Makers of Explosives
American Association of Pharmaceutical Chemists
American Electrochemical Society
Society of Chemical Industry
American Chemical ociety
Association of OfficM, Agricultural Chemists

,Association of American Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Sta-
tions --

National A6ademy of Sciences
American Association for the Advancement of Science

The foregoing national organizations are themselves composed
of many local and state organizations: hence the combined weight
of their influence represents many millions of members'. Follow-
ing are sonic international organizations that have also officially ex-
pressed a desire for metric standardization.

World Organizaticm Among, Those Urging Gradual Metric
Standardization of Weights and Measures.'

League of Nations
International Red Cross
Pan-American Financial Conference
Pan-American Federation of Labor
3 World Aff tric Staridarclizalion. See the Bibliugraphy at the end of this article.
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Pan-American Commercial ConfAreiree
Pan-American Seientific-Qoficress
Inter-Ameritan High Commission
Customs"C6ngress of the American Republics
International Postal Congress
International Electrical congress
International Institute of Agriculture
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
International Metall ical and Chemical Society
International Geneva Society of Hotel and Restaurant Employees
InterAllied Scientific Food Commission
Inter-Racial Council
International Correspondence Schools
International Map Committee
Babson':' World Statistical Organization
World Bureau of Weights and Measures
World Metric Standardization Council.
,World's Sunday School Association
International Esperanto Association
International 100(;, Club (United States of America and Canada)
Northern White Cedar Association (United States of America and

Canada)
International Association for Exports

a

The American Metric Association was organized December 27,
1C,16, at Columbia UniversitN. The first organizatic`)ns to become
members, offer financial aid, and otherwise lend their supPort
were the National; NVholesale Grocers, National Canners, Ameri-
can Chemical Society, National Wholesale Druggists and Na-
tional Retail Druirtr;sts, American harmacentical Association,..
American Drug Manufacturers, and the American Association for
the Advancement of.Seience. As the movement grew, individuals
from practically every profession and corporation joined in in-
creasing numbers. Through annual conventions and publications
in the 1920's education and infhience were on a high plane. Met-
ric leaflets, chars, rulers, crossword puzzles., and so on, were dis-
tributed at meeting and cons ntions and mailed to inquirers.
Over 30.000 copies of the booklet Arctric Weights and Measures
were sold by 192.5, and a fourth edition was issued, revised and
enlarged. Exhibits were promoted at scientific and proCvssional
conventions. Lectures were given to all kinds of groups. More
than fifty writers of arithmetic 'textbooks were asked to cooper-

H
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ate bv supplying metric materials in the books they wrote. Prizes
for debates on the subject of metric measures were offered to more
than six hundred colleges. The Metric Association also had tech-
nical staffs to aid manufacturers who wished to make the change
to metric units.

It would appear that nothing stood in the way of placing the
United ,States on a metric standards basis, but history has shown
otherwise. The opponents of the metric system were relatively
fwonly about 1 per cent in the case of the petitions,.number-
Mt; more Man 100,000, received b Congress in this connection.

Tlie chief deteuent in the.United States. during the 1920's appears
to have been a lack of appreciation and understanding of thetrue
merits of the metric sx stein. Prejudice, iidifferpnee, and adverse
lobbying doubtless had much to do with our failure to secure the
need(' legislation during this period. The 1929 crash and pro-
longed depression, followed bv preparation for war and partici-, .
pation in World 'War 11, later forced i ,ntion in other directions.

Nevertheless, education in the met).
I

c s-stem of veights and
measures has continued through tin' years, itncl increased interest
on tile part of various individuals, groups, and ortanizations has
become apparent. In 19;32 the Amateur Athletic Union' of the
United States adopted the metric system. This action was taken
lagel% as.a result of the Ohnipiv GaIlleS, which were. held in Los
Angeles in that year and which are always conducted ill metric
terms, ;old trotigh the work of A. C. Gilbert of New 1 Liven, Con-
neticut. it Illeillber of the Olympic connnittm All outdoor na-
(jointl track championships are now conducted in metric dis-
tances...In 1911 the Council of Pharmacy and Cliemistry of the
American Medical Association decided to adopt the metric sys-
tem exclusk ely 11 its publications. The United States Pharma-
copoeia will be rewritten in metric terms. 1:1 a recent survey of
four presoiption pharmacists in Chien:), one reported that 25 per
(ia of the prescriptions were written in the metric system, ase-
ond reported .10 per cent, il third 70 per cent, and a foith 75 per
cent. .\ number of ph\ siciaus ti,,ed both the metric iiicl apothe-
caries' traits in prescriptions. Tla American DrugL;tst has Said,{

fnan the. \far( II, cif .17,11 ref 'in niwzghl by sprcial pt.r-
tlit. Inlllli.11t r..
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"The end of Confusion is near because the recent action of the.
AMA opens the way for universal adoption of this system." Let
us hope. that the Congress of the United States and the President
will soon enact into law a metric standardization bill.

It is interesting to note the connection between war4ind the
metric system.: War hastens trends and precipitates change. First,
the French -Revolution broUght about the advent of the metric
system in 1799. After the Prussian War 'in Virope in 1871, Ger-.

many, Austria, Hungary, and their dependent colonies adopted
the metric system, almost doubling the population using metric
measurements. In 1866, after the Civil War in this countrX, the
system wils made legal by act of. Congress. In 1920-1921 after
4VorId War I the metric system was adopted for official use by
'Russia, ,China, Turkey, and Japanthus the population' which
was on ra metric basis was more than doubted. It i§ to be hoped
that the experiences of World War II will bring about further ad-
vances in the metric standardization of measures.
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2. The .S7vstein at Work
IXALIATIONS AND NDORSEMENS
ot, NIEI'llIC SYSTEM BY USERS IN

WIDELY VARIED FIELDS OF ACTIVITY

Shall We Educate Our Children for Efficiency?
JOY ELNIEll NIORGAN

(1u1.unEN cannot he taught to he efficient by using clumsy tools
and processes in the schools. When the schools take two hours to
present what should he taught in one, the loss is greater tlian the
mere time involved, for the chances are that the child will go on
through life taking two hours for what could be better done in
one. Ili:will be satisfied to he a second-rater when the power is
his to be a first-rater. Arithmetic is One of the foundation stones
of the common school curriculum. The power to measure easily
and accurately and to make calculations about the materials he
uses is important to the success of any individual. 'Without that
power to measure and compare values he is a slave to what others
tell himthe victim of au incomplete education.

Just now a mastery of measurement is especially important be-
cause, human relations haNe been greatly extended and accurate
ineasureinelits are used at many points whew guesses were satis-

. factory in a simpler period of life. There is no sadder spectacle in
America than the effort to teach more than 20,000,000 school chil-
dren to understand and use units of measurement which adults
do not and cannot remember. .It is one of the first laws of the psy-
chology of learning that facts are best remembered in association.
Our muddle of English units totally ignores this law. The metric
emits, on the other hand, are built upon natural associations. The
child is simph taught the meter and its subdiN 'sinus. 11e is taught
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that a .cubic measure one-tenth of a meter each way is the world
quart and that this world .quart filled with Water weighs 1 kilo-
gram, 'With these easily remembered relationships and a few pre-
fixes and suffixes he can solve any problem in length, volume, or
weight accurately and quickly.

SoMe people have derived a wrong impression of the metric
systeni from the practice in certain older school arithinetics. of
teaching each metric unit with an equivalent in English units.
This keeps the child's mind on words and not on the actual task
of measuring things. Give hiiWa.metrie rler, a world quart meas-
ure, and a set of scales Marked with nietric units an&set him to
work.on concrete objects and any child will learn to use the met-.
ric system in an hour, as hundreds of thousands of students are
doing in high school and college every year when they take up
the studs' of the sciences where the metric system is the recog-.
nized standard.

There is another important pedagogical problem in measure-
ment. Arithmeties used to abound in what were called compound
denominate numbers. Children added, multiplied, divisled, and
subtracted quantities expressed in such series of units as barrels,
gallons, quarts, pints, and gills. For each set of measures the child
had to learn how to carry over totals to the next higher units. The
task became so deadly as a school problem that calculations of
this kind, which are really valuable in life, are being banished
from school textbooks. Our top-heavy measuring tables have al-.
ready broken down in the schools. On the other hand, the nietr
system recognizes that the mathematical calculations of tne civi-
lized world are based on a system of tens, each of which is given
a, place value whf11 it is written. Take, for. example, the figure
1,926. The first place' at time right is given to units, and each place
to the left multiplies the value by 10 up through tens, hundreds,
thousands, and so on. Every child in every country learns these
relationships and uses them easily.

Few people seem to appreciate or realize what a tremendous
amount of simplification would he effected (both for ourselves
and our children) if operations in communion fractious and denomi-
nate 1111111rti Maid he carried out under the Sang' rules as those
go\ (Tiling whole numbers. If the child works out the following
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problem in addition, he adds the four.6's, gets 24 as the sum, and
carries the 2 over to the tens place.

1926
1926
1926
1926

In metric measurements these relationships remain the same, a
fact which means that if .a child is adding or subtractinVhese
decimal units he carries over just as he mould in ordinary num-
bers. If, on the other hand, this sum of.24 represents inches, the
child must divide by 12 before carrying over. If it represents
ounces, he must divide by 16. If it represents quarts, he, must di-
vide 1W 4 to reduce to gallons, and so on through a whole series of
unrelated kinitst,

discourages
wonder that the lack of sense in the arrange-

ment often so dscourages the child with his arithmetic that his
entire schooling is made a bugbear and he enters adult life with
a sense of depression and inferiority!

To get a simple basis of comparison, take a problem from a
French textbook showing what the Frencli child learns and com-
pare it with what an American child learns.

We ask an American school child to calculate the volume of a
cubical tank 6 feet 9 1/2 inches each way, filled with water. We
ask the French school child to calculate the volume in meters and
the weight in kilograms of a cubical tank 2.07 meters each way,
filled with water. The French child puts that down as a purely
decimal proposition. He' works it out by using forty-four charac-
ters and manipulating those decimals. The English or American
child, in order to get the answer, has to write down and add up
and divide and work out 243 characters, multiplying by that plan
the possibility of error in writing the wrong characters and add-
ing that much to his labor. The first child calculates the volume
111 cubic meters and then knows that a cubic meter contains 1,0(X)
liters. Ile simply moves his .decimal point over three places,
which he has already learned to do in the decimal system.

Exhibit A. What the French Child Leerns. Given a cubical
tank 2.07 meters each way, filled with water. To find: 1. Volume
in cubic meters. 2. Volume in liters. 3. Weight of water in kilo-
grams.
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1. Multiplying width by length by height the child lets:,, i ..

2.07
2.07
1 9

414
4.2849

2.07
29!)94:3

)5698
8.,6974:3 cubic meters

2. Since there are 1,000 liters in -1 cubic meter, the child multi -
'plies by 1,000, ly merely noving the decimal pOint three places,
getting the second result.8.,S69.74:3 liters (world quarts

the
childmerely changes thename, writing 8,\8v6(1i)g..7114s31kiklii:goig.arltlisn:

:3. Since a liter of AViitcr definition

7 It should be noted that the child can reduce any of these re-
sults to larger or smaller Wilts moving the decimal point.
to the left or right respt.eti el\ . The child thus understands easily
not only the units of -0;iell table, but relationships between the
units in the different tables.

Exhibit B. What du' .lnicrican Child Learns. Given. a cubical
tank 6 et 9 1 2 inches each wav, filled with water. To find:
1. Volum( in cubic feet. 2. Volume in gallons. :3. Weight of water
in ponds.,

.1(lie child first rt-duccs 6 feet 9 1 2 inches to 81.5 inches, then
multiplies width leng1:1 Itv height:

I. The

4.

81.5
81.5

4075
1.5

65-10

(i(i.1 -1.15

51.5
.3..311125
(iR1115

5:3 1:3S(10

I1:3i:3.:375 cubic inches

child the" di\ ides, in the Humber of (.nbi inches in
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1 cubic foot ( 1,728, a figure ViIiCi I is not easy to 1191e9-11ber to get
the first resultthe olume in cubic feet:

:313.2.77

172.S 541:34:3.375
518.1

1728

566:3
518-1

479:3
:3456

13377
12096

12815
12096

71k)

(Plus) cubii: feet.

lo iret the ()hone ill v:allons, the child divides the total nom-
her Of cubic hid} ill the tank 1 5.11.;M:3.375 I by the number Of
etihie inches ill I t.rallon ( :231, another figure not easy to !villein,-
her ).

2:14:3.477 ( p 1 tIN I pitons
2. I I 541:3-1:3.375

461

793
69.3

1001
924

,0:1
69:3

110:3

I

1797
1617

1S05
1617

1SS

t the pounds. the elli1(1 multiplies the woo-
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her of cubic feet by 62 1/2, the pounds in 1 cubic foot of water.

313.277 (plus) cubic feet
62.5

1566385-
626554

1879662
195f9.81725 pounds

Note that if the child wishes to reduce any of these results to
larger or smaller units, be must multiply or divide by such clumsy
equivalents as 27,1, 728, 4, 8, and 16. There is also.an inaccuracy
of about 11 pounds, owing to the dropping of clumsy fractions.

This is but one type of problem. There are many others which
must be taught if the child is to he fable to calculate in various
kinds of measures. These other types involve addition, subtrac-
tion, multiplication, division, and reduction to larger and smaller
units in each of the different and unrelated tables of measure:
length, area, and volume, capacity, weight, liquid, and dry.

The result is that the American child learns less and takes
longer to do it than his French or German cousin\ Because of
poor tools he is not able to (level? the skill in handling measures
that is enjoyed by children in countries using the metric system.
Comparatively few grown men and women in America can give
easily the various tables of measures used in our daily life.

These are not theories. They are plain facts that anyone can
understand. I have learned both systems. I have taught both sys-
tems. -When I began studying science in high school, we learned
all about the metric system in forts' minutes and used it thereafter
in our :.alculations. Teachers who know these things should make
their influence felt. Every adult owes a debt to the children: to
make their path easier by applying what his experience has taught
him. Nli.ny of the patriots of one hundred and fifty years ago who
worked to give this country political freedoi advocated the use
of the metric system. As they strove for political freedom, let
e\ ery teacher, every parent, and every statesman work to free the
American school child from antiquated weights and measures that
iu hold more than 20,000,000 eager learners in a form of intel-
lectual slavery.
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Comments and Resolutions on the Metric System
JOURNAL OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

I AM thorolv in favor of the widest possible use of the metric
system in education, industry, and everyday life. It is scientific,
logical, and easy to use and furnishes a necessary base for inter-
national cooperation in science and industry. The use of the Met-
ric system thruout our life based on a Moro teaching of the sys-
tem in our schools would be a great advantage. It would simplify
the work of education. Children are confused and delayed in
their learning by th'e miscellaneous and clumsy tables that have
grown np in our English and American usage. If we will substi-
tute the metric children must be brought to understand
not only the system itself which is relatively simple, but also the
difficulties of making the change from present measures over to
the metric scheme, and the great advantage of making that
change.

Jim.. I 1, III

Joy Elmer Morgan
Editor

U. S. CONINIISSIONR OF IN:CATION

THE nniversal adoption of the metric system of weights and meas-
ures wotild pt)se no great difficulties for the schools. Indeed, if
the schools were to teach only the relatively simple metric sys-
tem, the task of to ildlerti and of students would be immeasurably
lig,hteued.°

J. \V. Stmlehakr

I I 1'ION.1f SCIE \ \ClIIiti ASSOCI.1TION

A r Nt t isittla 41 on July -1, 191.1, the National Silie Teachers As-
.

sociation made the t 11
rcsolutiou its first piece of Imsiness.

° It. 1;1 I leiy Its, 1. C,11%ri..4111. I)\ Ilu

I hl:, 11 r \1 PI \ k

..:n1 ..1 J. \V. s:11.!. ik. t.
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NIctric remilution, adopted by the Association unaniniousl
pl'iltiet ill tilt' Statt'S ill\ 01\ CS tilt'

OS(' Of Mall\ and \ 111(1110(IS of 11ilSOIIllelltS ill total
arc a conts,lowration \\ inch is cumbersome to learn and umyildv
to use, imd

NViwit...s, the metric sstcni furnishes the most simple, sel-
related inal omenient units \did' Mak' IlalldIt'd in (1(1.'illltlIS

.

"-illSt a is 111011tal.'\ SVSt111alld
\\*HEM.: \S, C\ tountr ill the Yorld, e\cept the

United States and Great Britain, has.long since con\ erted to the
metric s stew hotheinti,..nall a,nd internationally, and

\ins:in:.ks, in the Ulritcd States man\ industries (e.g.. electrid.
America!! Nictlical Association, United Statcs Arniabout )

havc alrcttl\ aduptctli metric N\ swill. and
\VItiAlf:.ks, the niajiwit of incil in service and Mall\ of tlION( in

alread familin \Yid' the metric sstein. and
\\Iniusks, at the time of retooling after the war it will In' 11111(1

IONS oXl)t'llsi\ i*O1 is not [Ill' Illetl'h
S\ stcul to Mak(' SIIC11 MO\

\ N. ill illtOl'llati(nlal Whit ONI)Oialk trade, it \ill
be of ok ions ;due to I1S(' tIll' sank S\ StO111 MSC(' I)\ Otilor
(('y.ce1)t Great Britain 1 for periods ranging- from o\ er tyenty
ears to o\ Cr zl
Thrion isoircti. tho S(illoo Icaollors ,As-

,..oiat crliti.til /id kw of usToo 1)s of 1)ro1)1(. illt(Tcsteci in
science and in education ill these l'ilitc.(1 States, that this organ-

henh 11rt4s (:ong.ressional action for [)list- \\';u' national
adoption of the metric s\ stem of measurements.

urtherinoie. .1ssoiation is licreli lupov(.11.(1 to lakc
nectssarx action to 1)110001(e till' purposc of this resolution.

I )ra% an(1 picslittql 1)\
Harold \\. Baker

itprs011tati\ (}1 ill(' Osti112111111so (11'(4alli/ati(111. l)rt'Sllt at
this .11 tiolo \llo (.\111'SS .\lso. the
lio.1111 ( I )i1(11111`, (II(' VI( 1(111.11 1,(111(l t i( /11 i( )11. \\ 11(11

(1111( (Ills .1( t 1(111 Of the National Science alleis .Assoc i,t

supplo.
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itiE c NRAL AssociAioN

s( :I Nc Am) mATit xtArics TEAcitERs

AT A cENERAL session of the meeting of the Central Association of
Science and Nlathematies Teachers held at Chicago on Novem-
ber44404.1, the following resolution was presented and Ilaid-
-111MISIV adopted 1W the members present.

This Association, now nearly a half century old, comprises lip-.

ward of 1,000 active members. Through its official journal, Schoo/
Sc@iier and Mathematic.s., it has contacts with many times that
number in all Ats tof the United States and in several foreign
countries. This journal has in the past published many aricles
[muting. a more universal use of decimals and the metric system.

\ IEHEAs.. the advio tages of the metric system. well 1,0-iiiwn to

scientists and mathematicians, would be in harmony with the
siniplification.procedures which \in he a part of the post-war re-
constrnction program, and

NViiiau:As, the metric system reduces all necessary computation
ill OleatiOreil Wilt to the Operations of W'hole' numbers, thereby
greatly simplifying the learning of arithmetic children, and

\\*IiEn As, there has been a long steady trend in metric adv-
tion by 55 of the .57 countries of the world, and

:rt.:As, there is no probability among the nations now On a
metric basis of going back to the English system, thus necessitat-
ing the use of two S\ stems with the accompanying inconvenient
and time-consmning inter-conversions instead of one Sin pie SVS-
tern alld

\VIIEHEAS. the close of this war will furnish all opportunity
ne\ et' before presented, customs and habits have been torn
loose from their ruts:

Theo Ione In it rNOICCil. That t he Central ASSOCiat 101 I of
elle(' and MathenlatieS Teachers 1.4(ion record as fa\ (ging some
form of legislation for immediate metric 11Nag.e ill those MOM.

feasible for metric adopti(m.
1)ra\\n op and presented bv
j. T. f lill\nil
Ifimber. Board of 1)irectory

(:( .1\soriation of Seit.iirr
1111(1 .latlwinatics Tcrichers
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The resolutions IA:, teacters' associations given here are repre-

sentative of the general interest among such bodies in the promo-
tion of a wider use of the metric systeni.in the United States. This
supports the idea held by many that the movement for metric re-
form should start in our schoOls.

C. H.. Sedgewiek, President
Helen Wright, Vice-President

CONNECTIC17 VALLEY SECTION,
.1SSOCIATIoN OE-FE:1(11E11S OF
MATIIENIATICS IN NEW ENGLANI)

Elizabeth Speirs, Treasurer
George E. Frost, Secretary

THE following resolutions were unanimously passed at the Spring
Meeting of the Connecticut Valley Section of the Association of
Teachers of Mathematics in New England, April 13, 1946, held at
Northampton High' School, Northampton, Massachusetts.

WNEREAS, The present syStems of measurement in the United
Slates are cumbersome to learn and unwieldy to use, and

`VIIE The metric system reduces all necessary computa-
tions in measurement to the operations of whole numbers, thereby
simplifying the learning of arithmetic and the use of arithmetic in
computation, and

WHEREAS, The electrical, radio, jewelry and optical industries,
the American Medical Association, the national and international
sports organizations, and the United States Army are now using
the metric system in whole or in part, and

Wm.-In.:As, The metric system has been adopted by 55 of the 57
countries in the world:

Be it resolved, 'That this association go on record as favoring
legislation 1w both the federal government and the various states
for immediate adoption of the metric system throughout the
United States, and

Be it further resolved, That this association is hereby empow-
ered to take necessary action to promote the purpose of this reso-
lution.

Eliot P. Dodge, Chairman
Wallace II. Bartlett
Alfred K. Mitchell
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Science

Let's Be Scrupulous About Our "Scruples"
R. W. MATTOON

IN 1821 John Quinsy Adams prophesied that "the meter will sur-
round the globe in use as well as in multiplied extension; and one
language of weights and measures will be spoken from the equa-
tor to the poles." Now, over one hundred years later, the metric
system is used in common practice by all major countries of the
world except the English-speaking ones.

All 'physical measurements can be expressed with appropriate
combinations of the fundamental concepts: mass (m), length (1),
time ( t), and temperature. For example, acceleration has the di-
mensions 1/t2; force is ml /t2; and electrid current ( in the electro-
static system) is m1/2 13/2/-2.t The quantitative specification of a
measurement is expressed as the product of a number and the
units of measurement. Thus 5 centimeters per second is the same
speed as 3 meters per minute.

Because nature seems to behave consistently everywhere, the
science of phv§ics is universal. With the acceptance and use of
the single metric system of units, the language of physics has been
made international. One of the very few exceptions is the follow-
ing: in dealing With ruled diffraction gratings, English speaking
physicists usually refer to the number of lines per inch, instead of

per centimeter, because their gratings probably were made with
an integral number of lines per inch. But in practice the number
of lines per centimeter is demanded. Spectroscopic wave lengths

are never expressed as fractions of an inch.
The metric units are aibitrary but standard. Larger or smaller

secondary units vary as powers of 10. The prefix milli- stands for
0.001, centi- for 0.01, and kilo- for 1,000. The kilogram is defined
as the mass of a certain piece of platinum-iridium. The meter is

defined. as the distance between two lines on a certain bar of
platinum-iridium at the temperature of melting ice. The second
is defined as 1/80,-100 of the mean solar day.

In the English-speaking countries, there are many special units
of measurement, and their terminology is confusing. As an exam-

(
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pie, druggists have their own units. of niass, one of which, still
used occasionally, is the "scruple:. The following tame, \viyl)
are listed the equivalents of some other English units of mass.
shows a hodgepodge of ratios.

0.03
0.134:32:3.56

1.:3671S7

ipszthq.aries' 7. 1
apdthecaries' seriph, 1

apothecaries' scruples .._r 1

apothecaries' scruples 1

3. apothecaries' scrui)les 1

21.S75 apothecaries' scruples -. 1

24. apothecaries' scruples 1

2SS. apothecaries' scruples
:330. apothecaries' scruples

grain
carat
troy pennyweight
avoirdupois (common) dram

( mass)
apothcaries. drain ( mass)
avoirdupois (common) Ounce

(mass)
apotliccaries. (or troy) ounce

(inass)
1 apothecaries' (or troy) pound
1 avoirdupois ( common) pound

This table becomes %cr much simpler if one converts to grains
1)% nsinti

1 apothecaries' scruple 1.293978 grams
or I at oirdnpois ( common ) pound 43:3.5924 grams

and then myrelt uses the inetri units:
1.000 milligrams
1.000 grams

1 gram
1 kilogram

The apothecaries.. and in fact the members of the entire medical
profession. are notv rapidlt mut erting to metric units.

In regard to lengths, the Mei) is equal to 2.51.centimeters for
all practical purposes. In the metric sx stem:

10 millimeters
100 centimeters

1.0001'10(.1-s

1 eentimetei
1 meter
1 kilometer,

\ len dealing tt* it 11 t O111111('S i)1 t F.11 t41 is 11 St Steil 1, one 11111St
rentel her that 1.200012 tilted States gallons I British

The relations betxveel gallons, quarts, pints, gills, and
fluid (miles are eollioNing,. Then too, there are fluid orniccs for

otinceN for mass. and trot ouners for mass. all
ill common plaetie. It IN to remtiiher only that

ono chide «ntimeters, (or milliliters, I 1 liter
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IF the vliole world accepts the second as the ttylit of
11myecr, the international it,twit of naming, the hours up

24 instead of' denoting .A.\t. would In' a Ilint'Saver."
Also. endless mansion vot.ild he minimized lw the adoptitm ill

.1950 of tilt' 1orld calendar-proposed lw Elisabeth Achelis of The

\Vor ld leiliclar Association, Inc.'
Thc. centigrade -temperature settle, suggested 1w (:elsitts in

17-12, is rational. The N.1111)(910111' at vitte freezes means
much in ourlk big, for la'low that point inland shipping ceases,
drinking, ater freezes, precipitation changes to snow, and Walks

and streets become slippery. It is most appropriate to call this
temperature zero: then a negative temperature denotes freez-
ing.. heretts a po:iitie one does not. Likevise. the temperature
alt hich water boils is important. and it is COIlVelliellt to (1(.110t('

this temperatite as 100. Fahrenheit in 1711 chose zero as the
limest temperature obtainable with a salt-ice mixture (but it

alld 96 as the normal human temperature we'd all
lit, sick! 1. here's nothing nincluc ziliont :32 or 212 Fahrenheit,

so let's iise 0 for the temperature at water freezes and 100

for the temperature at Yltich \yawl. hods.
The United States and Canada has e it decimal monetary

tt'111. I11(' c atlOric is l'eplitCillg unit. LAW'S oll
gOods and IlOM'S art' 'Wing Illarkt'd ilk() ill graffiti 'and

liters. The 1.1(1 is steadily gimvinu: smatilcr. Let's go metric,
step llc step. and he scrupulous aliont "scruples.

The Nletrit. Ssttlit iti (:lictuistr
II \H )I I) \\. \Kt:11

lot \\\(A(.. Yorking in the field of chentistr. a change to elu-
si\ c use of the metric s stem \you'd be a (IA simple matterand
more than cloine. Elimination of non-metri units yould facil-
iiate practicall\ e\ er application of measurements in relation to
chetoistr\

l ill si/o t\ 0)1 tout ()I IliCils1111'111clit is a matter of indif-
fernce to the inodlicr (*.( materials. The railroads or other

.11 I, ;(i 1101 ., filf1. \I\\ Itqk 20. 1.
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common carriers either are using metric measurements or could
make the conversion with a minimum of difficulty.

Chemical manufacturers are already using metric measure-
ments to a large degree. All their foreign trade except that with
British countries requires metric units, and now that the medical
profession demands standardization on a metric basis, .there is
little field left for use of other measurements for chemicals. All
of the metric units are convenient in size, and conversion scales or
factors are a simple solution for making the change to complete
use of the metric system. Specific gravity is itself a metric unit;
the old use of density is rapidly fading from the picture.

Any slight amount of equipment which the manufacturers
would have to replace or reealibrate would be fairly well worn
out within the suggested ten-year conversion period. In many
cases there would be no greater need than a replacement scale of
metric units.

Merchandising of chemicals to the average purchaser would ac-
tually be facilitated by the use of metric units, because of the
simplicity of the decimal multiples. In school laboratories it
would be extremely desirable to eliminate the confusion caused
by other than metric units. The writer cannot recall a single in-
stance in over thirty years of chemical work wherein any other
units would be as convenient as those of the metric system.

In calculations dealing with gas volumes, the metric system is
standard. In computation of pereentags for any purpose, the
decimal system saves work and possible confusion. \robin etric
and grayimetric measurements, are all metric.

We could dispense entirely with the Fahrenheit temperature
scale. If necessary. a conversion table or equivalent scale could
he used until all vestiges of Fahrenheit use have disappeared. In
this field, as in all others, standardization upon metric units would
mean simpler and more exact calibration of instruments; such in-
struments could thus save time and give more trustworthy results.
Then. too, there would be no problem Of conversion of units as if(
an unwieldy. unscientific Enash system.

Mentioned elsovhere is the definite double saving of time and:,
effort that Nvpii Id result if the metric system were the only one

(--- taught in our schools. Fractious would become-is they are in ..
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chemical problemsmerely indicative of divisions or proportions.
It is interesting to note that electricity, radio, and medicine use

metric measurements exclusively. If the various industries which
have already converted to the metric system have found it a finan-
cial sming within a short time, certainly other industries would
similarly profit by the change. The U. S. Coast and Geodetic Sur-
WV used metric measurements for its recent job covering the
country: We even have to pay our taxes on the decimal system!

Only the British Empire.and the United States have been back-
ward in this matter. Are we going to be blind enough and stub-
born enough to forfeit our share of world trade to the countries
which are smart enough yes, almost every other country in the
worldto see the advantages inherent in metric measurement?
Science leak the way.

The \Lehi(' System in Meteorology
CHARLES F. BROOKS

AL-mot:GIL meteorologists in their everyday work for the public
must talk in terms of inches and feet and miles when referring to
rainfall, snowfall, or wind velocity, in their scientific work they
can employ the incaie units, which in many respects are more
convenient. In the measurement of precipitation the standard in
use in most countries is the millimeter. It is possible to measure
light rainfalls down to 0.1 millimeter, hut climatic tables are nor-
mally published in whole milltineters, which is certainly close.

enough fm practical use, in \ iew of the uncertainties of measure-
ment. 'Whole milliineters require less since for printing. and since
they have no decimal point to get misplaced, there is hiss chance
for error.

.

Nfeasurement Of snowfall in centimeters, and, in the case of
light falls, in millimeters, is, for the same reasons, more satisfac-
tory than in inchev Owing to the greater uncertainties Of snowfall
than of rainfall me: vrements and to the fact that the water
equivalent of now is 1pproximatelv one-tenth its (lepth, snowfall
data are IR )11IlidIV pub ished only in whole centimeters.

In wind measurement it is anomalous to employ miles per hour

.0,ow
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except! in connection with flying or knots except in connection
\\li navigation or natal a iation. Only then does the mileage of
the Yind have significance. \Inch more to the point is the desig-
nation of speed in terms of meters per. second. ilea\ too, the
metric unit is more reasonable than the non-metric miles per hour.
One meter per second is roughly equivalent to 2 1.4 miles per
hour or 2 knots. An accuracy of measuenwnt to 1 meter per see-
olld is about as good as aneOmeters caul be expPcted to give.

In aerological work the metric units of height, munch, meters
and kilometers. are much more convenient than feet and miles.
In fact. eve 'the somewhat inconsistent fashion of talking
about aerological heights in kilometers and horizontal (1M:owes
ill miles. A halloo!' is weighed and its free lift determined in
;;rants. Its diameter is_ measured in meters. A oalloon containing
I ellhie !Octet* of hydrogen can lift approximately 1 kil
This fact is \el.\ convenient in making calculations. The Rilloolt,
when released ascends at SO mane teeters per MilllIte.

In theoretical meteorology there is a relationship between tem-
peratitx and change in height of a MUSS of air, which in metric
units is the cry cony enient value of 1 centigrade pc.. 100 meters.
:lds is the rate at which air is cooled! bv tlw work it does in ex-
handingpanding as it risesthe rate obtierVt'U below C111111111IS

elnuds on a s'ium day. It is called the dry adiabatic lapse rate:
hi the measurement of atinoyeric pressure. millibars. which

are presSlIre have replaced indies Or even inillimeterS,
which are linear units. in the veather ser ices of the world. Be-
fore this change. pressure was measured as temperature wonld
ha\ e been had e used it ruler to measure the length Of the iner-
cur\ column On a thermometer in inches Or millimeters instead of

)ar .s a dynamic unit and is de-readiw_r, de!z,rees direct. The milli!
fim.(1 as pressure of I hiloth Ile 011 1 square centimeter. The bar.
cu. I 11("4.td Ile pressure On i the IllegadVIIe
atmosphere of ineteoroloOsts. It is a little less than the standard
atmosphere. which is 1M:3A hut. since it represents the

pressure at onl 106 meters Amy Sea level, the Mega-
(1\ n kist is the standard ill preSSIIe ollIplItatIOns 1110(.01'01°-
210s. [idol IlleteorolOV,istti, Whet' the% applied the ter11
/)fir tO I tutratl\ ne lilt squae entimetcy. did not realize that
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only a few Years earlier physicists and chemists had used this`term
for a nit of pressure a million times smaller, only 1 dyne. per
s1177° r centimeter. The' late Alexander McAdie fought
inglv for decades to get meteorologists to abandon their new bar
in fa\ or of the old and to use the kilobar, rather than the millibar,
for the convenient unit of pressure for tables and weather maps.

By use of millibars instead of inches meteorologists carry refine-
et in barometer reading to the nearest tenth of a millibar, in-
stead of...to the nreaniwdessh -refined thousandth of an inch ( one-
third as great ) or hundredth of a millimeter ( one - eighth as
great ). Publicatioii is facilitated,lw ofnitting the hundreds, for
the pressure at tieit levc1 .rarelv goes below 950 or abo% e 1,050
millibars.

4 have .not mentioned, thermometer scales, since they are not
stritlv.i the metric s stem. but *here I should like to describe the:'
kel\ in-kilograd scale devised by the late Alexander \IcAdie: This
scale calls fur 1.000 between absolute zero and the melting point
of pure ice. The units of this scale are conveniently small. They
art' abont half the Fahrenheit degree and therefore about the
right size hxr meteorological purposes. There is no need fO tem-
peratues in tenths of kilograds except in psychrometric work.
.1nd. as ou all absolute scales, there are no negative teperatu.ss.
In ordinary ineteorolotf,ical work FAhr'enheit is p'referable to ceir-
tigrade. hint the kilograd is still better. For human prposes, how-

er: the Fahrenheit scale, With its range from zero to 100, from
the -extreme] \ -cold- to the -extrettielv hot,- is almost perfect,
e\ en though in.the strict ph, sisal Or the1.110th cruse these
numbers arc without significance.

Radiation is measured b\ meteorologists in terms of gram calo-
ries per mill.tre centimeter per minute; Or. rather, the measnre-
meta is made in terms of the deflection of a gal\ anometer iii i-
roiltliptrt's or milli\ olts and then con\ erted to calories. When it

conies to api)1\ ig solar radiation \ allies to the needs of iichitects
in planning house heating in different climates. the \ aluys must
he con\ (.0,11 to British thermal units per square foot. thus gking
wineessaik l.n,e williers to deal with. For histautaeous val-
us. the lut4 usitis ill, stated in calories .and hundedths: hilt for-
(tail\ the\ are in whole calories.
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. These are a few of the. uses to which metric units are put in
meteorology and in which the.-; are definitely superior to the Eng-
lish units now in popular use from the standpoints both of con-
venience in use and of economy in publication.

Resolution in Favor of the Metric System
.AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR

TILE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE

The metric system of weights and measures has not yet
been brought into general use in the United States, and

Wiami:As, The American Association for the Advancement of
Science has already aclopted and published resolutions favoring
the adoption of the metric system of weights and measures in the
United States; therefore, be it

/ic8o/red. That the Anwrican Association for the Advancement
of Science reaffirms its bullet' in the desirability of the adoption of
the metric: system of weights and measures for the United States,
and recommends that the uni.ts of that system be used by scien-.

'bile men in all their publications, either exclusively or else with-
the customary nou-metrie units in parentheses.

Adopted by the Council
t.ce mbur 2c), 1922ply

Engineering

The .Metric System in Electrical Engineering
A. E. KENNELLY

Turim are at present four main divisions of engineering (exclud-
ing military eng.ineerim41, namely, civil, electrical, mechanical,
and enithieering. Each of these subdivides into various
recognized branches so that there are in all nearly forty different
branclivs cif enujnocring. They all rest upon the same fundamen-
tal sciences: Cl emistry, economies, mathematics, and physics,
using these latter terms in their broad meanings. .

Electrical cw,ineeriwi may be described as that division of en-
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gincering in which emplitisis is laid upon the applications of elec-
tricity and magnetism. From this point of view, electrical engi-
neering is merely one division of the entire field and very much
younger than the other divisions.

Although electrical engineering is relatively young,
gained great importance allover the world. It is not only-assum-
ing a priimiaent role in the general field of engineering, but it is
also entering into the specialized work of the other divisions of
the science. It has Made extraordinarily rapid strides in the last
forty yearn, both hithis country and internationally.

Various reasons might be offered for the relatively rapid growth
of electrical engineering science. As will be generally admitted,
one reason is that the electrical units employed in electrical en-.

giueering arc the &ape all oer the. world and are associated
with the international metric system of weights ane. measures.
WIalre..s the units emploved by civil, mechanical, and mining en-.

gineering, such as the foot-ponud, the gallon, the inch, or the acre,
are different in the English-speakig countries from th.;se in other
countries, the electrkal 1111it:. haVe everywhere the same mean-,

into and values. Intereatimad use of standild units is of great
ad% antage to the progress. of an applied science. Ideas spread
rapidly and transplant themselves adily under such conditions.

The internationally adopted el'', trical units arc: the volt (after
Volta ohm. ampere, .v :ttt. 10, coulomb, helm, gauss. and
max well. 0ne'of these (henry ) is nanied after an Anierican elec-
trician: three (joule, watt, and maxwell), after Englishmen: tNi-1)

atIlpere ;111(1 CO111011110, after 14'MR:11111CW two galISS ;111(1 011110,

.litcr Cerilla115; Mid 1)111' I volt after an Italian. All these units
al,. defined as decimal do riyatil s of the niet4c Fle111. Their
standaids axe maintained in the variotp: national hboratories ac-
ordim.4 to international specifications by which the units may lie

pro ciselv reprodnied. Thus. in the United States, the standard
int-rnotional oh ohm. ampere. and Si) on. are maintained at the
National Bureau of Standards in Wztsiiim..;tom 1). C. An intormt-
timi.d ohm. as thus determined in the United States. is the sam-
.e. an international ohm determined 'London. Park. or Home to

hit4h de1 ree of precision. There are ccrtain ininnte dis-
crepmcies between the above-lunned internatinnal electrical Units
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tho' staialadi/ed and the theoretical metric %allies on NvItich they
are hased, mvifiLt. to the nec('ssai7v imi)crlections of i)hvsical
kii()%%1001(4-0. zinc! nicastireinent .,tt the time ( WO8 1 NVIlell the A1111(1-
;1111 sl)ciliCatiolls ad01)ted. there 1S a Certaill Infinite

hekVeell the theOretil'al Mehl(' 011111 Z111(1 the atIlal 111-
tplAlatio11.11 011111; hilt the diffel'ellee betNVecli thelll is SO small that
it has not \ ('t been au:reed upon internationally. 11 the diffance
should he iti4reec1 upon, it is not Ii1.7.1N that the international ohm

he (11',110.40(1. small tittikterical eolTeetioll NVOIll(! 1)1.01)ablV
1)4 applied ill the Special cases Where the highest scientific' limn-
r;% x% as needed The first standard ohm Nas iss'ncd III Eiorland

the 13ritisll .ssoiation for the Adkancenient of !icience about
I Yi5." It was called the "British Assuizitiull ohm.- \Vitli it were
associated zt British Association %olt zuld other standards. The
British .kssoiation 1)11111 .va's found to be too small in rolatirn to
the true theoretical ohm, I) more than 1, -per cent. A neNv stand-
ard ohm %v as .issued internationall in called the "legal
(dm; and %%;tS more ('1 ),e1 adillsted to the theoretical The
prek,ent international ohm NVas 111)1111 illtelliati011alk in
1 (1C):1. tilade a still Closet' a(1jlIstIllt:Ilt to) till' theoreticahalue.
It is likel linchantzed for sonic time, since the ont-
staildile; error is relati% %er

It is not to he supposed that the use of these inctric units is ex-
el electrical. The ionic zt (mit of xork or energA, and the

att as a unit of ;all% it rate of %vorkinus. or pwer, are indeed
(Iceti ical units: hilt the% ;ire also and equall% mechanical Or (uu-
'al units. it is both 0clirate zinc! con% enient to measure mechan-

l p()%% er either in joules or m %%Mthours. N101.414%0.1% to 44i% c an
id( a ()f the pr( sent %idespread use of these mettle omits in Amer-
ia. it %, ill suffice to reniciiilwr that electrical cneru,A is soul

t(4 ws the kilox%att-hou. or 1.(100 \vatt-hous,
kk hethe, the ( !(.0 trie eile(2\ has heel( litili/ed to dke motors,
heat flu 41.40(,.. «1 op(Tate lamps. FA en month hundieds of thou-
sands of hills for el( etrie ner:4\ are po,ented and paid. all on the
1,1!"\att-liour

III tilt stud\ III tilt incipIcs Of cictriiti
ut till, with 0 lief, metric met, 1', liter, and gram

le(11111 e(I. It is 1)1(d),i1,1\ correct to sal that all the Col-
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let.;es in the (lite(' States Nvhich teach .cheloistr\ p11 \ sic!; Or elec-
trical engineerin 4 either call for, or still, a kittAleclge of the
metric s\ sten] among their Ntlitit'lltti.

The rapidh Its( Of l'a(IiO tVICI:11)11Vthe NO-Callcd
tCh.2,Till)11 --has also . de\ eloped the Ilse in this

countr Of the iiitt.rnation:d motet; !weans(' all international \a\
lengths are in meters. and the ite broadeztstipg stations publish
the lengths of their \vaeS in meters in-the dad\ papers for the
benefit of amateur recei lift!, stations. Is it am \yonder, therefore,
that the 'metric s\ stem is tituziclil infiltrating our chilly press, out
maga/hies, and generaHiterature, since electrical engineering is

ACtiVe an achertising agent."
\\lid(' this article \vas heini2,- written, tit interesting- book cattle

into the triter's hands \ila serves aptl\ as ;ut illustration Of the
ka iti khih the international metric S\ stem is coming into gen-
eral literatttro. The book is called It'iid dm/ IVeatbr., \t-as

yrittett 1)\ .the meteorologist Alexander \IcAdie. It is a charinint2,-
tAposition of the \va\ s of the \vitals, written for the public zual not
for specialists. It oNcs metric. units \vithoot apolov, and \vithoot
pretenNe. .1111)ot one-third of these metric expressions arc accom-
panid 1)\ correNpotidim2; parenthetical non-metric e\preNsions.

.t the preNent rate of ad\ ;wee. e\ co these paenthetic;11 two-
hificti le etioi\ aleots ill probabk hecome soperfhtoos ill the not
far ditit,lilt future. 11'e ma\ readik remember that the teeter is
rung-111\ a ,trd. not so notch as 10 per cent longer than a k;.11d: so
that \ might describe a meter its the international ztd. Sinn-
lark .1 1)(mnd is row1:1d\ a half kilogram. the hail kilogram is
in ess of our pound avoirdiu oil also IA appro\iniatel\ lo per
cent. \\.. !night thus describe the half as the interna-
tional 11(1111a1. III Fall( ((Ida\ the 101(1 11(1111a1 iti 111111 tll
1111,111 till' half ("I'L'i)t ill 1111t111I(';ll to the ()ill

iti 1(111,4111, CIflt,tl to ;t 1-111trd StatCti

(Wal Mal the liter (Accc(11 ()111 quart I)\ :11,011t (i per

\\ e nii"ht thus desetibe the liter as the international quart.
\Ve ahead\ li.te the 'formational carat I .2(H) for
dc,thirj ith .11111 1t(111(.5. 1.11iN 11,1N 1W011

.11101ted h the lint (..til of ('115(1)m1 tillc(tiN. Tud;t
(I \ filit I.1(111\ \\ hat is I)\ all
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tionol carat; whereas a few yeiirs ago, before the metric value was
adopt:A, there was lima confusion associated with the word
carat in internatkinal trade.

In view of the fact that electrical engineering has already in-
troduced the units of the metric system into widespread public
use, there 6 no question as to whether the system will be gener-
ally adopted in the United States: The only question is how soon
it will become generally adopted. There are various opinions as
to the answer to that question, but if we compare the general lit-
erature of the present day with that of a generation ago, we can
realize how rapidly the change is coining. More than fifty coun-
tries have already made a change from their local measurement
systems to .the metric system, and not one has expressed a desire
to go back.

Tile Metric System in Mechanical Engineering
LOUIS ELI,I017

rliALTICAT.I.Y all the countries in the world except the English-
speaking--which, indeed, contribute most heavily to volume of
manufactures and of commercehave legally adopted the metric
SN 0(111 of weights and measures and use it in all sorts of transac-
tions. As a consequenee there is ap undesirable disci (Taney be-
tween the practice of the United States and British countries and
that of the rest ()f. the world, paralleling the differences in lan-
guage and custom and, like them, contributing to general diffi-
culty in international intercourse.

Gra\ difference of opinion pre\ ails in this country between
opponents and advocates of the metric system as to the adOs-

.of adopting it in manufacturing and trade. This change
might he accomplished sooner or later through education, through
action hv \al-ions piddle or private bodies, or through legislation.
No thorough stud\ has 'ct been made by governmental agencies
or others of the ;u1\ isabilit% and cost of adopting metric.theasures
in place of the so-ealled Ents,lish -hodgepodge." While some of
the ()IT-thous to the metric S\ stem ha\ e resulted from study of
the sito.ttion and represent sincere opinion, many, on the other
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to make certain. dra%violt4s to both Emzjisio mod, loz-ststy.cs or
to I .m.41ish 0111V, particidarlv for material or equipment
manufactured itt the United State,. For construction plzuls of

to In' undrtakto, in the forehi,nr fieldsuch as those sho\V-
..

ill!.r, 1/11i1(1111(4 illl.dC(11111)111Cla illld tlION O\ orito2- gen-
eral plant zorranL4ementsmetri mezltillreS 'Itrc more f used.
\yid) less Andeed, smite Latin American oun-
tries requipte the Mint; of plans sho\ving project untline uutl.itlt }tor-
tiult (1Ctililk ill the` 1C1.1,i111V Z1(101)ted SVStC111 01111atilIFCSAllat is, the
llletriC. 1.11(' tC5till1011\ \\All CSI)Ct to introduction of metric
1110i1SIICS drafting F00111S is that 111114' or no diflicoolt\
is \peri(qoed.

.0\ (1' tlu' past thirt\ -\ ears th`e etw,.ineering firm with \vhich.the
\vriter is mniti(1 has preparil to the 11'letri IlleaSIII*CS deSi1411S

for C1C('1FiC IJO\CII stittious ii.(4,,zreu;zitiiii.; 200,000 kilo in ea-
pack \ and 10 llf.41iS11 IIIILS11FCS (ISIL411S for stations Of several
minion kilo\vatt. capait\ Propert\ dimensions ;nal ele\ ations
in metric. clesiLs,ns 10V' 1.4;\ C11 ill 011(' MIR 0111\ 1 1IC meteram]
emzineerim.!: plans of pu\vr or industrial plank OF 0 C(111i1)111C111

;11s Ilse 0111' 1111i1the tltillitor tc r. I)i111(.11Si01111114. 011 ;111 0110'

(11%011(4. is 111(7 C101.0 01 t11c Iltlli)st il 0i(li1114 tit(' 11S11ill
1111111Le14.411lik, SIICII its fo'o't illld ilICIICS'ill1(1 111C 11*;11i0115

of tht liatC1*. C0111pill*C, for instane,.thc dcsio.4.11ut a steam toorhine
dra\vn to Ent.dislo measures \V ail 0111' in metric omits. The

of tl1C 1;11 1(1* is

It is 101111(1 11;11 em4ineers and draftsmen \\.loo) are unfamiliar
\\ ith metric omits an.soon learn to) Ilse them economically in do.-
sio,4.11 \york. I11 \\ 01k hw foreign clients there is. at InCS('111, t11CC dif-
fiult\ aisim.4 from disparities 1)et\\ ern .Amerian ;nal Inrei!..,,A1

stit!1(1;1111s. liC011ili;10011 ()1. st:11101;11.ds \\0111(1 111' of (2,1.1'il1

1)011(i1 to 11!0s (11(4i1t4C(1 in I'11(..;i11(4.Fill14 ork 10F 1011ll.!,11 C01111-

(Fies ;111(1 \\(>111(1 1/0si1i01) of 111(' I .11i1C(1 S1;11('s iii this

1)(-1,,o.11 '1,1),t1,1t()r (:,)111p,m\ 11;1, 1)i1 th mrtric ,\ ,trm
t hitt \ t.,trs 101 .111 11, (Irsic,11s. flic 111.111;1;4(.111(111 01

I / M I L l i i % is ( 1 ) 1 1 . t i L i t l i ri)Nt of c UM\ 1)\ industr\
1.1i'Jkh to the mettle s\ stein \\(1111 he reionhursed

\\ it .1 lo \\ t',11,, IS\ h(
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diffeelleS 111 the COSt conerting various
t\ lies of imiehiner_. Parts of seret-eutting nutchines, universal
millers and automatic gear-cutters, for instance, voill(1 I1LVC to be
modified or reLilaeed. ()tiler t lies of machinery, such as planers,
production millers, drills. could be used without
innli, it all\ 1110(lifiCat1011. There \void(' he substantial extra ex-
1.)(.11(11t11 tot 110\\ wales, micrometers, arm (4;01es, and for jigs,.
templates. and patterns if these W('Ie C011l'eled to the metric sys-
tm hefor(' the v ere y()1.11 nut (11' Other\Vitie 011S(11ete.

111i11111faCtIll'el'S; Sakti C011eelllti, and (liginvers who
suppl\ equipment or se ice to Latin American alicl other metric
count' \\(1111(1 (V11,11111\ 1111(1 all ad\ alltage fn a(1o1)tilig the metric

s\ Stem for such ork. ill (1/11101'IllitV \Vith 10C111 104111i/4(11 and ap-

prmed practice \\Atli respect to eiglits and measures. One of
the .uI antai4-es that (;erman and other European competition has
had ilnrin,J, past decades ill South America is that goods, engineer-
ing equipment. alld StEllet 111.es, as \veil ;is ser ices, ha(' been slip-
plied (III III( 1.11(1\\ 11 alld desired 1) ()flee 1111er"
Ira!' hllh (11N()\ (Ted that these are profitahlc practices, the

.I'(\ Ntal1(1,1111\ (%)111(1 il(1(11)ted kVith011t 141-ellt . This
is i»dieat('d 1)k the ahilitk Of .1meriean manufacturers to produce
,mis and other \val materiel t() aN \\CU as 1/V

11(.11cct1111(' utili,,Itioll stillIdard 11\ IIULii\ ill(111Strial e011-

(11-11 ill this (I/1111t1'\
Thu (/11t1()(tk euIllil('tit11111 I.:11101)C for Latin Amer-

ican -trade indicate, that lilited States manufacturers, techni-
cian-, and ,rmerinuental withorities should make earlv pl;ms for
placiip. till, comitr\ ill a la\ orahle position to trade, \Videspread

of the ilictrk. Ntl'ill Of \Vri,211k V()111(1 1)(' it 1)(1-

tcrit culuirvjs strip4,2:1(.. It u ((H01'11)11W to good

muli-rst.Inditur \\ if h clients mid I (st (1111(a. .11Id \V(1111(1 he a t al It4ilde

Iillt1 11)1111()1( In 14(n)(1-111+.4111)(11'.. s.

\\ II \ I ( \\ 111-: NAV.?

\\ hat :omit/ he done. ;nal \\ hat ran 1)(. . rccuticilt
t St.ttt.N Nt,111(1.11.(1, (if ilicatircillritt. itild trade.

ith lest ofithe \\orld:'

0
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The country already has a decimal Series of limbers and a
decimal currency. There is important utilization of metric meas-
ures in this country in laboratory and otherscientific work, in
pharmaceutical practice, in electrical measurements, by the U. S.
Coast and Gc;odetic Survey in basic triangulation, by the
Army in certain armament, and 1w important firms in manufac-

..

turing.processes. Many manufacturers have designed and fabri-
cated to metric measures, including Baldwin Locomotiv, Crane,
General Electric, Del.aval Separitor. and 'makers of automotive
ball hearingsespecially during 'World War II. Some important
firms, though they may not champion metric measures, arc will-.

ing to go: along; with a movement toward gradual conversion, be-
lieving that in the cud this will bring to American rindustrY the
greatest efficiency and opportunity for foreign btu:Mess. Some
companies have estalilished in metric countries factories in whil!'
that system is naturally used.

One possible course for engineering,, industry, and commerce
in the United States is to -sit tight," effecting no wide change in
the measuring system but making certain detailed changes in
practice. The inch may be decimalized for machine and other
work. as has been done by the Society of Automotive Engineers
for airplane engine design. Catalogues may be prepared to metric
measures, and metric labels and dimensions may be vpplied to
(moil goods, as is now (lone to sonic degree. This course of mini-
mum action might mean indefinitely extended use of the English
system in this country, with modest compromises in foreign trade.
. reported proposal that metric measures he crowded out l)
forcing the English system on all purchasers of equipment made
in England zuld the United States, is most ill advised; its succe.,,
would be improbable, and it would tend to separate the world
into English-speaking and non-English-speaking groups.

Another course is to finance and carry On propaganda for in-
lineneing.j.he people and Congress. This might result in radical
action. I loweer, mandatory legislation unless supported by a
majority of intelligent men in the fields affected, is seldom advis-
able,

A third and IL rational course of action would in% oh c a can-
vass. by the appmpl a1111 of the t .nited States Cm eminent
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and bv each important industrial, business, and general group in
the country, to determine costs and advantages of change to met-
-ri use. A study of this kind might well develop opinion favoring
conversion over a term of five, ten, or twenty years.

Minor steps could be taken promptly, such as adopting the cen-
tigrade thermometer scale in filade of the Fahrenheit, using the
gram in place of the ounce as the basis of United States postal
rates, standardizing army and navy munitions on metric measures,
printing -governmental and other data in metric s well as Eng-
lish measures, and improving metric instruction 11 the schools.
\li units could be further adopted in marking equipment and
materials shipped to countries Utilizing that sybtem Later, the
liter, the kilogram, and the metric ton could be introduced in do-
ystic and foreign trade, superseding the quart and gallon, the
pourid. and the two English tons. Manufacturers might be left
free to adopt metric meosures in shop usage when and if they
considered the change profitable.

WHY AC:ION SHOULD BE TAKEN NOW

Through most of the industrial history of this country, technical
contacts with foreign peoples have been somewhat limited and
exports have not constitirted a large proportion of our production.
Now, however, it is hoped that there will be more nearly "one
world- and tliat industrial colitats with all other important coun-
tries will multiply. Export trade, particularly during the next few
Years, should be gnat, and, assuming reduction in tariff, imports
will be large.

'Fhe difficulties causer! by differences in language and in cur-
rencies. andpartieularlv during NVorld War IIby disparities
III III(`C'halll('al dimensioning. are well known. A fabulous value
vas assi2ued to the loss caused (luring the war bv the confusion

ser\ hread standards. Hummels rapid ztd\ ;nice across North
Africa has been repc».tcd as resulting from imibility of the Allies
to rcstore dainag-ed equipment by replacement parts. because of
conflict ill standards. These arc results. ill the main. of disparities
?..4een F.In4lish and t'uited States standards; how much greater
loss 0, frolic the wider difference between English and metric
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niiouresi 1'1%ntic:an\ an countries except our ox ti int(1 those of
the British Empire have adopted metric measures. 1)derences
betveen the metric and the Enl.; ssteins, and indeed tile n-
onsistencies betveen the Ein4lisli anti our o\\ it, constitute one of
tin' Tars to simplicit\ of interc.(nirse and to eas\ Ilo\v of goods.

In rebuilding. the \York', peace and track are necessary, 'rite
age of narro\\ nationalism should he 0\ er, Not all harriers can
he rento\ ed. but the ['lilted States should maintain au interest in
the \\ (liar(' of those \villing to join ill creating a freer world. /Aside
from this broad consideration, the profit inoti\ e must raise Tics-
ti(, as to \vhetlter or not, after general reconstruction, this coun-
try can compet(:, ellecti\ \vith nations that produce goods to
the measurements mat stamtards of the \ ast major't\ of customers
itt South America, Europe. and Asia.

The Metric System itt \littittg Engineering
sT1NLLY KIM; ALLs

1....(am.:FitIN(i is defined its -the science and art of utilizing the
force, and materials of nature.- \lining anti inetalhirgical ete.2,-i-
neeriii. ill particular. is cot,ccrncd \\All findinti Z111(1 vxtracting
ra\v materials, using all Of til(' tortes of nature in the search for,
exploitation of. and hencficiat ion of, mineral ores, metallic or non-
metalli. and fuels. solid or liquid.

The \Jilin. of :t mineral deposit is affected 11\ cost Of
r\tril(1(1I1. pl%)(1',.C('s t,f (1111(Iltrati(111 and 11'1111l 14, III(1 tritnsi)or-
tatiolo its market. Thy possibilit\ of competiti\ e conditions in
that market demands the maximum of (Ifii\ each stage Of
proce,sig, and the 11;4111(1'1' III1Nt satisf first himself., and
the Ins principal. 11 Ita, the rc\ chitin \yin nlset all
ct)sts and frit] ,t rctnrti ()\ el. and alio\ e the cost commensurate
\\ ith the risk in\ ol\ et!.

smut one has said that -man is a nicasnrit4 animal,- and it min-
en,..Uncer's report,prlimiiar\ or operatingare little more

than a compilation of comparati\ e measurement,.
.\11(1 Owl c. there. is the rub. For old\ one of the tiltasurc-

ncits i, in\ untIctstimn1 and isnali/cd. itli un pussibil-
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itV (NV liNOatiOnthe d011arS and cents af thefoot of the table.
For the canker, the trustee, the speculator. or

-The NidO ;11(1 the orphan
Nho pray fur ten per cent- '

IllaV he hard put to answer offhand how many square feet there
art' in all th(N weight of it 141111011 of Water: but, one and
all, they know exactly how many cents there are in a dollar and
whether a return (4f k per cent,. or 15 rents on the dollar, is suffi-
ciently iottracti\e,

A mining engineers preliminary report might sum up somewhat
as follows: "A capital imestment of $56,000, plus operating ex-
penses of 51 1,000 until re\ (line begins to onie in, that is, a total
outlay of- $70.000, should, in my opinion, yield $2 1.0(X) per an-
num." Splendidwe can all understand thatwhy, that means
:30 per centlet's go!

lint to prme that his opinion is it thoroughly reafoned one, and
to awid difficulties with the. Securities Exchange Commission
( should this tic\ (1-..Innent go ahead and pay only 25 per cent 1 our
(90,4illeer supports this fill(Ellg with fifty imiges of additional Incas-
iirements. aild /holy. is- no rclatiomhil) between any of tliCln!

First 14 all. presimiabh he has taken samples anti made ton
iissa. The report includes a sworn or notarized statement from
the assa el' that the samples rim -.1 ounces to the cubic yard." (If
this is gold we are after, those ounces \\-ill. of course, be troy
ounces.

The clihic .irks ha\ c. to be eon\ ertecl into pounds for calcula-
tion of the po\Ver liceessar\ to raise then! to the surface. Under-
ground. h0\\ e\ cr. sel(10111 Illeasilre ill Vilr(IS. We 11Se feet and
inches. and t\ ('I engineer seS (iCi://0/S 01 a tout \viten lie conies
to) calculating.

short. ail 111111illt4Opelitti0115 Ohl' 1110\ int.?, a certain teright
.till ollom. a CiTtaill 11011/01Italh and ertically. The
tact that there is relationship hetireell \0111111e;111(1 \veiglit and
dist:ine old\ adds to the arithmetic' that the engineer must (lo
and multiplies the possihilit oil error.

\\lien \V( er111sitler the (1.tailS site!! 011t the water

t i Vri%( rdi-
tbm. iSsi-P)/S C, tr.1, II LIR (la P.1141 1'126 ). tI. HO.
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which seeps through the earth, we have to dodge back and forth
from cubic feet to gallons, to pounds, to feet (of lift), to square
inches (the cross section of the pipe), to cubic inches (the cross
section area multiplied by the stroke of the pumps). And to put
in mine timbers, we have to calculate in square inches (for
strength), in feet and filches (for height and length ),cand in board
feet to purchase them.

A "board foot" is a coinpound of square feet multiplied by
inches, but when we extend this compounding to enable us to cal-
culate the bending moinent in inch-pounds, foot-pounds, and
foot- tons, and water- storage in. acre-f..et, we really are, if we
would stop to think a moment, making ourselves a little ridiculous.
Calculating a Water supply in acre-feet and the consumption of
that water in gallons per capita per diem ought to bring us right
up short: Look here, are we deliberately trying to do this the hard
way?

\lost of ifs cumi rellielacr what the area of .an acre is: 43,560
square feet. However, for anything over or under 1 acre, we have
to sit down and multiply. To pump .away an acre-foot of water,
we say: 7 1 2 gallons to the cubic foot, for 43,560 cubic feet,
ammults to :3.26.700 gallons. ( Actually it is not 7 1/2 gallons to the
eul)ic foot. 1)i it 7..1S05, which mak s a difference of about 1.000
gallons.) If we require the weight of that much water, we have
first to multiply to get ponds and then to divide-to get tons.

lie,..tare, on the contrary, measures 100 meters by 100 meters,
an area of 10,000 square mete's. A water source with an area of
1 hectare which was 1 meter deep would therefore contain 10,000
cubic meters: that is to say, it vould hold water amounting to
10,000 bms. if we would know its weight, and I0,000,(00 liters, if
we are dealing with quantity'.

A curi(ms fact about this 111Irelated series of weights and meas-
ures which we 'mist either memorize or refer to continually, is
that actually it is illegal. The metric system, the use of which is

. .

still far from eneral in these United States, is the only sy stem
(Ter lrgali:Trl In, Cvnorr.s.. After the Interinitional Conference of
\\,i,..41,t and Nic:isurcs hi which the United States took part in
YS(). this umitry W ;t presclited with au eXaCt copy of the Frelich

stand.ad incter, alai iii 1S93, by of Congress, this meter ''as
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.made the standard unit Of length in ale United States. Tlw yard
was. then (kilned as 3,600 ;3,937 of that_meter, but an enormous
number of otherwise well-idiwated people continue to believe
that. the British vard.is our standard. Actually, it was not so long
ago, in 1S78, that the British yard itself was definitely standard-
ized. The vard, the gallon, the bushel, the barrel, and the various
other unrelated British weights and measures which have been
widely adopted in American practice have evolved from primitive
times l) completely *unregulated prot2esses of development.

Let us consider linear measurement alone. The Bible gives the
ineasitrements of Nwili's Ark and of Solomon's Temple in cubits.
The .Great Pyramid of C.iza was laid out in "royal Egyptian ell-
bits.- The cubit was the distance from the elbow to the tip cf
the middle finger. A study of .1.,sgvptian building would indicat
that the royal Egyptian cubit equaled 20.7 inches. NVe do t
know what subdk isions of the cubit, were in use in Egypt. As th
Egyptian ilization withered, however, and the Greek _flowered
we find records that the Olympic cubit, equivalent to 18 1/4 of\
our present-dav inches, was divided into the span, 1/2 zbit; tile'

I1 6 cubit; and the digit, 1 24 cubit, or roughly 3Tiinch.
As the Boman ci ilization arose,-the cubit began to be known

aY, the foot and shrank in length. It was divided into 12 "tmeiae,- t.

( Lath' for to thlunlmail), from which we get both ounces
and inciw.

The Romans left this -inch- in Britain as one of their standards,
hut it was not tuitil l:32 I that its length was defined there. In that

ear the it1c w,ts determined to be "the combined length of three
barley corns set cod to ed." The yard had come into being in

njand about the middle of the twelfth century as an outgrowth
of the archery for which the English VC0111(211 were then famous.
it was the (1.,..dlv accuracy of the F,nglitih archers that lost the
Scots the Katie of Flodden. The Scots, it appears, instead of
pr,lCtiCilit4 at the the S11111111er evenings, had taken up
it disreputable game called -g,owl." The wonder is that a race
that has _;1\ en the world Iwz,arithnis did not establish the putter
as, the le,2;a1 yard. No, the \ ard is ascribed to I lenry I, and was-
sopposedlv the ditance front his nose to the end of his thumb, or
the le4th of his arrows. It was not until l5:38 that Good viwcil
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lieSSIAleMed..thikt the length ofa bronze rod should be the stand-
ard- yard. In the sit'ecnth eentury sonic effort was also made to
standardiv.e the foot and relate it to other measurements. The
Cowli decreed that ."on a certain, Sunday, as they' come out/ or
church, 16 nwii shallstaird in line with the left foot touching, one
behind the (idler." 'Tie distance they covered, foot to foot, was
to be the legal rod, and one-sixteenth of it the Jogai. foot. Prior to
that, the foot hadaac.. varied (as feet will) from 9 to 1.Q inches.

Queen .1diAbeth's prototype yard was .superseded' in 181....-1 byo ,another, which was lost by fire after ten years. In Doi.° the
Weights'and Nleasnes Act defined the yard in use today hi great
Britain. It was a bronw rod, %%inch had been cast some forty YearsI

earlier, on %which the standard yard was' measured off,' between
studs. BY 1878 accuritey had progressed to the,point where

the temperature of the rod was specified, the temperature chcisen
being 62 Fahrenheit. %%inch in those days was considered "room
temperature- in 13ritain. The foot is standardized as 1:3 yard, and
the inch as 1 '12 foot.' .

The metric. system de% eloped in a different way. The Freilch
revolntionaries cut off their king's head and then in pursuance of
their motto, -Nous a% oils chang6 tout ca (we have changed -all,,
that decided to be rid Of every reminder of kings, not the least
1)ei11i4 a s% stein of measurements based on some king's hands, feet,
fing,rnails, or arms. The new .era was bailed as the age of science,
so the French scientists took the earth as their prototype and
di% ided its meridian qiiadrant into 10,000,000 parts, one of which
they termed the meter. Nut being able to reach the North or
Smith Pole, the shot the sun simultaneously at Dunkerque in
France itnd liaicelonit in Spaiii and computed the difference to
lie 9 :10' of arc. It took seven %.ears to snryeY the Dunkerque
Barcelona line. .ind x% c now know that "rron; crept into the calcu-
lations. The computations Vera re% ised in 1927, and the standard
meter was then defined thus:

The unit cif ICIP_;t11 i' the Melt'''. deli'. 'd 1/V t1u distance at the tern-
perature of melting ice betxx ern the eentel,- ot' t\vo lines traced on the
pl.itinuni-iridinin bar depo,ited at the International Bureau of NVeig,hts

\h.,011.,...; and deelarcd ototype cif th inz.tcr by the first general
((info,' ace on \\ eights and measures. this bar being subjected. to nor-
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the decimaliiation,,pwards and downwards, of the meter; and,
next, the.establishment of a rAationship bdtween linear measure-
ment and the measures of volume and weight, which are also
decimalized. Defining the weight of .1 cubic centimeter of water
as .1 gram, and the volume of! 1,000 ct!bic centirnetersa cube,
that is to say,' 10 by 10 by 10 ce itimetersas-1 liter, ties the whole
system of mensuration. together and gives us an easy way to calm.-
kite specific gravity: s. .

_Since its Anception in France in 1799, the metric system has
been legalized and adopted by practically every country: in the
World except those of the United States and -the British Empire.
True, one still ends in some of the South American countries the
Spanish yard or "yam" of 42 inches in occasional use, just as one
findi Spanish names for the coinage still used, altliough they have
been proscribed for over, a hundred years. In Venezuela it is con-
.fusing to have the (inarter of a bolivar called. a "media," but that
is becatise they still call half a holivar by the old proscribed name

,..
of "real."

When American mining engineers go to Venezueltand prac- \
deafly all mining graduates froin'the'United States spend at least
one two-Year contrtict in South or Central Americathey remark
on;this little bit Of V\ idellet' of.the ingrained conservatism of the
human race and think of it zits a purely Latin idiosyncrasy; but

1

they fail to notice tl, ie mote in our own eye. Similarly, we think
the British method of stating a man's weight as "9 stone-3" Cum-
bersome in comparison with 011r "129 pounds," and vet we/ eon-

,

' lino(' to gi e bur height as "5 feet S. We have changed thd defi-
nitions. of many of the British measures.while retainhig the names.
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m41 atmospheric priistr, and supported by two rollers at least ope
centimeter in diametof situated in- the same horizontal plane and at a
diStanci of 572 millimeters from each otu her.

An alternative -definition was latti provided which sets the
length of the meter at "1,553,164-.14 wave lengths-of the red.light
emitted by a cadini un vapor lam2" excited under certain Specified
conditions. This r ts, the meter down to an accuracy_of one part
in_10,000,000.

. But the great bst service.rendered by the French scientists was
the abolition of the relationships 3, 12, 36, 220,1,760; and' 5,280;

a
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Making a hundredweight founds instead of 112 is at least a
move toward simplification, hut' whyloNe have changed the gallon
irom-275 to 2:31 cubic rtes- or set the bushekat 2,150.42 cubic
inches for internal.traae, 2,747.715 cubic inches for export and
import, and 2,564 cubic inches in Connecticut only, are matters
not evenokentioned in the. laws establishing those standards.

For hiny hive years the meter has been our legal standard in
these United States. It has been adopted A-all scientific and
technical mtasurements. Isn't it about time that we broke with
the strong right arm of King limy I and pdopted a universal
metric system?

The Metric System in Civil Engineering
N1ANUEL ZENO

../ TI, To the.year 1898 the only official system of vbights and meas-
tires in the island of Puerto Rico was the metric. In that year the
island became a possession of the United States as a result of the
.3pallish-American War. , .

The Arnericari ankorities promptly put into nse the English
system, and by 1913 it was made legal by an act of our

...
which provided that "the metric/system of weights and measures
and the imperial system commonly used in the United States . . .

are hereby, recognized and eaablislA as official in Puerto Rico.
. . ." As a result everybody, from government officials through
factory technicians clown to the coannon citizen, makes indis-
criminatecriminate use of both systems: . "

Nov we have in Puerto Rico a "mixture' system of weights and
measures. For instance, building lots are bought by the square
meter. but houses are planned by the square foot; roads are meas-
ured in kilometers, while heights of our mountains are given in

.)
feet; water storage tanks are computed ill .gallons, but water is
sold to the consumers by the cubic meter;" temperature of the
atmosphere is measu e In degrees Fahrenheit, but the centigrade
scale is used for bod .emperature. There arc many more similar
incong cities of this kind.

The Institute of Engineers of Puerto Rico has under considera-

O
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turn a proposal. to organize a campaign in favor of general actop'.
eon of the metric- system. The field is being canvassed in order to
determine what inconveniences or obstacles would be encoun-
tered. Willie at this writing it is too early to .reach' any., definite
conclusions, it may be said that so far the ctmsensAs.of opinion is .

... .
.in.fdvor of the metric system. .

-.
.

Sonic authorities Are quite emphatic. For .extunple, the" Cot-',_.
missioner of Health, Dr. Antonio Fernos Iseyn says: "My 'opinion
is cParly and simply that the metric systeM is one of the conquests
of eh ilization and etibiequently Puerto Ricci, which. adopted "it
officiallvitany years ago but has be,en substititting for it in matey..
spos antiquated, inconvenient and unscientific units, should
cleanse its system of weights and measures and definitely accept:
the metric eschrsivelv." .....,

Engineer Orlando B. )16ndez, Commissioner of the'Interior,
after exp fining that the inconveniences in metric adoption aris-li,
in m otg`fro r close relations with the Unitwd States are more ap-
parent than real, ends up by shying: "I decidedly favor the adop-
tion of the metric system in Puerto Rico." Mendez emphasizes
the fact that all Latin American countries use the metric system
and lia.. no trouble in dealing with North American manufoc-
wils because they are careful to convert English units into...
metric in their transactions.

The Institutc of Engineers of Puerto Rico will he able to make
proper reco.oimendations in due comse of time, after it has had
the opportunity to obtain opinions from all affected sectors. The
writer is all for metric. Ile believes that we ought to shake off as
soon as posiihh, the weird, hybrid system that haunts our minds
w.hen we Milk(' C011iplitilthniti in this island of the Caribbean Sea.

Nietic System in A iitjnnotive Engineering
SO(:tl:T1' ill 'AL TON1OTIVE ENUINEERS

1)r.t.t.t.t. dimensionitn..),.. affording major benefits of the metric
s,tem witimut siiiiiiitaiwonsl creating wholesale C011-

\ (si()I .11VadZIIWS, iti. being used bv the American
aeronautical inthistr

.
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Survey by the Aeronautical Drattint, Committoe of the Society
of Autdmotive Engineers, Made amon airlines operators and
Manufacturers of planes, powerplonts, pro ellers, and accessories,

. discloses that 80 per cent now employs dee nal dintenSioning or
contemplates its early adoption: Users expla. that the 'practice
Of expressing limited measurements in decimals tither than .frac-
tions of inches contributes to speed and to accuracy mth in design
and in manufacture. Decimal: .are carried to two, th e, dr more,

.,,places to satisfy yarving tolerance requirements.
The survey 'reveals that 7G per cent of the aeronautics indus-

try ha's considered the use of decimal dimensioning, that 63 per
cent tises it already, and that 37 percent is using it for some pur-
poses. In the propeller branch of the industry, 80 of
manufacturers uses the 'decimal dimetAioning system exeiuSiyely.

The practice is characterized as making the dimensioning of
drawings much ,leasier and..nlore rapid and as being especially
helpful in eliminating the time-consumffig, errOr7producing oper-
ations of converting decimals to fractions and back to fractions
again. Furthermore:, tolerances may be indicated merely by ex-
tending digits after the decimal point.

Manufacturing and Merchandising

The Metric System in Metalworking
THEODORE H. 4111.1.ER

THE metalworking industries in particular. in this country have
not madc so nniki progress toward the use of the metric system
as ha\ e some other fields, largely, I think, because of themis-
taken idea that the changeover would be very costly. There is a
constantly increased use of metric units in the chemical and chug
ineln;trics,in electrical production, and in astronomy and almost
all othcr scientific work. licsides.this, a great many fobd products
are put up in metric units or have the metric equiValent shown
on-the containers. All these activities have quickly shown the
benefit of (loins connnon fractions in favor of a deci-
mal stein. This has been true also in a few of the metalworking
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establishments of fhe.country, where it has generally been found
that,the eurreht saving is enough to pay for the cost of change-

, . aer ,and that the.change usually ha§ been very much easier than,

1anticipated.I was taught, and for nu years used, the English system ex-
slusively, but having nolA had almost forty years ofldesigning and

manufacturing complicated meehanical equipment ou ti rzther
large scale, Ican testify that the cost of a chrngeoyer will le.very
slight compared with .the.eyentual savings and that the expected
difficulties of training.help, and so on, will vanish into thin air on
trial. In the plant where I have had this experience, many thou-
sands of ifew mechanics.and unskilled persons have had no diffi-
culty whatever in mastering the metric- system insofar as they
needed to* so. Anyone capable, of handling our money system
can grasp fife idea of metric measures within It few minutes; and
from that point on, the change results in pure gain:

I feel quite certain there is no possibility that any of the coun-
blies npw ming the metric system will ever go back to the corn-

.. neon fractions and complications of the English system. It would
seem to me the part of wisdom for us to get' in line as quickly
as possible if we wish to traS! with tlies countries. Certainly
no is the time to aake a decisive MOW.

s
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The International System in Research

and Development Engineering
ARTHUR BESSEY SNIMI

INSTEAP of the term metHe system I am using the term interna-
tional system of weights, and medsures,because I include in, that
category th(., centigrade therpometer.

NIA' work has' been in Pie 'telephone Industr from about.1892
to th,1 present time. MY exp.,rience includes most phases of plant
construction, plant operation, manufacture, teaching, research
(pure and applie(l), and ordinary development. For the past
th:rtv-eight Years I have been with the- Automatic F.,lectric Coin-
piinv of Chicago, %yell known for work in automatic telephony.
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It .was in 1911 that I started to use the international measures
in all my work. It was in the .design of aaratus that I noticed
the greatest change. Use of international Mitts. produced a feel-
ing of relief, a sens: of freedom which mud be experienced to be
appreciated. This experience forever settled the. matter for me.-

The natural thing tcidals to use the international system. Daily-
use is the real test. Th6 few basic measures in themetfic. system
will he el-1%4 learned. Millimeters, centimeters; meters, kilo
'Meted follow each other in easy decimal relatiops. Grants; kilo-
grams, and metric tons 'are equally easy, as are. the millihier,
liter, and' cubic meter. Forget conversion tables and factors and
use the metric system wherever you can.

Take the mental position of a .person living in a metric-using
country. Carry a metric scale,-estimate distances, verify them.
Lift 500-gram and kilogram weights, and so on, and remember
how the' feel, Use 1-liter and 500-milliliter measuring cups.

As you progress in the use of the system in your technical work
kind around your home, you will appreciate the one uniform'nota-

.. tior. which expresses the smallest to the largest dimensions. There
is no mixture of units. The decimal nature of the metric system
is not the only one of its advantages which faCilitates all work.
Just as important is the logical unity which prevails among all
units in all branches of geience and engineering.

Though you do not memorize entire, tables of conversion fac-
tors, before long you will begin to notice some recurring numbers.
One millimeter turns out to be 'wally 0.040 inch, Four hundred
and fifty -four grams equal 1 pound avoirdupois. The metric ton

is -about the same as an English long to`n. Three hundred and five
millimeters make about 1 foot. The board 20 millimeters thick
turns out to.he an inch 1x dressed on both sides.

As to temperatures, it is well to memorize a few landmarks of
centigrade readings. They are few and easy. At zero water
freezes. The standard temperature. for houses"in winter is 20 to

The standard temperature of the human body is 37 ). Fifty-
five degrees is about as hot as coffee should be. At 100 water
boils. Five hundred degrees is a dull red heat. Fifteen hundred
degrees is the temperature of molten iron.

Four systems of drills arc in use in this country: the numbered
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series, the lettered series; common fraction inch, and metric.
prepared a few tables of the diameter,s of all drills excePt the
motric. Every mechanic, tspecially if he is a machinist, has tables
converting all the diaineters. into thousandths of an inch. I have
just as much justification for having conversion table; expressed
in millimeters. Several gauge systems are in use. The Brown &

_Sharpe, Birmingham wire, new British. standard, and United
States standard gauges are about all that the usual worker needs.
I prepared- tables of these in terms of millimeter's, The regular
isysfern of iron- pipes with Briggs threads uses common fraction
inch names. But the diniensions are not always true, and we need
exactness. The inside diameter of the so-oullud. 1/4-inch pipe is
not 6.35 millimeters, but 9.14 millimeters. 'Even the so-called
1-inch pipe has an inside diameter_ of 25.52 (instead of 25.4) milli-
meters. So I prepared tables of the precise sizes of these pipes in
metric units% For laying out mechanical designs to scale I found
that the keuffel & Esser No. 1655 triangular boxwood .scale is very
helpful with its six scale ratios.

It paid me to set up a mental boundary at the edge of my labo-
ratory or.shop. When-data came in from the outside in English
measures, I converted them to metric. Inside my domain all work
was done with the international units. Then when my results
went out, dimensions were converted to English units. For some
of this converting the Lufkin No. 8624 folding rule works very
well. It has inches on one side and millimeters on the other.
There is another rule, the Vic! or zig-zag No. -304-M, with the
same scales. When I go out into the plant or into my own home
to take measurements, I always take them in millimeters. When
von do some woodworking around your home, like putting up a
shelf or repairing the steps, the millimeter is the smallest un:c
NIiell it pi' vs to use. You can hardly saw a hoard any closer than
to the nearest milliMeter. Thus there are no tractions. Even in
metal work on small parts, such as are used in telephony, the
Imudredth of a millimeter is the smallest unit needed, and it is
decimal. As von work with millimeters, von will notice th e fre-
quent occurrence of such numbers as 6.35, 8, 9.5, 12,7, 16, 19, and
so on, which zue Duly equivalents of certain fractions of an inch
which vou will memorize just as von did the familiar fractions.
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For tile crosi-feed' screw of a lathe, graduated 4to tlinsandth's

of an inch, I have prepared a table.'
. T.A** 4IE n EVICTION 7ABLE

M HI Scale

0.05 1 ,

0.10 2.
0:15 8

, 010 4
0,25 5
etc.

I regard the graduation merely at numbers. If my calipering of
the diameter of a piece indicates that I need to reduce it 0.15
millimeter, I merely Ulm the cross-feed three scale divisions, and
thus I proceed for any reduction of diameter.

I handle the tail stock in a similar way. I can turn it to quarter
turns with fair accuracy.

TAIL STOCK

him Turns

A0.10 t7 .0.5
0.75

0.25

1.b9 1.0
1.98 1.25
2.38 1.5

O

31.75 20.0
r.

If I am drilling a piece of work held by a chuck in the spindle, I
can drill the hole to any reasonable civth by turning the tail
stock the indicated number of turns. I have made out the table
for tail stock as far as 31.75 millimeters, which is- the equivalent
of twenty turns.

Commercial toleninces are easily memorized. Our rough toler-
anceance is 0.010 inch, which is 0,25 millimeter. The finer tolerance is
0.002 inch, which is 0.05 mAlimeter.

The end of my thesis is the same as the beginning. Use is the
test; use will prove the %vorth of the system. Theorizing does little
good. In the case of any earnest worker who can. control his tools,
and of any of us in working around our homes, little careful
thought will overcome any apparent difficulties. The rewards
arc foi those who look for opportunity and venture to improve,
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: Orie Systerh /
, J. E. HANSEN.

IN,Tng porcelain enamel industry, with which this writer is most
intimately familiar, we acknowledge the advantages. of the metric
syste and at the same lime cling-to remnants of the avoirdu6
pois-feet system.

Raw materi Is are purchased by the ton or pound; formulating
ingredients are supplied by the pound and are packaged in units
of 50 or 100 pounds. Processing formulation is usually on a basis
of 100 parts of basin material-( frit) plus Varisms percentages of
added ingredients. This works very well until we get .down to
addttiops of less than 1 per cent, when we 'encounter fractions of
ounces and thus fall back on metric weights 'to solve the short-

, comings of a counter scale or balance calibrated in pounds and
ounces. An example hardly needs elaborate explanation:

Mal Formula ' Weight

100 pounds #ABC frit 100 pounds
i7,per cent Enamel clay 7 pounds

2 per cent °pacifier 2 pounds
0.25 per cent Magnesium carbonate 4 ounces
0.20 per cent Sodium nitrate = 3.2 ounces 91 grams
0.02 per cent Tetra sodium pyrophosphate :7.: 0.32 ounces 9 grams,

Obviously, much less calculation and a smaller chalice for
error would be involved if we "went metric all the way."

In the porcelain enameling branch of the ceramic industry we
have "gone metric" to the extent of ex ressing specific gravities
of slips in metric units ( for example, s ) cific gravity t.82) rither
than in ounces per pint, but since ounces- and the usual fractions
thereof do not accurately enough express weights of application
in processing specifications, we revert to gr&ms per square foot.

Imagine the ciplations required on the part of an accountant
in checking the theoretical cost of the enamel on a part 17 inches
wide and 2:3 5.8 inches long if the material is applied at 38 grams
weight pek square foot and costs *0.0837 per pound avoirdupois!

Need we SilV more td support ti...: advantages of a metric system
in porcelain enameling practice!

..
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The Metric System 4n Mertharidisifig , .

11. I. li,LE1NHAUS

WHEN most people use the term merchandisitig they generally re-
fer to the series of human endeavors which culminate in consumer
purchases. The great mass of consumer purchasing is done by
women. Almost all consumer purchasing even the selection of
the hoMe, the family car, and clothes for menis greatly influ"
enced by women's qpinions.

Most women seem to detest anything which is related to mathe-
matics.' They ustially take the, butcher's word when he says,
"Fifty-six the pound; That's 2 3/8 pounds$1.33, ma'am"; and
when they have returned home they despair of checking the
butcher's computations because of the "frightening fraction." 9n
the other hand, had the -butcher 'said, "One kill and eighty at
$1.2g -- that's $1.33," there would be no., "frightening fraction"
but-a simple problem in multiplication. In fact, a cash register-
computing machine might throw out a receipt which would slue
1.080 at $1.23$1.33, and there wotild be no homework shop-
ping audit at all.

The decimal system has been employed for years at the gas
station, automatic cost figures based on gallcins and tenths being
clearly indicated .to the purchaser.

In the department store.field 'there are c untless transactions
made daily on the 'basis of linear measure. Yards and yards of
dress materials, sheecings; shirtings, lining , and towelings are
sold daily in many individual transactions involving fractional
yards. Similarly in the notions department, in floor coverings, in
ribbons both sales people and customers have the fraction to con-
tend yvith. In more than half the cases the transaction requires,
besides the ordinary multiplication of whole units and price, a,
divicion of price by the denominator, then another multiplication
of the quotient by the numerator, and finally an addition of the,
two products previously obtained. The use of the metric system
would obviate all the calculations save one multiplication of the
amount, expressed in whop numbers and decimals, by the price.

Aside from these advantages of the metric system to customer
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and sales person there are others which produce direct econ' .vies,

r. in'? merchandising .operating 'costs. This statement refers to the
myriads of calculations involving fraCtionai pounds and fractional
yagls which Must be performed daily in a mercantile establish-
ment, either wholesale or retail: Mosf of these transactions are
accomplished by reducing the fractional parts Of the unit to deci-.
mails, thus going through an ad4ifional step. Usually this step
consists of glancing at a co;persitin table, which indicates' the
nearest decimal et/divot-Oa: But in this very step there .. exists a
considerable chance for error. Only after the conversion is made
can the computation be coittinued with the aid of a calculating

The , use of t e metric system, however, pnvides a 'definite
short cut in calcu ations involving fractional units of weight, size,
and capacity. rfa r converting ounces to decimal parts of a
pound, pounds to decimal Parts of a ton, inches to yards, and so
on, are no longer necessary. -The size or the weight %Tressed in
the metric systemmeters and decimeters, kilometers and grams
could be set directly into a calculating rolachine, saving time

through the elimination of a step and throt h that elimination
also minimizing the chance of error.

From Letters to the Metric Association
TIlE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF 11011/4AIL DRUGGISTS

ThE NationalAssociation of Retail Druggists, one. of the many
organizations in the United States which for over a quarter of a
century have favored a change in the system of weights and meas-
ures to obtain metric eandardization, says in 4-letter written to
the Metric Association:

In so far as the cost of changing to the metric system is con,
(wiled. will say, that it would not be expensive.

J. W. l)argavel
xecutire Secretary

pine 17. 19 If;

a
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HARDWARE 1ERCHAr

ASK anyone you know who sells twist drills, files, hammers, tam-
ipTr handles, hack saw bladei, paint ;brushes, a4m4t -any hard,
`Ware items tlrat are packed and priced "per itozen"-+-even shoes,
shirts, gloves,, hosiery, etc. what a nuisance it a1wa)i is to divide
the invpic,.dprice by,I2 and'at inventory time to reverse theproc-
ess bywcounting per package then multi] lying by 12Ion.so many,,
many items.

Tampa, Florida
Mardi :25. 1946

L. 14..Zintgraph
:.....

,.
-- Est' It ,. \

*.., GENERAL ELECTRletOK,PANY
%.

'

PERSONALLY, I am very much in favor of the changOo the nitric
System], even though it may involve considerable thine, ,xperise,
and possibh1 some confusion. Whatever it costs will. certainly., be
worthwhile...

ft I might adcl that this movementis far-reaching in .that we are
simplifying measurements for future generations. Itmay mean
more work for ourselves, hlit lecan consider it a contribution to
the welfare of mankind. No doubt there will be someimmedia(e
benefit, but this is secondary iihmportance.

H. F. Hathaway
4 0 Apparatus Department

Washington Office
June 26, 1946

. HART SCHAFFNER VMARX
L,-/ .

.

WE FEEL that universal use cif, the metric system Would be bone=
ficial to till. It is the writer's personal belief, however, that this
should. he approached by starting with our public school system.
Those educating the younger geneFation to this line of tnought
would save a great deal of difficulty in future years of educating
the older head.

July 24, 1946
Comptroller
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Reply to tkQuestipnnaire on the Metric System
MERCK & COMPANY, INC.

it

.

I HAVE been asked to,reply to your inqui regarding your survey
of public opinion on the use of the Metric ystem. [See page 156.]

No one is, better acquainted With the nnecessary difficulties .

that are constantly met with due to lack o uniformityin systerns
of 'vOghts arid measures than a company engaged in scientific
and tonitnerOil endeavors that are international in scope: The
busineSs of Merck & Co., Inc., at the present time necessitates the
use offone set of weights and measures-for ordinary domestic us-
age, i.e., American pound, gallon;etc.; another set, the apothecary
system ,for pharmaceutical..uSage and a third set of the Metric
tern for: its scientific work. In addition to this, the inteinationa
character .of the businesi requires a knowledge of English and
Qintivental weights and measures. /-k .

'1 at convinced that it would be of the utmost advantage to the'-
United States to use Metric weights and measures in manufactur!-.
ing,.bvying, and selling, in trade and in all educational endeavors.
Itis probable that the adjustment required could he made within
ten years without any great inconvenience and it might seem best
to effect the change by legislation.

C. R. Addition, Ph.D.
Director, Technical Information Department

January 26, 1937

Medicine and Pharmacy

The Metric System in Medicine.
'AUSTIN SMITH

THE practice of medicine consists essentially of preventing and
'diagnosing illness and .treating the sick. The administration of
potent drugs is an important part of the treatment, and'the use of
air. easily and universally understood standard of measurement
facilitates the administering of drugs and minimizes the possibility
of erroK. The metric system provides such a standard.
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Council_on P ac and Chemistry of the America

Medical Association- has advoct ed, the adoppon of the metric.
system andr several occasions has Pnblished Statements explain-
ing why it elieved that this stem is 'the logical "one to use in
medicine. For several years the Council his used-only the metric
system 'in its publications, including, New grid Isionofficial
dies. It also has encouraged this Method of standardization- by. .

participating in conferences with other groups interested in this
problem, and from one of the.conferences there has come atint

,u; recommendation bythe Council on .Pharmacy and ,Cliemistry,lhe
Office of the United States Pharmacopoeia, and the Office of the
National Formulary calling for the exclusive use of metric sys- - -
tem by the medical, pharmacal, and allied professions, and by-
the ding and pharmaceutical industries....As a result of this con-
sideration the United States Pharmacopoeia and National Formu---
lary will list dosages id the nwtric system, followed, at least for
the present, by equivalent apothecaries; dosages, which will be
set in parentheses. and will be only approximate. Thus the de-
dared amounts on the drug labels, can he stated 9cactly in the - .
metrie.system and can be used as the basis for control tests. This
procedure is quite acceptable to the Food and Drug Administra-
tion.

The advantaqs of universal adoption of the jiietric iystem are
:MUM In medicine the advantages include acNiate manufactur-
ing. accurate prescription writing, accurate compounding, and
accurate administration of drugs. The control departments and
research departinents,in the di mg and pharmaceutical industries
much prefer to use metric measurements; the physician and phar-
iimict can write acid interpret directions with mutual confidence;
and the physician can determine the dosage for the individual pa-
tient with much greater ease. For example, he can use whole
numbers when determining the amount of drug needed on the
basis of the body weight of the individual, and he can obtain it

better al5preciation of the distribution of the drugs throughout
the body when he examines metric reports on concentrations of
the drug in the urine and blood. The sulfonamides used for in-
fetitms and thiocvauates used for hypertension are just two ex-
anTles of the drugs that are followed closely in this manner.
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Over a long period o time, members of the House of Relegates
of the American Med ssociation have repeatedly recom-
mended the use of the metric system by the medial profession.
In fact, in 1878 a resolution was introduced and passed in the
House which recognized the value.of this systelu and rec-
ommends to all plkysicians the use of the same in their.. practice
and in their meetings and teachings." It is'unfortumite that not
all physicians have fully adopted this system, but with the Mss-) .

ing of each year more physicians_ aro using it. ,This is especially
true of the younger men.

The Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry adopted the metric
system because of the occurrence'of serious accidents biadminis-
tering. prescribed doses of drugs which resulted from confusion
between the metric and apothecaries' systems. It would have
eventually taken ti action _without such practial stimulus. The
Council recognizes that the unNe'rsal'adoption Of the metric sys-
tem would be a mtmifes, Ltion of rationality and of interpro-
fessional and international copperation of high practical utility.
When the Council announced its intention of exclusively using
the metric system in its publications, including books, a member
of the etiOnectring profession enthusiastically endorsed this ac-
tion. Ile wrote, in part: "The metric system represents a standard
which can be used and understood in every civilized country by
every profesiim. It is one of the few scientific things that prac-
tically all professions can have in common. . . The engineering
profession stands to gain as initch as the medical profession from
the general adoption a the metric system." +4'

Similtir support is needed from other professions if the metric
system is to be adopted%for general use in this country and if in
respect to health we are to be on common ground in the scientific
and business fields With other nations, If all kinds of service and
industry adopt.the metric system, confusion and misunderStand-
ing.will he lessened.

[Editor's note: Tho ihedical profession has now Ina& a move which
could inal should he followed by the grocers' and canners' associations:
the placing on canned goods o( metric labels with the English equiva-
lents in parentheses. At present there ae double labels, but the metric
at/minas arc snbordinatel
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Universal Use of the Metric System in Medicine
MARLIN II. FISCHER

MUTUAL understanding. arises among men when like sounds come
to convey like meanings. This is why music is the most univer-
sally understood medium of communication,- and wh' a common
language is the next best.

In science the common bond among weights. and measures is
the metric system. Tbis is now the only loiguage measurement
spoken in the largest portions of this earth and by the largest
number of its people. Metric standards prevail everywhere in the
world except where Britain, or the United States holds sway, and
even in these countries advocates *of the metric system have long
been active on its behalf, What scientific worker in these coun-
tries has dared perpetuate the ja'rgon of vards,.quarts, and ounces,
unless he lacked the bite scientist's desire for precision? The
British Empire and the United States have injured themselves by
persistence in their ways. Perhaps it is too much to charge that
British biological. discoveries were not more (luickly known to
other countries merely because they were expressed in measures
no longer familiar to the rest of the world, but it is legitimate to
say that much international trade hai been lost to both the British
Empire and the United States through discrepancies in measure-
ments of manufactured goods. Although buyers in South Amer-
ica and Russia, for example, ina%). not subscribe to political phi-
losophies pleasing to us, they are good potential customers. and
they do business in metric terms.' On this account they have long
preferred to turn to Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Sweden, HA-.
land, France, or Spain instead of to the United States in plac:ng
their orders.

Six %Tars of war have not changed this fundamental psyel logi-
cal factor. These wartime experiences, however, may he tliankcd
for having compelled the British Empire and the United States to

Recently an Italian priest asked his sister in the United States to s( tal hint a few
!Ionian collars (size 39 centimeters) .vith yokes (size 47 centimeters). The local
mathematicians had to work ont these values to mean 15.35.1 inches for the for-
mer and 18.5n4 for the latter. The materials were then dispatched in the United
States standard sizes 15 1/2 and 18 1 /2,
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give fuller consideration to the almost universal metric system.
For our joint military efforts in Europe and the Pacific, makers of.
equipment saw the job tWugh the metric way in designation of
gun bores, tooliugs, railroad parts, and elevations. But even.this
gain, it may he feared, Nyill not endure in peacetime. As a ma-
chin' tool manufacturer said Nit yesterday, "The toolers work on
hundredths of an inch, with the British inch two-thousandths
longer than our own. Inch hundredths reduce, all metric denomi-
.nations to bastard sizes, with the conversion equivalents never On
the line." This situation mav continue despite the facts that for

'aviation thCinternatioliat sk.; is today laid out (even for us) both
up and across in kilometers, that the earth's surface is laid out in
hectares, and that 'the working of the flying thing itself is meas-

\ ured in terms of ergs.
Compulsion of ,the doctor in the United States to think in met-.

vie terms may be cited as another bit of good extractable from
six years of war. 'The cabalistic notations of the American doctor
began 'to blur even to. his eyes fifty years ago; ihe physicians,
pharmacists, and drug manufacturers stItrted to .write the metric
equivalents opposite flick minims, grains, scruples, and drams.
Why the better designations did not at once displace the poorer
can be explained in several ways, but only two points need be
noted.- (1) The apothecaries' system was the one taught in the
schools: (21 the graduates and practitioners could not be trusted
to convert into terms of this system orders given in the Interna-

.

tional metric units. Tleere were constant opportunities for error.
"A pint is a pound the world around," but how about an ounce?
Many-people (especially those versed Latin) know that ounce
means "the tw'elith parrbut of what? To the drugstore clerk
it is the tto:/fth part of the troy pound (480 grains or 31.08
gratundk:s), but when he buys wholesale it is in avoirdupois
pounds each of %vhich contains 16 ounces (437.5 grains or 28.349

es). .

ThatOtpellinv, of giinune is a carryover from the last century,
when it was insisted upon by the scientific doctors, physiologists,
and Priarmaci$ts of the day so that errors which would make med-
ical horror tale Illitiht be avoided.- If the i in grain is not dotted,
the word looks like gaid, wticili in conversion multiplies the

1
14.
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amount, by 15.---a result which is rather bad if morphine, atro.
phine, or "bichloride" is the material ordered. And what have -

sometimes been the ccinsequencys when an attempt has been
made to translate simple percentage solutions intended for infec-
tion or wound treatment into the weird multiples of grains to the
ounce? .

0:

It ,iS a pleasure to report that within this decade 'the former ra-
tio of apothecaries' to metric measures. in written prescriptions
has been increasingly reversed. 't le desired dose is More and
more called for first in metric .terms id then in the tering' of Prit-
ain and her dominions and of the niteil.Statetand her teal-.
*tories. . ,

. There is still better news. 1 have wfore me the catalogues
of several American chemical and pharmaceutical manufacturers

_ who lis their products in metric Onson/y! .

The h egrown standards. of The British Empire and the
Uriited States (along with their trade practices that make-impe;
vial, standard, mid" other gallons all 'different units, and pints,
pounds, and ounces highly variable) seem to be on the way out,
as they oliglit to be. Our medical officers during the war were

.

first surpri s cl, then baffled when they met 'foreigners, whether
friends or fe %s, who spoke in metric. terms; but they learned.
Those whey returned from service overseas now speak only of
cubic centimeters of blood, milligrams of drugs, alkaloids, and
vitamins, and grams of ,protein. They do not wish to return, and
it is to 1w hoped' that they wi(l not return, tr variable quarts,
pints, or ounces, -Ilefore the war they could argue that they dared
not use theTh-retrie systcan lwcauw our pharmaceutical manufac-
turers, pharmacists, nutrition experts, and farmers did not know
what it stood for. Now. however, a new generation is rising.
Governmental, professituial, and agricultural .leaders scent in-
creasingly inclined to accept metric units. A recent government
report (one of a hundred on nutrition) argues the relative merits
of standard, enriched, and whole wheat flour by printing the mil;
ligram amounts of their several vitamins upon the outline of a
sack.

The swing is evident. -1.11()se in authority are asked to hasten
what is inevitable.
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Mille and Avoirdupois in the Drug Industry

. EDWARD. V. Nit.Trii

EVERYONE, I believe, is well daltiainted with the fast that all sci-
entific labprafory, instruments, such as pipettes, burettes, flasks,
beakers, and graduated Cyliliders, arei marked and identified by
metric sizes. The foundation of pharmaceutical and biological
manufacturing is research carried On by the use of such instru-
meta§ in the laboratory. Heie il*igs and futiire medicinal prod-
* nets. are' conceived and tested for' posFible toxic reactions, phys-
iological action, and potency. U ually the .research emiat is
dealing with relatively small amou is of materialr at times, even,
these amounts are really minute; lmost microscopj.c. To ork
precisely and within the ,scope of the apparatus available, the
chemist must measure these small amounts in units of the metric
system. I believe I can say with, positive assurance that every-
thing concerned with the research chemist's work is measured by
the metric system. All of his graduated glassware is metric; his
fine bale es, *scales, and weights are metric.

One of our first steps in pharmacjutical manufacturing is to
write up the formula for any given product. Inc% d in this for-

mula are the exact amounts of each ingredient, plu all steps re-
quired for manufacture of the completed item. ThAaforemert,
timed amounts are, with very few exceptions, recorded, entirely
in te;ms of the avoirdupois system: pounds, Ounces, fractions of

o s, and grains. After the product, has been manufactured, itz,mmee
goes to the filling department.. Here we encounter filled weights

which are 'a mixture of avoirdupois and metric units. The ma-
jority of these weights, such as those of powders and powdered
extracts and ointments, are expressed in pounds and ounces.
lIowever, a considerable number of special items and ophthalmic
ointments are filled,in units Of the metric system.

Let its go back to the steps immediately preceding manufacture.
Raw materials used in large-scale manufacture of pharmacy

tical products come from many faraway places on the liObe.
Among these are ergot from Spain, parsley and caraway seeds
from South America, gentian from southern Europe, rhubarb from

N
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China an$l Russia, _licorice from Turkey, and vanilla beans from
Mada,gascar. Besides the foreign imports, a vur large percentage
of raw material used comes from domestic markets. Here, to rriy..

1 mind, exists the greatest paradox of all. We order quite a number
of fine cikemicals from companies right here in our own "avoir-

iis country" which are handled in units of tleinetric system.
.e

. of these we order in kilograms. On some occasions when
we nave placed an order for a material for use in a new product,
we have been faced with this complication; We ordered so many
pounds or a given item. Upon checking the shipment, we find it

3 supplied to us in kilos. The goods will be invoiced to tis at so
much. per kilo. in order to check our cost records, the invoice
must be converted to price per pound, and theyeeeiving depart-.
ment must either convert the actual package weight from kilos to
pounds or have scales available to weigh by both systems.

After having been received, crude drugs and chemicals are as-

,' signed to one department, known as a drug and chemical stores.
,The newly arrived items, 'Lifter 'oeing carefully checkel and as-
sayed. are then entered upon time records of this department. If
the items were ordered and received in units Of the metric sys-
R,m, lucre again they must be converted to pounds and ounces. .

For each lot of any product manufactured, a copy of the origi-
nal formula is issued. Arriving at the correct proportion of all
ingredients can.be quite a complicated problem. Each ingredient
must account for a specified *percentage of the finished product.
FNuring all these percentages in units of the metric system would
be much easier and would allow less chance for error than the
complications which arise from use of the avoirdupois system. As
an example of this, I would cite tablet manufacture. Since raw
materials are stocked and recorded in pounds and ounces, as we
have seen, the ingredients in the formula are figured in avoirdu-
pois units. If a lot of 5 -grain tablets is to be manufactured, the
formula is made up for some multiple of 7,000, such as 35,000,
70,000, 140,000, and so on. Two and one-half grain tablets would
be figured in lots of 17,500, 35,000, 52,500, and so on. This pro-

, eedure is practically a.necessitv in the figuring of large lots of in-
,gredients in avoirdupois weights. It is very easy to see how much

irnpler all this would he if time metric system %yew universal.
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IIi.1921 Dr. Frederick I3anting. a pioneer in ihodern mediCine
then twenty-eight years old, began experimental work at the
University of Toronto to develop a treatment for diabetics. The
result was. insulin. This product is an outstanding example of a
fliiid item which is.tnade up by weight in units of the metric sys-
tern. The highly concentrated solution. of the active extraCt. from
'beef and pork pancreas glands is delivered to a dilution. depart-
ment as an amount weighing so many grams. Here the extracts
are prepared and diluted with suitable solvents and precipitants
for therapeutic use. This process is carried on in large tanks
mounted oif scales weighing by the metric systc`im. All the weights
ot the aforementioned solvents and precipitants are written on
the formula ticket as so main. pounds, ounces, and fractions of
ounces. Following these figures, in parentheses, are the metric
equivalents. The ingredients added to the pancreas extract are
ordered from outside sources toid stocked in units of the avoirdn-
pois SS stem. The metric equivalents .must appear also, because
the basic extract is supplied hi grains, and the entire process is
completed in the metric. system. The finished insulin is finally
filled and marketed in ampoules ofusually-5 and 10 cubic.cen-
timeters.

Nearly all medicinal products sold which are labeled as weigh-
ing so many grains or minces also bear the metric equivalents.
Liquids usually bear ounce or pint labels with cubic centimeter
equivith,ts.

Even the marketing of pharmac utical and biological products
runs afoul of the avoirdupois-met situation. Domestic ship-
wonky< be marked with gross, tare, nd net weights in p01111dS.
But foreign shipments. particularly to outh American countries,
must 1w declared to customs officials in kilos. The net weights on
these shipments mean just that: the weight of the material only,
not of the small glass ampoule or tiny carton, ally number of which
might in packed in a shipping. box. From final inspection checks

of tablets, e can get the weight of 100 tablets in grains. All the
pre ions nianniatning steps lime been made in avoirdupois
weights: so, of course, must the final inspection checks. This
weight then lutist lw con erted to kilos for each size of tablet bot-
tle. of kk hich thor ma\ be fike or six. Now, as von can see, if the
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metric system had been fu owed throughouetheentire manufac-
wring process, all this converting of figures and weights at the
end of the line would be totally unnecessary as far as foreign ship-

.ments are concerned. However, if the drug trade alone switched
to metric weights entirely, then domestic shipping weights would
ha e to be converted from metric to avoirdupois. Unlessand
until pur country, and even the world as a whole,. establishes a
universal weighing system, some conversion of weight readings.
cannot possibly be avoided.

Doctors with whom I have talked do not have any great criti-
cism for either system of weights. The one interesting fact I have
uncovered about prescriptions is concerned chiefly with the sulfa
drugs and their derivatives. Medical research. and experience
have indicated that the optimum aose of the sulfa drugs is goy-
erred by body weight, and so it follows that the dosage of the
drug prescribed will, in so far as possible, amount to a predeter-
mined percentage of the patient's weight. If this weight were
measured in the metric system, the amount of drug to be Amin-
istered could be arrived at much More easily and quickly.

Certainly a great -many manufacturing difficulties in the drug
industry would be resolved by the exclusive use of the metric sys-
tem. However, until either the metric or avoirdupois .method is
used exclusively throughout this country and the world, commer-
cial relations must recognize, and cop,' with, the problems arising
from the use of both systems.

Universal Adoption of the Nletric System°

The End of On ilusicm Is Near Because the
Recent Action of the AN1A Opens the Way

for Universal Adoption of This System

AN 1.nr1ontA1. in a recent Jon rind of the American Medical Asso-
iation pointed out the ;'great practical utility' of the universal

adoption of the metric s% stem. The medical profession, and its

° ficprimtl from the NIArdis isq of American Druggist 1)) spcial pr-
mk,ion i't the pohlishils.
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auxiliary. health professions, including pharmacists, should care-
fully observe this growing trend.

f

,Invention is frequently born of necessity: Individuals and
tribes needed some means of appraisal of weight, and many
contributed to the original invention. The traditional or natural
systems of weights were based on various parts of the human
anatomy or articles of Commoti use. Luck of uniformity was prev-

'alent; 'confusion ccnnmon.
The origin of the metric system is relatively modern and com-

pletely rational. The meter, the unit of the metric system, is one
.ten-millionth part of the distance between the equator and the
pole. It is imehaferial what is adopted as the unit of a system,
provided this unit is afterwards defined to become of fixed and
absolute value. The standard meter is (or was!) kept in Paris.
Other countries have prepared standard meters from the original,
socif Hitler's hordes have destroyed it there ate others available.
The distance from the equator to the pole could be calculated

.

again at.any time, should this be necessary;
If pharmacists were asked what percentage of their prescrip-

tions are written in the metric system, the answers would vary
from fifteen or twenty per cent to well over fifty per cent: But the
per cent has been slowly increasing with thd younger medical

.
practitioners, who are more inclined to use the metric system.

The universal muse of the metric system in scientific works and
its adoption for other uses appear to be good reasons for its use
in medicine and pharmacy. In spite of the emphasis on the value
of adopting a uniform method of presenting quantities and doses,
the universal acceptance of the metric system has been slow. In
1799, France was the first nation to make the metric system ob-
ligatory. Many other nations followed. The United States, Great
Britain, and Russia' are among the last important nations to place
the metric system in use. Its use is legalized but not made oblig-
atory by law in these nations, and in Egypt, Japan, and Turkey..

If physicians are to use the metric system in prescribing, they
must be taught to think in metric terms because conversion of
quantities into metric units may be compared to writing in a for-

t Edancs The aSe of Ow inctrie systm was made obligatory in Russia in
1021 and in Japan in 1022.
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eign language, and then laboriously 'translating it into English.
The recent action of the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry: of
the American Medical Association, in deciding to adopt the met-
ric system exclusively in its publications should hasten. what
seems to be the predestined universal use of this system of weights
anti measures. It should mean the employment of the metric sys-
tem in medical teaching centers and in the preparation of papers
for publication in medical journals.

Many manufacturers label their pioducts exclusively 'in the
metric system, or in this system with an accompanying equiva-
lent. Manufactufers of vitamins, hormones, sulfonamides, etc.,
have contributed to the universal adoption of this system by us-
ing it in labeling products, thus causing the medical and the'aux-
ilium health piofessions to think more and more in metric quan-:
tities. Now, with the action of the A.M.A., it may not be a far
step to the universal adoption of the metric system...

Thee .Metric System Exclusively?

THE Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the American Medi-
cal Association has recently announced that henceforth New and
Nonofficial Remedies, Useful Drugs; the -Epitome of the U. S.
Pharmacopoeia and National Formulary, and Interns. Manual
( publications of the American Medical Association) will give
quantities and doses only in the Metric System. It is hoped that
this action will, hasten the day when the Metric System alone will
be used in pharmacy and medicine. The decimal system of frac-
tions, together with the fact that every unit of weight, volume, or
length bears a simple relation to the initial unit ( the meter),
makes the systenreasv to understand and manipulate. It has been
used in thescientific field for years. The present practice of using
two systems leads to confusion and, in some instances, to serious
errors in prescribing and compounding. In a recent survey of four
prescription pharmacies in Chicago, one reported that 75% of the
prescriptions were written in the metric system, a second re-

e Reprinted with permission from the Southern Pharmaceutical Journal, Janu-
ary, 1944.
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ported'701,*a third 407; and a fourth 25%, A.number of physicians
used both the metric and apothecaries'*system on the same pre-.,

. scription.

Hemispheric Solidarity and :World Trade '

Metric Standardization in Pan-American Trade
AUBREY DRURY

IN THIS Atomic Age, the face of the keenest commercial coin-
. petition the world has everknown, our peopleotherwise-so truly

efficient---Lnnot afford to hang tr) Stone( Age tools of trade, an
Obsolete jumble of weights and measures which the rest of the
world will not tolerate. Particularly. is this true of Pan-Ame,rican
trade, which ought to Ne unified forthwith if we are not to im-
pede progress and embarrass our people's welfare. The country
in which the headquarters of the United Nations and of- the Pan
American Union are established is not likely much longer to lag
behind in this vital sphere of interest. Measurement is indeed the
master art.

It is axiomatic that when commodities are offered for sale, they
should be offered in terms which the buying public will under-
stand. In marketing our products throughout Latin America,
therefore, we shall be following the best merchandising methods
when we quote in "the world language:of quantity"the decimal
metric.units. In all commercial transactions, the basic.question is,
"How much?" The answer should be clear and unequivocal.

These metric measures, uniform everywhere, enable the world's
people to live, work, and trade together, understanding one an-
other's quantity language. The dollarlike units are divided into
cents and mills. There is nothing to misunderstand. It is little
wonthr that virtually all peoples have eagerly accepted these
units as standard for world trade transactions.

The First Pan-American Congress, held in 1890 in Washington,
I). C., laid the foundation for lastini- friendship and trade be-
tween the Americas. One of the most important agreements,
adopted unanimously, with the full concurrence of the United
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States. of America, declared, "The confereneerecommend9 the
decimal metric system to the nations which have not already
adopted it."

. 7

\ As result of that conclUsion, MexicoNAprepublk of Cen-
tral America, South kinerica, and the West Indies by legal enact-
ment.-confirmed the adoption of the metric units. Our gredt Sec-
retary of State, James G. Blaine -- sponsor of the Pan-American
conference plan, reviving the projeet..nf Simon Boliveurged
favorable action in the United States likewise;"%k metric legis-
lation was blocked 1 v a narrow margin in Congress, aiiiHn
vital advance. the United States lagged behind all the other A! er-
icdn republics. Metric legislation, however, was never defeated
in a general clear-cut.vote in the Congress of the -United States.

As a result of the movement then inaugurated, progressive
commercial elements throughoia the Americas have unified tip
seeurc--:-The advantage*s of the decimal metric units' for all. In ac-
cord with this program, the First Pan-American Standardization
Conference (which met in Lima, Peru, in December, 1924, and
January,- 1925) took .action favorable to metric standardization.

resolution it was urgd "that the units of weights and meas-
ures in the various coUntries tend toward the decimal, metric sys-
tem." The United States of America, represented at the conference
by an official delegation, was included in the recommendation. I
am glad to have had a part in attaining that progressive action.

New specifications, and chkges in those now existing, are to
he in terms of the metric units throughout. the Western Hemi-
sphere as soon as the program of the seN eral Pan-American Stand-
ardization Conferences is carried into effect. In the meantime, it
is recommended that.metric equivalents be used in catalogues and
other commercial literature to aid transition to world-uniformity.

An appendix to the resolutions passed at the Lima conference,,, ---
specially urged the petroleum industry througiront the Americas
to advance to the metric basis, using the cubic meter for measure-
ment of crude oil and the liter or "world quart" for gasoline and

.40lubricants.
Guillermo A. Sherwell, eminent Secretary of the Inter-Ameri-

an IIigh Commission and official delegate from the United States
to the First Pan-Ann erican Standardization Conference at Lima,

\el
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-urged the victorious metric actionAilvocating adoption of met-.
riciunits by the Utited States, 1w testified, "Use of the metric sys-
teqn would facilitate International commerce, and consequently
favor the development of our national industries."

with Striking unanimity Pan-American conferences-which have
considcred ,tha metric topic. havedeclared that all American re-
publics should-standardize on the metric basis in merchandising.
Among these may be cited the Pan-AmericanFinancial Congress,
the Pan-American COMmercial Congress, the Pan-Americah Sci-
entific Con ress,..andACCIiSioms Congress of the American Be-

.
publics: presentatives of the Inter-American high Commission

. have sheared before the Congress of the United States and have
'attested their advocacy of the metric advance for the promotion
of understanding and commerce throughmt-the Americas, and
officials of the Pan American Union likewije have endorsed met-
ric standardization.

A's that eminent 'cadet, the late Leo S. Rowe, Director General
of the Pan American Union, said, "The United States loses busi
cress in Latin America because of persistence in using `customarvc.
weiahts and measures in exports which are not underSiood and
.do not fit in with the industrial economics of the Latin Americans.
In effect, we are trying to sell left-handed tools. to people who are
right --handed. "?

On tinother occasion, Rowe wrote me, "I have examined at one
time or another. all the contentions of those who opposed the
adoptio'hof the metric system for general use in the United States
of America, and I find no valid ground for the allegation some-
times made that the change will involve widespread loss and

..04- confusion. The change need .not be.made overnight; there will be
time for adjustment- of appliances in the industrial world gener-
ally: and time for the schools and the press to familiarize the pub-

\ lie with the units and terminology of the metric system."
With liowe's predecessor, John Barrett, I discussed metric

1/4tanflarA5ation on several occasions. He, also, was a strong\....:kad-or ate of tivneral use of the world-uniform units in the United
States of America and in Pan-American trade.

In order to ascertain the va* of the metric units of weights
and measures in increasing the external trade of the United
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States, as the director of the All-Ame,rica Standards Council I ad-
dressed an inquiry to United States consular officers throughout
the world. Out of more than one hundred replies received, it is
notable that not one consular officer has reported adversely to the
world metric standards. Virtually all are strong in their aeclara-

that gradual adoption of the metric-weights and measures
will greatly promote our trade abroad.. This unanimous opinion--
of world-trade experts is indeed eloquent ."proof by authority."

The testimony coming from United States consular officers in
...-Latin America is of particular value. That metric .weights and ,

measures areinvaluablein gaining and holding the trade of coun-
tries on the metric 'basis is attested lw this virtually ithanimws
opinion of the consular officiak and commercial. attach6s of the
United States abroad. They are trained observers, in a position
to note the true value of the metric units in 9vervday transaii--
tions, and their strong approval of the metric measures indicates.-
that these are truly successful in the countries where they are in-__
stituted and work well in practical affairs.

Further testimony as to the: value of the metric units, in the
countries where they are used conies from the American cham-
bers of commerce established there. Virtually evert' American
chamber of commerce in other lands has urged that the United
States likewise adopt the metric units to promote cur export
trade. The United States Chamber. of Commerce in the Argen- `)

tine Republic and the American Chamber of Commerce of Brazil
are a:nong the nianv of ganizations which urged the United States
to get in line with the commercial practice of the world and to-
adopt the metric units for merchandising:

These chambers of commerce arc raid le up mainly of American
businessmen who are able to view the use of metric measures in
actual trade transactions, and their unbiased testimony is sonic of
the hest that could be offered.

The Niexian Chamber of Commerce of time United States, Inc.,
with headquarters in New York City, some years ago declared.-
that the use of Nveights and measures is of even more im-
portance thail the use of the Spanish language in securing trade,
not only in Mexico, but throughout Spanisii America.

Declaring that the most pressing problems confronting human-
.
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. :.° kind are econolnic and not political, George Prescott Blow, as
Chairman of the standardization Committee of the International
Chamber of Commerce, made this significant statement: "I con-
sider the topic of world metric standardization the most impor-

- taut wstion before the .world today. Adoption of. the dec:mal
metrrc-thlits by the United States of; America will be the greatest
commercial advance of tite century."' .

This authoritative declaration was that of a man who made a
lifelong study of standards in commerce and industry. As Presi-
dent, 'and later as Chairman of the Board; of the Western Clock
Company (well known asmanufacturers of the "Big Ben" family
of c ocks), he became recognized as one of the foremost leaders11

in A tierican industry. Ho served as a member of the Board of
Directors of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States and
was influential in organizing the International Chamber of Corn-.. coerce in 1920. .

The memorable sun ey of the. Pan-American trade 41d made
by George Prescott Blow is thus recorded: "In 1914, just before
the fist World War began, I maele a voyage down the eastern
coast of South America, passing through the Straits of Mtgellan,

..>.up the western coast, and then home vidPanama. I took pains to
study the trade conditions on both the Atlantic and Pacific coasts,
and returned convincedthat the principal (if not only) reasons
why the Germans were driting Out American and British goods,
of a better quality than.thoseihev supplied, was because the Ger-
mans and South America both bought and sold, advertised and
talked in the same trade language, `ntetrics'; while we had to
translate into a 'system' they had long ago' forgotten. I waj called
before the ( theft new ) Federal Trade Commission, in Chicago,
and gave 11W opinion zind conviction to this effect." 1

World War 11 taught inescapable lessons as to the Urgent need
for world unification of standards in commerce .and industry, as
well as in warfare. Cli)sely allied with manufacture and indus-
trial efficiency is invention. As was so well pointed out by Samuel
W. Stratton, nietric standards, being exclusively used by those en-,

gaged in scientific research and invention, should likewise be ern-

' Auhry Drury mid others, World Metric Shoulardizdition (World Metric Stand-
drclizatluii Coun.11, Sail Francisco, 1922), p. 506.
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ployed throughout industry in order that the results obtained may
be quieldiftransmitted into fuctory production. IthakOwen proved
that without the metric measures the development of such indus-
tries as the electrical, radio, at d aircraft inaustriNs would have
been virtually impossible, be se progress came only through
the accumulation of data. in the metric units bv researchers in var-
ious counaies and the rapid trimsmission of the results of. this
research in understandabli form to collaborators elsewhere.

Our industry owes an unpavable debt to American inventive
genius and shotild heed the advice of the inventors who have so
strongly pleaded for the adoption of the metric standards. Alex-.
ander Graham fittll, inventor of the telephone; George \Vesting -
house, inventor 4 the air brake; and Elwood Haynes, prominent
in the development of the automobile, personally appeared before
Congress and urged adoption of the metric measures. Thomas A.
Edison, the world's greatest inventor, was an advocate of the pas-,
sa.rz, e of metric 144-islation. Front him I received many letters urg-
ing this prowess. IIis noted sons share ltis interest in this cause.

That there has now come an awakened public recognition of
our duty, to ourselves, to Pan-America, and to the world, is indi-
cated by the widespread public interest in time metric standardiza-
tion 111MVIIICIlt throughout the United States. It is. expected that
a liberal metric standards bill will be introduced in "Congress pro-
viding- for a 'gradual transition to the metric units in merchandis-
ing. %lutes with a total population of 20,000,000 Illinois, Ten-
nessee, California, North Dakota, and Utahare on record oil this
questpltrAhrough their legislatures, which memorialized Congress
to pifss such a law. For some years, inure than 100,000 individual
petitions have been pending before our national legislators urg-
ing the advance, and altogether these represent millions of voters,
for many petitions are from, organizations having thousands of
members. .

Let it be emphasized that the proposed Inetic legislation will
apply to merchandising onlymanufacturers are to continue to
Ilse whatever weights and IlleilS1111'S they desire in prodactien,
hot after a transition period they are to buy and sell on the deci-
mal metric basis. This trill not change the z(' of anything, but
will merely be a modification in the terms of description. Recog

)

(
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nizing theele:and facility which this will give to the distribution
of manufactured pioduatt, thousands. of manufacturing concerns
are among those fa\ooFing the passage of metric legislation.

As Albert Herbert, manufacturer and world.trader,leader in\J the metric cause, so well said, "It is .surprising that metric stand-

1

ardization was not brought about long ago. No one.objects to it
.exceptk microscopic minority." so-

. -

willAs a peace move, this metric advance will be of utmost value. .
No step could so greatly promote amity and understanding be-
tween the United Stay d all the other American republics. It 'Alf
would be a vital-factor in fiter-American defense; anti above all it,

.-
would develop trade, "that calm health of nations."

.

Andrew Carnegie, foremost industrial leader of America,de-
clare4: "The present weights f.nd measures of the United States
of America are unworthy an intelligent nation today;." Andrew
Carnegie strongly urged metric standardization. . Benefactor of ''
wor1.-1 pace, he was the main dozior of the beautiful building d
the Pan American Union in Washington, D. C.

By removing the toll bars that hinder free transmission of ideas,
by facilitating interchange of commodities in world trade, the
metric progress will confer manifold benefits.

To conclude in the eloquent words of Charles Sumner before
the United States Senate: "Here is a new element of civilization
which will be felt in all the concerns of life at hqme ai\d abroad.
It will be hardly less important than the Arabic numerals, by
which the operations of arithmetic are rendered common' to all
nations.. It will help undo that prilnev0 confusion 'otswhich the
Tower of Babel was the representative."

The NIctrie System from the Pall-American Standpoint°
WILLIAM C. WELLS

THE Pan American Union was created by a resolution adopted in
the First International Conference of the American Republics: ,

held in Washington in 1889. All the 21 independent republics Of

Reprinted from Scientific Monthly, Vol. 1, !Lodi, 1917, pp. 196-202, by per-
illisaN1( uf the publishers.

.1
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North and South America join together in the supporand main-
tenance of the institution, which is go% ented by a board 'consist-
ing of the S. Secretary of State, ex officio, and the di0.10matic*".
representatives in .Washington of the 20 lain Aivrican repub.-
lies. Its generApurpose is to create at foster -a larger commer-
cial and intellectual intercourse betwc the republics of the
American continents. It is an all American institution interested
in every Anestion which does, or. might, coacern the two Amer-
icas, among winch the question of weights and measures is not
the least important.

If there is one thing in the future that can be predicated as a
'truth with more certainty than another, it is the changing position
of the United States in espeet to its foreign commerce. This
change, while aced 'rat by the World War, is in no way a result.
.thereof.'It is due en rely to our own development, consequently
emitting a changed international commercial status for the United
States. It is industriarevolution in its comparative relations.

Formerly mu. exports were of raw materials, primary food
products, slightly wrought commodkiesin fact, of those things
wherein the larger "commercial values were represented by the
work of nature and the lesser values by the work of man. We
were selling pri.nari1 the minerals from our hills, the trees from
our forests, and in cur cotton and our grain the fertilizing de-.
ments of our soils. We were selling for the most part the ha ndi-.
work of nature and not of man. We were depleting our capital
resourcesbut on the whole not at a loss. We were following the
natm al highway of evolution from the forest and mining indus-
tries to the pastoral, to the agri....ultural, and on to the mechanical.
In a sense we were converting a part of our static capital into
liquid capital.

Iii the last decade or two the character of our exports has begun
to change. Measured by values, we are selling less of the prod-
ucts of our mines, of -our forests, and of our fields, and more of the
products of our labor and skill. Where we sold lumber, we are
selling chairs, tables, and desks; where we sold pig-iron, we arc
selling kin% es, plows, and machinery.

It is not necessary to elaborate this idea: It must be apparent
to everyone that we are coming to the point where our growing
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population will consume all our own food products, where our
mills and factories will use all our own.raw materials, and where
our only surpluses for export will be the' finished and highly
wrought products of these mills and factories. This is as it should
be, for thus we shall be selling for the most what man creates and
for the least. what nature creates. What has all this to do with the
metric system? Much, very much.

Broadly speaking, all exports may he classed under two heads:
first, such as sell themselves, that is, where the buying and selling
machinery is for the most part put into operation 1w the buyer; and,
second, such as must be sold; that is, where the machinery is op-,

crated almost entirely 1w the seller. These two classes correspond
almost exactly with the two other classes first indicated tiboye,
viz., raw materials and primary food products, on the one hand;
and finished and highly wrought commodities, on the other.

Cotton, wheat, flour, lumber, unwrought metals, oils, hides,
wool, meat, and the like, sell themselves. Wherever in the world
these things are needed and there is the price to pay, the buyer
sets in operation the machinery to secure them. The farmer does
not have to send out commercial travelers to sell his cotton. He
does not have to advertise it in the papers. He delivers it to the
railway, and there it is caught up by a machine in no wise hi re-

.
ation, which finally chimps it down at some factory door 'here,
the farmer never knows, it may be in Massachuseti and it lay he
in Italy. But for the factors' that spins the cotton into sarn and
weaves the yarn into cloth, it is another matter. This cloth does
not sell itself. It must be sold, and its maker must find a market
for it. The impulse begins at the factory; it follows through the bro-
ker, the wholesaler, the retailer down to the -.ultimate consumer.
Cloth. knives, plows, and desks must he pushed from behind.
They are not 'pilled from in front as are cotton, wheat, and pig
iron. /

It is here that we cow to the point whew weights and meas-
ures lare important . . .

Onr changing foreign trade demands a change in our custom-
ark' InCiltilircS. SO long. as we ding to 0111* inches, yards, pounds,
and gallons. we carry a weight. a useless weight. that of itself is
sufficient to hold 'is back from that first place as an exporter of
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highly wrought manufactures which, is ours by right. of "skill,. en-
terprise, and resources.

The importance of the metric scale in foreign ciumnerce even
now presses hard upon us, and it will press harder and yet harder

. in the future.. We must adopt the metric scale,, because nearly all
the rest of the world, save.the British Enipire, has adopted it, and
this world is the Market An'which we must buy and sell.

Furthermore, we should adopt if been se of its inherent merits,
its vast superiority even fOr dOmestic use *r our present systet -
I think I may say without fear of successful cimilenge that, whi
any intelligent-child can learn and carry in his' mind the whole
metric system in three lessons, and any 'adult can master the same
in one hour or less of serious study, fuo man ever has; and probably
no man ever wilt, master the United States system of weights and
measures. 'Personally, I would rather undertake to commit to
memory the multiplication table up fo the factor of 100 than un-
dertake such a task as this. Take the case of bushels and barrels,

res upon which millions upon millions in values of products
ire wiught and sold: there are scores upon scores of different
ushels and hundreds upon I ( dreds of different barrelscus-

tomary, standard, and legali use in the United States,
The metric system is simplicity itself. I: has many merits in

nomencluthie and in interchangeability from lengths to weight to
volumes, but the.chief merit to my mind is that it has the same
base ratio thruout.. Measures should have the same base ratio.
That they have not is one of the principal inherent weaknesses of
our English system as compared with the metric system . . ..._

All the civilized world counts by tens, and most of the world
measures its money by tens. Coin-pare our money values -10
cents to a dime, 10 (limes to a dollarwith English money having
no constant ratio-4 farthings to a penny, 12 pence a shilling, 20
shillings a pound, not to mention 5 and 21 as the ratios of crowns
and guineasand one immetlittely sees the great advantage of
ours over the English system. The child has to learn only one
thing, viz, the progression of values; the ratio is' constant. He is
not in any danger 4 making the mistake often made by the Eng-
lish child of getting his twelves and twenties mixed. But the real
difficulty conies r..hen the English child begins to put his values
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down on paper, when he begins. to add, subtract, multiply and
divide Jnglish money values. This difficulty lasts him thruout
life. How many American# offhand can give the correct answer
in pounds, shillings, and pence to the simple problem of 100 units
at 71/2d. per unit? ( 2s, 6d.) Yet every American can answer
immediately the problem in dollars and cents of 100 unit's. at
7 1/2e.

One nmst be a little do thee Outside in order to get the right
view. The facility with which the Englishman handles his twelves

and his twenties does not detract from our Wonder that he is able

to do it, nor change our judgment that this facility represents an
enormous waste of effort. So to the Frenchman or German our
apparent ease in handling twos, fours, twelves, sixteens and
thirty-twos, in pints, quarts, inches, ounces, and bushels is a sub-
ject of wonder, but not of envy.

A. mile has 8 furlongs, a furlong 40 rods, a rod 2 3/4 fathoms, a
fathom 2 yards, a yard 3 feet, a foot 12 inches and an inch 3 bar-
leycorns. A ton has 20 cwt., a hundredweight has 100 lbs.un-
less it he 'a long ton and then it has 112 lbs.a pound has 16
ouncesunless it be a troy poundan ounce has 16 &anis, and

a drain has 27 11, 32 .grains. This is all as wonderful as a cubist

painting.
Nevertheless, we can be of good cheer. There is worse to come.

A Frenchman, a German, or a Brazilian has' one quart lie calls
it a liter, and it is the same in France, in Germany, or in Brazil.

We have two quarts; the wet and the dry. One of them is smaller

than the liter, and the other is larger. Our housewives must me as-

me their molasses and vinegar in one and.their flour and beans in
the other: otherwise the domestic economy goes all awry.

Pints, quarts, gallons, and bushels are an inheritance from Brit-
ain. the British wine gallon being the basis of our wet measures
and the Winchester bushel of our &V. But the British have dis-

carded both, and adopted a new ancl larger standard gallon and
bushel. So 50 gallons doesn't seem to mean much of anything
finless one knows whether it is whiskey or walnuts, American or

English.
lint the term hty;liel is used commercially in tivb senses: as a

measure of %Anne and as a conventional weight. The two are
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supposed to he interchangeable and are so Considered, but they
are not. The farmer measures his grain by volume, the buyer, by
weight. The volume is standard, the same in every State, but the
weight bushel, the bushel of larger. commerce, is not. Wheat is
60 pounds everywhere. Rye is 56 pounds in most States; but is 54
in California and 50 in Maine. Barley is 48 pounds in the larger
number of States but is 45 in Arizona, 46 in Oregon, 47 in P nn-

-sylvania, Kentuicky, Georgia, and Alabama, and 50 in Calif rnia.
Buckwheat is 40 pounds in California, .42, in North Dakota South
Dakota, Oregon, and Washington, 48 in nine states, 40 in seven,
52 in eleven, and 56 in Kentucky. Shelled corn may IN anywhere
from 50 to 58 pounds, and corn in the ear may vary by law ac-
cording to the month in which it is weighed. One of the most
familiar units of commercial measure is the barrel. Apples, po-
tatoes, vegetables generally, flour, lime; crude oil, cement, and
dozens of other commodities:are customarily bought and sold by
the barrel. For farm produce the measure is ordinarily one of
volume; for flour, lime, and so on; it is of weight base4 on volume,
It is important to know what is the size of the baseliarrel. There
is no such thing. A bushel by size is standard, but there is no ,
standard barrelor rather there are hundreds of standards. The
result is that we have all the difficulties of the bushel multiplied
scores of times over.

One could pursue this vein thru many channels, and every-
where the saute condition is metconfusion and uncertainty, en-
tailing commercial loss and inefficiency. Applied to foreign com-
merce, the whole mass of incongruities known as the American
system of weights and measures is impossible. But we are told
that we cannot change it, that it is too firmly fixed. I doubt this.

There are certain matufacturing industries whose tool equip-
nu:nt. upon the inch and foot gauge. cannot he' adjusted to the
muter untie; hilt those are very few. \lost tools can be adjusted
at hilt little cost. For the rest, the change here would be 'easy, as
it has proved easy in every country which has adopted the metric
s stem. This statement is sometimes denied. The denial, bow-..

er, is based upon a confusion of ideas. It has been found some-
what diffienh in countries adopting the metric scald to do away
with the names o the most used measures, such as yards, quarts,
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pounds, and so on. orrather of the equivalents of these English
words in the language of the country adopting the Jim system.
Pound, libra, live, pfund., was an almost universal measure. Not
always the same, of course, but -in most .cases very nearly .the
same. Nov in substituting "kilogram" for "pound," it has been
found that people were slow to substitute the new word. Take all
the various pounds of France, the German states (all different);
Austria, Hungary, Scandinavia, Italy,ISpain, etc., in general, the
kilogram was 2 pounds or a little olier. What happened? The
people kept the word, hut applied it to a half kilogram-500
grams. So we have. at present the pfund in Gennimy, which is not
at all the old Hanoverian, Saxon or Bavarian pfund, but is 500
grams. So likewise we have the libra in many Latin-American
countries, but it is not the old Spanish libra; it is, as hi Germany;
the half kilo-500 grams.

It has been found very easy to substitute the thing, altho some-
times difficult to substitute the word. It is the thing that we who
advocate the metric system desire, the word is of less importance.
It matters but little if, having the meter, we continue to use the
tvord yard. The important thing is that it be of meter length and
divided decimally . . .

Scarcely a vestige of the old standard is left in any country that
has adopted the metric system. Now and then in Latin American

' countries one will hear the old words, but almost always with a
meaning adapted to the new scale . . .

That we (of the United States of America) must, and further-
more that we shall, come to the metric system is to my mind be-
yond question. First, because the exigencies of our foreign trade
make it impossible for us to do otherwise: and, second, because
the present system is to cumbersome, too uncertain, too compli-
cated, and too difficult to learn even for our domestic uses.

International Business Conference Resolution

1)clliNc: a ten -clay International Business Conference held in Rye,
Ncv York, in No% ember, 191-I, the fixe hundred businessmen at-
tendim4 from fifty-two nations passed the folloNving resolution:
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There should be adopted, for use in International Trade, a sin-

gle system of Weights and Measures, preferably the Metric Sys-
tem'and a standardization of containers with reasonable tolerance.

The Armed Forces
)

The Metric System and theAimed Forces
CAPTAIN GEORGE S. MARTIN, JR., T.C.

Eicfrr hundred million dollars! It is interesting to bs. erve that
this is a conservative estimate of possible yearly say' s in gov,
eminent expenditures alone, should we convert to the etric sys-
tem of weights and measures. During the normal lifeti le of an
individual this figure would reach astronomical proportions.

It is hardly conceivable that a government consisting of man-
agement experts, scientists, economists, professors, and solid busi-
nessmen would knowingly not take advantage of this pecuniary
saying. Standing 'alone, the saying would fully justify the change.
There are, however, other reasons for the change more cogent,
logical, and funXimental than the saving of dollars and cents.

Billions of American dollars have been loaned to tither nations
%" in order to increase and stabilize world trade. Perhaps overshad-

owing the monetary ana physical advantages of the loan is the
intangible bjnefit of establishing good will. While governments
jealously strive to attain this concealed factor in many Avar and
for various reasons, to us as individuals it is by far the most im-
portant of all factors. Good will, regardless of its scope, has a
marked tendency to (h crease criticism, to promote harmonious
relations, to preclude and minimize misunderstandings, to serve
as a ptmehing bag and absorb blows which might well lead to acts
of iolern This latter poinit is our personal, inherently selfish
viewpoint.

Negardless of how infinitesimal a contribution mav be in ob-
taining good will, pros iding the result is commensurate with ex-
pended effort, the beneficial effect is felt indirectly on every
hearthstone, in e% cry home.

Speaking a common language has a decided advantage in any
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transaction, whether it be in diplomacy or sound business prat.-

..tice. It alleviates the possibility of error in the interpretation of

-the precise meanings of given words or of an entire basic doc-

trine. On this premise, the use of a basic common system of

. weights and measures also precludes the possibility of error and

of Inisinterpretation, and, in addition, promotes .and establishes

easily definable and understandable approaches to a common
problem. Surely, archaic weights and measures as perpetuated in
the imperial system, which is not fully understood even by its

VP

users, are not conducive to harmonious relations or the establish-

.- rtkeut of-good 3,011. The problem of converting imperial weights

and measures to metric is time- consuming and unjustifiable.

In the early part of the twentieth century it was recognized

that the organizational and procedural pattern' of private enter-

prise and government, with the exception of the human element,

be scientifically determined. Through the years this prem-

iss has been carefully applied by a growing profession of indus-

trial and management We are particularly-concerned
with a relatively important phase of the scientific evolution of

government, namely, the proposed merger of the amiv and navy.

While this is a very controversial st.bject, the basic, theories am
logical and its discussion is timely. One advantage alone is suf-

ficient to warrant consolidationthe savings to our fighting men

ill terms of life itself.
Teamwork, close supk.,rvision, careful planning, coordination,

and clear', concise delineation of command authority are.prereq-.

nisites to success in any mutual undertaking. A few-of the at-

tendant ad. antages aft: maximum utilization of personnel, inte-
grated int("lligenee, coordinated logistical problems, elimination

of iAterscrx ice transportation difficulties, specialization, reduction

in service jealousies, uniform terminology.
At what better time in our history could we have applied and

derived the benefits of the metric system than concurrently with

the army and navy merger? Even if our chief legislative body

had determined that for various reasons `he merger was not pra-
tical. the application of the metric system .volild still be achis-

able,
The bulivnus and itt,citititic maNtircs applicil to amts of tin.
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various services are cc' tainlv'a deterrent to optimum production
frbintour iasenals and private manufacturers during dales of war
Or peace. bitce it is manufactured, the ammunition is restricted
to use predetermineclyeapons, Tcue, those to which the
weapon is to be put determines such factors as. trajectory and
muzzle velocity, but these could be controlled by type and quan-
tity of powler and still be interchangeable with weapons of an-
other branch of service.'

There are %:arious units of measurement commonly utilized by
our 'armed foracs, such as niches and millimeters, gauges, calibers,
and so on. It is not conceivable that every soldier understands
and is competent, instantly o conyPrt foreign measurements to
imperial inches. It \s fundai iental to assume that familiarity with
every aspect of one' tools has the ath'antage of permitting _their
fullest and most '!ffec -1-us(?. .

,The change to tue nitric system would provide other benefits,
such as:

a. Instruction: Approximately twp vearS of a child's time now
-spent in studying ztOthmetic would he saved.

b. Comprehension: Depending on the adult, only from oae to
three hours are required to become familiar with the simple deci-.

gnal system of computing weights mad measures.
C. iSadllgti: only names and scales are ehanged,.not mitchin'erv.

Initial i..osts of conversion would be amortized Within a N ear.
d. Convenience: The difficult conversion problems now met in

'the exclusis e use of the imperial system would not arise in normal
lm,:iness transactions. Any incons enience occurring as a result of
conversion yotkld be ni(,re than mnpensated for within a Year.

e. GC11Critl: NO nation has big converted to the metric system
and having realized the full ads antages has then gone back to the
imperial. Artificial.barriers now created as a result of he imperial
system yould hr winos ed.

orientathm prou;ram k cssNitial. Teachers of niathematies
itre concerned vith simple tit stems :Is-well as with ('U.S' zuld effec-
tive methods of instruction.'

\:, (laid SI.plumber 21, 1922, The ha( rnationai
If, trig :Slot, PH !jct., (Ind 1101.111-cv, nutliuiu 111_def Ail the "\11111)licitV t the

..11 th,(,,,\crioncift Pritithug Ofiicc.

I
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;Tliiiletric System Approved°
QUARTERMASTER GENERAL, U. S. ARMY.

THERE can be no doubt*thdt the metric system is' greatly superior
to the one nica in use. Is (lie change worth the trouble? I think
it is.

More complete international understanding would definitely be
promoted by the adoption of common standards.

Major General E. B. Gregory
t.

Athletics

The Metric System intthe Olympic Games
AVERY BRUNDAGE

THE Olympic Games and, as a matter of fact, nearly all other
amateur sport events of an international character are conducted
by the metrid system of measurement, which is used officially by
most of the. great international amateur sport federations. This,
of course, is logical enough, since the great majority of the coun-
tries of the World use the metric system exclusively. Only the
United States und the British Empire continue to use the com.J
plicated English system of measurements. This means that most

4officia1 world'wecords are tabulated in meters, although it is,true
that for comparisonreci)rds are also listed in English units.

Because of its simplified character, because it is used in the
great majority of other countries, and because the principal ama-
teur sport events in the world, as was stated above, use it, the
metric system was adopted by the Amateur Athletic Union of the
linited States ten or fifteen years ago for its champimiships.
Shortly after that, the Intercollegiate Association of Anveur

Metes of America, commonly known as the decided

to follow suit. ( Later it lia;l_to.return- to the English units, as the
Amateur Athletic Unioiniiis for all but outdoor track-evelits. )

° Reprinted from This Week Magazine, April 18, 1944. Copyright, 1944, by the
United No%spapers Magazine Corporation. By permission of This Week Magazin,
and of Lieutenant General E. B. Gregory, Retired.
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In track and field'sports the use of Metric units does not alter
the character of the events except in one instance, that of the
1,500-meter race, which is somewhat shorter than the mire. run.
The half mile and the SOO meters, and the quarter mile and the
400 meters are substantially the same distance. In the field
events, of course, there is no difference whatsoever. It is true
that in distances above the mile the standard events vary con-
siderably, but a 5,000-meter race is just as important as a.3 -mile,
and the 10,000-meter race has as much merit as a contest at 5
miles. There is enough difference between the 1,500 meteis and
a mile to change the character of the race somewhat, and an
athlete who is good at one distance is not necessarily just as good
at the other. This, however, is not very important, although it
has resulted in much argument.

Many swimming pools have already been built to Olympic
measurements. in meters, and considerable progress has been
made in this sport toward the adoption of the international metric
system. One commonly hears reference to the 1-meter, the
3-meter, and the lu-meter boards among the diving fraternity,
and records are quoted almost as often in meters as in yards.

In yachting and quite a few other sports, meters are used com-
monly by the participants.

The question of simplified procedure is so important in our
complex civilization that the 'government has established a de-
partment to standardize processes. This was essential during the
war and is equally essential in times of peace. The advantages
of the metric system are obvious. However, despite the fact that
in the scientific world, meters, liters, and grains are used almost
universally, it will be some time before the United States adopts
the metric system foK general use unless our educational practice
is changed or unless the government takes a hand, and this is un-
likely.

Despite the fact that the Amateur Athletic Union and the
I.C.A.A.A.A. adopted the metric system to conform to interna-
tional practice, there was considerable public resistance. In fact,
the I.C.A.A.A.A. already has returned to the Dullish si-stem. This

ldrgelv due to the fact that the participants in, and spectators
of, these events had been trained to think in terms of feet, yards,

.4
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and miles. Until the elementary schools adopt the metric system
and. our children are taught to think in meters, liters, and' grams,

it will be difficult to change over and take advantage of this sim-
plified. procedure.

We of the sport world can help, but we cannot decide the
issue of whether the metric system is to be adopted gene
the United States even in our owii 'field of athletics. no -many
people are involved. Not until our educa.:ors decide to make the
boys and girls in our schoolrooms use the meter stick as readily
as the yard stick will public, resistance be overcome..

Pan-American games, planned before the war but postponed
because of hostilities, are scheduled for 1950. This will give fur-
ther impettis to the use of the metric system. The amateur sports-
men of theUnited States are generally favorable to tho.414ange;
they hope that the simplified system based on the meter will
come into use, but they alone cannot overcomthe resistance of-
fered by a public which is not educated to That Glad.

`10

Adoption of the International. Standard
foTrack Athletics in the United States

Cariaries
OH Members of the

Argentina.
Austria
Belgium
Bolivia-
4Urazil
Bragaria
Chile
China
Cuba

A. C. -GILBERT

Using the International Standard
International Amateur' Athletic Federation)

Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Egypt
Esthonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece

Haiti . Luxemburg %- Rumania
IIungary Mexico
Iceland Netherlands
India Norway
Italy Peru
Japan Philippine
Latvia Is ands
Lithuania P nd

ortugal%)

Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
turkey
United

States?
Uruguay~
Yugoslavia

Countrics Using the English Standard
( All Members of the*International Amateur Athletic Federation) .

British Empire;
Australia Great Britaiti
Canada Ireland

New Zealand
South Africa

4.
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WHAT is the international standard? The international standard
is the metric system of measuring distance for running events:

100 meters instead of 100 yards
200 meters instead of 220 yards
400 meters instead of 440 yards
800 meters instead of 880 yards, and so on

Why do we call it the international standard? It is so named
because it is the standard of distance adoptedby the Intema-
tional Amateur Athletic Federation. (See lists above for countries
which are members of the InternatiOnal Federation.)

What is the English standard? The Einglish standard is the
system of measuring distance in terms oif 100 yards, 220 yards,
-1-10 yards, 880 yards, 1 mile, and so Qtr, ( See the list above of
countries using the English standard;')

Why do we call it the English standard? We do so because it
is the standard we inherited from/tie British Empire. It is some-
times called the imperial standafd.

FACTS FAVORING THE USE OF 111E INTERNATIONAL STANDARD

1. It has been adopted by the International Amateur Athletic,
Federation; therefore the Olympic Games, even when held in #
English-speaking countries, must be rim, under the international
standard. The Olympic Gaines held in London in 1908 used the
international standard, not the English standard; the Olympic
Games cid in the United States in 1932 used the international
standar not the English standard.

2. It. use would make possible recognition of America's lead-
ership it running evirits. In field events the International Fed-

eation records are tonsiatetl from the English standard to the
international standard: that is, from feet and inches to the corre-
sponding metric measurements. In running events records are not
so translated. Iti.ords made in the English standard are recorded
in the archives of the International Federation but receive no
recognition; they do not appear on the programs in countries
using the international standard. The result isI: -rfectiv obvious
lack of rccotvlition of the leadership that we feel we possess in
many running eents.
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3. Its use would give an opportunity to individual American
athletes to establish internationally recognized world's records.
Prior to the adoption of the international standard by the Ama-
teur Athletic Union of the United States; only once in four years,

tr."01

at theOhmpic Games, were American athletes given oppor-

tnnitv to estl)lish internationally recognized. world's records at
metric distances, and then sometimes they were deprived of this
opportunity IA. track and weather-conditions prevailing at that
time. Therefore it was hopeless for American athletes to expect
their international records. to measure up to the records of foreign
athletes who competed regularly at metric distances.

4. Its use in this country would better familiarize, prepare, and
train American athletes for competition at distances measured by
the international standard. Although the differences between the
racing distances measured 1w the intermitional standard atid by
the English standlrd not great, it would be an advantuge to
our cithlete-to be familiar with the Metric distAces. Familiarity
certainly is an advantage ill judging pace giving pace
information per lap so it is jiot confusing to the runners.

5. Its use %void(' provide greatZr familiarity with'the track per-
formanes,n other countries. which would better prepare Ameri-

can athletes for international competition. At the present time ,
Americans are not kept hind* with achievements ti foreign
countries; as a result, they underrate foreign competitors. This
accounts for the adverse criticism American athlkes have re-
ceived from the publicpress many times as a result of their show-
ing,s at the Olympic: Games. criticisms arisin$ wholly tona luck of
information regarding,. the achievements of foreign ednipetitors.

6, Its use in this country vo,kild increase ii:,t6o.national publicity
and the exchange Of information. I3ecause \or\the fact that the
American public is more or less imfamiliaii %vih world's record
times in the international standard. newspapers are now reluctant
to publkl) results Of great. meets in foreign countries. Further-
mom in the running events it is now difficult to make inter-
national comparisons, owing to the r5t. of the diVO different
standards. In general. we need a greater exchange of information;
it should and %yin increase public interest in track athli tics.

Its Ilse would have the actvautage of simplification. 10 one
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can deny the fact that it would be more re simple if all standards
of measurement throughout the world were exactly. itlike.

8. Its use woulPmakelnithematical. calculation, easier. The
international stf adard of measurement is metric, The metric sys-
Nm is acknowledged by everyone acquainted with facts to be the
simplest system. Its advantages itre .so apparent as a method of
measurement that even in countries where the imperial system
is toed, many professions have adopted the metric system for con-
venience, simplicity, and saving of time. In fact, metric measure-
ment is becoming more and more prevalent. Everyone today is
bu'ying films in the metric systeM, rather than in the imperial
system. The imperial or English standard is a hodgepodge of
yards, feet, inches, miles, rods, hands, furlongs, dozens, grosses,

...great grosses, stones; pOunds, ounces, and so on. These units are
au Anglo-Saxon inheritance, and Unfortunately we have ching to
them merely for the -Sake of tradition.

Most people are unaware that the metric system was legalized
in this country in 1866 and has now been legalized in every coun-
tri'in the world. It is used in chemistry, surveying, and various
branches of our government work, the weights and measure-
ments. of our coins, and in writinc prescriptions 'by the modern
medical profession. Even in the British Empire, the standard
vaRlstic4k is now checked Nick to the meter for absolute accuracy

-N mathematically. 'Scientifically the metric system is a vast im-
,provernent over, our old methods of computation. .Were it not
for sentiment andtiselfishness, time change would have been made
long ago. v

. undamentally and theoretically the metric system is the sim-
plest, most readily learned and understood, and most easily ap-
plied of all systems. \ktnv do not realize that even our imperial

, system because of its inefficiency and confusion, has changed and'
is constahtly .changing. Most of the measurements of our fore-
fathers were made in terms of chains and links and rods. Prob-
ably as many steel tapes toda, are divided into tenths of inches
or into tenths of feet instead o into inches as are divided Into
quarters and eitrhths of incites. Al (s who have judged jumping

. .
events have sworn at such deuces when they have been handed
to us to measure the distance of the broad jump, high jump, and

1" V
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so on, and the only reason We have done so i because. we are
unfamiliar with them, not because Alley *re, not accurate. Even
England and the United States, both using the imperial system,
differ materially on some fundamentals. You seldom, if ever, heat:
an Englishman weighing 140 pounds do other than say he weighs
10 stone. It point of fact, if you take up any racing program,
such as tha of the'Grand National, you will find the weights put
ddwrOthere in stones and fractions thereof. These are merely
some instances showing that .even in England an41 the United
States there is no one uniform system of weights and measure-
ments, and that therefore quite frequently in ordinary life,aas well
as on the athltlic field, we have to go through some mental gym-
nastics to picture in our minds .just what such-and-such a weight
or performande.meanl.

4.

POINTS POSSIBLY UNFAVORABLE TO THE INTERNATIONAL STANDARD

'1. Some objections are sentimental or patriotic. The majority
vote taken at the A. A. U. Championships in 1932.diid not support
these objections. Seine of the questions and replies were:

Do you disa.pproVe of track races in the United States being
mu in metric distances? 2,400 answered, "No"; 1,900 answered,
"Yes."

Has your enjoyment of these games been lessened by the fact
that the races were run in metric' distances? 2,800 answered,
"No"; 1,700 answered, "Yes."

2. Change to the international standard is claimed by some to
he unfair to old record holders. Those who feel it is unfair to
the old record holders should ask themselves this question: Are

old record holders remembered by their records or 12y their
achievements?" Will Eddie Tolan's records be remembered in
the English standard or the international standard? Will not his
achievement as the outstanding sprinter in 19:32 be remembered
whether his records are broken or not? Such athletes as Bernie
\\*eters, Charlie Paddock, LIM' Long. joililV IIays, John Paul
Jones. Kraenzlein, algid others down the line are going to be re-
membered for their outstanding achievements, even though their
records may have long since been broken.

.*
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Prob016 some of you who will read .this are record hounds

who know and remember records, times, and performances in all
,the Jandard events. Frankly, I remember few, lint I do remem-
ber that Bernie Wefers wtis the outstanding sprinter of his day
and was the most .groceful and probably one of the fastest run-
ners of all time. I do not remember whether Meredith's great
achievement was measured by the international or English stand-
ard, but I hPve always felt he was one of the fastest runners the.
world has ever seen. For the life of me I cannot remember how
fast Mel Sheppard ran a 'mile, or what his tinie was in winning
the E500 meters at the Olympic Games in London in 1908but

. we will remember Mel Sheppard as the outstanding performer of
his day. t-

What really counts and will linger in our memory is not what
the record was, or what the system of measurement was, or what
the rules were that governed the sportat :hat time, but the out-
standing performers of the.time. They will always be remem-

. bored and will go down in history as the champions of their day.
411Probably the writer is mope fanu ar with pole vaulting than with

any other event on the program, z nd what is true of pole vaulting
isi true of many other .events in which improvements, not only in
technique, but in the equipment used for the performance, have
been made. Would anyone want to go back to the old obsolete
equipmenthazardous wooden poles and various kinds of dirt
holes? It might in all fairness be said that improved methods
inake comparisons of records unfitir to the old athlete, and vet all
of us remember Hugh Baxter, one of the fathers of pole vaulting,
whose outstanding performances in his time and under condi-
tions previiiling then will he remembered indefinitely.

I Inn reminded of the fact that when the great Mike Murphy
orytested the use of bamboo vaulting poles at the Intercollegitch4
Gal..: in Philadelphia in 1908; one of the arguments raised in
discussing, t:: matter was that it.was unfair to old record hold-
ers: and x et jim Sullivan ruled, as he should have, that the bam-
boo pole was not only perfectly legal, btu a step forward. The .

mere fact that it was adopted as an improx ement, a step forward
in athletics. has not deprived any of the old record holders of
any of their great achievements, or changed the fact that they

..,
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were outstaniking champions of their day. Who, afharld, cad re.:
.member when` the 'distance from. the curb to the edge of the
standard track N as changed from 18, inches to 12 'Relies? Who
can remember co mring records for races run w.th spiked shoes
and without them?. I do. not want to Agmvey the iClea. that I. do
not believe in records or the recording of them. Compacisons of
time are important, but the main point is that they will be of in-
finitely more value if they .C4111 be made among performances.
throughout the world.. .

3. It is claimed 1w some that the change to metric theasure-,
ments would be, confusing to spectators... Ask yourself, "Is the
marathon race confusing ?" No; it is not; vet thename of the race
does not specify any particular distance. The public knows only
lime the race is long; Unprejudiced minds realize that in a com-
paratively short time 1111V confusion, if it does exist at first, will be
entirely eliminated. -

4. Some objections to the metric system are the results of mis-.

such misconception s sliin itfisthe mistaken statement that the
information as to N hat the international standard means. One

field events will be announced to the audience in metric units.
Another attributes political motives to the exponents of the inter-
national standard. A third appears in statements co the efLzt that
all coaches disapprove the change. A fo rth consists of the belief
that the athletic clubs and universities opposed to the metric
system. Consider, however, the folio g facts: The A. A. U.
Track and Field Committee adopted the international standard
unanimously in 19:32. The A. A. U. Convention in 1932 adopted
it unanimously. \tan prominent athletic coaches have approved
it. Prominent sportsmen in every state in the Union approved
and recominended its,adoption. All the outdoor A. A. U. National
Championships are run in the international standard distances.

5. Some who object to adopting the international standard
measurements. ask why the Uni4-ed States should give way to re-
quests of other nations when we could make them look pitiful in
any meet. The answer to that is that in the miming events at the
Olympic Games in 1ms Angeles in 19.32, the United States won
onh four of elewn races on the' program,. exchisive of the
relay races and the 50,000 meter walk.

1
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The Metric System and Latin American Friendship° .

OTTO E. KRAFT

ON OCTOBER 15, 1942, the Brazilian Government changed its mon,
etary system importantly.

Previou§ly the monetary unit was the milreis (one thous and
reis). This small unit, equivalent to roughly five cents U. S. cur-
rency, was expressed in figures as: 113000. The conto or 1,0Q0
milreis, equivalent to about $50 U. S. currency, was written
1:000$000.

Statements of even medium-sized Brazilian houses showed as-
sets running into ten figures (Brazilian currency). For instance,
1,000 contos or one million milreis were written 1,000:000$000,
and this was equivalent to but $50,000 U. S. currency. For really
large enterprises, in the million-dollar category, the Brazilian fig-
ures were astronomical. For example, five million dollars were
100,000:000$000.

The Brazilians, like ourselves and our British cousins, are fond
of their traditions and slow to change them; and yet the old sys-
tem was thrown out of the window and ,a decimal system of
currency was adopted. The "cruzeiro" takes the place of the mil-
reis, and, 'while the unit itself is a small one, accounting is greatly
simplified, as one cruzeiro (Cr.$ ) is now written "Cr.$1,00," while
1,000 cruzeiros ( one conto) are Cr.$1.000,00.

° Reprinted with permission from the January, 1943, issue of Dun's Review,
published by Dun & Bradstreet, Inc.
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So, practically overnight, our great southern friend and ally has
discarded its cumbersome system and adopted one better fitted
to modern conditions.

We hear a great deal about Hemispheric Solidarity, yet bur
systew of weights and measures is totally at variance with that
of the ten South American Republics, the six Central American
Republics, and our next-door neighbor and ally to the south, Mex-
ico. In every one of these, as well as in the independent nations
of the West Indies and in some of the colonies of foreign pow-
ers, the metric system is in use.

Of the large countries in our hemisphere, only Canada andthe
United States still cling to the archaic and cumbersome system
of weights and measures represented by ounces, pounds, tons;
gills, pints, quarts, and gallons; inches, feet, yards, rods, and miles.
Aside from this we have troy weight and avoirdupois, the short
ton and the long ton, and many other units which mean abso-
lutely nothing to the other countries of this hemisphere and often
are not thoroughly known to our own people.

We have all heard the riddle, "What &weighs more, a pound of
gold or a pound of feathers?" Sounds silly, doesn't it? A pound
of gold, for which troy measure is used, is equivalent to 5,760
grains; while a pound of feather's, for which _avoirdupois measure
is used, is equivalent to 7,000 grains. So a pound of feathers
weighs 1,240 grains more than a pound of gold!

Unless you are a farmer or a surveyor, the chances are you do
not know offhand how many square feet or square yards or square
rods there are in an acre, or how many acres in a square mile.

Is not this the time to start thinking of throwing our antiquated
system into the discard and of adopting the metric system?

IMPLF.NIENTING A SLOGAN

That would be one way of pwaving to our Latin-American
neighbors, friends, and many actuP allies in the war. that we
really mean "solidarity.' with instead of regarding the word
merely as a slogan.

Think of the advantages to the Brazilian exporter of essential
raw materials if he can (II tote prices in kilograms without figuring
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out the equivalent in pounds; to the Colombian Olporter who
needs so many meters of goods and does not have to convert them
into yards; to the Mexican. manufacturer W110 has so many square
meters of floor space for machinery he requires and does not have
to convert thorn into square feet.

After the war we shall, sooner,. or later, face European com-
petition again. I have 'repeatedly heard the statement made in
Latin America that it is easier to handle European than United
States merchandise because the Germans, the French, the Span-
iards, the. Italians use the metric system and we do not. If we
can eliminate that complaint; it will undoubtedly swing some
business to the United States and tie us-more closely.

Shortly after the fire on the Normandie many stories were heard
about why it was possible for that .magnificent liner, reputed to
have had the finest fire-fighting equipment available, to have been
so severely damaged by fire in such a short tine'. One was that the
hose had deteriorated and that the hydrants had the French met-
ric threading, while the hose couplings available in the United
States had American threads; and the delay in changing the hy-
drants ride it impossible to use the hose when it was so badly
needed. No one can be,,iield to blame for this, if it is true; but
if Ole threading had been uniform, the Normandie might already
have ferried thousands of our boys across the seas to points where
they are so vitally needed.

Main' of. our large factories are now working solely on war
orders. When the war is over they will have to start anew on com-
mercial business. Already methods of packaging and types of
containers have' been changed. Changes of dimensions and of
weights are the next logical step.

It may be admitted freely that changing our whole system of
weights and measures, especially land measures, would present
a great Main' difficult problems; but they are nbt insurmountable.
We have seen some of these changes in our own lifetime. In
Mexico, for instance, within the past decade the time-recprding .
systjm was officially changed. From the twelve-hour clpck a
ehatige was made to the Iv:aft -four hour clock. There was a
lot of grumbling at the outset; the measure was "radical" and
lew-fangled."
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Ilo Weyer, all official time is now on. the twenty-four hoj%
schedule, and all ritilrmds use it, It was not necessarYto change
the dials of the clock: numbers from 13 to 24 were placed under
or ove, ;%%,:e from. 1 to 12. All doubt 'as to whether. Your trairr-
leave' .k.M. or 6:32 P.M. is done away with. The timetable
says eaves at 18:32, so you know you haye the whole day be-
fore you roll out of the Buenavista Station in the early evening.

Incidentally, our army and navy ha e been Using the twenty-
four hour schedule. If you are in a fox-hole on-Guadalcanal and
are notified lw field telephone that the zero hour is 4:02, you do
not have to ask '`A.M. or P.M.?"

TIME F911 CHANGE

'Tharisa---ehange brought about by the war and we may see
it in more general use before the war is over.

The war has iiliciidv caused radical changes in. our whole mode
of life. You are driving more slowly and driving less. You can-
not say "fill 'er up" when you go around to get gas. You cannot get
the sugar VOU used to, nor the meat, nor the coffee, nor the golf
balls, nor the tires. A year ago, we would have considered those
changes "radical." Yet we have taken thern ill our stride and we
shall take many more.

Our whole system of living is changing and it will surely change
even more.

Is this not Ow flint' to adopt the metric system, or at least those
weights and measures used in our dealings with foreign countries?

Let's (;oNletrie°
J. 1). .

ASK yotir lielt4libor to define a troy ounce, a gill. a furlong, or a
drachma. 11is failure to ans%ver correctly is no 'reflection on him.
It is a reflection on the abtilirditV Of our system of weights and

It is a perfectly safe let that no one in tile United States can
Hi-1)1110,d Thi% It r, h M / Inc , 11 10. 1'1 I I. Nuth put cI tht

puhlt.hr. 1911, 1):4 tlu Unittil N.,(A%),Iptrs Mau:a-
/mt. ..11)..r.a1.0!

IS

t
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accurately define the units iii the system: the grains, scruples,
pennyweighN the three kinds of tons, the 5(1 kinds of "bushels.
The Bureau of Standards uses over 500 fine'type pages to do the
job.

The ancient Chinese had an "uphill" mile and a "downhill"'
mile. They logialy contended that it was harder to walk up a
hill than dOWn; and that the uphill-mile should be shorter. Smile
if you will. But look at our system. Ask the old question: which
is 1}euvier,0 -pound of gold or a pound of feathers?

Silly, volt may iay. But wait a moment. Feathers are weighed
1w avoirdUpois, gold by troy. The avoirdupois pound is 7,000
grains, the troy, 5,760 grains. Therefore, unless you `define terms,
carefully, a pouted of feathers weighs more than a pound of gold.

There is one way out of this horse-and-buggy system of weights
and measures: join the world .parade and adopt the metric sys-
tem. It is the only scientific system. ,It has been adopted by
every country in the world except Great Britain: and ,ottrselycs.
Every country south of the Rio Grande uses it. So does all of Eu-
rope and the Orientincluding "backward" China. After once
trying out metric, no country has ever gone 7-lck to its old sys-
tem. Metric is the decimal system we use i, 'ur money applied
to weights and measures. Everything is in units of 10; hence
there is no need for fractions.

This is, perhaps, the critical time in our national history to make
such a switch, There will be big jobs to be done in the postwar
world. The change to metric is one of the smaller jobs which
should get top priority. Millions of soldiers will be returning from
erg erseas, where they have become accustomed to kilometers,
meters, liters. Thousands of factories will have to be retooled for
pcacethey may as well be retooled in metric.

WERE BORN ON N1ETRIC

Of their own volition, a great many industries have already
switched over. Almost the entire chemical" industry is based,on

'metric measurements. Because of the great saving of time, and of
wear and tear on brains, many machinery companies and manu-
faeturers use metric exclusively. We buy vitamins by metric
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weight, turfe our radios to meter waves qnd follow sports events
where, metric measurements are used. For the sake of simplicity,
safety, ti.1,conenience, physicians write prescriptions in metric. '
We even enter the world on the metric systemnearly all hos-
pitals weigh newborn infants in terms of grams.
. Our decimal monetary' system is the 'essence of simplicity.

We recognize the contrasting a*kwardness of theBritish mone
tary System-1-yet we cling to a system of weights and measures
which is even more archaic. To appreciate the beautiful simplic-
ity' of metric measurements, consult your child's arithmetic book.

Look at this sample problem: find the number of cubic yards
in a room which measures 7 yards 14 inches, by 12 yards 23

by4 yards 5 inches.
Contrast this with the same problem in a French, Chilean, or

Russian textbook. Find the number of cubic meters in a room
which measures 11.42 meters by 5.25 meters by 3.9 meters. A
tiock would be needed to measure the amount of time consumed
with the first problem; a stop watch with thAecond.

Take another problem: Convert 11 pints, 2 gills into gallons.
That takes time. But to convert 6,479 cubic centimeters into liters*

one needs only to place a decimal point-6.479 liters; This speed
and accuracy endear metric to all scientific men and engineers.'
Without exception, they are for the changeover and the sooner
the better.

Educators estimate tin t the metric system, by eliminating frac7

tions, would save at least a year of time spent by children learn-
ing arithmetic. For industry, the savings in dollars would be even
more dramatic. One factory which switched to metric estimated
in one year it saved 10 times the cost of new measuring devices.
A railroad estimates metric would save it $50,000 a year in paper
work. -

Adoption of metric would put everything on one standard, and
eliminate confusion that exists in many placesthe Army, for ex-
ample The Army uses four measures of gun size: inches for coast
artillery: millimeters for field guns, calibers for rifles and nrtchine
guns: gauges for shotguns.

To a large extent. we cling to our present system purely be-
cause of inertia. Examine some of its absurdities. The foot, for
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HOW THE METRIC SYSTEM WORKS

METRIC SYSTEM
.0 TO CONVERT UNITS

JUST MOVE
THE DECIMAL POINT

161 CENTIMETERS =

16.1 DECIMETERS =
1.61 METERS

OUR SYSTEM
TO CONVERT UNITS

YOU MUST
MULTIPLY OR DIVIDE,

161 INCHES =
13 5/12 FEET =
4 17/36 YARDS

PROBLEM: FIGURING COST

if

..f

t
.

: . r

r
4

1

1 METRIC TONI.
klocRAms. COSTS

then I toLOGRAm COSTS
'ONEIHOUSANDTH

and 1 GRAM COSTS

$160,000

. . $160

ONE THOUSANDTH AGAIN 16$

PROBLEM: FIGURING COST

if 1 LONG TON
COSTS . . $160,000

. . $71.43
I OUNCE COSTS

1 16TH AGAIN . $4.46

then 1 POUND COSTS
1 7240TH .

and

'example, 1.as originally anyone's footwithout regard to shoe
size. Edward If decreed that three barleycorns made an inch;
and I kiln' I specified the yard as the distailee from the tip of the
royal nose to the tip of the royal right thumb. The rod was the
suin of 16 left feet placed heel to toe, the left feet being supplied
by the first' 16 men who emerged from church on Sunday. dills,
our hopeless patchwork of measurements sprang up.

\\'O 1.1) END CONFUSION

The Met S stern \V ;IS de isecl to end all this onfusion--by
arriing at a minimum nnnwer ()f units. oild plaiw.; all these
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units on the decimal system. During the French Revolution the
Nation4 Assembly appointed a tommission of scientists to do the
job. The French scientists -arbitrarily decidedthat the basic unit-
of measurement should be the meter; which was one ten-mil-
lionth of the distance from the Equator to the North Pole. The
neter turned out to be the: rough equivalent of our yard39.37

inches,. Like our dollar, the meterWas4livided into 100 equal
partscentimeters. It waS multiplied by 1,000 to make the kilo-
meterwhich is about three-fifths of our mile. Thus, instead of
saying that it is so many miles, so many feet, and so many inches
from one point to another, the metric system expresses the dis-
tance in decimals--I.56 kilometers. The metric measure of land
area is the hectare-10,000 square meters, roughly two and a half
acres. -

The weight of one cubic centimeter of pure water became the
basic measure of weighto-ne gram. One thousand' grams com-
posed a kilogram-2.2 pounds. One thousand cubic centimeters
became the literslightly more than our quart. Thus, metric has
but three basic units: liter, gram. meter. Everything else is either
a subdi ision or a nalltiple of these units. They are convertible,
one to the other. Thus, 1,000 cubic centimeters make a liter;, a
liter of pure \\:itter weighs a kilogram.

One pronlinent educator declares that he can teach metric to
any reasonably intelligent person in less than an hour.

ENGINEERS ARE CONVINCED

More and More onr engineers are going to foreign countries to
build railroads. power plants, bridges. Often, \hen they accept
these jobs, they fear they \VIII have difficulty in dealing ixith mew
LIMN of measurement. To a man, they report no difficulty what-.
soever. Their ealetilittions are simplified iiiiiiirtifsurably, and they
eonie home ardent metric fans.

A(101)t i011 the metric, s\ stem \void(' gi\l, this country a tre-
mendous itd\ atitage ill \vorld trade. Our salesmen \votild go into
forci;4n cootris spcitkint. 'a fainiliar langV4e of Weistritts and
Incitsurs. %.

_Ivan arid (;ritiati, both Itictric, had it trade itd\ antage Ill
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South Adierica in prewar days and walked away. with a large
share of the market. If we discard our clumsy system and get ift.
step with the rest of the World, this acWantage will be ours.

What about Great Britain? It has long been obvious that if we
were to switch, Britain would have toit couldn't remain isolated
in the world. Similarly, if Britain changed to metric, we would
have to follow. So it's a question as to who will make the first

Exactly how difficult)woulethe changeover be? Since there-
move.

are but three basic units in the metric system, the average per-
son should be able to adjust himself in a few days:. time. We
would have to learn to think of auto speeds in terms of kilometers
per hour, instead of 60 miles per hour. But the general similarity
of other units would ease the task. The liter is close to our quart.
Half a kilogram i§ near to our pound.

.Why, then, haven't we changedlong ago? Congress legalized
the metric system in 1866. But this act only made its use permis-
sible. We long ago decided that metric should be used in Hawaii,
the Philippines, and Puerto Ricobut have resisted efforts to
avail ourselves of its advantages at home. Several times Congress
has ,considered bills which tild niake the use of metric corn-

! pulsorv. The last time w in 1926.
A small but vocal in ority opposed the bill. It gave voice to

a widespread misconc )tionthat all machinery would have to
be scrapped. This, of course, isn't true. Only the names of things
are changed.

Road signs, railway mile posts, scales, rulers, calipers would
ha% e to be changed. The bill of 1926 proposed tluit a 10-year
period be allowed for such changes. Other countrie have clone
this without suffering hardship.. In this time large amounts of old
e(piipment would have to be scrappedand could he replaced
with the new metric.

NOW'S THE TIME

The urge to change is becoming more and more widespread.
As we have noted, a number of manufacturing plants have al-

-- ready done oer to nn Henry Ford and other industrialists
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are ardent advocates. Nearly all scientific and engineering soci-
etieseties are heartily in favor of. it, and so arc physicians. Phar-
maceutical houses, .jewelers, optical-goods manufacturers have
changed already.

A survey of educators, manufacturers, engineers, and phyii-
cians several years ago showed 80 per cent for the change to met-
ric. Manufacturerswhere most opposition is supposed to lie.
favored it two to one!

Even the most voluble critics agree that we will eventually
switch to metric. It isn't likely that history wi,.1 ever. present, us
with a chance as favorable as the present.

-Turning the Table" of Decimal Equivalents*
J, T. JOHNSON

Ax INTERESTING but entirely overlooked situation is presente,I by
the table of decimal equivalents which is so familiar to everyone
in the metal manufacturing field. The table, so often presented as
a chart and frequently seen about the shop and drafting room,
contains siiKty-four items running from 1/64 to 64/64 and from
one to six places of decimals [see page 142].

It will he noticed that more than half of the items contain six-
place decimals,

This table does a great injustice to the decimal system. Most
of the users are grossly,misled as to the real nature of the system.
For instance, the impression prevails that it takes a five-place
decimal to express a fraction as large as 1/32, and a decimal of six
places-0.015625---to express a fraction as large as 1/64. Thus
the tendency is for the user to think that the decimal is a very
clumsy and unwieldy fraction, whereas .the opposite is true.

Not until the advent of the automobile in 1900 did the decimal
begin to come into its own. This was due to its simplicity and
athantages for close fits. The liner parts of the automobile re-
quired measurements closer than the sixty-fourths which in many
shops had been time closest unit of measurement up to that time.

° Reprinted an Modern Machine Shop, June, 19.15, by permission of the pub-
lishers.
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I. TABLE OF DECIMAL EQUIVALENTS

1/64 = .015625 23/64 = .359375 45/64 = .703125 ,

1/32 = .03125 3/8 = .3750 23/32 = .71875
3/64 = .046875 25/64 = .390625 47/64 = .734375
1/16 = .0625 13/32 = .40625 3/4 .= .7500
5/64 = .078125 27/64 = .421875 49/64 =: .765625
3/32 = .09375 7/16 = .4175 25/32 = .78125
7/64 = .109375 29/84 -= .453125 51/64 = v.796875
1/8 = .1250 15/32 = .46875 13/16 = .8125
9/64 = .140625 31/64 = .484375 53/64 = .828125
5/32= .15625 1/2 = .5000 27/3Z = .84375

I1/64 = .171875 33/64 = .515625 55/64 = .859375
3/16 = .1875 17/32 = .53125 7/8 = .8750

13/64 = .203125 35/64 = .546875 57/64 = .890625
7/32 = .21875 9/16 = .5625 29/32,-= .90625

15/64 = .234375 37/64 = :578125 59/64 = .921875
1/4 = .2500 19/32 = .59375 .. 15/16 = .9375

17/64 =' .265625 39/64 = .609375 61/64 = .953125
9/32 = .28125 5/8 = .6250 31/32 = .96875

19/64 = .29687-0 41/64 = .640625 63/64 = .984375
5/16 = .3125 21/32 = .65625 1 = 1.0000

21/64 = .328125 43/64 =7- .671875
11/32 = .34375. 11/16 -= .6875

To make the common fraction small enough for close work by
successWe halving., as the table does, it would he necessary to
continue as follows: 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32, 1/64, 1/128, 1/256,
1/512, 1/1,024, 1/2,048, 1/4,096, 1/8,192. And still we aven't
arrived at a fraction. as small as the ten-thousandths of an Inch
which is in common use in automobile desig nd other fine work.
The ckeinrial, on the other hand, arrives at a fraction as small as
1/10,000 in four steps, as follows: 0.1, 0.01, .001, 0.0001.

The fraction 1/8,192 converted to a decimal equivalent would
be written thus: 0.0001220703125-a monster of thirteen decimal
places. To the person not familiar with the basis of the decimal
system it might appear that in order to use a decimal as small as
1/8,192 inch one would have to use this thirteen-place decimal.
Here is where the old table of decimal equivalents is misleading,
becar.se- it may be difficult to see that a fraction smaller than
1/8,192 an he expressed by the simplo decimal 0.0001 and that
0.0001 is smaller than 0.0001220703125.
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II. TABLE OF CONIION FRACTION EQUIVALENTS

01 = 1/100 .001 = 1/1,000 .0001 =

143

1/10,000
.2 =.1/5 .02 = 2/100 .002 = 2/1,000 .0002 = 2/ 10,000
.3 = 3/10 etc. etc. etc.
.4 = 2/5.
.5 = 1/2

3/5
.7 = 7/10
.8 = 4/5
.9 9/10 .99 = 99/100 .999 =..999/1,000 .9999 = 9,999/10,000

Let us turn the table and make some comparisons.
Where the first fraction, 1/10, shown in Table II above, requires

four characters ( three figuies and a -line), its decimal equivalent
requires but two characters (one figure and one point). Like-
wise it is seen that the last doOmal, 0.9999, requirini, five char-
arlers, uses ,ten characters 'in its commoil fraction equivalent,
9,999;110,000.

It is not the purpose of the writer to compare the advantages in'
addition and subtraction and other processes possessed by the
two SN:Stell1S; this would require another article. The writer
merely wishes tr. correct the erroneous notion for which the table
of decimol equivalents may be iesphnsible; namely, that a six-
place r.iCcitai is necessary to express a fraction as large as 1/64.

In a teel.aological and streamlined age, with simplification a
nees.sary Ajetive, is it not time to turn the tables and let the
decimal come fully into its own?

FiLVOr of the Metric SySkeln°

DEAR SIR: In a letter published in the July issue, Leonard C.
Jordan offers objection to a change to the metric system of meas-
urement. Howe% er, he does not advance it single logical ;..rgu-
ment against, the suggested change.

In his first paragraph, Mr. Jordan makes the amazing deduction
that advocates of the metric system recommend that its use be
Inade compulsory. To my knowledge, no specific plan has been

° Rcprintr d faun the OctAer, 19.15, issue of Civil Engineering by permission of
the publihhers.
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outlined'for achieving universal adoption of the system. A start-
ing point might be an agreement among engineering societies to
use it exclusively in publications tinder their jurisdiction. Gov-
ernment agencies might he induced 'to do likewise. Its. general
adoption lw industry would be more difficult. At any rate, com-

.
pulsion does not appear to me to even enter into the question.

Mr. Jordan follows The above deduction with the statement
that the established system (English system) is "now preferred by
those-who use dimehsions and do the mathematical work con-
nected with them." I wonder where Mr. Jordan has been living
during the past ten years. During that period, at least, I have
heard countless engineers and other prof sionals lament the
clumsiness of the English system, acid ordan is the first one
I shave run across who prefers it. I don't doubt that there are
others who prefer the retention of the English s\ steni, but if they
are in a majority or even a sizable minority, they have remained

.

-strangely inarticulate.
In his second paragraph, Mr. Jordan indicates that he dies

have an inkling of the principal incentive for universal adoption
of the metric systemthe advantages, from the standpoint of
ternational trade, of a common system of measuremek. Ile states
however, that "the United States and Great Britain have done
more with feet and inches than the rest of the world has don&
with meters." and for some mysterious reason proposes this debat-
able claim as evidence that the rest of the world could change to
the English system more easily than we could change to the met-
ric system. His boast about the progress of the United States and
Great Britain is patriotic, but doeg he expect us to Weilieve that
that progress is attributable to the use of feet and inches? The
metric s-stem is already in ,onsiderable use ill both the United,
States and England, and is more familiar to us than is the English
sysfem to most others. That the metric system is s,impler is too

evident for discussion.
True, the English'system could'be converted into a decimal sys-

tem to a g-reater extent than the present tenth-of-a-foot usage in
surveying% but would such an abortion be more practical than the
inTL.on of ,a ready -made system alrea(1v ill use in most pails of

tlu.

4.;

ei\ world? Mr. Jordan seems concerned chiefly with
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liiiear dimensions. Does he contemplate setting up weight; area,
and volume systems, including tenths of pounds, tenths of gallons,
tenths of cubic feet, and others?

He informs us that the metric system is "no cure for all ills" and
"no guarantee against mistakes. . I have never read any claims,
by propdnents of the system, that it is, and I cannot conceive. of
any system that would offer such a Utopia. qtr. Jordafl suggests
that the metric system involves increased opportunity for errors
in locating decimal points. Perhaps he considers fractions not
susceptible to error. The fact that the metric system eliminates
the use of fractioi is a leading advantage of the system, and
gopil engineers not get gray determiningthe location of their
decimal point

In his last pdragraph Mr. Jordan states that the period ahead
will be too "trying and uncertain" to permit the disturbance of
present standards. The future is always uncertain and is always
trying to defeatists, and a.meritorious change should not have to
await the pleasure of "those who do the work that would he most
seriously disrupted by the change." As has already been pointed
out by many, the retooling necessary in the reconversion of war
plants to civilian production offers an unusual opportunity for
change-over to the metric system with minimum cost and con-
fusion.

Maurice N. Amster
Associate Member, American

'Society of Civil Engineers
Chat t.111(11114.1. Tel ilits)eq

Metric System Widely Used*
EBASCO SERVICES, INC.

To THE Eurrou; I was pleased to see, in the October 1945-issue,
the three letters on the metric system. This correspondence evi-
dences the interest of engineers in the subject. As is well said in
one of the letters, discussion of this important matter should be
calm, avoiding prejudice and bitterness.

° Reprinted from the February, 1!):16, issue ok baginrcritag b permission
of the publishers.
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Our company has for many years used metiic-Units.in drawing

plans for construction in Latin America and other countries that
have adoptetl the metric system.. Engineers and draftsmen, who
had heretofore used English measures only,. soon learned to use
the metric system efficiently. We are therefore interested. in the
progressive use of metric measures in this country; inefficiency
.results front the continual necessity cif converting from one system
to *he otlie?. Peponallv, I believe it will be desirable to work out
over a term of vi,ars, a method of adopting the metric system in
this country and.wadually kiperseding.the English.

I was Old to note in L. .11.,Winsor's article, "Flood Control and
Diversiov Works in Persia,' also in the October nutnber, that he
made us6 of metric measures, trustiligto the intelligence of read-

. er(of Cid/ Engineering to understand the units used.
Whether or not our. country will eventually adopt the metric

system of weights and measures, it would appear intelligent for
our engineers and writers to recognize that practically the entire
world, except the United .States and .Great Britain, utilizes the
metric systeni. (id/ Engineering doubtless has readers through-
out the non-English-speaking world, and it woulc: eem wise to
cater to them in some degree, rather than to use English units
exclusively ill articles.

Among the letters in the October number is one from Paul -Van--__
Buskirk. suggesting the use of "uncial parts" in expressing meas-
urements of length. I have also read recently of a number of sys-

tems incorporating decimal subdivisions of a basic unit; one of
these. the so-called "Macroblox Decimal System," adopts aJ,)asic
Wait equivalentto 40 in.

It appears that advocates of adherence to English measures go
through strange contortions in the attempt to make these meas-
ures conv,..nient for evervda,' use, and to avoid the awkward

ratios of conversion be/tween different units and.the use of vulgar
fractions. The way to obtain full advantage of decimal measures
is by gradual adoption of the metric system, with its .relatively
simple units and relations between units, and with its uniformity
with the practice of over fifty countries throughout the world.

Louis Elliott
Consulting Mechanica/ Engineer

eCtsNV VI, rk
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how much longer will the Englishrspeaking peoples, who pride
themselves on their contributions to human progress, lag behind
the rest of the world by accepting an antiquated, time-wasting
and cumbersome system .of weights and measures?

English weights and measures have come down from primitive
times by a.process of unregulated development, resulting in trou-
blesome inconsistency as between various units and groups of
units. In the English sitem there is no one common relation be-.

tween the units of weight, size or capacity. This lack of relation-
ship adds much labor to numberless calculations, particularly as
;quantities are frequently expressed in terms of two or more units;
such as feet And inches, or pounds and ounces. Only during the
'present century did the decimal come into its own. The Table of
DecirrQl Equivalents, though essential in many engineerhig cal-
culations, has been a pain in the neck to many a busy man.

The metric system, first adopted in France in 1799, has since
been adopted by all nations except the United States and the
British, Empire. It has abundantly proved its superiority and
time-saving qualities in all fields, including those of industry and
engineering.

The Metric Association has inaugurated an aggressive cam-
paign to place the United States on a metric basis. Dr. J. T. John-
son, the association's president, states that a flood of inquiries and
comments on the metric system has been coining from business,
engineering, and industrial groups which in the past have been
more or less indifferent to a switch to metric weights and measures
because they feared the cost of such a change.

In a changeover from English units to metric, some confusion
would doubtless result. There would be a period ,during which
both systems would he used: until the metric in general practice
supersedes the English. Ilowever the period of disadvantage
would be only temporarya. matter of a few yearswhile the
benefits of the metric system would be -permanent. Not to he
overlooked among these is simplification of many matters in con-

° Reprintvd fruin Industrial Improvement, July, 19-16, by pvission.
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nection with commerce with nations where the metric system pre-

vails.
If a change to metric practice is e7r to take place in the United

States and in British lands, this immediate postwar period ap-

pears to be most favorable. A large number of Am&icans, in in-

dustry as well as the armed.forces, have perforce become familiar

with metric measures.
We quite agree that "now is the time." 1).

4;J

Proposal for Adoption of the Metric System°
01110 N'ALLEY IIARDWABE AND ROOFING COMPANY

YOUR editorial in the July 1946 issue-of Industrial rImprovement,

entitled "Let's Go Metric" is certainly deserving of praise. It
seems to the writer that it is high time that wetliscard our anti-
quated standards Of weights of measures, and the writer would

Jalso like to see the adoption of the centigrade thermometer and

the twenty -four hour clock, to further coincide with tl-,e rest of

the world.
As the metric: system has been legal in the United States for

many years we wonder if the problem is not 'Largely one of devel-

opingoping a program for the abandonment of the old English stand-

ard. For example, a program such as the following might tend to

reduce the shock of such a turnover, and result in much less ob-
jectiOn on the part of those who fear the cost of such a change.

Step I. At a given date, announced months in advance to re-
duce confusion, the old English standards become illegal on phar-

maceutical, scientific and allied items. This step would involve

but little confusion.
Step II. At a second given date the old English standards can

become illegal on all items of groceries, food stuffs and allied lines

of consumer goods.
Step III. At a third given date the old English standards could

become illegal on items of basic raw materials. This would in-
.

elude such items as steel, lumber, coal, oil and similar lines.

° Letter to S. J. Borchers, Editor of Industrial Improvement. Quoted by permis-

sif ri of Boger K. Becker.
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Step IV. Most difficult step will be the.changinkover of real
estate. transactions to the metric system. This can conic last.
This step will probably require some time, but if after a certain
deadline (1,-14 all deeds and documents of record are required to
use metric descriptions, cOnfusion should be reduced to a mini-
mum.

\V quite agree that now is the time to get started.
Roger K. Becker

.1.: an.% Inclialt.t
Jul:. 31. 151

1.,ut s Fractions*
C. J. ARNOLD

WE AE' DOW using two separate systems of measurements for
.weight, length, volume, and temperature, when one system is all
that is 11CCOSSUEV for.carrving on any' or all of our activities. Why
should we be burdened with working with, and learning and
teaching, two SVStellIS instead of only one?

This situation has existed for a long time and will continue to
exist so as those who occupy positions of leadership in the
field of eduqation fail to act.

The explanation for this lack of action is in all prnbability due
to the fact that we have grown up with it and, therefore, have ac-
cepted it without questioning. We inherited one system, the
English system, and the other, the metric system, has come in by
slow degrees.. We will have to admit that som:kone with the
proper iSi011 aluiig the way could,, have- prevented the present
situation. Thomas Jefferson did it for us with our money system.

cotildn't there have been someone to give us a simple and
modern system measurements? Think of all the difficulties it
would have saved us today. But there wasn't anyone, and so it
is up to us today to correct the situation.

We find ourselves using- two systems of measurements when
one is all am body needs. \V should get rid of one the other.

11-111 Alintirv.,la h,1411Ifil of l'S(Ifiali'm. M.ir(11, 151 4(1, 1)% 'Willi's-'
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ProbleM 1. -English Measurements. Find the volume in cubic feet of u Cunk
4 fret 9 7. 1fi inches long, 2 feet 33':32 inches wide, and 1 foot 11.3/4 inches

deep.

13v .simple mathematics we can figure that it will take twice as
long to learn or to teach) two systems of measurements as it
does to learn one, assuming of cotirse that they; are both equally
difficult. But that is not all, for in addition to learning two sys-
tems we must learn equivalents in order to be able to change the
units of each system into the units of the other. This means that
we hate made this part of schooling at least four times as difficult
as it need be, to say nothing of the added confusion to the :earner.

c.
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Prublm 11. Metric Aleusurements. Find the volume in cubic meters of a
tank I meter 45 centimeters 89 millimeters long, 68 centimeters 98 milli-
metrs. wide, and 60 centimeters 3:3 milt:nteters deep.' The, Antho`r shoWs
bow much more time is involved in tisiq, .English measurements than in
nsing the metric system.' Note thecheck section above, proving the equiv-
alency in the answers. in actual practice, metric measurements would usu-
ally be taken in only one unit: Find the volume irt cubic meters of a tank
145.89 centimeters long, 68.98 centimeters wide, and 60.33 centimeters deep.
In this caw, the solution would be still shorter and would involve only the

c'omputa'tion shown directly to the left of the check above.

Efficiency in Education and in Living demands that we get rid of
one system ors the other.

It has been estimated that appre.dmatelv twenty per cent of
the time of the average student is wasted because of this situa-
tion. How can such needless waste of the student's time and
energy be justified in this so-called progressive day and age? How
can we justify the wasting of the teacher's time in such needless
duplication?

If there are any doubts in anyone's mind, let him consider the
case of High School Physics. When one goes through the text-
books, it NVill be discovered that approximately. forty per cent of
th.. work of learning this subject, as now taught, would be elimi-
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.nzited by using only one system of measUrements. Cheek over the
problems the student is asked 'to won, and the percentage will
be found to be even higher. in every unit the student studies he
is coillrCited with the same dual system--he has to learn the ac-
celeration of gravity in' feet per second. as well as in centimeters
per secondhe has to deal with density in pounds per cubic foot
as well as in grams per cubic centimeterhe must know how to
change Fahrenheit temperature readings to centigrade readings
and vice versa lie must use BTU's as well as .calories, watts as
well as IIorse Power, and so on ad infinitum. All this duplication
of work would be eliminated, and the time saved could be used
to much better advantage in studying the many new develop-
mentsin-th:g field. What is true in high school physics is true in

_--Ystrrili-ig degree for all the sciences, and for any subject that has
anything to do with measurement.

The first step in the solution of this problem seems self-evident.
We must decide to keep one of the systems of measnrenients now
in use and discard the Other. Our solution is not the adoption of
the metric system, as some have said. We have tdreadv clone this.
Congress legalized the metric system as far ba,:k \is 1806. In fact,
it is our basic standard, and interestingly enough most of the
English units are defined in terms of the metric,standards.
must get rid of one of these systems, and after we have weighed
the advantages and disadvantages of each system there seems to
he but one correct course of actionthe elimination of the obso-
lete and complicated English system.

Moreover, the elimination of the English system would sim-
plify our teaching of mathematics as much, if not more, than it
would the teaching of science. Tltis is because- the English sys-
tem is a "fractions.' system while the metric system is a decimal
system. 'When we discard the Fuglish system we will for all prac-
tical purposes have eliminated -fractious,- its such, from -.Inca-
tion. True, we will still use fractions to express relationships ill
formulae and to indicate di\ ision problems. but otherwise frac-
tions will pretty much disappear.

1.,%en those who follow market quotations will find the -tenth-
in decimal. form more adaptable to their geed~ than the fractions
now used. And the machinist will find it easier to use the decimal
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system than his present measurements in 1/16, 1/32, etc., of an
inch. Even iiow the machinist is forced to turn to the metric
Method NVIlen he wishes to make fipe measurements.

The abolition of the English system of measurements of weight,
length, volume, and temperature can be justified in many other,
ways, but as far as the ediicator is concenN1 the resulting sim-
plification of education which it would bring about is ample ils-
tifieation. Coining generations of children should not be con -
demned to Nyaste precious Lours of tune and energy working with
an obsolete and dual system Of measurOments.

Shall We Cling to the Inch?*
FRED IL COLVIN

After a lifetime on the other side; Mr. Colvin
is changing his mind. He presents some Of
the arguments for the metric syst&rn and some

of the problems

Wan all the commendable work that has been done in simplify-
'ing as well as standardizing machine parts, we may be approach-
ing the time when we must seriously consider a very controversial
phase of the subjectthe basis of our pleasuring units. Only men
past middle age probably recall the bitter battles attending earlier

-;tttempts to have the metric system made the measurement
and to compel its use in all gaernment s )plies Frederick A.
Ilalsiv. backed b t entire machine-tool n lust fought, both
in the columns American Machinist and in Col gress, for reten-
tion of the English standards. Ned J. Miller, Stratton of the
Bureau of Standards, and others argued the advantages of the
metric sVstem, but w re decisively defeated. A second attempt,
in the early Part of the centuv, also failed.

lint in spite of all our logic as to the advantages of the English
inch as the basis of measurement in machine building (and it is a
Hum cum enielit unit when S(tbdiVided into fine deeintal parts),

° the \t.ir, 11 1, 19-17, Alm perittiv.iun
.1 .uul 1.1. (:.,1 in.
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the metric units have crept into our shops aswelhts into many of
our laboratories. For this kind of 'wink, Abe inter-related units gf
the metric system have many advantages, even though it is a for-

. eign iangnage to many in strictly mechanical fields.*
Great Britain, the home of the English system of measurement,

long ago began to use millimeter sizes for its British Association
screw thread, both for diameter and pitch. (This should properly'
be called -lead- because ft is the distance between threads instead
of the number of threads per unit of measurement.as in the Eng-
lish system.) In idditiqp, thts thread has the unusual angle of
47 1 2 , this being developed by Prof. Thug of Geneva for the
Swiss watch industry, and has also been used to some extent in
this country by watch,faetories.

Watch and instrument makers in the United States are also
using. and standardizing, a systein,of screw threads with diame-
ters, threads and tolerances in millimeters, with translations into
inches. Motor-car and airplane-engine builders are using spark'
plugs with metric threads, new standards_now being announced

iby the SAE. Some British automotive builders are also using
metric dimensions in other parts of their engines and possibly
elsewhere, this presumably iit the interest of Continental mid
other trade. And look at our hall - bearing dimensions!

We formerly boasted that as long as Britain and the United'
States adhered to the English inch as a basic measurement, it mat-
tered. little what the rest of the world used, as our two countries
h lilt the great majority of machine tools and other machine equip-
ment. With both Great Britain and ourselves using more and
more of the metric units, our arguments as to the superiority of
inch id.asuements beginning to fall'rather flat.

NV0111.1) PREFERENC E

\Ve are still the world's largest builders of production inachin-
er% and art likely to remain so. But with the unmistakable trend
toward metric measurements. it be wise to give th matter far
more careful consideration than we have done in the past. There
are few euiiiitries on the globe which are not, theoretically at
least. On a metric basis.
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There seems to be no vital reason why we should have adopted
metric spark plugs in our internal- combustion engines. It would
have been easy to make a similar plug of almost the same dinien-
sions to inch ineasurement., By adapting the metric we gave the
lidepates of that system one of the best arguments for its general
use. They can say, and with logic, .."Why not use the same sys-.

tem on the other Parts and avoid the confusion due to having
two. standards of measurement?" Perhaps the greatest argument
would be that of making it easier for us to caphire a larger share
of foreign markets. The smaller manufacturers of other countries
now find it easier to secure orders from abroad than Jo ours
because other countries use their standards of measurement.

This is a problem that requires long and painstakii-41 study; it
is a serious undertaking to change from one system to another. It-
is not a mere matter of translating from inches to millimeters by
multiplying by 25.4, the accepted contersion relationship. The
actual rafio runs into a 'Nig decimal which cannot 1x dropped if
art:prate tolerances arc to be maintained. In fact, many consider
the acceptance of the 25.4 ratio as altering the standard.

NEW DRAWINGS

Should it be decided to take the drastic stet) of abandoning the
inch for the metric system, most manufacturers will doubtless
prepare nov drawings, giving dimensions in even millimeters in-
stead (,f trying to handle dimensions with a long string of cleci-
inal. The new drawings need not be materially different from
those ilmv h1 use and can tnanttaiii nearly the same proportions,
but it will mean IlEAV clra\yin12,-s, ne%y fixtures, tools and gages and
Tull into millions. \tliether it will be \yorth the cost or not de-
pends on how much new business indv result, or e\-en how 11111111
of their old business can be retained without it.

It is not a question of the relative merits of either system. That
lozads to endless and largely futile argument. The problem is
rather whether it will pay to have a uniform system of measure-
Ment Hut ()IV for its effect on trade, but also to prevent loss and
confusion due to has ing- two s\ steins in use.

Nor can \v rely too much On logic. We lime a perfectly good
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decimal currency, coupled with a system of weights and measures\
that is illogical and confusing. Britain. is using the metric or deci-
mal system more largely than we are, but clings to a currency as \
illogical as ,our pints, rods and chains.

In Favor of the Metric System
JOHN-KIERAN

I HAVE long been furiously in favor of abolishing yards, feet,
inches, gills, hogsheads .and thd whole hodge-podge and clap-trap
collection of clumsy milts and improper fractions thereof that we
call our "system" of weights and measures. all for the sensible
decimal or "metric" system.'

OA answer to a letter of. une 27, 1946; from J. T. Johnson, Presi-
dent of the Metric Msociation, Mr. Kieran said further:

tire we Nvill have to come to the metric system before long,
but I hate to see us trailing where we should be leading.

Rcports

A Survey 011 the Use of Metric Nieasures
J. T. JotiNsoN

THE question of using metric meast res in this country has been
up fur consideration from time to tinh n our history. At different
pt Hods it has been debated pro and cot in various newspapers of
the country. Metric bills have been haw Congress, the last one
appearing in 1926. At that time over 10000 petitions urging
metric adoption had been sent to the Cc tgress of the United
States.

' Reprinted from This Week Magazine, April 16, 1944. Copyright, 1944, by the
United Newspapors Mag.izine Corporation. By permission of the publishers and
cu Kier.m.

° Reprinted from Official Report, 1936 Meeting of American Educational Re-
search ANsociation, St. Louis, February, 1936.
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TILE QUESTIONNAIRE

To get more recent information as to current public opinion On
this question the writer prepared the following questionnaire,
which was sent to some 650 manufacturers, engineers, doctors,

and educators duririg 1936:

1. Do you believe it. would be of ultimate advantage to the United
States to use metric weights and measures
a. in manufacturing? Yes No

lb. b. in buying and selling? Yes No
c. in trade with other metric countries? Yes No
c/. in the elementary schools of the. United States? Yes No

1. Do you believe that if the United States were given ten years in
which to make the change, the adjustment could be made with-
out any great inconvenience
a. to the manufacturer? Yes No
b. to the buying and selling industry? Yes No
e. to foreign trade? Yes No
d. to the elementary schools? Yes No

;3. If von are favorable to making the change, do you think the best
'way to effect the change is
a. through government legislation? Yes No
b. thrpligh education and use in the schools? Yes No
c. through both a and h above? Yes No

It will be, noticed in Table I that the highest percentage (94

per cent) of tire favorable votes in any column is under 3 b, which
deals with the question of education and use in the -schools. That
this is not dm; to the influence of the educator group is brought
out by the fact that when the manufacturing groups alone are
considered the total vote on this same item, 3 b, is: yes, 91 per
cent; and no, 9 per cent.

It should be rennmbered that Question 3 was supposedly to
have been answered' by only those who favored the cause, but
what actually happened was that many who had answered nega-
tively on the other items under Questions 1 and 2 expressed their
opiffion by answering also items under Question 3.

When the four items under I arc taken together, the vote is:

\ es. SO per cent: and no, 20 per cent. When the four items underA
2 are taken together, the vote is: ves. 75 per cent; and no, 25 per 'I

rc tit. 'Flu' items under Question :3 cannot \ well he taken to-
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gether. .The summary by groups (Table. II) shows a more inter-
es tin g result. ... __... __...

Taking the above group as a whole and also the responses of
several individuals who relied favorably by letters, the ratio of
the yes to no vote is about four to one. Among the manufacturers
alone the ratio is about two to one. Among the educators it is
About ten to oRe. Among the doctors-and engineers it is unani-
mously in favor.

It is not contended that the above results tell the complete
story of public opinion on the metric question. Because of lack
of facilities to canvass all groups, representative groups were se-
lected. For fear of not getting a true random sampling the follow-
ing 'groups who may have been unduly weighted towards favor-
able reaction were purposely left out: the mathematicians, the
physicists, the chemists, the various science groups, the pharma-
cists, the druggists, and the physical education groupsall of
which groups are almost universally h favor of metric measures.

That the :391 mamifacturers circularized represent a random
.sampling of manufacturers is quite certain in that the 189 mis-
cellaneous group of manufacturers who were circularized in the
spring of 19:36 gave returns similar to those of 202 manufacturers
who were canvassed later in the fall of 1936. The results from the
former group were: Yes, 69 per cent; no, 31 per cent. .The results
of the latter group were: yes, 64 per cent; no, 36 per cent. It is felt
that.the manufacturing group is the most important group as it
gave the most opposition to the metric moytiment when the last
bill was up before Congress. The greater number of question-
naires was sent to that grow .

It is interesting to note om the table that the unidentified
group whose indkidmd names could not be identified from the
firm Ililltleti which were canvassed gave about the same result as
the group as a whole: yes. 77 per Cellt; 110, 2:3 per cent; whereas
the %vhole group gave: Yes, 77.6 per cent; and no, 22.4 per cent.

vEDAG0GICAI. IMPLICATIONS

By and large it may be said that current opinion is in favor (if
metric usage. Since some fifty -five countiles of the world are on
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TABLE I. TOTAL YES AND 1110 RESPONSES ON
EACH ITEM IN QUESTIONNAIRE

1

a
No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

32 105 33 103 15 116 29 105

23 77. 24 76 11 89 22 78

Number of responses.
Per eclat of total

responses . .

Number of responses
Per cent of total

responses ..

Number of responses
Per cent of total

responses

2
a

No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

46 78 41 85 17 107 20 108

37 63 32 68 14 86 16 84

a
a

No Yes No Yes No Yes

16 46 3 51 .9 84/
26 74 6 94 10 90

TABLE II. DISTBIBUTION OF YES AND No VOTES ON QUESTIONNAIRE
BY CROUPS

'Manufacturers

Number of
Questionnaires
Sent Deceived

Number of
Replies

Yes No

Per Cent of
Replies

Yes No

Die and foundry 29 11 25. 49 34 66

Can 35 12 48 40 55 45

Electrical 54 19 69 46 60 40

Miscellaneous 189 38 209 95 69 31

Autorinobile 28 7 30 11 7:3 27

Chemical 56 14 101 7 94 6

Total manufacturers 391 101 482 248 66 34

Educators
Superintendents of

schools 100 26 185 24 88 ;,2

University presidents 100 32 273 19 94

Total educators 2(X) 58 458 43 92 8

Doctors 12 6 34 0 100 0

Engineers 16 4 37 0 100 0

An unidentified group 10 70 21 77 23

Grand total 619 179 1081 312 77.6 22.4.

2
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-a metric basis, this being true. of all of the important countries ex-
--cept those of the United States and the British Empire; and since
the standard of length in the United States is the meter, it is
thought adYisable to acquaint the young student in our schools
with at least the meter and centinieter. This will cause no hard-
ship on the school as these measures can be put into,every class-
room if they are not already there.

An -illustration may strengthen the reason for this belief.
In a report -recently giyen by Charles E. Brooks, professor of

meteorology at Harvard University, it was stated that in an avia-
tion school in the East the students were given the heights of
their ceilings in meters and. speeds in kilometers. The students
reported back that they could not think in terms of meters-and-
kilometers. As a result, the heights and speeds had to be giverr,
in yards and miles. Because these men had not been given the
simple information about the metric system they had to- take a
backward step to the old system when the simpler system could
have been adopted by them.

Someone may ask, 'What are the advantages of the metric sys-
tem over the present system in use in this country today?"

There are three distinct advantages of the metric system. For
the sake of completeness they will be reviewed 11N/briefly.

I. Simplicity. When we compare our fifty -three concepts and
terms with which we have to become familiar in the English sys-
tem of weights and measures to the three simple terms, meter,
liter. and grain. which constitute the metric system, this advan-
tage is at once' evident.

2. Decimal division of its units. This advantage is so great that
it has, to a certain extent, been adopted by the English system.
Till' fact that mechanics has decimalized the inc , engineering
has decimalized the foot, and ayiatio has decima izea the mile,
is c% idence. \Ve read in the daily paper that the average rainfall
was :3.6 inches. that Cairo has a 56.7 foot tide hilt refuses to worry,
and that the average speed of a trip lw air was 189.-13 miles per
hour.

The zul% antaus.e of this principle inherent in the metric system
was brottiy;ht out in an actual experience recently in a seventh
grade r(imu of: a _Chicago school. The class ryas studying areas,
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and in order to get firsthand experience it was. measuring the
length and width of the blackboard. The dimensions came out:
1 12 feet 8 inches, and w 3 feet 11 inches. The teacher ,did
pot know whether it was better to change all dimensions to inches
or to feet and fractious. Either shevould use 47 X 152 and call
tlie -answer square inches and then change back to square feet, or
she could use :3 11,'12 X 12 2/3 and get the answer directly 'in
square feet. The writer has seen many teachers use the latter
method in this form, 47/12 X 38/3, getting the. awfuLfraction
( improper!) 1,786.,36, then dividing to get the final result.

Either method is clumsy and never used by an intelligent adult.
The teacher in question had some knowledge of approximations
ill measurement and got around a .big difficulty by writing each
dimension; in feet and tenths as 3.9 X 12.7 obtained a close
cno'ugh approximation for all practical purposei.

Had the students in this class been enablell to measure the
dimensions directly in units and tenths, they would have avoided
another operation in this problem, that of changing the fractions
to equivalent decimals. This very facility is offered by the metric
's% stem in that all of its unitg are divided into tenths right on the
instrnment with which one measures.

All measurements are approximate, and the aiTroximations
dCpend upon the degree of accu, acy wit-h which one wishes to
measure. Degrees of accnratk- ai' measured in terms of signifi-
cant figures, and signifiartt figures can be ascertained in terms
Of decii»als only. There are many reasons why decimals should
be used in preference to common fractions.

:3. The interrelation hetween the units of length; capacity, and
Frei:40-111 third advantage, that a unit of capacity shall have
unit dimensions and shall have a corresponding unit of weight, is
illustrated hv the cubic centimeter of water, which weighs exactly
1 gram. Vim. is no such correspondence' in the English system.
Onc cubic: foot of water does not have a corresponding unit of
weight: the best we can say is 62.4 pounds. This causes much
conipittatiim-hen bile finds weights of tanks or boxes filled with
c(gtain con iniodities when dimensions are given in the English
sx.teni.

Tile writer is of the opinion that the student in our schools has,

4

9
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tile right to find out that there is such a system as. the metric sys-
tem and what the advantages of it are. Ile has this right just as
much as he has the right to hear beautiful symphony music, al-
th6ugh that is not the music of the stage or screen.- lie has this
right, just as much as he has the right to chayacter training that is
sanctioned by the best society, although many' act of .adults do
not carry out what that training teaches.

The student in the sixth grade can be made centimeter-con-
scious without any effort. In fact, he enjoys it. All he has to do
is to look at the other edge of his ruler and use it a few times. It
is much easier to measure to the nearest centimeter than to the
nearest half inch. In, the seventh grade 1w can become conscious
of the meter and use it in measuring distances and his own height.
In the eighth grade he may be made kilometer-conscious. -.each-
ers will have to become metric-conscious first.

A word of caution is apropos here, since the method of teaching
the metric system in the past missed its mark Entirely. The stu-
dent should never be asked to convert 'a metric measure to an
English one or vice versa. This will never show him the advan-
tages of the metric system. That was the mistake of the past. lie
should do the computations directly in the metric SVStf'111 itself
and thus learn its simple computations of merely shifting the
decimal point to the right or left. This has the same benefits as
learning a language by the direct method. It is much better to
learn to think in French than to first translate the French into
English and the.n think in English. Likewise it is better to think
in terms of centimeters and- meters than to first translate these
into inches and Yards.

Whether von believe that the metric system should be taught
in the schools or not depends upon the assumptions upon which
von base your belief. Yourassumptions depend upon Your philos-
ophy. H your philosophy is that of the status quo perpetuator
then you will not want the metric system in the schools If your
philosophy is that of bettering the status quo von will want the
children to know about the metric system. Your philosophy is
your own private affair. This article merely sets forth a point of
view of a belie. er in tilt philosophy of improving the status glio.
And simplification is a method of imprm ement at the present time.
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Uniform Weights and Measures°

THE Council considers it desirable to promote unificatift of
. .

weights and measures throughout the Hemisphere on the basis of
the metro-decimal system. It has not been possible to obtain such
standardization up to the present because of the hold of the 91d, N..

Spanish, English and Portuguese units, in spite of the official
adoption of the metro-decimal system in the 'Latin-American

. Countries.
The Council therefore 'recommends:
That National Sections proceed to publish or have published

the equivalents of the weights and measures of the metro-decimal
system with the traditional ones of their respective countries, as
a means of facilitating the progressive application of the former..

Netcspapers

Metric System Urged for U. Sst
t.

CIIICA.CO, March 2q. Two years of elementary arithmetic could /
(tbe eliminated from the grade-setool program if the United States /
would adopt the metric system of measurement, 'according to/
Dr. J. T. Johnson, president of the Metric Association.

Dr. Johnson, who is chairman of the mathematics department
of Chicago Teachers College, pointed out that textbooks now

. spend, three times as much space on common fractions as they
CIO 011 decimals.

"Fractions could he almost completely disregarded as a factor
in arithmetic if the metric system were adopted," he said.

"Instead of the present system of pounds, feet, inches, rods,

° Reprinted from "Policies Adopted by the Second Plenary Meeting of the
Permanent Council of American Associations of Commerce and Productfon, " Wash-
ington, D. C., May, 1944, by permission of the 'United States Inter-Amerian
Council. ..

t Rept-intl.(' from the Seattle Times, March 24, 1946, by permission. of the
publishers.
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acres, and the. various. other unit designations now in use, we
Nvould have only; three units to worry about. Everything in* the
system is based the meter, the liter and the gram. The whole
thing can be taught in a few hours to an eighth-grade pupil."

Dr. Johnson said that nearly everyone is in favor of adoption
of the system after he finds out bow simple it is.

"In the measurement of length, for instance, the smallest
the millimeter, ana the largest,-the-kilometer, are based on the
standard tnett.ir-,- To convert from one to the other, all you have
to do is move the decimal point.

"It's a different 'story, though, when von try to convert inches
into miles or rods."

41ore than 75 per cent of the world's population uses the metric
sy;tem now, Dr. Johnson said, and many American business nten
who carry on trade with South America or any other country in
the world outside the British Empire have to use metrics.

"The American Medical Association and must pharmacists use
he system because it is much more convenient," he Went 00,

be issue is not between use of the English system as opposed
) the metric. We use both systems. now.
"The question is whether we are going to continue using both

or adopt throne simple system."

\Var and t1 Metric System

'uts 'isn't precisely a new editorial, so far as this paper is con-
cerned. We've run substantially the same editorial once or twice
before; maybe oftener. But it's always a true editorial, zuid if
enough other papers and private citizens all (mei' A111ericil would
repeat its substance often .enougli iind loudly enough wt might
1"*Ideve some finpurtant progress.

RECKONING BY DELINIALS

This one is thont the metric sYstem Of weights ;old measures
;Ind hiAv serionsh. we need to adopt it. at the same time tying the

° of The Fetes, Nev Yiak's Piuttlre Ni%vsimpur, 2fi, 1 91 I.

O

I.
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calf to our present mismesh of feet, pounds, quarts, statute miles,
nautical miles,-acres, short.tons, long tons, and at least three kinds-
of ounces.

As several millions of us find every time we gett into aAwicand
run into the .metric system used by many other countries, the

113 metric system is far superior to tlie system to which we aLd the
British cling with such pride and tenacity.

In the metric:, conception of weights and measures, everything
goes lig or down by tensa true decimal, system. All measure-
ments of length kind area, and all volumes expressed in line meas-
urements are bftsed on the meter; all measurements of mass, on
the kilogram,

We all know how simple it is to count U. S. money. This is be-
cause we reckon our money by a decimal system. We cL'Aild meas-
ure ex ervthing. elsedistances, areas, weights, .x.olumes, of all
kindswith equal base and simplicity if we would adopt the
metric system.

A beginning was made toward U. S.. adoption of metrics in
World War I. Many American fighting men in Trance were im-
pressed with the metric system's scientific sil-)21::-ity, and learned
how to read mans with metric scales.

Since then we have adopted metric measure for some of
our Army guns-55-millimeter, 105 mm, 155 "-id so Onand
that is all to the good. The Nax y, however, clings to its s-inch,
8-inch, 16-inch, etc., guns. Metric and inch ammunition not being*
iliterhangealle, it is interesting in a grisly sort of way to imagine
what might happen some day if Army and Navy units were co-
operating M sonic SfliOUS fracas and one or the other happened
to run out of ammunition.

LET'S CO NIETHIC

Why not grab this opportunity fom change and improvement
which this war presents, and get the United States well started
rloring the war toward general adoption of the metric system for
bo)th civil and military activities?

The Government could contribute a husky push by requiring
Oka all specifications in war supply contracts be stated metrically;
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and another by using the metric system generally in the training
camps. It could ako require that all its blueprints for big public
works Injects after the war bt-staded in metrics.

..With 10 or 12 million of our most y\igorlous young men ac-
quainted with the metric system and its advantages over the old
one, the whole country's conversion to metrics ought to follow,
fairly fast and We'd have gained one advantage, at least, out of .
a war which dt s not yet promise to vielcius many advantages.

In measuring .temperature, we are lyehind ty times. too, so
long as we clii.; to the Fahrenkit thermometer, with its placing
of the freezing point of water at 32 degrees, of normal human
body 'mperature at 98.6, and the boiling point of-water at 212.

(:EY1'1(;RADIE

Not thi -.)1(1 Dr. Gabriel Daniel Fahrenheit (1686-17:36) of
Danzig a true scientist when he invented his thermometer;
lie was. /IC put his zero temperature at the lowest degree of cold .
obtainable with a freezing mixture of ice and salt, then divided
the, difference betWeell this temperature and human body tem-
perature by 12, and later by 913. That made freezing temperature
conic', out at :3 and boiling at 212; and the whole performance was
good scientific procedure for fahrenbeit's time.

Ilk time was a long time ago though. Now we have thOon-
ple. coldly scientific decimal thermometer that goes by the(name
of centigrade. It calls water's free.)..ing point zero, and its boiling
point 100. LiviK in all ('zit of SC Clue(' and priding ourselves daily
on same, it seems 'passing pecillil that we don't adopt this scien-
tific thermometer along with the rest of the metric system.

\Ve Could and Sliould Adopt Ow 1\ !chic System°

W14 «wri) and should adopt TIIE NIETRIC SYSTEM of weights
:ind measures as standard for the United States, and we should
throw out the foot-pound-quart system :is fast as feasible.

!(..:(nlyt,,y. of The News, New York's Picture Nc spaper, January 1, 1946.

10,1444
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Our present jumble, inherit.41 from England, of ,Iches, feet,
Yards, miles, ounces ( troy and avoirdnpois), pounds, tons (short
and long ), pints; quarts, fifths, magnums, jeroboams, cubic inches,
cubic yards, pecks, bushels, etc. is just that,, ntastic and tin:.
scientific jumble.

In Opposition to that jumble since the year 1790 has been the
Metric system, worked out by French Revolutionary scientists,
and now in use throughout most of the world except the United.
States and the British Empire. Even in the English-speaking

. countries, the metric system is widely used by scientists and in
certain industries, and to some degree by military and naval
men.

MEASURING BY TENS

The metric system is a decimal system, meaning that it proceeds
up and down by 10s. just as our money does. This simplicitYex-
tends through all kinds of measurementdistance, length, vol-
ume, weight. There is no i2,-nesswork about it. Ten for sonic' rea-
sonperhaps because normal persons have 10 fingersis the
easiest figure for most people to use in multiplying or in (livid-
ill,
\ To round out this reform, we should also adopt the centigrade
thermometer, which is a hue metric thermometer. It starts at
zer? as the freezing point of water and proceeds to 100as water's
boiling point, rather than from 32 to 212 as on the old-fashioned
Fahrenheit.

President Truman could start the New Year right IA. gathering
together a commission of scientists, teachers, military men and
naval nen to study the %urions aspects of a general United States
changeover to the metric system. and make recomaAendations
within a reasonable time. Congress and the assorted. Government
departnu.ntsespeeiall% the y and \\\ at. departmentscould
then start the metric hall rolling in a concerted and determined
wa%

li\ nginerin2 silt II a reform. the President would do this gen-
eration a t4rP,tt NcIA it-t .111(1 L4C11Cr:ItliniS clf AnielianS

e% gre,ttcr
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To Press Adoption of the Metric System*

Groups in Science, Education, Business and
Industry Back Cainpaign for America

CHICAGO, February 16. SUpported by scientific, educational, busi-
ness and industrial groups, a nationwide campaign is contem-
plated to put the United States on the metric system of weights
and measures.

Dr-John T. Johnson, president of the Metric Association and
head of the mathematics department of Chicago Teachers Col-
lege, said today that plans to extend the system not only to this
country but also to Great Britain would be discussed at a spec:fill
session of the association here next summer.

As at the end of every major war since France adopted the
system at the end of the French Revolution, he said, a flood of
inquiries about it had come. Ile recalled that Turkey, Japan,
China and Russia accepted it in 1920-21 and pointed to its present
use over the world except in the United States and Britain.

QUESTION OF smrs TO TAKE

Members of the association arc divided as to the best method.
for getting the metric system adopted in the United States. Many
advocate Congressional action, but, because of the defeat of legis-
lation in 1922 and 1926. others favor taking the cause to educa-
tion executives of the States.

Pointing out that the metric system was legalized by Congress
in 1866 and that in 159:3 the meter was made the standard of
length for the United States, but that the country as a, whole had
never adopted it, Dr. Johnson said:

"The Government has (hale its part. and it has up/direct control
over education. It is uh to the States to put it over.-

° 11.411 the It Frbtuary 17. ici lo. by purtuissimi of the
publishers.
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If legislation were defeated again, he warned, it might take
a generation to educate the people on the values of metric weights

' and measures. Regarding current' interest, he noted that many
of the inquiries came from business and industrial organizations
which had previously been averse to the change because of. its
cost. .

APPLICATION OF THE SYSTM

.
Adoption of the system, he said, would eliminate two years of

instruction in arithmetic and qualify school grady,fies for jobs in
business in (1 industry which apply it where decimals are used
Instead of fra tions.

On this pun' Dr. William II. Johnson, superintendent of Chi -
cago schools, declared that the metric system was better than the
nglish because it was easier to teach and to learn, it simplified

mathematics with all figures in units of ten and contained a direct
relation between weight and volume.

The metric system is taught in the eighth grade in Chicago and
is used in high school and college science courses, but it is learneek
as an additional system of mathematies.

Time superintendent
works

stivested that its wim44-wide use would be
a long step in wor, egoperanon toward peace.-

VIEWS OF LEADING SCIENTISTS

1)r. Harold C. l'rev, the discovJrer of heavy water, and Dr.
Enrico Fermi. a pioneer in the atomic cliain reaction, who worked
oil the atomic 1)1)1111) researclf at the University of Chicago, agreed
that use of both the English and the inetric systems -complicated-
tile project.

Arthur laffev. acting chirna of the at0111i6 scientists of Chi-
Car40, said that his group was 100 per cent for adoption of the
metric s\ stem.

On the other hand. Dr. Ovid W. Esbak, dean of Northwest-
ern Uiliversity s *lehnolo<ricll Instittite, maintained that birthboth
the Ent4lkh and the metric systems were needed for the conven-
iec of Americans as ai h had RS lieitS.
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This Is the' Year NICNIXLK*

THE ancient Romans had a lot of sound ideas am' efficient prac-
tices, especially in fighting bj land or spa and then governing the
territories they conquered. .

Wien it came to numbers, though, their system left a Jot to
be desired. :It was about as cumbersome an affair as could. be
imagined..

It was a complex.of V's, C's,aijd so on', so that every .

number you wrote called for a confusing. juggl, of these symbols
excepl that by drawing a straight line over a numeral you could
indicate that'it was multiplied by 1,00p.

According to Roman numbering, this year of 1945 is MCMXLV
C.----3rTd a pretty short and snappy designation compared with some
numbers that can he doped out in Roman numerals. The year
1899, for, example, in Roman numbers was MDCCCXCIX.. The
Civil War ended in NIDCCCLXV, or 1865; we declared our hide-.
pendency of Great Britain in MDCCIAXVI, or 1776..

icyclopedia Britannica .assures us that adding numbers
the Roman way was simpler_ than our way, giving the following
example:.

DCCCCLXXXXVILII 999
CC .N.X1,7 oo5

MCC XX "III. 1224

We'll take the Britannica's word for it that that is 'a simple oper-
ation; ....1ss Nve're just too dumb to follow it. We note, thotigh,
that the esteemed reference work is Awry than vague in fact, It
doesn't utteron how the Ronnals multiplied and dividQd in their
mathematical sign language.

Came the 10th Century A.D., and the Arabic numerals were
introduced into Europe. These are the numerals we use today.
Their Arabic in% et;tors had had the 'brilliant inspiration, too, to
devise a nuoz,9.41 to signify nothingzerowhich had never oc-
curred to the !Ionians.

The advantages of Arabic notation over Homan are obvious.
lirprintd tinu%-lIcrahl, Wa;hingt:01, I), (:., May :31, 19.15, by per

mission of the New York News Syndicate Co., Inc.
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These numerals furnish a vehicle for swift, clear reckoning of all
kinds. It is beliei.ed-lw some thinkers that the prehistoric inven-
tion of the wheel Was the greatest single invention in man's his-
tory. We thiuk the invention of Arabic numerals was also of pri-
mary impoftance..

Th:re is another invention which in the fiold of measurements
has a vogue comparable to that of Arabic innnerals in the field'of
reck6n lug.

1 u, 'We're talking about the metric system, in contrast to the foot-
6 .pound-quart S1'titCl11 in use today in the United Stai.,s, the British

L'hipire. and nowhere else that matters much. Most -,4 the rest
of the western world long ago adopted the metric system,, devised
;iv Yrench scientists in 1 790.

The metric system Moves up and down v 10's; it is a deimal
method for measuring length, area,*yolume and weight. \

In World War I, a lot ofur fighting- men ran into the meqic
system in operation in 1' ran('(',ran .e, and saw hoW simple it is. Aft2r

, \that war. metrics hung. on to some extent in our armed service
Armyespecially as regards reckoning Ary gun sizes. ThetArmv nowa-

days has its 2.0-millimeter grans, :37-nun's, 57-mm's, 105-mm'S, and'
so onthough. curiously enough, its artillery fire control mecha-
nisms mainly operate on the feet-inches system.

The Nax. on the other hand; sticks to gun calibers measured
by inc1)es--6-inchers. 8-inchers; 14-inchers, etc. Why can't the
boy's get together? There must be occasions 'where it would be. ,

most eon\ einem if Army and Navy units in joint OpenitiOnS could
(+Wall

One force that mild clo a lot to bring the boys together is Pres-
ident I tarry 5. Truman.. Mr. Truman in World Var I was captain
of Riafpry D. 129th Field Artillery. :35th Division, a division which
saw consideralde zitix ity iii France. In that capacity, Capt. Tru-
man had ample opportunity to see the advantages of the metric
system ox er any other.

.1s Commander in Chief, \Ir. Truman could give the country
many a nudi4e toward complete zidoption of the metric system, ill
both military and ckil life. Ile could start the Navy toward met-
ric gun si/es.,at a safe speed; ,ou1d press for the drawing of all
our militai maps and \yin. cviarat spvifiations in metric terms;

4,
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and s-o on. Once the armed forces went all metric, the civil pope-
lation would be likely to do the same . . . and thus President
Truman would have performed a great service to all Americans.

Britain Going Metri(1.?°

THE Association of British Chambers of Commerce have adopted
a resolution' urging the metric system for Great Britain and rec-
ommendfint appointment of a government committee to consider_
the ieciang:s. They have also advocated a change in British coin:
ago t() a decimal system. Britain is the only European country
without a decimal vsteni of coinage and measurement, AVe all
know how simple and easy it is to count U. S. money. That is be-
cause we reckon our money by a decimal system.

We haN e long advocated the metric system for this Country in
contrast. to our present foot-pound-quart system, which is in use
today in the United States and Britain and nowhere else in the
vorld"that matters much. The metric system moves up and clown
in 10's. It is a decimal method for measuring length, area, volume
and weight. After World War I, we adoptedimetrie measure-
ments for sonic of our Army guns, such as 155-millimeter, 105 mm,
and so on. The \a<< still clings to its 6-inch, 8-inch, 16-inch, etc.
gnus.

The metric is indeed a good idea. We ought to adopt it, not
only for money, hut for thermometers, Ns-eights and measures,
etc.

TIR. resolution which follows was im.roduced by I tarry Allcock,
:hairman of the Council of the Decimal Association of England.
"I las ing regard to the national importance of export trade

expansion and to the consequential need for the improvement of
or traclinil, methods by all available means, the Association of
British Cliambers of Connueve considers it essential that British
traders simuld employ a decimal system of coinage and the metric
system of weights and Incas of which the higher efficiency, as

° iron the Washint41,41. D. C.. Ot 141.1% 1911. k
Inc.

400
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compared with the British s.vstems, has been demonstrated in so
111.111* countries for so many years. In view of the technical nature

. Of these 'proposals, it is suggested that the Government should set
Ill) an appropriate comnnittec (or committe('s) to recommend the
most convenient means of securing the desiredohjects.".

Metric' System'

THAT caption is old, and boring, no doubt, to sonic people; and it
seems a safe bet that sonic of the customers will stop reading
these remarks at this point.

Necrtheless, the metric:: system of weights and measures is as
great. an improvement over the foot-pound-quart system as Ara-
bic numerals were over Roman. If you don't realize what an im-
provement Arabic nun-wils were, try multiplying XIV 1w XL,
and then do it in Arabic X 40.

Further, we already have a metric system for measuring our
inonevcents, dimes, dollars, with the in-between nickels and
quarters entirely logical and understandable. We wouldn't think
of going hack to the British reckoning of pence, six pence, shilling,
florins, pounds, and guineas, with which our colonial ancestors
struggled.

But the great" majority of us were born and drug up under the
foot-pound-quart system, and 'Inman inertia is such, even in the
dynamic and generally progressive United States, that the agita-
tion for adoption of the metric system in this country makes only
the slowest headway. It has penetrated into the electrical and
optical businesses. to some extent into the Army, and to a lesser
extent into the Na : but that's about the best news that can be
offered up to now. though the metric system itself was devised by
French scientists in the year 1790.

If President Truman wants to do something. constructive for
his country. ai id even Illore so for our children and theirs, he can
appoint zi ntrunissiort to look into the problems connected with a

1( 1,610..1 tr,tti \Vit\hington, D. C.. 1)mbr 17, 19.15. by
prmi,wit tit tits N\t . k N)%!; Syndiolte Co., Inc.
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°general changewer to metrics On this commission could be vari-
ous scientists, military men, business men, professors. Encouraged
by the report such a commission would be likely to turn in, Con-.

(t.ress might grease,. the witeels for a change to metrics. If it
should, it .Would do all Americans a service of the first magnitude.

The Metric System°

WAR BRINGS L'S NEW LIVING AIDS

THE war has brought a lot of new substances and devices into
what is often called the American way of living. There laze life-
saving penicillin, malaria-fighting atabrine, synthetic rubber, ny-
lon, radar (which eYeryhody says is going to revolutionize coin:
mercy, industry and everything else when the war is over), faster
and more powerful plain's. improved methods of surgery and
psychiatry and countless other items On the credit side of the war
ledger.

We might have had it lot of these things eventually anyway, but
the needs of a nation at war have speeded up their development
so that we can hope to enjoy them to the full iyhen the hostilities
are over.

But there is one thing the war might have done for us which it
has not. war has not brought about the national use of the
metric-system of weights and measures.

liig dictionacies contain at table of weights and measures that
has some wonderful names in it. There Ire ten poods in a berko-
witz in Russia. and 25 miskals in an abbas in Persia. There are 12
inches in a foot in the United States. And while that mav not look
funily to us, we do have some others tliat ill'(' peculiar. to say the
least. Pecks. hundredweights. pennyweights. hands. hogsheads
and so on. all arbitrarily set maybe hundreds of Years ago.

Our luny hits 155-millimeter guns and our Navy has 6-inch
guns. We have 75s zind 3-inche1's. We have .50-caliber machine

ut 1/a' News, Nrw York's Picturt, Ncwspaper, July 24, 1944.
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gons;,based on inch measurement, and '37 mm guns based on
metric nwasiirenwut. The British are not much better off than we
are, with their stones, imperial quarts, ells and so on.

But there has been a perfectly good system of weights and
measures lying around for 150 years, since it was adopted.in 1795
1w the French. It tefok a revolution to change the French, at that.

The metric system is based on the meter, which is taken to be
one ten-millionth of a quadrant of the earth; the liter, which is
the volume of a cube one -tenth of a meter on each side; ar 1 the
gram, which is the weight of one-thousandth of a liter of water at
4 degrees centigrade.

SYSTEM ADOPTED BY SCORE OF .NATIONS

The metric or decimal system has been formally adopted by a
score of countries. It has been tolerated in England, japan, Rus-
sia, Turkey and the United States. In England a battle raged for
years as orderly - minded people agitated for its adoption. It
wasn't until 1897, in fact, that the law against possession of a set
of metric weights and measures was repealed in England.

In this country we nearly adopted a decimal system of weights .
and measures thought up by Thomas Jefferson, but something
happened to it and we merely took over the English -methods, al-
though somebody WaS smart enough to set up our money system
which is the easiest in the world to count and handle because of
its simplicitx

In the last war American soldiers in France found the metric
system omeniellt and 1.vorkable, That is why we now have, in
addition to guns measured by inches, caliber or gauge, others
which are designated by their millimeter size.

Our soldiers 111' hack in France and more of them will be intro-
duced to the simple French system as they march for kilometers,,

drink liters Of wine and buy kilogram's of flour.

tic IN HS I'S KNOW VALVE OF TILE NIETnic sysTENt

At home here, while industrial measurements arc still on the
inch basis. more and more precision instruments are calibrated
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metrically and a good many scientific laboratories use the metric.
system. Workers in those lines are used to precision and yrder
and know the value of modernizing their procedure.

.Our Bureau of Standards possesses master metric measurements
as well as masters of the inch and pound system. A good many of
our large cities also are supplied with master measures of both
kinds.

There is no really good reason \Vl)V the changeover to the met-.
ric system could not be made throughout our whole domestic
scene. All the things we make and wear and eat, machine work,
yard goods, coal, ail, butter, prescriptions, potat( 's, could be
bought and sold under the metric systein. At least one confusion
could be eliminated from our economy i5we were to reduce our
weights aud measures to the modern simplicity of our monetary
system.

Nletic Systems Universal Use
Urged as Step to World Peace°

101I\ J. O'NEILL

A (rnim()N language throughout the world would he one of the
most effective aids in achieving and maintaining peace and maxi-
mum cooperation among nations. Scientists have a of mil-
\ ersal language, actually two such languages, mathematics and
thelietric s\ stein, their language of measurement.

It is easily possille, and highly desirable, for the entire world
to adopt the metric system. It provides the simplest, most adapt-
able. most easily used, tutthighly coordinated zuld most miniver-
sal system of measurement,

NfoNPS covrnAmn

In order to c.r,ritsp (ptiklv the ad antages provided IW the met-
ric system, it is necessary only to compare the money system of

° thy V, 1, ),./k lit otli1-")ilmit. NI.k ( 1111), r :1. b per-
litiN,vii tilt: 1)111,1101er,

11.
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the nited States with its dollars, dimes and -cents with the Eng-
lish vstem using pounds, shillings and pence, plus variants, such
as micas and crowns. Ten cents equal one dime, ten dimes equal
on dollar and ten dollars one eagle. In English money twelve
peince equal one shilling and twenty shillin rs equal one pound.

!The millions of American soldiers w passed through England'
during the war were confused by the pounds, shillings and pence
of that country, and enthusiastically chided the English for con-
tinuing to use such an archaic system. They were unmindful,
hoWCyer, that our system of weights and measures is just'as Ur-
clinic, and dates back to the length of the royal nose, or f'ot of
Percy the Unteenth, or other unscientific standards.

The number system in use throUghout the world is de imal,
that is, it uses 10 as its base. Our money system is deciina and
so is the metric systein in all of its units of length, volume, area
and mass, or weight. All of the metric units are derived ft.( m a
single unit, the meter, the unit of length.

USP:S NATURAI. STANDARDS

'Phis unit of length is tied to natural standards in two ways. iii
original definition the standard Meter is ODe ten-millionth part !of. -the c,omance oet.woen the equator zunl the pole measurkl along a
meridian. Later calculations indicate the adopted standard is in-
aceurat by U11 extremely small amount. By a more recent defile -

tion Meter is a multiple of the wave lcugth of a particular red
li e in the spectrum.

The meter corresponds closely to our vitrd. It is almost 10 per\
cent longer. One meter equals 1.094 yards, and one yard equals
0.914 meter. Our yard is -divided into thirty -six inches, a relic of \
the sexagesimal system of counting used ill Si meria niore thrall
4.000 Years ago. The meter is divided into 100 units called centi-
meters. just as our dollar is divided into 100 units called cents.
A common di\ ision Of our inch is into oighths. The centimeter is

ided into tenths called milliete, which are thons,mdth parts-
of a meter. "fhe larger imik"of length is the kilometer and contains
1.000 meters. The kilometer is a little more than a half (0.(21)
mile. and a mile equals 1.61 kilometers. ,

.r
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The centiiiieteri's tljelase of the unit of volume and of weight.

_One thousand cubic 'centimeters make one liter, which .closely
approximates the standard United States liquid quart. A liter of
water weighs one kilograni so one cubic centimeter weiOs one
gram..

- SYSTEM WIDELY USED

groPractically all of the continental Epropehn countries.' and the
South .;,kmerican countries use the decimal metric system in all
commercial transactions and its use is legally permisSible else-
where throughout the .world, including the ,United State$., A
standardization of containers and measureiNp on metric units
would greatly facilitate world trade. There is always a sense of
inistrmt when a diversity of units of measurements. is used, anal a
sense of understanding when all talk the same language of meas-
urement.

Now is the ideal time for making such a shift, when the.world
is tning to reach a new basis for intermartval agreements. Uni-
versal use of the system in this country woiii6.-144-4elreat aid to
understanding and doing business with the metric countries. of
Europe and also those in South America.

An even greater advance in hiving a solid foundation for peace
and good will among nations, and more particularly for mutual
understanding among the peoples of the earth would be a uni-
ersal mr_qric system of coinage with a standardized unit of value.
Through this international money operations could be reduced to
a basis that would permit the average man to 'understand what
was being done much more easily than by figuring the exchange
rates among a great many different currencies.

STEPS BEING TAKE

Steps leading to a system of international standards are being
taken at a meeting in London being attended delegates from
the .\iiu Standards Associatign and the British Standards
Association and delegates from niahv other countries. P. C. Ag-
new, \ice-president and secretary of the A.S.A., and E. C. Oritten-
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*of
the National Bureau of Standards, are

representing the United States at the conference.
The American Stafidards Association, of which many'hundreds
industrial corporations are members, takes no stand in the mat-

ter of setting up standards, but provides the mechanism by which
there can be defined and set up for use any system. or standard.
deiired by. its *members. Some members requested an inqmirye
made into the desirability of adopting. the metric system for de-.
scribing aclop standards in conjunction with the commo Eng-
lish units. committee appointed a year ago is now invetigat-
ing the pr lem.

The Metric System and the Postwar World*
J. T.. JOHNSON

. ,
WAn hastens trends and, precipitates change!

World War I brought about many changes in science, industry,
and Medicine. As a res It of the tremendous development of the
airplane, this war will make our world much'smaller, socially and
commercially. International trade will be stewed up. This will
call for simplified practice in international business transactions.
We cannot afford to have three number systems in each of Which
the principles of operations vary.

. Our children' are now ,forced to learn three different systems:
the whole number system where the ;decimal principle of place
value .applies, the common fraction system where different opera-
tional principles apply, and the denominate number system where
still different principles apply.

What is the present trend of simplification? Everyone wilt agree
that it is toward *decimalization of our number system. This is
attested by the fact that mechanics has decimalized the inch.
Parts of automobiles are made to the ten-thousandth; of an inch.
Engineering has decimalized the foot. Surveyors measure in feet

tenths, not in feet and inches. Aviation has klecimalized the
mile. We read of the tremenlous speed of a bomber as 350.486
miles per hour. Why is this? The answer is that in dreimals the

° Reprinted From Tempo, Chicago Teachers College. NoN ember, 19.1.1.
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same principle of playe value applies as in whole numbers. When
SimOn Stevin inventod the decimal in 1585 he simply extendecle
the principle of place *valtioeinherent in our whole nullifiers to
numbers snuffle' than 1..

We count and we measure! These are the two .great primitive
uses of numbers. Would it not simplify matters if we could use

same principle when measuring as when counting? Is there a
IM2' id in this direction? Yes, there is Eyer since France, in 1799,
invented the metric system, grotipsilmd countries at different
times have adopted this system of measurement,

After the Prussian War in Europe in 1.871, 'Germany, Austria,
Hungary and subo linate colonies adopted the metric system,
almost doubling the )opulation theh on a metric basis. In 1866,
rigllf after the Civil Var in this country, the metric system yvas
made legal by act of Congress. Later, in 18:3,. it was made the
standard in the United ,%ates. In 1920-1921' after World War I
the metric system was adapted for official use by Russia, china,
Ti rkey, and Japanthus more than donfiling the population that
was at that time on the metric basis. It is miw officially used by
fifty -five of the fifty-seven countries of the world and by more
than 75.per cent (Alb(' world's population.

What is tire raison for this trend? The 'answer can only he, sim-
plified practice. Any one who knows the metric system knows its
simplicity. The fact that. it lines up everything that is measnred
in a one-to-one correspondence vith our whole number system.
where the decimal principle. of place value applies, accounts for
its simplicity. .

There can be no stopping Of this trend! World War II is bound
to t.LV(' it a boost.

Think of the Wile and energy that would be saved our boys and
,iris in school--not to mention the teachersif the metric system
were the official system in this country!

The iStille 110W is Tint hetIATV11 the Em2;lish system and the met-
ric system. lmt it is between two .systems now in use With the
time-constunim!. incommensurable -error-pyulucing- conversions,
on the one handi and ono simple likeoar-\'holii-namber- system,
the metric. on the other.

Which :hall it lie?

-'a
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Aen Size9 Is Seize i0*

181..

VALeE .WEBER
.

Working Out the Differences in British and
American Weights and Measures Is Costly

anq fusin'g ... 0,

NOT long ago all altruisticady living itithe Bronx posted/A pack-
age of clothing to a married sister, and her family in "England.
The parcel coined a pair of shoeS, a pair of stockings, a child's
,dress and a woman's suit. When it arrived, nothinein.tt fitted:.
llyhe. shoes pinched ana the stockings were too short. The child's
dress was too big and the suit,was too small. The sender's. OW
intentions were completely, wasted.

Multiply the Bronx woman's misadventure by a few hundred
thousand when postwar transatlantic business 'really gets ,under
way, express.'her cascL exporters' terms and you get an idea of
t millions that are being lost wevery year in Anglo-American
trade because the Milted States #.1nd Britain have not,yet thought
it worth while to make a serious effort to get fOgether on the be-
wildering business of international weights and measures.

Almost nothing has the same measuremen't in Nev York as
London, Harassed shipping clerlZs and salesmen spend a large
part of their time trying to figure out what sort of man fir America
could wear a size 6 English suit, ,how long an Americim inch is in,
Manciiester, just what an imperial gallon means when poured into
au American tank or an imperial pint into an American decanter.

The complications are endless. For instance, the gallon used
to.lav hi the United Status is still the slum. Queen Anne gallon
that the English tivd--,--and,discardecl long ago. Sometimes it
measures a pint.and a half more than the present English impe-

arial gallon.' sometimes less, titan this. 'It depends on what is con-
iained in the gallon.

The bottle of whisks' known to Britons as a "quart- because it
contains one-quarter of thei gallon, equalF only one -fifth of the
American gallon. Whisky proofs in the two countries differ too

.° Reprinted from the New York Times, Stptembcr 22, 19413, by permssion 01
the New York Times and of Vale NVebvr.

T.. .t.6CIU!..1
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British proof equals 114.2 per cent of United States proofand
contains 57 percent alcohol. United States proof is 12.&per cent
under' British proof-6,15 per cent less alcoholic. content to a gal-

, lon.. This may -be one r?.ison for; the 'steady demand for 4cotch
whiskey everywhere.

Discrepancies are not confined to luxuries and alcoholic stimu-
lants. When Atherion farmers serid England a quarter of wheat
eight bushels in England). they have to send eight and one-fifth

bushels by American standardsbpcause the American quarter is
a fifth of a buslitl less than the English quarter. Price adjust-
ments in both countries have to be made. a

Congress has never officially decided just how long an Ameri-
can inch is. Our inch has become standardized by use, but. it still
differs very slightly from the English inch. (A meter equals
39.37011 British inches, or 39.37 United States inches.) Moreover,
American manufacturers do not always make their merchandise
the same size as that of their competitors. Two manufacturers'
sizes 9's or 12's or 20's do not measure the same, and if they did,
they would not bethe same as the English measurements.

Discrepancies in American and British she sizes range from
one fullisize to a size and a half. The British size 5 shoe for
women is equivalent to an American 6 1/2. Shoe widths are cor-
respondingly widein most instances far too wide for the Ameri-
can foot. Stockings for, women and socks for men differ too. The
9-inch English stocking would be anything from 9,1/2 to 10 in the
United States, depending upon the manufacturer. In some cases
it has equaled size 11.

The story is the same in gloves, in underwear, in hatsin prac-
tically eythwthing to wear. Sales clerks shake their heads at the
possi )ility that sizes may not be the same in England. English
shop assistants are just as perplexed when told that sizes may not
he the same in America.

The war showed clearly how vital it is that there should be
some standardization between the two maim's. In a machine-age
economy, literally held 'together by screws, the threads of vital
screws in the United States and Britain aee still different.

I hill-way tIn the war William I,. Batt, vice chairman for
international supply of the War Production Board, told America
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. that $100,900;000 ,had been unnecessarily added to the cost of
production and repair of machinery up to that time by the sim-

i ple fact that British and American screws have different numbers
. t' of threads per millimeter. In most cases British and American

via parts were not, interchangeable, according to Mr. Batt, even
though the completei products were of identical designout-
wardly.

Tons of paper are wasted by exporters on both sides of the At-
lantic in working out differences affecting. shipping space, money
and time. Yet America and Britain are growing closer together on
the business level-4specially since tht loanwhile Whitehall
and. Washington remain content with shoes that won't fit, gallons
that overflow, inches that differ, neckband that strangle, 'stock-

..

ings that are too long or too short. Isn't it tiMe they got together?
...

1

Air Metric System Is Adopted by ICAO°
JOHN STUART

Britain and U. S. Lose Fight for Own
Measuring Terms as World Standard

MONTREAL, May 26. Countries using the metric system today won
a long fight to recommend that system of measurement in air-
ground communications. Countries of the British Empire, the
United States and Mexico, which use the foot and pound units of
measure, bitterly opposed the plan in the Assembly of the Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organization.

Back of the fight lay the wish of the metric countries t6 get into
the manufacture of aeronimtical instruments. Since the war this
profitable business has been almost exclusively in the hands of the
United States -ind the United Kingdom, the big aircraft manu-
factoring countries.

The proposal precipitated a debate lasting 3hree and a half

° Reprinted from the New Y ork. Tinws, May 27, 1947, by permission of the New
York Time.
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hours. Resolutions and ieporis from fiye other commissions of the
assembly lay an inch deep, or 25.4 millimeters, on the delegates'
desks. They numbered about 250 pages.' 13y disposing of the one
page cot °ring the metric system recommendation, the assembly
got through one millimeter, or one 25.4 of its work.

The resolution -recommends that the Connell adopt as rapidly
as possible as an ICAO standards a syStem of units in ground-air
compunications and related publications that perinits. only long

.distances to he measured in nautical miles ;Ind vertical speeds in
knots.

fkltitudes, elevations, dimensions Of airports, vertical speeds,
Wind velocities, cloud heights, isibilities, altimeter settings, tern-.
peratures and weights are to be expregsed in the metric system.

The Council will soon adopt this recommendation. Unless a
large number of member states object to it, it will become-stand-
ard. The Council is permitted to provide alternatives in pouncls,

feet and statute miles for countries where such alternatives are
required in the interest of safety.

It is recognized, however, that adoption of time system in the
vital field of air-ground communications will have an important
effect on the future use of time metric system in all aeronautical

_-
dimensions.

Why Not Go Nletric?*

presence of heroic elements of the U. S. Navy in New." York

and other ports reminds ti of a crusade winch has heed making
oolv slow headway in this country, We refer to the battle to sell
.1me1'icans on the Metric system, time only truly scientific system
(If, measurement.

AHNIANIENT coNFUSION

Here are some essentially ridiculous facts about tile weapons
with \Odell our sea, land(id air forces lomdit the war:

° Cuurtcsy (if The Nuu v, NyNy,ork's Piuture Nr spaper, 0,101wr 22, 1913.
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The fighting ships of the Navv'used big rifles whose calibers
were measured in inchessix to 16. Their smaller guns, though,
were in millimeters. The army artillery's favorite big weapons
were described metrically-155-millimeter, 105-mm, 90-mm, 75-
mm. But another favorite army weapon, the deadly "goon gun"
or small mortar, used 4.2-inch shells.

Rockets, of which our forces made such effective use in many
a bloody beach assault, were of seven main typesand all of these

were sized M. inches, from 2.25 to 5, and so on.
Our airplane bombs were described in the old-fashioned way

;500-pounders, 1,000pounders; 12,000-pounders, etc.instead
of h the scientific metric way by kilograms. Or they were desig-
nated in tons; and when our airmen and the British airmen were
plastering Germany together, there was the added confusion of
the differing U. S. ton and British ton.

The bazooka, our deadly and extremely modern anti-tank
rocket gun, was officially known as the 2.46-inch rocket launcher.
Our airplanes were as modern as anybody's and more go than
most; but one of their best weapons throughout the war was the
.50-caliber machine gun, meaning the half-inch machine gun.

According to Gen. Marshall, our supeority in. infantry fire

power wad; er overcome throughout the German war, and it
stemmed from the use of the Garand semi-automatic rifle; and
this. superb weapon, the last word to date in such arms, is sized in
the old wax., being a .30-caliber job. The Browning automatic
rifle is no slouch, either; and it, too, is .30-caliber.

We 'even mixed old and new measurements on one and the
same piece of armament. Gen. Marshall in his remit widely

hailed report speaks, for example, of two tanks, "the 'T-29 and
T-30, which weighed 64 tons, one mounting a high-veiocitv
105-mm rifle, the other a 155-nun rifle."

This confusion ()tight to be cleared away as fast as may be. We
might to scrap foot-pound measures in the armed services, at
least. and put all measurements on a metric basis.

The metric system, with its tip-and-down progression by 10.S.

is ilS Sin1010 as 1.". S. dollars amid dillies when von get the hang of it.

\\inch .on can (10 in short order.
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g- METRICS IN TNE SERVICES -

Large numbers of our -men have been fighting in countries us-
ing the metric Vetem. They must have learned. a lot about it and .

how to use it. .

If the armed services would,fake to writing all their specifica- -
tions iii metrics, the industries supplying them would have to ex-
tend their own knowledge and use of- metric measurements, and
the reform would gradually spread through the civil population:

Now is the time to get ,this reform under way. Army and Navy
units to our best knowledge were not caught with non-inter-
changeable ammunition in any crucial engagement of World War
II; but such a thing might happen in World War III Why -not

iinsure against it while we're at peace?
While we are about it, we should also do something drastic to

the Fahrenheit thermometer, the thermometer most used in the
United States and Great Britain.

This curio was intuited early in the 18th century by Dr. Ga-
briel Fahrenheit of Danzig, and on principlei that were scientific
at that time. Fahrenheit started with the lowest temperature he
could get with a free -mg mixture of salt and ice, and called it ,

zero. He divided the difference between, this .temperature and
the human body temperature by 96, which made the freezing
point of water 32 and its boiling point 212.

SCRAP FA 1 HIEN ADOPT CENTIGRADE

The centigrade thermodieter, however, is completely scientific,
whereas the Fahrenheit is only relatively so. On the centigrade,
water's freezing pc iat is.zero, and its boiling point is 100, and that
is all there to it. The centigrade thermometer goes logically
with the metric syste,a, and these two aids to accuracy and speed
in all weighing and measuring should become standard through-
out the thiited States.

We pride ourse!yes on being the world's most scientifically ad-
vanced nation, which indeed we are. Why, then, the 'hesitation
the generations of hesitation--to go complete'N and sensibly met-
ric?
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Let's Use the Metric System!
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C. J. ARNOLD

GIVEN over hadio Station KYSM, Mankato, Minnesota, on Tues-
day, February 5, 1948, 8:45-9:00 A.M. on the Mankato.Schools.on
the Air Program.

Sound: SCHOOLBE4L RINGING (FADE-IN).

ANNOUNCER: (OVER BELL) MANKATO SCHOOLS . . . ON THE
AIM

Sound: SCHOOLBELL . . FADE UNDER AND OUT DURING; SPEECH

ANNOUNCER: Good morning, everyone. Welcome again to Man-
kato High School, for the third in a series of twenty public
.service broadcasts, telling of education in Mankato's schools.
Our host once again is the professor, who takes' us to rooms
in the school where we may 'look in on classes in action, lis-%

ten in to extra-curricular activities, and hear special presen-
tations. The.professor is waiting for us already, so let's 'go in.
( PAUSE) Good morning, Professor.

PROFESSOR: (FADE IN) Good morning, Bob, and good morning,
everyone.

ANNOUNCER: We're ready once again, Professor, to visit another
room, or whatever you have in store for us.

'PROFESSOR: On the docket for today is a very impnrtant issue.

ANNOUNCER:. What's that?

PROFESSOR: Today oi&visit takes us to the Mankato High School
Auditorium, where the students are assembled to witness this
broadcast. On stage, a group of boys are waiting to begin a'
story.

ANNOUNCER: Well . . . what sort ri story?

Quoted by permission of C. J. Arnold.
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PROFESSOR: A story that is presepted as a means of calling. to the

attention of .the general public a bad situation that exists in
present-day .Alnerican education.. It's presented in the hope
that it will bring about an enlightened public opinion that
will eventually lead to its correction. It calls. for a simplifica.-
tion.of education. Particularly in the subjects of science and
mathematicsAwo subjects which often cause great difficulty
to students and are commonly referred to as "hard" subjects.
These subjects are much more.difficult than they need to be.
Million& of hours of work are demanded of students that

. could be put to more profitable use. Efficiency, the keynote
of our' day and age, demands that something be done about
it. Right now in the 'auditoiium, the boys are ready to tell
our story: So . . . let's look in on Bill Jones . . . busy with.
his home work. Ile is confronted with a problem in high

.school physics.

BILL: What is the weight of a.block of wood 4 feet 9 inches long,
2 feet 3 inches wide and 1 foot 11 inches ihick?Ahe sRecific
gravity of wood,is.6.

( WHISTLES)

Holy cowl That's another humdinger.

Sound: DOORBELL RINGS

BILL: Come in.

Sound: DOOR OPEN AND CLOSE. ENTER TARRY, I1013, AND JOE.

BILL: Oh hello, there, Harry, Bob, anti Joe.

HARRY: What are you doing, Bill?

BILL: Oh, I'm working some physics problems for tomorrow.
Gotta find the weight of a block of wood.

BOB: Say, talking about weight, I've got a problem for youse guys.
Wann' hear it?

joE: You? You've got a problem for us? hal You never took phys-
ics, you're one of those guys that's always taking snap courses.
What do you know about problems?
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Boa; Well, stupid, ',heard this one on the radio. Mir.'ie you smart
guys call answer it for me. .

BILL: O.K. shoot! 61r

JOE: Yeah. Co ahead!

BOB: Well, here it is. Let's bear you scratch your brains on this

one. Which is heayer, a **mildl of feathers or a pound of
gold? _ _

BILL: Why, that's simple, anybody knows that gold is heavier than :
feathers.

BOB: Ah, I knew you'd get cauglton that. Listen, dummy, I said,
which is heavier a pound of feather, or a pound of gold? See,
there's a pound, of each. So . . .. they weigh the same. Why
don't you wake up?

joE: Oh, r see, Sure, a'pound is a pound, so, I guess that's that.

HARRY: Wait
'minute,

smart guys wait a minute! I just happen
know you re wrong.

BOB: How can I be wrong? A pound i a pound, isn't it? '-'

HARRY: Now take* easy and Ili acplain it to you. First of all yoti
must realize that you are living in a country that has a pretty
screwy system of weights and measures.. , , .

JOE: What do you mean? .You mean to say that our good old
United States of America is screwy, or .rather that it has a
screwy system Of weighty and measures? . . Well . . .

I've heard it said that we are the most efficient nation on the

face of the earth.

HARRY: Listen . . . dummy . . . you've been believing every-
thing that' the newspapers and politicians have been telling
you. But did you ever take the time to look into the situa-
tion? Did you ever take the time to study the stupid, ridicu-
lous , . . and obsolete setup that we have?

BILL: Go easy on those big words there, Harry, remember we
haven't been to college yet.

e.
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HARRY: Well, then .. .. to get down` to your level . ... I'll say
it's just plain . . . 'silly!. .

. e N

.
1 )0E: 0 X, . , , O.K.. . . . Now "Professor" explain t . correct

. answer to..the problem! ..
t

.

HARRY: Well, firstooff ., . . the pound. of feathers. is the heavier.

e

JOE. Haw . . haw.

L: I also say claw. . . . hat! .
.

ift -a," .

y: Listen . . , let me finish . . . it so happens. that thert
are two 'kinds of poundsin die English system of measure-'
ments. with which this country. is still afflicted. Did you ever
ha p

p
p to hear about tray, or apothecaries' weight, and avoir-

dupois?

BOB: Well . well . . this is confusin'l . . . but arnusin' .

MARFA': No, it isn't an using . . .. it's tragic! Listen, one ()Mese
pounds ras twelre ounces ikt, while the ,other has sixteen.
Now to get down to brass Ucksa pound of gold contains
wily 5,760 grains, while a pound of feathers contains. 7,000
grains.' Some difference, isn't it?

BILL: Well .-. I'll be darned.

JOE: Do you mean to say that we've got to put up with that kind
of thing? Why a,"pound" doesn't mean anythingiinless you
know whether you're supposed to weigh something with a
certain kind of, pound. You always have to stop and decide
whattina of 13ound" to use:

HARRY: That's tight.

BOB: Yeah . . . but how are you going to know which is which?

HARRY: Well . . . you can always write to the U. S. Bureau. of
Standards in Washington, and they'll probably send you h
book of some 500 pages of fine type,and you may if you are
lucky enough find what you are looking for in there. Do you
know that there are probably not more than ten Americans
who can define half of the units used in the English system?
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Did you ever hear abdit 'such things as scrupibs; benny-
Wt. eiilds`, drams . . . short tons, long tons, .and hundred-
Weights? .

I. joE. Yes, y es . . . do tell us more. ( ASIDE TO OTHERS) The boy is
^ really getting warmed up',. isn't he?

Why,. there's no rhyme or reason to it . . . take the units
of length, they're just a hodge-podge. The foot came from
the length of a king's foot, the inch . . . the thickness of a
man's thumb, the yard . . . the distimee from nose tip to the
tip of the 'ithumb . . . and so on . and so on.

BOB: So what? What difference does it make how they, origi-
nated?

HARRY: Simply this . . . that there is no easy way to: get from one
'.unit to the next larger or smaller one. Tike this problem that
Bill has started to vorkbrie of the dimensions that he has
is "one foot and even inches." Change that into feet and
what do you g . . . one and 11/12 feet. You see, right
away you gott start working With fractions . . and who
likes to work with fractions?

BOB; 'Not me, not me . . . take 'em away . . take 'em away.
Fractions were nearly my downfall in math . . . why . .

I'll'bet I've spent . . . in fact, I know I've spent 20 per eep
of my school time just battling with fractions.

HARRY: Well, brother, you'd better sit down in a chair, 'cause I'm
going to tell you something that may cause von to faint. Now
take the metric system . .

BILL: You take it . . one system if enough for me.

HARRY: You're right . '...you're absolutely *right . . . one sys-
tem is enough for anyone. But when you decide on that one
system, you want the best, don't you? . . you want it to
be the bed' . . the most modern . . . the most up-to-date

. . an the most scientific system there is . . . don't you?

mu.: Sure .7 . sure.
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HARRY: Yks a . and don't forget to throw the old one away
betauie -it will mean just a whole lot more work for you to
try and use libth.ofthem at the same time.

BOB: Say . that's just the mess we're in todiiy, isn't it .

right here in these Vnitecl States? We're trying to use two
systems, one a new one a. . 4nd the other an old one which
we inherited . . a and which has turned out now to be
pretty obsolete too. Welly . . . that makes just twice as much
work for us in school without being" able to accomplish any-
thing which we couldn't accomplish with just one system!

BILL: Twice as much work, did you say . . why it's more than
that . a . it's at least four times as much work . . . because
not only do you have to learn two systems, but you have to

Seam to change readings from system to the other, and
vice versa.

JOE: You tell 'ern . . . that changing from one system to another
and back and forth is a lot of work . a . Seems', we have
to do that all the time in Physics.

HARRY: Well boys . . You're coming around to my way of
thinking. Listen . . . if we would adopt the metric system
all the way down the line, like the scientists do, for measur-
ing weight, length, volume and temperature, etc., we would
just .about throw fractions clear out the window . . . and
you will all appreciate how much easier that would make the
work of everybody from the youngsters down in the grades,
all the wav through school . . . in business . . . commerce
. . . manufacturing . . . in the kitchen . . . in fact, every-
where . . . and for everybody.

JOE: How some?

HALM: Because in the metric system al nits are iii multiples of
ten . . . one unit is ten times 'hug than the next, smaller,
and one-tenth as big as the next larger . . . so we can do
most of our work with decimals, If we want to change from
one unit to the next one it is simply a matter of shifting the
decimal point one way or the other depending on whether
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we are ,going to is larger or smaller one, Take this problem of
ht . . if those mmsurements had heels given in the

metric system he cold work the problem in less than one-
tenth of the time that it will take him with the measuremtnts
as they are given there now in the English system.

nom Well \ . . I'll say. me've Been gypped . . . we've been some
pretty bfgsuckers , and by "we," I mean all Americans
who have bop hancie.d such a condition . . why we've
been made toWhours of work in school that weren't neces-
sary at all . . . Havenat we?

mu.: That's very true!
\Vell, why don't we do something about it? I'd say we'd he
even more stupid- unless we did! 'Why, may I ask, hasn't
somebody done something about this before . . . and saved
us all this work?

HARRY: Well . . . vou know hew people are . . . you remember
that statement 'a the I5eclaration of Independence where it

.says . . . All experience has Shown, that mankind are more
disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right
themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accus-
tomed.

joE: . . Will you say nit again please . . . and say it slow
. . so ev erybody wi 1 get it.

HARRY: Sure . . All. experience has shown, that mankind are
more disposed to stiffer, while evils are sufferable, than to
right themselves Iws abolishing the forms to which they are
acciistomed.

non: Well, if you ask me, it looks like there's some abolishing to be
clone around here. Looks like education could be simplified
a great deal . . . doesn't it? Guess I'll have to write to my
Congressman and see if I can't get him to pass a law.

itn.t.: Say a . that's a good idea . . . and we'll have to do what
we .can to wake up the public to the situation . . . seems
like they've been sleeping fort long,.long time. Tiry'll have
to be educated too . . . to our present needs!

.1
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Jo Yes . and think of the children just starting to sehoo$
. . . wouldn't it be fine if we could save them from going
through all the unnecessary work that we have had to, do
. . . think of our own children . . and of our children's.,
children for generations .to come . unless we do some-
thing, they be condemned to use the same senseless stu-
pidpid system as we have.

HARRY: Well, boys . I'm glad to find that you are wide awake,
now. And in behalf of the high school physics classes at Man-
kato High School I want to invite you to join them in their
efforts to the ball rolling on this problemtalk it up
whenever you get the chanee, . sell your parents on the
need . . . begin athomel 'If every boy and girl in this school
would sell their parents on the need for this reform, we would
soon have the necessary public opinion to bring about the
change . . . because if you can just get people to stop long
enough to think the matter through . . . you could trust to
their good judgment to bring the change about in short or-

.der. ( AUDIENCE APPLAUSE)

ANNOUNCER: From the stage of the Mankato High School Audi-
torium, Mankato Schools on the Air, a KYSM public serv-
ice program, has presented members of the High School
Physics classes in a special .script written by C. J. Arnold,
High School Physics Instructor. heard in the drama were
Jim Tsehol as Joe, nomad Faber as Bob, Joe Kieninger as
Bill. and Jim Carlson as Harm The production was under
the direction of Miss Lucy Joyce, sponsor of the High School
Radio Workshop. The members of this group would appre-
ciate your reaction to today's program. Drop a card to them
. . addressed to this station or to the High School, letting
them 1,now whether volt are for or against the changes which
they propose. If you know of any club or society which

.would he interested in hearing more about tin yeblem, the
class will he (2,-lad to send speakers whenever possible. If von
hax any questions, feel free to send them in. Now here is
130h Swanson. the Mankato Might School Radio Reporter with
todayss high school news.
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STUDENT: NEWS AS TIME PERMITS)

ANNOUNcER: Thank you, Bob Swanson. Tomorrow morning at
8:45, Mankato Schools on the Air will present "Wealth and
Health," a visit to two important departments of every. high
school . . 'the Victory Sales Department and the Health
Department. So, join us tomorrow morning at 8:45 when you
hear the sound of the school bell . . .

Souls z. SCHOOLBELL RINGING . . . fouler

ANNOUNCER: It's then 5.ou hear . . . 'MANKATO SCHOOLS ON

,- THE AIR.

Sound: seltoot.. BELL RINGING . I.:1"FOR FILL

*

Girls Are for Metric, Too*
so.

(:. J. ARNOLD

TUE second in a series of radio scripts for promotion of the metric
system bx the Director of Audio-Visual Education of the public
schools of Mankato, Nlinnesota.

Characters: 5 girlsBeverly, Marion, Dolores, Marjorie, and
-Donna..

OoNNA: Say, girls, did you hear that radio program awliile back
that some of the boys from the high school physics class put
on :about the metric system?

NiAnjouw: You mean that one where they said how we would be
saved 2.(Yi of our school work if we discarded the English sys-
tem of measurements and used the metric system for every-
thing.

noNNA: Yeah! That's the one. \Vhat1'did you think of it?

n(ii.olim. Well, I thought tla9y used some pretty strong language
when they said our present system was screwy, ond let's see
what else did they call itoh, yes, they said that the Eng-.

a Quoted by pernahsion of C. J. Arnold.

1
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lisp system was obsolete, stupid, silly, ridiculous, and a few
, other things.

mmuoN: 'Well, if you ask me, they weren't very tactful.

BEVERLY: Why not?

MARION: Well, because they were criWzing the ways of our eld-
ers in no uncertain terms, and I'm afraid they won't like it.

BEVERLY: I know, but what they said was the truth, wasn'.Ht?

MARION: Granted, but you-know how adults are, don'you? They
can be quite difficUlt at times. :You have to know how to ban -.

die them,, don't you know? You've gotto be very careful you
don't nia141 them "mad" and more set in their ways than ever.
You know\how some of them feelas they would say, "Well,
we lived through the English system; so can you." And be:
sides they would say, ;`Look how well we turned out:, and

\"Look at what a great country we made the United States."
Iluh, you would think to hear them talk that we are what wp

- are today bemuse of our having used the English system in
stead of in spit? of our having used it. Some of them are in-
clined to be for fiver wanting to preserve the "status quo" and

ra lust all progrkssive change.

noNNA: Yes, that seem1/4too hard to understand at times. As we say
in physics they seem to have inertiacontinuing to go in the
same straight line' until acted upon .by some outside force to
change their directkin of motion. We sure need some force
to act on the general public today f\change their direction.

mAajoinE: If we could just get the public to think about the prob-.
lem, I think they could themselves supply a force of suffloient
intelligence to n .tke the change, don't von?

to:A:nix: Sure. When people buy new cars, they have to choose
between going on with their old cars and learning to use the
new ones. That's all they have to do nowchoose between
an (4(1 model and a new one.

NtAill()N: tell this situation is a little different because right now
as far as measurements are .concerned we are using two sys-

ti
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tems at one time, Our problem is to discard the old one and
apply the new onefor all uses. That I know would save tisa
lot of confusion and a lot of work.

DONNA: But some say we should stick with the English system !)e-
cause we started cut with that one firstand keep awl.y from
this new-fangled system. They believe we should be loyal to
the Ways of our ancestorttheN hold that what was good
enough for our fathers is good enough for us now.

Dot.onEs: The only difOulty with that is that times change and
progress invade. The metric system is a scientific system; a
lot of,study and,wqrk haVvn,put in on it to make it as near
an' ideal system as it :is pbssible to- make it.

MARIONf It seems Nil have beifninst what the scientists wanted be-
cause it is the i'system 14ed in practically all scientific work.

mAnioluE% Not only is it used by the -scientists,.but most all-of the
new industries have adopted it, and many of the old indus-
tries are trying to put it into use too. Radio, for example, is
all metric. This station broadcasts on kilo-
ev'Cles, and its wave length is given in meter:, Motion pic-
ture film is rated as 8, 16, or,35 Irlilf meters, We buy our
electricity in kilowatts instead of horse power.

ilEqIIY: And giols, did you know that in most hospitals they
weigh ,,newborn babies in the metric system, but announce
the weT4,4ht to the parents in the old units to avoid misunder-
standing and confusion.

DONNA Yes, and hocspital patients arc as a genera thing fed by
the metric system. The' are supposed to have so many grams
of this and so many grains of thatand so many cc,'s of
various liquids. Of course, as you well know, whenever the
doctor gives art inoculation, it's always so many cc.'s of vac.-
eine, of whatever it is that they shoot into you.

mAajonw: And did von know that when they take X-rays, all the
measurements are made in metric, usually centimeters?

nEv m.y: The fact is that the metric system is crowding in all
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around us, so that it is Just a question of how king'it will take
before it replaces the English system for every use. As the
saying goes, "Eventually, why not now?"'

DoLoa Ks: A change always takes time, so maybe we should say,
"Eventually, why hot pretty soon?"

MARJORIE: Seems to me an effort should be 'made to speed things
up, parti2frarly the discarding or outlawing of the old Eng-
lish system.

MARION: Gee, I'll sure be glad when we use the metric system in
our kitchens. Can you imagine anything that will contribute
more to success in baking than having a scientific system of
measurements. Imagine how much better it will be to meas-..
tire in cc.'s instead of spoonfuls and cupfuls. You know how
that works out, Beverly, because you have done it.

BE'ERIN: Yes; I've worked out quite a number of metric recipes,
and what's more I've tried them out on my family --and
they're still very much alive. You know, I think it's going to
be very nice for us girls when we can get rid of that double
standard English systemwith its two kinds of pintsthe
dry pint and the liquid pint. It's all very confusing because
the dry pint is bigger than the liquid pint and lots of times
it's hard to tell which one it is supposed to be. The liquid
pint is only about 47 cc.'s, while the dry pint is around 55
cc.'s. That is quite a difference.

nui.oitEs: It's' the same way with bushelsthe farmers sure have
a hard .time keeping the4r bushels straight, usually have to
carry a little book around with them. One kind of bushel bas
32 pounds, another 48 and so on and on, to make about a
hundred different sized bushels. And it's pretty much the
same for the other English units.

mAniox: Yes, it's a had situationNit getting back to the kitchen.
Everyone has accepted the metric system when it comes to
dietint4. e have figured out how many calories there are in
all tlli lifferent foodsso we need to get used to weighing
food ortions in grams and computing the calories per gram.

1'
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And when it comes to other essential ingredients in our diet
such as minerals, we find them weighed in the smaller metric
units such as the milligram.

MAIIJORIE: But I think that one of the nicest things will be that
when we adopt the metric. system in our 'kitchens we will do
away with fractionsno more .1/2 teaspoons or 1/4 cups
or 1/8.--or some similar measurement. Instead it will be 5,
10, 15, 20 or so cc.'s, just as they do it in the research labora-
tories.

BErmy: It seems to me that we girls should use the metric sys-
tem so that we will be better able to understand and visual-
ize scientific magazine articles about food studies. Then we
would be speaking the same language as the technicians use
in their laboratories. We would be able to visualize the

. amounts referred to, and so we would be better able to di)
our all important job. of preparing the food for our families.
We've got to prepare balanced meals. You know, I don't like
it the way it is now. It seems to me it is a reflection on the
intelligence of the housewife. The experiments in food nu-
trition are all worked with the metric system, but when the
results are published they are all changed to the old system
because they are afraid we couldn't understand them. How
dumb do they think we are anyway? We studied the'metric
system in school and what's more we like it 'cause it makes
good sense. Why look at some of the silly and unscientific
things they publish for our supposed benefit. Here for exam-
ple is a sample--One slice of bread contains 100 calories."

, I low big is a slim: of bread, I ask you? Why it can be any
size. Why don't they say exactly how much bread and be
scientific about it?

NtAluolin: Yes. that's just like some of the recipes, I've seen, where
:".they say, rake the juice from one orange.- There certait4y

is no exactness about that. It 'S hard to find oranges of'the
same size and even if you did some would have more juice
than others. Wliv not say, "take 10 ec.'s of orange juice"?
Lets do away with such unexact measurements as, one egg,-
Or -one. potato or -one tomato. Let's specif y. the exact
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amount and say for example, ."5 grams of potato." Wheii
housewives start using exact measurement's like that they can
expect to get uniform results in baking, just as the scientists
do, and just as they do in the large bakeries. They know that
if they always use the same .proaattions in making a calce
they will always get the sanie results. .

MARION: You know, we-should follow the example of the scien-
tists, because our work in the kitchen is becoming an exact
science too. When they started they were using exactly the
same measurements that we use in the 'kitchen nowtea-
spoons, cups, and what have you. I move that we throw the
old system out and put the metric system in for everything
from "soup to nuts" so to speak.

I

DONNA: Well, I do too, but what can we do to speed the day
along?

DoLonEs: We will have to do our part in educating the public so.
as to build a strong public opinion to help bring the netes-
sary legislation about. oIn fact, I've prepared a statement
which I would like to read into the "records"- as it were

DONNA ; O.K. Let's have it.

noLons: When the women of America are convinced of their re-
sponsibility in bringing about the change from the old obso-
lete units of measurement to the more modern and scientific
ones, there are several avenues of action open to her:

FIRST. She can talk the matter up with her neighbors, in
her clubs and other organizations to which she belongsal-
ways insisting on action. She should have her organizations
go on record for such a change.

SECOND. She can exert great pressure because she
spends the greater part of the family incomeby asking for
things in metric unitsshe can express a desire that things
be offered for sale in these units. If enough women do this,
the enterpriiing merthant and manufacturer will qUickly re-
spond to satisfy her requests. Competition will cause him to
label his goods. at first, in both units as some do already.
Some Nvill begin to feature recipes in the metric system.
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Eventually', the *old system will disappear. If the women of
America said the word the change will come in short order.

THIRD: She can write to her legislative representatives
and let them know her wishes. Laws will have to be passed,
and they will be passed when enough women ask for them.

FOURTH. She can insist that the Federal Government set
an' example for_the,rest. of the nation. Since the metric sys-
tem has already been made. legal by Congress she can ask
her governmei tal representatives to insist that all govern-
ment business and transactions of all kinds, wherever possi-
ble, be in the metric system.

BEVERLY: I agree with you 100`f.

mAitioN: I belt(ve that those who come after us will appreciate
our efforts to give them a modern and scientific system of
measurement just as they should appreciate the efforts of
Thomas Jefferson in giving us a similar system for money.

DOLORES: And I believe that they will appreciate just as much the
removal of the present English units in common usage as we
should 'appreciate the fact that we don't have to labor under
the cumbersome English system of money with its pounds,
shillings, pence; etc. Don't you?

BEVERLY: Yes, I believe you are absolutely right. And I think it is
better to have one good simple system like the metric and use
it for everything than to have to learn two different systems.
To use two systems is bound to cause unnecessary confusion
in changing units from one system to the other. This is fool-
ish especially when one of the systems is already obsolete
from the international point of view. Did you kno4that 75
per cent of the entire world's population is now using the
metric system and that 55`out of the 57 so-called civilized
nations in the world have made its use mandatory? I'm
ashamed that we are one of the two backward nations still
hanging on to our old ways simply because w,! haven't
enough individual initiative and enterprise to cast off our old
methods and take full advantage of benefits to be derived
from the complete use of the newer scientific method.
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MARION; Bravo!

MARJORIE: What do you say we go to work on it!

DONNA; And see if we can't help in bringing about the change.
DOLORES: You can count on me.

BEVERLY I'm all for it, too.

Clubs

The Metric System°

ELEONORR F. HAHN

The adoption of the Metric System by the United States of America
would greatly reduce labor in trades because of the thorough decimal
quality of the system, find would facilitate teaching of mathematics
and applied sciences in school.

Charles W. Eliot
Late President Emeritus
Harvard University

ethISADVANTAGES OF THE PRESENT SYSTEM ..1

WE KNOW here is no royal road to learning," but we can find a
method xihic will relieve the burden and ease the path, and that

kli

is to "turf the tables." Lets the simple decimal system, the metric
system, lje removed from its place in the background, and the old
heterogeneous mixture be relegted to oblivion.. Educators state that orie year in the arithmetic school-life of
every American child could be saved if the metric system re-
placed our present complicated fables of measurement, arithme-
tics in metric countries being one-half as large as ours. Since there
are over 25,000,000 public school children in our country, the sav-
ing in time and money would be considerable. Even more im-
portant is the relief granted to. the children from the dreary
drudgery of committing to.. memory illogical and unconnected

° This article was circulated in. mimeographed form among clubwomen in the
United States by the General Federation of Wntnen's Clubs in 1944.

,
. ,
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terms. In addition to the great variety of units, there are numer-
.ous meaningless figures which the 'child-mind must acquire and
retain: for example, 5,760 grains in a pound troy or apothecaries'
weight; 7,000 grains in a Pound avoirdupois; 5,280 feet mile;
231 cubic inches in a gallon; 2,450 cubic inches ill a bushel; 1,128
cubic inches in a cubic 'foot. These cumbrous figures must be
used in different calculatiOns. How easy to make an error in com-
putation even if the mind held the different figures!

SIMPLICITY OF THE METRIC SYSTEM

Our English system has a vast number' of units; the metric sys-
tem hits but threethe meter for length, the liter for capacity,
and the gram for weight. While our system involves the use of
unwieldy common fractions, the metric calculations are al).deci-
mal, the tables Planned like.our currency; the main unit has. sub-
divisions of thousandths and hundredths, known by the Latin
prefixes mill- and cent- ( already familiar to us through our cur-
rency). While there is nd relation between our units of length,
capacity, and weightfor example, the yard, the quart; the pound
the metric units of capacity and weight are formed from the
measures of length: the meter, which is 10 per cent longer than a
yard; is the standard unit from which all others are derived; the
liter, whith replaces the dry and liquid quarts, fills a container
measuring 1,000 cubic centimeters; and the gram is the weight of
1 milliliter of water.

'Si x statements comprise the whole system. They are as follows:

LENGTH

10 millimeters (mm) :,---- 1 centimeter (cm)
1(X) centimeters (cm) = 1 meter (m)

1,000 meters (m) = 1 kilometer (km)

CA PACITY

1,000 milliliters (m1) 1 liter (1)

wk.u.n.r

1.000 grains (g) 1 kilogram (kg)
1.00 kilograms (kg) 1, metric ton (t)
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THE METIIICrlYSTEM
THE METRIC SYSTEM IN THE UNTTFD. STATES

. t

In 1792., the 'United St4tes.. di.scarad cumbrous' English
currency of irregularly divided pounds, shillings, and pence, and
'adopted the metric decimal dollar; but the legislators unfortu-
nately failed to adopt the three metric units of weights and meas-
ures, meter, liter, and gram. It-1'1866, Congress legalized the met-
ric system, but missed the opporttinity for complete simplification
by not making it the exclusive standard.

THE METRIC SYSTEM IN USE

The application of the decimal to. weights .and measures origi-
nated in 1783 with the British inventor, James Watt, who thought
out and suggested the decimal system as the way out. of-the in-

-----tiA0-able confusion caused by-the lack of a world language for the
expression of .quantity;',.

Fifty -five nations, one after the other, discarded their local
measures and adopted the metric system. Of all the civilized
world only the two great English-speaking nations cling to out-
grown, unwieldy methods. Uncle rlam and Cousin John Bull must
realize that certain important units of measure used in the United
States and Great Britain which bear the same name are not ac-
tually the same, thereby causing confusion and loss of efficiency.
The change to the decimal system of weights and measures in
place of the customary irregular and complicated so-called Eng-
lish units would simplify' everyday dealings, both commercial and
other transactions. The calculations made essential by the trans-
fer of one system of weights and measures to the other in import-
ing and exporting goods cause a great loss both of time and of
money.

The metric system is now used in the United States by the U. S.
Coast and Geodetic Survey in basic triangulation survey of the
country and by the army in design and armament; exclusively in
electrical measurements; generally in laboratory and other scien-
tific practice; by many physicians in prescribing medicines, and
hence by pharmacists; and in international athletic events.

A recent survey of metric usage in the United States" shows that
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educators are nine to one, and manufacturers are two to .one, in
favor of metric usage. , .

The manufacturers who are opposed to the adoption of metric
measurements fear the initial expense in converting or replacing
measuring apparatus, tools, and machinery in general; but expo-
rienc(: has shown that the change can be gradual and pays for
itself in improved trade relations. Those factories that have made
the change testify that the expense was outbalanced almost im-
mediately by the savings incident to the use in commerce of the
easily computed decimal system. World War I proved the facil-
ity with which the United States could change to metric measure-
ments.ments. I rr-Woild War II the manufacturers have had to make
new machines and new machine tools to turn out the new prod-
ucts required by the war. Here was a great opportunity to switch
from feet and inchewo millimeters. As a matter of fact, they did
make some switchovers, to which they paid little attention under
pressure of war. Right at this time many plants are producing
37-millimeter cannon, 75-millimeter field pieces, 90-millimeter.
guns, 105-millimtter howitzers, and 155-millimeter "long Toms";
and they make ammunition to fit. This requires machipes and
machine tools built to metric measurements.

The full adoption of the metric system by the United States
would he of great benefit to this country in postwar reconstruc-
Aion; in promoting commercial relations, particularly

Asia;
the

conntriis of South America, Continental Europe, and Asia; and
in providing for the operations of world trade an international
language.

11c:solutions Favor of tile Metric System
THE GENERAL FEDERATION
OF WOMEN'S CLUBS

A ifF. Affinlal COM c iitioii of the General Federation of Wom-
en's Clubs held April 25-28, 1944, in St. Louis, the following reso-
lution was introdnced and adopted unanimously by the delegates.
I Ilia organization represents 16.500 clubs and 2.500,000 individ-
ual members.

T
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WilEnEas, the irregular, numerous, unwieldy, and complicated
milts of weights and measures used in the United States and
Great Britain are a hindrance to the teaching. of arithmetic, every-
day commercial transactions, and world trade, and

-Wma.:As, the metric system of weights and measures has only
three units; meter, liter, and gram, interrelated and decimally di-
vided like our dollar,.and

WHEREAS, The metric system is now used in the tlnited'States in
science, some factories, jewelry Arid optical industries, all elec-
trical and radio measurements, athletic events, some hospitals and
government departments, and especially at present in the manu-
facture of ammunition, and

WHEREAS, the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the
American Medical Association has recently decided that hence-
forth it will use only .the metric system, and

WHEREAS, the .gradual introduction of the metric system in this
country (exactly as it has been introduced in 55 other countries)
is feasible, and

WHREAs, the hill adoption of the metric system by the United
States would be of great benefit to this country in post-war recon-
struction, in. promoting. international commercial relations, par-
ticularly with the countries of Latin America, Continental Europe
and Asia, therefore be it

Resolved, that the General Federation of Women's Clubs in
Convention assembled, April, 1944, endorses legislation in Con=
gress for the nation-wide adoption of the metric system of weights
and measures.

The foregoing resolution was drawn up and presented by
Eleonore F. Hahn ( Mrs. Otto Hahn)
:limber of the Board of Directors

t.

THE allOTARY CUM
MANKATO, MINNESOTA

lit:sou-rum The Rotary Club of Mankato, Minnesota,
ha% iug disenssed the merits of the metric system of measurements
and helik,vin the replacemezit of the English system by the met-
ric system to be highly desirable in order to bring about a sim-

, ,
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plification in Education urges ,the ¶ onsideration of the adoption
ofthe metric system -bN Al Rotary Clubs in the U. S :

WilywAsi a.trend in the U. S. is indicated for the r acement
of our old units of measurement with the more modern d sci-

aentific metric units as shown by their use in most of the n w in-
dustries,.such as electrical, radio, motion pictures, pharm ceuti-
cal houses, jewelers, arid optical goods manufacturers; and

'WHEREAS, the metric system is used for practically all scientific
work, and it Might be desirable for the general public to use the
same measurements in order that they might become more scien-
tific and be better able to assimilate easily and readily and under-.
stab(' new scientifio-facts and research; and

WHEREAS, the full. use of the metric system, which is a decimal
)systen, will eliminate for all practical purposes cuNbersome and
unwieldy "fractions" in mathematical computationO, thus greatly
simplifying Education as well' as Business and Commercial trans-
actions and Living in general; and .

WHEREAS, our school children are at present handicapped by
our dual system of measurements which necessitates their. learn-
ing two separate systems of measurements as well as*lhe equiva-

necessary for converting units of each system into the other
thus making this part of their education much more difficult than
it need be; and 4

WHEREAS, in a world where 757, of its total population and 55
of its 57 civilized countries -have already converted to metric us-
age, with no probability of any of these countries adopting the
English system; therefore be it

Res.olced, that the Rotary Club of Mankato urge congressional
action at the earliest possible time to.brity, about the &placement
of the obsolete English system of measurements with the far more
simple and easy to learn metric system; and be it further

&woke that this organization invite the consideration by all
Rotary clubs in the U. S. of this resolution and urge their adop-
tion of this or similar resolutions.

Drawn up and presented by C. J. Arnold, Reviewed by its
Board of Directors. Adopted.

join' F. Meatzlipr
l'resident

June 13, 19.16
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THE KIWANIS CLUB ,
MANKATO, MINNESOTA

METRIC RESOLUTION. At a meeting of the Board of Directors of
the Mankato Kiwanis Club held at Mankato on June 11, 1946;the
following resolution was presented and unanimously adopted:

WHEREAS, the advantages of the metric syste4n, wyll known. to.
scientists and mathematicians, would 'be in takinoni with the
simplification procedures which will be,a part of the post-war re-
construction program, and

Wni,:nEAs, the metric sntem 'reduces all necessary computation
in measurement to the operatioiAP of whole numbers, thereby
greatly simplifying the learning of arithmetic by children, and

WHEREAS, there has been a lolig steady trend in metric adop-
tion by 5514 the 57 countries of the world, and

WHEREAS, there is no probability among the nations w on a
metric basis of going hack to the English system, thus n cessitat-

-ing the use of two systems with the accompanying inc venient
and time-consuming inter-conversions instead of one simple sys-
tem, and

WnEnEAs, the close of this war NVill furnish an opportunity
er before presented, when customs and habits have 1#en torn

/ lopse from their ruts,
yTherefore Bc It Resolved that the Kiwanis."(1,lub of Mankato go

ou'remrd as favoring some form of legislation for immediate met-
ric usage in those lines most feasible for -metric adoption.

Drawn up and presented liy
A. P. Krost
Secretary

4

THE LIONS CLL'Il
NE\V CANAAN. coNNEcTicuT

12.

Tnii Lions Club of New Canaan, Connecticut, having studied tho
merits of the Metric S\ stein and believe it to be of great benefit
to out nation. the following resolution was 'thetefore unanimously
adopted with the recommendation that every effort be put forth
toward its adoption by the Congress of the United States of
America.

i

010
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nEsoi.uriost

All at the nations of the %vorld except Great Britain
and the United States of America now use the Metric Stem,
%%hich is not only far more simple and easier to learn but chilli-.

liateS fractions and plizzlhig niezisnredvnts, and
WilKHEAS: Some of.the possessions of the-United States do now

use the Nletric System with sneces,
ills

it

WuEnKAs: Most of the n the armikl forces have become
familiar with and ,;1.now using the Whit.. Systenwand

NIosst of the machinery vow used for war wort: will
of necessity 114aye,to be changed for post wir, and .

WialtizAs: In dealing other nations with which we hope
to trade, they will demand of Jis SUM(' measurements tliaf they
now use, and

WiwnhAs: Malls mannfaetnring plants already use the Metric
.S stela, likewise. pharmaceutical houses, .jewelen; ands 'optical-
goods manniacprers, zintio

wiwa .,s: Many of the noted industrialists, world tradesmen
and edneators arc' ardent supporters of the Metric System, there-.
fow be it

Rcsoircd: That the Lions Chib of New Canaan, Connecticut,
recommends the adoption of the Metric System to he .used in the
United States of America, and be it further

Rc80/ccd: That eery effort be pia forth toward the establish-
taint of the Metric S\ stew by Congress.

Wilbur J. *Dixon
International CormselIor
W. J. Plante!'
Committer

X1.1%, Hti

\(.1.; 1(1 .\\I) (wit OBEN \\ILI. BINE UP
. \I) ( I I. t S ENSI.:1)

The lions Ch11) Of N(.\\ C.,111.1,111 olilletillt are pleased to
submit the follmvio,,, in conionettim :h its res6Itition l'et;arding
the metric s\steni.

\e .1.111(1-leans consider ourslk to proLr,res,tic
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efficient as any nation on earth. We are impatient with outmoded
methods trd are continually striving to outdo the other fellow:
We have streamlined our trains, ;we have built_airplanes to carry
great loads, vet our airplanes of Imlay will be obsolete tomorrow]
and even now we are building rockets with the hope that we will

msoon be making contact with the moon.
How we would resent an accusation that we were in any way

one of the most backward nations of the earth, and in this one
,thing"we are, that of cur system of weights and measures. Allof

the world with the exe ption of ourselves and Great Britain have.
long since.gerne metric, and-England-is now Iii a state of transi-.
tion, ,4hirli will mean tl soon we will stand alone with the same
outworn sysrem that w Bused in the days of the tallow candle and
the flintlock musket.,

We have dektOtethat metrics shall he used in. Hawaii, Puerto
Rico and'the Philippines, and if we think it should be used there
why should we not use it here at home? We in the continental
United States are indeed a divided nation in that many of our
leading, industries have already adopted the metric system in the
interest of simplicity. accurac and true economy. In a single
year they have saved ten times the cost of the new measuring
devices, 1 iut the rest of us, on our, farms, in our business, in our
offices aim sepals must wrestle with troy and avoirdupois, grains,
scruples and pennyweight, the three kinds of tons, the great num-
ber. of kinds Of bushels, and all kinds of fractions anck complex
problems Mien it could be made as simple and easy as our system
of money,

We can only imagine the impatient exasperation of the other
nations with whom we attempt to do business when they attempt
to comprehend our complex unfamiliar standards. How often
now, and how much more in the future will they prefer to trade
with the other countries whose standards of weight and measure
arc like their own. \Vc can not afford to lose the markets of tlye
world just because of our unwillingness to get in step with all
tho nations of the world except Great Britain.

During the Nvar we accomplished the impossible to the astonish-
ment Of the world. Under Ow spur of necessity we devised new
methods and acquired new skills.
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. Maw that th war is over we are covertipkour whole economy

to the art of peace. Shall we, who in war made so great an ad-
xancement, ,confiss ourselves unwilling to bring into our schools
and business that short and accurate method of metric which will

'cause our future generation to rise u_ p and call us blessed?
Let us not pilt off until tomorrow what can and should be done

today but put all of our energy into making this .world a little
better because we have lived in it. Let us make history now.

Wilbur J. Dixon
Chairman of Actiritiesr mmittee

and Treasurer

211 J.
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NIETHODS OF MAKING TIIE CHANGE

TliE METRIC SYSTE4 BOTH IN
GENERAL. USE AND 1N EDUCATION

General

The Nletrie System: An Anglo-American Opportunity
11ARRY Al.I.COCK

THE intensive development of aerial transport and wireless CM-
umnicution is rapidly brin ring the peciplelof the world into closer
contact, and it is accordin rly not surpriseig that various attempts
are being made to secure t le adoption of a universal auxiliary
language for common use in intern4ional business. It will be
recalled that Roosevelt and Churchill suggested what was known
as Basic English for that purpose, but, as there are SO many other
proi,sals with the same objective, it must be admitted that at
be ....only years must elapse' before general agreement can be
reached and applied. .

Meanwhile the establishment of a single system of uniform
units of weights and measures for the com mon use of'tie pro-
ducers, distributors, and consumers of all products in a coun-
tries is an ideal which, owing. to the progress made in other
countries, is now within the range of practical politics. It may
not he generally realized that, while there are scores of languages
of desciiption, there are now, in effect, only two languages of
quantity in international commercial use, namely, the British im-
perial system (ineludinglilltain American modifications) and the
international metric system of weights and measures.

A comparison of the merits and claims of these two systems
indicates that the world has already made its choice and justifies
the confident belief that the metric system is destined to become

212
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the sole sys 1. In support.of that tie* it may he noted that the
International C her of CoMmerce has ,officially recommended..
"that all systems of eve s and measures, other than the metric
'system, he abandoned," and, similarly, that the International Busi-
ness Conference at Rye, New 'York, attended by representatives'
of fifty-two nations, resolved: "There shot d be adopted for use
in international trade a single system of weights and 'measures,
preferably the metric wAetn."

Since its introduction by France at the end of the eighteenth
century: inure than fifty other countries have established the met-
ric .:ts their sole legal system of weights and, measures. The ac-
companying list is arranged in order of the twenty-year periods
during .which the several parliaments adopted legislation making
compulsory the use of the metric system in their territories.

Prb.el
Before 1S2()

IS 10-1.S60

1 S60- I SS()

.

.

IS0-1990

1900-1920

Sill& 1920

'Country
France
Belgium. Luxemburg, Rolland
Spain: Colombia, Panama
Mexico. Portugal. Uruguay, Italy, Brazil, Chile, Ecua-
dor. Peru, Germany. Serbia, Atistri:t, Hungary, Czecho-
slmakia. Switzerland -
Norway, Argentina, Yugoslavia, Rumania, Costa Rica,
Salvador. Sweden, Bulgaria. Egg pt (partial), Finland,-
Bolivia,.Nicaragna. Guatemala, Tunisia, Honduras, I
Paragtiay
Philippines, Denmark. Iceland, Venezuela, Turku.' -

Poland. Malta, Greece, China (partial), Russia, Japan,
Morocco. Persia, Afghanistan

The colonies and dependencies of the comaies listed have also
naturally followed the metric flag. The decisions of the govern=
ments of Russia, Japan, and China' are especially noteworthy in
that they represent a large portion of the world's population. Crit-
ics of the metric M stem used to say that it could never ciNen to
be an international, s% stem so long as the Far East held aloof.
That reser.atiou is no longer valid.

The further claims of the metric system include the following:
1. In addition to heing required by law in the aliove countries,

its use is now permitted in all other countries throughout
the commer..al orld.
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g.- gieryCountry,.when discarding its own.national system, has
,

.P
selected the metric system; and no country, having once adopted
it, has ever abandoned it.

SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY

3. The Report on the Position of Isla. tui'a 1 Science in the Edu-
cational System of Great Britain (Cmd. 9011) states: "The pres-
ent chaos of imperial weights.and measures causes waste of time
and confusion of thought, and* that there are strong educational
reasons for the adoption of the metric system."

4. Scientists throughout the' world, including those resident in
countries where there is no legal compulsion to employ the met-
ric system, have already adopted it as the basis of their work. Thei
desired intimacy of contact between scientists and industrialists
would be promoted by their use of t. common language. .1

NEW INDUSTRIES
.

5. The newer industries, in all countries, such as wireless teleg-
raphy and telephony, broadcasting, and manufacturing of ,air-
craft, scienti c instruments, parts of motor cars, lenses, and so oh,
express their principal dimensions in metric terms.

NIanufact irers contemplating the establishment of further new
industries or of new standards in old industries *Should be encour-
aged to' base their new designs on the metric system at the outset.

EXISTING PLANT

6. There would be no need to scrap existing plant and equip-
ment used in production if the metric system was adopted. The
description for sale in metric terms of goods made to non-metric
dimensions is already the common practice of manufacturers
whose products are exported to "metric" countries. Metric equiv-
alents expressed even so approximately as to the nearest'whole
millimeterthus dispensing entirely with the decimal point
could not differ from the original imperial dimensions by more
than one fiftieth part of an inch; which is sufficiently near for most
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classes of goods: For dimensions of closer precision, for example,
for running machinery, the metric equivalent to the nearest hun-
dredth part of a millimeterinvolving two figures after the deci-
mat point represents even greater refinement of accuracy than
is obtainable in modern factories where such work is now com-
monly measured in thousandths of an inch, requiring the use of
three figures after the decimal point. (Purists sometimes attempt
to increase the apparent difficu tv of stating metric equivalents of
inch dimensions by employing ix figures after the decimal point,
notwithstanding the fact that the last four of those figures have
no practical significance and may therefore be ignored.) [See
pages 233-259.1

ANG40-AMERICAN OPPORTUNITY

7. A study of the above list of "metric" countries reveals that
it now lies within the power of the governments of the United
States of America and of the United Kingdom to establish the de-
sired uniformity of use throughout the entire world. The ex-
pression,United Kingdom is deliberately used here instead of Brit-
ish Empire because the attitude of the British Dominions was
clearly stated in the Dominions Royal Commission Report of 1917
in the following words: "There is clearly in the Dominions a con-
siderable body of opinion in favour of the change [to the metric
system). So far, however, all efforts to induce the community of
the Mother Country to agree to .the change have proved unavail-
ing."

8. The use of the metric system is already legalized in both the
United States of America and the British Commonwealth of Na-.
tions, and the time has arrived for them to advance from passive
permission to acti% e encouragement, leading ultimately to legal
compulsion. If neitlier the American Gm eminent nor the British
Govern. ment desires to take the initiative, the possibility of their
joint action should be mutually examined. If joint action cannot
be arranized. the lead of either would be followed by the other to
avoid its isolation from the rest of the world.

9. It is no longer a case of the imperial system versus the metric
system, but rather of the use of one system onlythe metric sys-.
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tern --as against the -continued use of two conflicting systems and
the consequent waste of time and risk of error in making ever-
increasing munbers of c( nversions to and from the metric system.
No trader in nv-nation whether "met! ic" or otherwise) can now
escape the obligation to use the metric. system more and more
Year by vear in order to,gain and retain the good will of his actual
and p'otential customers in "Metric" countries. This being the
case, steps should be taken to hasten the abandonment of all other
systems in order to shorten the period in which mixed systems
must still be used to the progressively growing disadvantage of all
concerned. An announcement 1y the American_merican and British goy-
ernments--:either jointly or separatelythat their policy is ulti-.

match- to establish t'he use of the metric system for all purposes
would do much to shorten the transition period.

10. This urgent reform ought not to be set aside on the grounds
that ..there is insufficient public qemand for it. There never can
he a popular demand for such a technical objective, but govern-
ment inaction cannot be justified onthat account. Veights and
measures may be regarded as tools of trade which the government
and the government alonecan provide. The American and
British trading communities are entitled to demand that these
government-provided "tools" are at least as efficient as those em-
ployed lw -their foreign competitors and customers. Appropriate
action at this time of reconversion from war to peace would 1w
interpreted as a significant gesture that our governments tire:pre-
pared to play their part in improving the efficiency of all our trad-
ing operatives at home as well as abroad.

THE THANSITIoN PE11101;

The following steps might usefully be taken 1w the govern-
ment,, of America and the British Commonwealth of Nations to
facilitate the gradual abandonment of outdated and local s% stems
in la% or of the international metric s%stem;

1. Prociatto that. aS Of a a4ken date. the already legalived metric
,teal the idle le;Zill tiVtitelll ill the sale of goods and serv-

Uvs. %%ithout necessarth idtering their existing dimensions.
. Speed% the requirements of gmernment departments in
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metric term' and encourage other large. buyers to Adopt. similar
procedure.

.3. Eri Courage manufacturers and. merchants to express all di-
mensions in metric terms in advertisements, Catalogues, price lists,
4nd other. trade literature.

4. Delete redundant denominations of non-metric weights and
measures so as to facilitate the Intimate changeover to metric
units. For example:

a. Apothecaries' weights. Abolish the entire table of these
weights, which are falling into disuse, and so eliminate the risk
of eonfusing grains and grams in medical prescriptions.. This step
has already been taken in South Africa, and a simiVir trend is now
being followed by the American Medical Association,
- h. Troy weights. Abolish the entire table of these weights and
employ only metric weights. In the year 1913, on the urgent rep-
resentationresentation of the wholesale jewelers, the Blitish Deputy NVarden
of StandardS secured the issue of an order in Council ithaking all
the then existing varieties of carat weights illegal and proclaim-
ing a new standard carat of 200 milligrams.

c. Avoirdupois weights. Alsalish the stone, quarter, hundred-
weight, and ton, expressing: their weights in pounds only. At pres.
put the stone may be regarded as either 8 or 14 pounds; the "him-.

tired- weight is 112 pounds; and the world ton may be interpreted
as 2.2-10. 2,00e or 2.204 pounds, or 40 cubic feet, ccording as the
long ton. short ton. metric toil, or shipping ton is indicated. In
South Africa, railway freight charges are quoted in pence per 100
pounds, compare this with tons, hundredweights, quarters. and
pounds at pounds, shillings. and pence per ton Or other unit!

(1. Alusurcv of length. Abolish the fathom, pole, chain, and
furlong. expressing their lengths in yards only. ready for the direct
con\ ersion from yards to meters after these redundant denomina-
tions liae been eliminated.

Mour of capacity. Abolish the gill and bushel :old estab-
lish a IICW 14;111011 Of -1 liters or metric quarts. The existing- impe-
rial and American gallons differ from each other by about 20 per
cent. :ind the poposed new metric gallon would represent an
intermediate U1111 l(' larv;er than the American gallon and smaller
than the imperial (.4allon.
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\ ..,1gnev Suggests( Renewed Cons eration

of Metric System for America°
1'

Ill A LErrEn of May 18 to the members of the [American] Stand-
ards Association, the secretary; P. G. Agnew, outlined the present
situation on the use of metric units and suggested that a council
discussiOn of the subject might be constructive. His letter, giving
past history \iid possible moves by American industry, follows.:

"1. During Athe last few years the -ASA- staff has been ap-
proached more\and more frequently regarding the use of metric
units. \

"2. Recently th Electric Bond and Share. Company has' pro -
posed that ASA to .6 up with the United Nations Standards Co-
ordinating Committ e the questioh of what can be done to miti-
gate the difficulties which arise from the uik of the two systems of

,,i
'weights and measures. The Electric Bondi and. Share Company
has built power houses in metric countries aggregati.T, 200,000
kilowatts, and so has continually faced these difficulties.

"5. The Advisory Committee on UNSCC Work has considered
this request and has decided that it would be.well to hav"e a dis-
cussiom of the whole question in the Standards Council.

"4. The Committee also asked me to prepare the ground for
the discussion by the circulation of this memorandum.

". 5. For many years the metric question was the subject of acute
contro ersv in this country. The controversy threw much heat
hut very little light on the subject. Practically all of the leaders
on both sides of the controversy have now passed from the scene.

"6. Any attempt either to force the adoption cf.the metric sys-
tem by mandatory legislation, or to force the exclusive use of the
English units would only end 111 frftitless controversy.

"7., Yet the question is of great, and growing importance. It is
of srkial importance to our foreign trade.

-8. The use of the metric system is steadily growing in thrs
country. ASA cominittcys um. it sliglytiv inure year by year. While

° Hfrint.1 fl.in tile .kilLii,t. lq15, issue of Refrigerator Enginerring ly pl.-
mission t,f liciriL:vratur Enginurring :.nd of P. C. Agnew.

r
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it has been edging in chiefly from'the scientific side, some indus-
tries have used it much more during the war. Among these are
the aircraft, electric wire and cable, and the chemical industries.
The U. S. Pharmacopoeia has dropped the apothecaries' units and
is using the metric units only.

."9.. Furthermore, in modern mass production methods the unit
of length has be:come less and less important in comparison with
the actual size of the product. The scale and calipers are little
used by the modern inspector who relies on "go" and "no -go"
gages. Furthermore, with the advance of manufactUring methods
and the use of tolerances and allowances, even inches, halves,
quarters, etc., are becoming less and less important. This is espe-
cially true as more and more use is being made of the technique
of.proyiding for the wear of tools and gages, and the consequent
use of unilateral tolerances.

"10. It seems extremely probable that regardless of Mull sys-
{.

tern is eventually adopted we shall have to live with both English
and metric units for at least a generation. Would it, therefore, be
the consthictive thing for industry to adopt a polity of studying
the whole question from the point of view of minimizing the dif-
ficulties of having to live with both systems for yeatt.s? .

"11. Throughout all of the controversies of the past no thorough
study, has been made of what could he done to alleviate the con-
fusion which results from the use of two systems or to determine
precisely what difficulties would he encountered if there was a
progressive change to metric units.

"12. There is reason to believe that the old controversies have
died clown sufficiently so that a constructive job could be dooe:
Possible action might be taken along the following lines:

(a) A slight step has already been taken in all the industrial
countries in agreeing upon the conversion ratio of 5.4 mm to the
inch.

(b) Different countries could agree to the proposal that has
been made by the various national laboratories to go over to the
wave length basis for the legal definition of the inch and the milli-
meter.

Each country luight well (.2,1%e consideration to recognizing
:liot,h the pound and the kilogram in setting iinpost duties. This

a 4
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could readily be done in such a way as to facilitate trade between.lpound- countries and "kilogram" countries.

((1) National' and international agreements could be: made for
industry to take a leaf out of experience in scientific work lw using
fewer metric units; e.g., concentrate on use of the micron, milli-
meter, meter, kilometer; microgram), milligram, gram, kilogram),
metric ton, etc., etc. Some small steps could doubtless be taken
in this direction with the English units.

Go further in the use of decimals and in the elimination of
fractions. There is a strong tendency in this country in this direc-
tion, e.g., vulgar fractions are being eliminated, in drawings for
airplane engines, most dimensions being given in decimals of an
inclh

f ) The tendency to mark measuring instruments in both sys-
tems could be encouraged.

(g) huprovenwnt in educational methods in primary, techni-
cal and engineering, schools.

:Another basic approach would be for each one of the
Ill ajor industries to make a thoroughgoing study of its particular
problems, and if possilde determine a policy toward the metric
s\ stem \\Inch it might follow for the next fifteen or twenty years.

-11. One industry might decide that it would have to stick
strith to the inch and the pound in all of its operations. Another
industry mig,ht decide definitely toward the exclusiye use of the
metric units. Still another industry might decide to move in the
direction of a di\ ided use as between domestic and exportor
might stick lw the inch for certain purposes, such as screw
threads. but go o er to the kilogram for weights.

-15. I believe that there is much to gain by a thorough discus-
Sion Of the N1 huhe question at this time."

Simplified Practiec and Standardization
si...itApiti\

S1\11.111 r- is simply the alylication Or us(' Of CO111111011

sense in ;ill unselfish effort to do things most economically and
practiall\ and to acconipli li the greatest good \vitli the full use
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of "'standardization for the general welfare of the public. It will
greatly reduce waste of Material, time, and money; it will increase
production and lower our cost of living; and it can greatly help

stabilizing our moral and economiCstructure.
There is an almost unlimited field for.simplified practice, for it

is applicable to every .phase of our life, including all branches of
our.government, national, state, and local, from the highest to the
lowest: even' type of business, from manufacturing to farming:
eery profession, including medicine, law, dentistry, and so on;
every branch-4 engineering: building; contracting; banking; the
acti itics of trust companies: labor housekeeping; education; and
e en religion. The potential mono ry benefits alone, through its
geieral application, can be measure( only in billions Of dollars per

4
Simplified practice and standardization were first introduced

into our .1nicrican life back in 1792 whe1,,our decimal monetary
s\ stein was set up. Practically nothing further was done b the
government until shortly after World War P. when a special de-
partment was created in4he Bureau of Standards, called the Divi-
sion of Simplified Practice. 'Yids is credited with 11**44111 plishing a
ast amount of good: vet jts achievements are iwgligible when
compared to the ast field to be covered, for as activity is limited
to the means pros ided In' the government.for this purpose.

The creation of dfpartments of xveights and measures througli-
ont.the st,:tes and' cities in the past quarter-century or
more is mil\ one phase of simplified.pactice and stadardization.
The act k ities of these departments are chiefly confine to assur-
ing honest \t-eight and ineaqiire to the pnblic the purchase,of
food. fuel. and other commodities and to regulating the manufac-
ture of honest weighing aud measuring de\ ices. This acti its' also
protects the houeNt merchant from unfair competition 1)\ dis-

hunest r1.11( say int4S to the pnrhaSig fr011 this

aetik it :JI(' amounts to) well over S100,000.000 each year. lu
klien the PhiladelphiaDepartment of Weights and \leas-

lire, was cleated. a stir\ sion\ved dial in that it% alume the
eark less tron dishonest, merchants and faults weigitinig

and measuriw,N de\ ices was estimated at Si0,00C.000.
The efficient oot the arimos departments of weit.;lits and Incas-
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tires throughout the United States could be greatly increased if
tl is country would use the simplified metric system of weights
ai d measures in place of the antiquated English system. The use
of le metric system wduld not only save time and money for all
but a so shorten by at least a year the public school education of
our childre

It was in 1 9 that our forefathers undertook, to simplify both
our confuse system of coinage and our system of weights and
measures. They adopted a decimal system for our money, base
on the dollar as the unit of standard; but they failed to adopt the
same NN;Ntelll for weights and measures, afid Co this day this short-
sightedness hasileii frequently condemned.

By an aet of Congress in 1866. thefose of the metric system was
made legal but nut compulsory. or a number of years efforts
have been nilule lw private groutis to help bring about its final
adoption, but there have always been some groups,in opposition,
some actuated 1w selfish interests and using paid agents to oppose
adoption efforts.

Our present system of CSIillage is an example of simplification
in measurement. It is based strictly upon the decimal system of
ten. It combiues simplification and practicability in the highest
degree. in that ten or a multiple of ten of one denomination equals
one unit of another. It is so simple that it is one of the first things
in arithmetic with which little children become thoroughly
familiar. The same thing is possible with the metric system of
weights and measures. Today both the old system and the metric
system are used throughout the United States by nearly all gov-
ernment agencies and private industries, both large and small.
There remains only one element of our nation to accept or use the
metric system in order to ina:e its use completethe purchasing
public. including both the housewife ancl, the general storekeeper.

I will (*mann' to say that not more than one-half of 1 per cent
of all the people in this country become thoroughly familiar with
our present s' st(In of weights and measures during their entire

I know that not one person in our entire nation
would consido6 for a moment the exchanging of our metric sys-
tcm of coinage tor that of ngland or. am other nation whose
coinage s stem rewnibles that 01 onr ohm weights and measures.
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I will say further that the public never inquires how nfany cents
there are. in a dime or how many dimes in a dollar, but inquiries
are fresiuentiv made as to the number of

Cubic inches in a gallon (231)
;

Fluid ounces in a pint (16)
Cubic feet in a cord of wood (128)
Cubic inches in a bushel (2,10.42)
Square feet in an .acre (43,560)
Cubic feet in a- perch of stone (24.75)

Then one may ask, what is a firkin (9 gallons), a tierce (42 gale
Ions), .a token (10 1/2 quires or 252 sheets) , and various other .

units of weights and measures, such as pen'nyweights, scruples,
drains, and what not; and these inquiries are most frequently
made by quite intellectual persons. We also have two kinds of
quarts,and pints, dry and wet; two kinds of tons, short and long
(softie are at times extra-short) ; two kinds of pounds, one having
5,760 grains and the other 7,000 graPns; two ids of bushels,
heaped and struck. Then again we have 3 barlevcorns, 1 inch;
2 1/4 inches, 1 nail; 4 nails, 1 quarter; :3 inches, 1 palm; 4 inches,
1 hand; 36 bushel:, 1 chaldron; 14 pounds,,..1 stone; 21 1/2 stones,
1 pig; 8 pigs, 1 father; .and many mote too numerous to mention
and most confusing to remember.

As a further illustration of the simplicity of the metric system, I
would like to recall a small problem in measurrment, worked out
both in our old.presqlit system and- in the metric system. This
problem was presentea a few years ago in the Washington Herald.
I might suggest that it would be well to make a note of the.proh-
lem and at your leisure try. it and note the :iaving ef time and its
complete simplicity. This is the prOblem: Find time weight of con-
tained water, the volume, and the capacity of a 6-foot 9,1/2-inch
cubic- tank. 13v the rAd method 24;3 figures are required for the
calculation, which takes approximately ten minutes' time. The
following are the three answers':

Weight = 19.579.8125 pounds
Volume = 541,343.375 cubic inches
Capacity 2,343.77 gallqns

The same prchlem in the metric system ( each dimension of the

.

VI
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tat 1.1\ is 2.07 meters) requires only thirtv-nitte figures and takes
one o two minutes' time. The three answers all have the same
figures: lb . ,..... .

Weight : 8.869.7.13 kilogranis
\colonic s.48.8119.743 cubic decimeters
Capacity 7::. S,S6U.74:3 litt.,s

With such a vast differencein favor of the metric system, one
naturally wonderS why it has not been definitdy adopted long
ago. The following facts may pros ide the explanation.

We do not present 11w system to Hu' general public in its si-
plest form; we rather confuse the minds of many people by adlier-
..ing to the use of compound names such as "milli-liter," "kilo-
gram," and -deci-meter," instead of using a few of our present
lanliar Anierican terms and teporarib using the word metric
in front of each mail the old system disappears entirelv,from our
everyday usage.

As an illustrio-ro of this, we HMV use our present coinage sV.s-
te. If von were to recite our table of coinage using the full met-
ric prefixes, it would run as follows:

10 milli-dollars 1 ccnti-dollar
I() centi-dollars deci-dollar
10 (loci-dollv-s 1 dollar"
10 dollars 1 deka-dollar
10 deka-dollars 1 heto-dollar

becto-dollars 1 kilo-d()Ilar

But 'our forefathers, when they adopted our metric system of Toin-
age, streamlitted the various tohns so that time average person can
take to the maw system more readily, and the table to this day is
its follows:

10 mills
IQ cents
10 dimes
10 dollars
I() eatzles
1() centuries

1 cent
1 dime
I Nit )11,(1.

(a1(
1 century
1 L;rand

Forther to 011)14\ the coinat4o. NNto.t. Nye all ow jtit two of the
ternh. (loners and cents: no !natter Nvhat the amount may be. from

'pennies to billions of dollars, in all traoactions of zieoonts in
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r' cry blisincsis and walk of life, we use just dollars and cents, This.

is the waY we should present to the people the metric sstem 0
weights mid measuresas simply asliposible, in terms of one lint
and its hundredth part for each type of measurement.

sow, as an ilInstratliiii, let us further simplify the use of the
Inetrie tititein of 1e Olt. \Annie, and linear measurement r)), us-
ing on v.the two necessary units as we do in our system of coin-!
age a1(1 temporarily snhstitnting Mir old names in place of the
metric terms. We then hay e, including our coinage system, the

following:

225

.100 cents . 1 dollar
1(X) ounces ponild

1.000 drams 1 yiat
1.0(H) inches 1 vard

4t-Weyh(' .or nok, it requires,onlv sixteen odsito eNpess 0111'
inetric SYstviii of Aoinaue and linear measure-,
nient. of %ine)) ('WI be Written On yolir VIien tjtis
system comes into use. We can proudly say that our Weights mal
measures system, like ollr sytitein of coinage, has also advanced to
the height of simplified practice.

An AuxCiary System for the Nleasttrement of 'FMK.

VIIANK NIOLES

\Viu:\ the simplicity and utility. Of the metric or decimal system
of measurement of lem.;th and Weight are considcrtql, it secins
strange that there is no equialent system for the meastirement of
time. VVIiile the convenient metric units. are used for length and
yveiglit and related measurements. the elimisy and inconvenient
2.1-hour daY is retained with its .1.M. and P.Nt., 60 minutes per
hour. am.I (i0 seconds per minute.

It is necessary only to compute the exact time difference be-
tween the iirri al of a inorniius, train and the departure of an after-
noon train ±O t2t all idea Of the 11111141e transformations involved

to reali/e the chances of error ill such a time system. In terms
of decimal ho\Ve\er, the trine differne W0111(1 In' found h

'11)tritetil"; the earlier from the later time.

r

V . V.;
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Suppose you gr into New York's 'Grand Central Terminal at

10:48 A.M. and haYe to get a train out of the Pennsylvania Station
at 2:24 P.M. How much time do you have to change staijons, eat
lunch, and get your train? First, becduse 2:24 is P.M., you must
add 12 hours, making it 14:24; then you must subtract 10:48. But
hoe special rules .have to be usedyou cannot subtract 48 fror
24, so you must borrow an hour, remembering that it is 60 min-
utes (not 10 or 100), and set it down thus:

14:24 = 13:84 (84 = 24 60)
10:48.
3:36 or 3 hours 36 minutes

Now for the decimal tystem:

2:24 p.NOwould be 0.60 day
10:48 A.M. would be 0.45 day

0.15--day (the interval)

By simple subtraction we have the answer immediately without
any mathematical gymnastics. Furthermore, the computation
would be just as simple for any interval, such as

0.72:3 day
0.249 day
0.514 dayy

Timetables could he printed all in one kind of type, and that
confusion between light and dark numbers could be forgotten
forever. The same ease of calculation would apply to workers'
clock card time records, to payroll bookkeeping, and to similn
tasks.

Incidentally, the decimal intervals can be thought of as per
c Its of the day or can be read like baseball players' batting aver-
ages, which seem easy enough for most sports fails ter follow.
Thus 0.333 day (which is approximately 8 A.Nt.) can be thought
of as :33 per cent of the clay.

aCeill'aCV is desired approximately the same as that given
when seconds are shown in conventional time, it is merely
sary to use more decimal places to the right. For example'. 0.49999
day is very nearly the same as 59 minutes and 59 seconds after
11 A.M.
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Some ..strange events in history led to the curious .discrepancy
between The measurement of length and weight and the measure-
ment of tines. The French leaders ant scientists of the last part of
the eighteen h century appear to have been among the first to
appreciate the ossible benefits of the decithal system as applied
to nn:asurement. Although the system of numbers based on mul-
tiples and powers of 10 bad been invented long befipre by some
-unknown thinker, littje actual Use had been made of the idea
except by mathematicians'. The French, however, decided to do
something about it and proceeded to establish. the metric system
in.that terrible and.troubled decade from 1790 to 1800. The scien-
tists planned and measured and calculated and finally decided
upon the meter as the unit of leuigth ( it is intended to be one ten-

. millionth part of the distance on the earth's surface from the Pole
to the equator) and upon the gram (the eight of 1 cubic centi-
tnetpr of water) as the unit of mass or w ht. Decimal multiples
and submultiples of these units serve a. e basis for the metric
system. The possibility of dividing time was not over-
looked. The moOs je renamed and divided into ten-day inter-
vals; the days were dividecrinto ten equal parts which were fur-
ther subdivided decimally. In the heat of those stirring times of
the French Revolution, the world was made young again, and
September 21, 1792, became the first day of the year 1 of Liberty.
This calendar and division of time lasted twelve years, a duration
which was surprising enough, since most people undoubtedly
used the old calendar and time in secret, if not in public. Certain
it is that watches and clocks were made with both old and new
time divisions. At least one sample exists today in the United
States. This is a Nyatch in the collection of the Smithsonian Insti-
tution in Washington I). C., which has both metric and standard
dials. It is a very fine example of French skill and workmanship.
(See page 22k).

There probably were many reasons why the decimal division
of time did not survive alo ig with the meter and the kilogram.
First was the fact that time was less important then than now.
Length and weight were essential in dealing at the market place,
hut exact measurenient of time was uncommon, and few people
thought much about it. The group of ten days in a woiking period
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1)eiini.1 %vatt..11 No. 298951 from Smithsonian Institution, S. National
Museum, Washington, 1). C..

was too long, without a rest day and thus made that part of the
system exhausting and insufferable, particularly in thoso days of
long working hours. Then, too, the ten-dav periods were aimed at
eliminating Sundays and Su.nts days in the hope of weakening
the Church, SO this made the whole plan unpopular:

For these reasons, and possibly others, the decimal time system
did not come into general use. Be'twee'n 1791 and 1.840, however,
there were many laws passed in France to establish the metric
twits of length and weight. In 1840 the laws imposed penalties
hir the use of other than metric units, and the new decimal system
came into general use in France. As the practical utility or?bc
new system became e, went. it was adopted by inure and more
people, until today it is universally used for scientific measure-
ments and is the 'standard system of everyday measurement for
many countries of the world. It might be used for everyday meas-
nrements in the English-speaking, countries, also. if it were not for
the inertia of habit and tilt supposed cost of converting tools and
equipment to the metric system.

The possibilities of various types of decimal time systems have

" :
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been considered for many years. A decimal system could be de-
vised such a wav that it .could be based on the length of the
year, the length of the sidereal day, the length of the mean solar
day, or even one of the present smaller time intervals soul) as the
second. Of these possible schemes the most logical and usefull
appears to be that based on the present mean solar day. This plan

would provide units as follows:

0.1 day or deciday (dee)
0.01 day or centiday (cec)
0.001 day or milliday (em)
0.0q11 dery or deimillidav (dce-ein)
0;00001. day or centimilliday (cee-em )

In use the names of these intervals might not be very important,
sinee the part of the clay would be read as a decimal, that is,
.76521. The first two digits thus may be used to show what per
cent of the day has elapsed. However, if names are needed, the
abbreviations indicated above could be used, or other brief, dis-
tinctive names could lw invented.

Comparatke values for the new.iind old units are shown below:

0.1 day or I decidav = 2 hours 24 minutes
0.01 day or 1 centidav = 14 minutes 24 seconds

0.001 day or 1 millidav 1 minute 26.4 seconds
0.0001 day or 1 dechnilliday 8.64 seconds

0.00001 day or 1 centimillidav 0.864 seconds

Tints it may he seen that the milliday 1,. of a similar order of mug-

Mtn& to the minute and the centimillidav is of a similar order
of magnitude to the second.

Since these are decimal inter\ als, the part of the day which has

elapsed can be indicated directly by a standard decimal counting
unit attached by suitable gears to a standard clock motor. The
simplest method is to put it twenty-five. tooth gear on the 1-revolu-
tion-per-minute shaft of a clock motor and a thirty-six-tooth gea:
()II the hilZift of a standard five -digit counter. T1w first two digits

:tt the left IIIZIV them lle 11'('.i to indicate days of the in With and

the next three di,zits to indicate tenths, hinuhedths. nd thou-
sandths of the (la\ respecti\ eh-. ,\ dial with 100 equal d isions on
the same shaft as the thirty- six-tooth Lear then ShOWS te11411011-

s,
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Dec imal cluck, front view. The first two figures indicate the sectmd day. of
the month. Almost 92 per cent of the day (0.91691 day) has elapsed.

Decimal cluck, rear view.

sandths and hundred-thousandths of the day. Unless some special
device is arranged for the left-end digit dial, the indicator would
have to be reset at the end of each month. Failure to reset would
not affect the accuracy of the figures to the right of the decimal
point.

A sample clock has lwen constructed using this decimal division
of the day. It is arranged to be driven by a standard 60-cycle
clock and can be operated on commercial 60-cycle systems or on
precision 60-cycle standard frequency sources. A similar clock
with different gearing could be constructed to run on a precision
1.000-cycle standard frequmey source. A CInck can also be con-
structed with two sets of dials or numbers operated 1w the same
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FRONT VIEW:
0.125F.. DAY 2= 3 HR. 00 MIN. 51 SEC.

BACK VIEW:

36-TOOTH GEAR
1-RPM SHAFT

25-TOOTH GEAROF CLOCK MOTOR

DECIMAL
CLOCK

CONVENTIONAL
CLOCK

motor, to show both conventional time and decimal time. This
would simplify comparisons between systems when necessary.

A clock which would provide both decimal time and COI1VC11-
tional time is shown in the accompanying sketch. It is made es-

zsentiallvas follows: A twenty '-five-tooth is fastened on the
I-revolution-per-minute shaft of .a synchronous clock motor (such
as a Telechron motor ). Another gear with thirty -six teeth which
mesh with the twelitv-five-to()diu,ar is connected to a shaft and
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hand moving around a dial with 100 divisions. Each of tl se
divisions th;41-represents one hundred-thousandth part of a day.
This shaft is then geared through a 100-to-1 gear train to another
hand moying over a 100-diAision- dial. (This can be just another

Auld f different length or color, m)virtg, over the same dial as
beforel These divisions. represent One thousandth part of a day.
Then the shaft of this hand is connected through a ten-to-one
gear train to a hand on a dial with ten divisions. Each of these
divisions represents one tenth part of a day. This hand also can
be .a different length or color moving over the same dial. Two ad-
ditional ten-to-one gears and hands or numbers can be provided
to give the days of the month if desired. This assembly is the
decimal time part of the clock. To get conventional tine the
motor shaft is simply extended and connected to a regular clock
movement. Since both systems are geared together, the equiva-
lent of one time system in terms of the *other is automaticall
(riven by the readings of the hands.

A conventional numeral clock showing digits such as 8:11:27
could also be a driving motor with a decimal clock like the one
shown in the photograph. Then be time readings would be
shown directly in figures as below:

8:00:00 ( ) and 0.:3:3333 day
9:3(i :(X) c a.sr. ) and 0.40000 clay

12:00:00 (noon ) and 0.30000 clay
2:24:00 ( p.m.) and 0.60000 clay. and so on

Anyone who is required to measure time differences greater
than a few seconds should find the decimal system much faster,
simpler to use. and less likely to cause errors, because it eliminates
the troublesome multiplications by 60. the additions, and so on.
It would seem that the decimal division of time would lie of great
advantage in astronomical and navigational work.. Railroad and
other transportation tables could be' much less confusing if dec.:1,-
mai time were used. Since there are. then no A.M. and P.Nt., this-
ditficultv could be retired to ()Hi\ ion.

It is interes4iutz to note that Smithsonian tables ha\ e for years
A (Mt tahles for the on\ ersion of hours. minntes. and second
to decimal parts of. a day. and \ ice \ ersa.
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In view of past experiences with attempts to change systems
of measurement,- calendars. spelling. 'and other long-established
practices, it scents unlikely that there %rill be UM' widespread use
of the decimal time system. however, the idea is intriguing and
may lie of some value for special uses, particularly since it is so
easy to provide decimal clocks operating on available 60-cycle
power sources.

Ikcinial di\ ision of angle is also an interesting possibility. Now
we have the clumsy 360 60' 60" system, %vhich is not onlv awl:-
ward in itself but easily contused with time units. For a decimal
system the natural unit of angle is 1 revolution.. which may be di-

ided into tenths, hundredths. and so on. of a revolution. Thus
90 equals 0.5 reolntion. ISO equals 0.50 revolution. and so on.
Trigonometric tables can be re% ised easily to take care of such a
system. In fact. there are already many trigonometric tables using
sii.ch hybrid schemes as degrees and tenths of a degree, Or degrees,
minutes, and tenths of a minute. and the like.

It is interesting to note that if such a system were used and
longitude 1"ell'.invitsured in it, 'then decimal. time and decimal
hnigitude could coincide exactly. Computations in% (dying time
and longitinle %You'd lie much simplified. There would no,; longer

he :my need of converting. hours, minutes. and seconds. of time to
degrees. minutes, and seconds of longitude, or vice %Prsa.

Education

Decimalization of English Nleasures

and (:omputation 11-ith Approximate 1)ata
C.11(1. N. SillsT1.:11

DM% throui411 the au-,es computation with fractions has been a
difficult hurdle for a large portion of the human race. A number

° iterestini.2: de\ ices ha\ e heel' used to help lessen thedifficultv
of complaint!, with fractious. 'rile F,gyptians restricted their frac-
tions almost ciftirel to those ha\ Ulu unit numerators: the 'Ionians
tried to aoid fractions l idig their measuring. units, thus
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giving us the topic of "denominate numbers" or "compound num-
bers"; and other early peoples made extensive use of sexagesimal
fractions.

Sexagesimal fractions were so satisfactory that they were em-
ployed for a large part of the work in science. _Tlie_term common
fraction was used to differentiate fractions of the form a/b. from
sexagesimal fractions.

Our decimal place value number system was developed in Iriia
about A.D. 600. By A.D. 1200 or earlier this system reached Spain
and very gradually began to displace the cumbersome Roman
notation. By the time of Columbus, the Hindu-Arabic decimal
notation was in use in southern Europe and from this time on the
use of the Roman notation gradually but steadily declined.

It seems strange to us now that it should have taken so long for
a number system so obviously superior to displace the Roman
system, but the force of mental inertia is perhaps the most, for-
midable of all obstacles to progress. Even a people who, in the
span of a sintle lifetime, have gone from oxcart to jet plane and
from the power of the muscles of a sweating slave to the promise
of atomic power, and who demand the very latest gadget on their
automobileseor radios, will show the stupidity of ignorant taboo-
cursed South Sea islanders when asked to change some process
or habit to which the hay e become accustomed. Dozens Of ex-
amples of the curse of mental inertia may be found in past history,
and immerons cases remain to plague us. Decimal fractions, deci-
mal measuring, the metric system, new methods of subtraction,
and the reform movement in mathematics are a few examples of
superior deices, techniques, or movenwnts held up or impeded
by mental inertia. Decimal federal currency was established lw
law in 1792. As late, however, as 1868, wh.li the Bryant and
Stratton Cmn»wreial Arithmetic was published, the authors con-
sidered it tiCccssav to gix e the currency of all but nine states in
ternis of Engli.sli or other colonial monies. Thus in New York the
dollar was equal to S shillings. hi Ncw jersey, Pennsylvania,
Delaware, and Nlar% hid the dollar was equal to 7 shillings 6

. pence. In Maine [Ind the other New England states, and in Vir-
ginia, Tennessee. Kentucky. and Missouri the dollar was equal to
6 sill-nags. In North Carolina the dollar was worth 10 shillings,
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whereas in South Cari)lina the dollar was worth only 4 shillings
Spence. Iii Mississippi the dollar was equal to 8 bits, and in. New
Orleans the dollar was equal to 16 picayunes. At the turn of the
century it was a fairly common experience to find old people who
still talked about shillings, and even today the Fulton Fish Mar-
ket in ,New York uses' shillings An its quotations. 'The awkward
1/8, 1/4, 3:8, 1;2, 5:8, 3/4, and 7/8 used in stock-market quota-
tions are relics of the day when the dollar was worth 8 shillings

.

and the was 1: 8 dollar 1/2 cents. Perhaps in an-
othi'r hundred years the stock-market quotations will be given
in dollars and dimes instead of in dollars and shillings. The
penny, like the shilling, is an old English coin, and it is not equiv-
alent to the cent. The cent, coined since 1792, has never had the
word penny on it. Calling the- cent a penny spoils, the metric
relationship: milli-, centi-, deci- of the mill; cent; and dime. The
5-cent piece is never called the 5-pennv piece. The-newer addl-.
metics tend to drop the penny or to minimize its use and write
2 cents, 3 cents, 5 cents, 12 cents, instead of 2 pennies, :3 pennies,
and so on. This is a thoroughly desirable trend.

It has been pointed out by opponents of the metric system that
in metric countries the old measuring units tended to survive.
This is not an argument against the metric system, but an illus-
tration of mental inertia. No Salle person would suggest that we
should go hack to the use of the cumbersome English system of
money because of the fact that the shilling and penny had stir-
ived for more than one hundred and fifty years.
It is difficult to say when decimal fractions were invented, but

lindolff ( 1530 and Simon Stevin ( 1585) are entitled to most of
the credit for bringing decimal fractions to the attention of the
world. 'Both Rudolff and Ste in had awkward techniques for
Yriting. decimal fractions, but Stevie, at least, fully understood
decimal fractions and thoroughly appreciated their advantages
mer (1)111111011 fractions. in addition he suggested a full set of
decimal measures. in La nisme Steyin says, ''All measureslin-
ear, liquid. dr\ . and ninetarvmav be di\ ided [ I I

. is sad to contemplate the millions of years of time that have

T, lit Lr.0 rctt t., films in the filbilogr.phy .tt the end of this
attli.
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oven astyti by individuals because of the mental inertia that
prevented..for so bmg a time, the adoption of Steyin's suggested
decimal fractious atid measures. For two hundred year the.use
of decinial fractions was confined largely to logarithms and to
other tatulateddata. Iii 1792 dechiCal fractious increased greatly
in importance when the United States .abandoned the English
monetary system and ado'ptedia decimal system of coinage in its
place. In 1799 the decimal movement received further impetus
%len the French Government adopted the metric. system. In
1S66 the metric sYstem,was made legal in the United States, and
later. in 1893, the meter was adopted as the official standard of
length in this country, the Yard bying defined in terms of the
meter.

Very soon after the legalizing of the metric system, various
trades and.prolessions began to divide our old English units dcci-
mallly. The National Bureau of Standards reports: "Level rods.

with decimal graduations of a foot were in general use at least
60 Years ago. Nlicrometer calipers with decimal graduations of
the inch hike been used for fifty- Years or more, and steel tapes
graduated in feet. 0.1 foot. ;old 0.01 foot have been in general use
for at least twenty-nye Years. The mile, the pound, and the hour
are other liwastaint2; units that have for a long time been decimal-
./e(i. and aerages ill( almost alwaYs given as decimals.;

1,t is hard to realize the extent to winch decimalization of our
measnres illy prou,Tessed. In a recent issue of the Country Gen-
tlman then. were 179 decimal fractions aside from United States
moue\ . Among the deimal fractions appearing- in this issue were
the following: 2.23 1.73 grams. 8.75 in., 9.9 lb., 2.9 mp.h.,
11.1', water. 5.1 mill: test 21.6 drawbar horsepower,
:3:39.3 minim hnshels, 99.7 calories per ounce. Other decimal
fr.0 fonnd in recent fano publications are: 2.8 tom., 24.6 oz,
S7.5 acryc, .305.6 tiali.. o.000o25 in.. 11.6 mi.. 5.67 et. per k.w.h..
11.35 miles per gallon. water flow 01:3.75 ft. Per se., 27.55 points

Thyrt. wcry ;ifs() statements
that at four months an .-1\ rshirc should weigh 2.66 times its birth
weight. a ( 'oternsey .72. a 11olstein 2.75. and a Jersey :3.04-: "milk
\ci,..Llis 2.15 11). per tioarl: "the milk test was 1.24: and -this
lister Clliti1 attn. IS 6.7 feet wide and at a speed of :IA wiles per
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hour will cultk ate 2.7 acres per hour.- Recent farm bulletins con-
tain thousands of decimal fractions in a wide arietv of units.

.Another trend toward decimals is the growing tendency to sell
bulbs and other things by tens, hundreds. anl thousands, ill place
of the dozen. gross, and great gross, and to sell produce lw the
100 pounds in place of the bushel.

In engineering and in inane other phases of industry, decimali-
zation of measures is taking place e ('11 more rapidly Chau

culture. The numerous illustrations from agriculiiire.. were se-
leted to show the decimal 'Nag:I-in-10i area where it has been
widely 10...lic\--1 there was little need for tkcimidfractions.

Unfortunately. some colleges still grant degrees to students who
make a cursory study of the usage in certain fields of trade and
industry and then in flit. light of their findings recommend the
elimination or i..utailment of this usage as a topic of study in the
schools, If this were our. sole criterion for subject matter, there
would he little growth or improvement in education. Very often
the important tptestion is that slioubl be tised instead ..)f what is
used. is especially true in connection with the topics of deii-
mal measuring and the metric system.

The vloption of decimal fractions and decimal measuring units
has been held up to a considerable degree k the stupid examples
formerly found in our early textbooks. III all arithmetic published
iu 1.' ).3 and used well into the present century [51 the following
zie gken:

1. Reduce to a min'n..n fraction: .191805 15,17
. Multiph 1.(N/Wi 3.5702. .11IN. :3.,5921:3;392. last fi r digits

are not significant.]
litolut. 11:3 256 ft, a decimal fraction. Ans. 0.-1-11-10623.

-I. 1)i\ 27:3.2S,WiS5 by 6.072. .fns. 15.0079.

In arithinetis pulkhed in the nineteenth century, examples
in decimal fractions can be hhind with answers containing from
skteen to ski\ Pupils exposed to slid' examples could not
ht evected to see the ad\ antage of di.eimal fractions.

If. in place of the examples cited ohm r. pupils !hotbed' asked

to x ork a series. of paired innblemN like those below. it is sale to
assume that decimal tractiink and decimal meamiring would
been adupted man\ \ cars,
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1. a. A building lot is 248 ft. 7 3/8 in. by 84 ft. 5 7/8 in. What*

is its area?
b. A building lot is 248.61 ft. by 84.49 ft. What is its area?

Round votir answers in a and b so that all the digits re-
tained will be significarit.

2. a. A turkey weighs 17 lb. 5 oz. What will it cost at 471/20
a pound?

b. A turkey weighs 17.3 lb. What will it cost at 47.50 a
pound?

3. a. A man begins work on a job at 8:45 A.M. and quits at 11:09
A.M. What should he receive at 871/20 an hour?

b. A man begins work on a job at 8.75 A.M. and quits at 11.15
A.M. What should he receive at 87.50 an hour? [Note: a
decimal time clock is used in b; 8.75 means 8 and .75
hours.]

Far too many abstract decimal 'fractions are found in current
texts. These are relatively rare in life. If decimal fractions are
to be real aild have meaning, they should grow out of measuring
experience with instruments graduated decimally.

When decimal measuring units are used, it is vet* easy to apply
the necessary rules for computing with approximate data. This
is one of the best reasons for adopting decimal measuring units.
With our old units it is difficult to apply the rules for computation
of this kind.

These rules are just as .necessary when data are' given in our
old units as when data are given in decimal units, but unfortu-,
klatch., as the result of ignoring them, )m 40 per cent to 90 per
:ent of the answers to the practical problems found in many

mathematics and science texts are mong. Ignorance may be
bli*Ss, but it has no place in mathematics and science texts.

COMPUTATION NVITII APPROXIMATE DATA

Computation with approximate data is needed in a large pro-
poriion of the problems of life, since these problems contain ap-
proximate data secured from measurements or taken from various
handbook tables. The table on the properties of saturated steam
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in the Handbook of Physics and Chemistry [9] contains 3,591
approximate factors, and there are hundreds of similar tables in
the numerous handbooks. ,In solving problems containing ap-
proximate data, one should always follow the laws for computing
with approximate data.

Approximate data are used in may), phases of the mathematics
and science taught in theiglementary and secondar: schools. It
isnot'at all difficult to teach the rules for computing with approx-
imate data in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades. In fact, it is
easier tb teach the ftmdamental facts of this topic in these grades
than it is to change the computational habits. and concepts of
graduate students who have always used "exact \computation.
The rules for computing with approximate data should be taught
at the earliest opportunity and then constantly used in all subse-
quent work in mathematics: and science.

Public can measure to the nearest foot, to the nearest 0.1 foot,
or t(i the nearest 0.01 feet; according to the graduations on their
tape and the care with whiel. it is used? but they cannot measure
any length exactly. There are at least ten sources of error in meas-
uring so simple a thing as the distance between two points sev-
eral hundred feet apart. Pupils should learn' that no one in the
whole history of the world has ever made an exactly accurate
measvement of any 'length. The same is true of measurements of
time, weight, volume, area, temperature, rotation, latitude, longi-
tude, and the like. The most accurate measurements ever made
do not have more than eight significant digits, and most of the
measurements used in industry have from thrue to five significant
digits.

Figure A shows how slight is the relative value of the last digit
of a four-digit number. If this number had been rounded to 8,890,
the change in the third bar would have been too small to notice.
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Figure B shows how small is the relative value of the last three
digits of a six-digit number. Three- and four-digit results are
highly satisfactory for most purposes. Tile astonishing popularity
of the Elide rule :0 industry and engineering is due to this fact.

Fundamental Concepts. Pupils should he taught the meaning
of unit of measurement and signi leant digits and how to round
iu and when and why t(11 s necessary. The unit o meas-
urement is tlie smallest unit used in (1 measurement. TI unit of
measurement in the following measurements is given in the pa.:
rntheses: 64.32 feet (0,01 foot); 3.8 feet (0.1 foot ); 34.3 pounds
( 0.1 pound); 16' pounds 12 ounces (,1 Ounce ); 34 24'16" (1");
16 :3 8 inches (1 -8 inch ); 6,84:3 miles (1 mile );,10.2 seconds (0.1
secon(l); 2.10:34 inches (0.0001 inch).

If a distance has been measured so accurately that is known
to be nearer to 986.:3 feet than it is either to 986.2 or to 986.4 feet,
the measurement has four significant digits. For all digits of a
number to be signifioant, (Toil digit except tiu' last must be cur-
wet. and Hu' error in last digit must not, be greater than one-
half tlie unit of measurement.

It the measurement 26.8 inches has three significant digits, it
insist he betwei.n 26.73 inches ZlIld 26.85 inches. If the measure-
ment 16.1:37 feet has five significant digits, it must he between
16.365 feet and 163.:375 feet. Zeros that arc the result of correct
measurement are significant. If the measurement :300 feet is cor-
rect to the nearest foot. or lies betwe,m 299.5 feet mid :300.5 feet,
the measurement has three significant dig;:s and the two zeros
an' 1/001 Ze1.0,Z ,110111(1 not Ice writt'!'n.aft.er
rillt in a inivd decimal unless they are significant. One can he
,,nre that the measurement 26.00 feet has four significant. digit,
and that the measurement :3.0000 inches has five significant digits.

Zeros used to giN o' t 11V All(' ill a ronifily.1 number
an' ny't significant. If 186.28I is rounded to 186,000, the three
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zeros are not significant. Zeros are also used before significant
digits in a decimal fraction to gi.e correct place value. *Zeros used
in this wav are never significant. If the three-digit measurement
86.3 millimeters is changed to 0.0000863 kilometers, it is evident
that the eros are not significant.

Varioit. devices have been suggested to indicate when zeros are
significan , but in most cases special devices are nct necessary. In
a set of measurements one can usually tell which zeros are signifi-
cant.

In the set of measurements below it is safe to assume that the
zeros are significant.

3(XX) feet ,

4123
1:3(X) "
2177 0

106(X) feet
.

Like people, zeros- may be judged by the company they keep. If
one sees such measurements as 6,000,000,000,000 miles or 186,(X))
miles, one may usually assume ti at these are rounded numbers
and that the zeros are not significant.

Pupils who secure their own data through measuring will al-
ways know which zeros are significant. No author should ever
give it rounded 11111n1)cr in a problem without telling the number
of significant digits: for ixtunple: The speed of light, correct to
three digits. is 186,000 miles per second. Ilow long will it take
light to go 7,927 ',tiles? Or the speed of light is 186,300 miles per
second (4 significant digits), or using scientific notation, 1.863
X 10' miles per second.

To find how many significant digits there lire in a measurement
when decimal measures are not used, express the measurement in
terins of the sallest unit of measurement used. Thus, 46 has
two snznificant digits: 9 inches has one significant digit, but 9 0'64
inches or 576 61 inches has three: 68 pounds 4 ounces or 1,092
trainees has four significant digits; 9 feet has one significant digit,
lint 9 feet 0 inches or 108 inches hits three.significant digits, and
9 feet 0 :32 inches or :3,456 :32 inches has four significant digits.

Mien ham4int.r, measurements containing cmunon fractions to
decimals, retain onk the' same untidier of significant digits as
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there are in the original data. Thus 6'0/8.-inches or 51/8 inches
(2 significant digits) is not equivalent to 6.375 inches (4 signifi-
cant digits), and 2 2/5 inches or 8/3 inches (1 significant digit)
is most certainly not equal to 2.667 inches (4 significant digits ).
There may. be an error of oily-half the unit of-ittetts-urernent in
6 3/8 inches. Since the upit.of measurement is.178 inch the error
may he as much as"1 /16 inch or 0.06 inch. With the possibility of
an errior this large, no careful or honest computer would change
6 3 8 inches to 6.375 inches. It must be remembered, however,
that abstract hypothetically exact fractions may be carried'eut to
as niany.difills as is desired. The 1/3 that appears in the formula
for the volume of a cane may be carried gut to tenor more digits
if 4is accuracy is 4esirable. &Wally it should be carried oui. to

r one more digit than the number of digits in the least accurate
measured data with which it 's used. Also, all the fractions in the
series, 1 '2, 4.'8 :32/64, 64/128,.0.5, and 0.5000000 are equivalent
provided they are exact, abstract fractions. If the above fiactions
are measurements, they are not equivalent.

Common fractions are very unsatisfactory in real life computa-
tion because of the difficulty of finding the i .iber of significant
digits when.they are used and because of the tact that they can-.
not be used conveniently with slide rules, computing machines,
or logarithms, ill tables, or for the very precise measurements
common today. They are also less convenient to type and print
than decimal fractions and are more difficult to use in pencil com-
putation. Computation with decimal fractions can be taught
much earlier than computatic with common fractions., For they
and a number of other real lls lecimal fractions are rapidly re-.
placing the old-fashioned common fractions. In fact, the time is
rapidly approaching when any extended computation with com-
mon fractions may well be held over for algebra.

Arithinetics in which all computation was done with decimal
fractions were written more than one hundred years ago [14]. At
that time there were no decimal measuring instniments, the use
of decimal money was still far from being nniversal, and there
was no demand from science and industry for exceedingly precise
measurements. Because of these facts there was no possibility
that wholly decimal aritlunctics could succeed. Today. however,

r
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such arithmetics would be thoroughly practical and distinct im-
provements over existing arithmetic. texts. ! \

Rounding Numbers. All eleMeiltary texts teach pupils how to
round numbers; but they' usually do' not teach them. the really
important coacepts and practices: when to round.numbers or why
the answers to ,certain problems must be rounded, and how to
determine the number of digits to retain when rounding data or
answers: Some situations in which it is desirable or necessary to
mane' numbers follow: (a) In constructing graphs, it is usual to
round data to two, three, or, in very large graphs, four significant
digits. (p) Data.obtained from handbooks may'be more accurate
than are needed to work a problem. Thus, the value of 77. to six
digits is :3.14159. To find the circumference of a circle 8.6 feet in
diameter, 7: should be rounded to :3.14, or to one digit more than
the data. All conversion factors and similar data are rounded in
this manner. (. ) Data to be learned are usually rounded. Thus
the speed of light is usually rounded from 186,284 miles per see-
and to 186,000 miles per second; the diameter of the earth at the
equator is usually rounded from 7,926.8 miles to 8,000. miles; the
acceleration due to gravity at sea level (latitude 45') is usually
rounded from 32.1.72 feet per second to 32 or 32.2 feet per second;

`and the length of the light year is usually rounded from 5,875, -

.156,800,000 to 6 X 1012. (d) Computation usually introduces
digits that are not significant. Such spurious digits must be
rounded off. (e) If an answer accurate to only n digits is desired,
it is customary to 'round all data to (n 1) digits before com-
puting. Some authorities round to (n -1- 2) digits. Later in this
article ndes are given to determine the number of digits to be
retained in rounded answers.

The following rules may be used for roundina numbers:
1. If a number. correct to a certain number of significant digits.

is to 1)e rounded to a smaller number of significant digits, the
digits that are dropped should he replaced by zeros. When the
digits tliat are dropped are located to the right of the decitnal
point, they should notlic replacrd by zercis. Thns the polar radius
of the earth. :3,949 miles, romuledto two digits is 3,900 tulles; but
1 of latitude at the poles, 69.41 miles, rounded to two digits is
69 miles.
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2. If the first of the digits that are to be dropped is 5, 6, 7, 8, or
9, the last digit retained should he increased by 1. The mean dis-
tance from the earth to the moon, 238,854 miles, rounded to three
signifieant digits is 2390)0 tulles; and 1 of latitude at the Nita-
tor, 68.71 miles, rounded to, two significant digits is 69. miles.
Some texts say that when 5 is dropped, the preceding digit should
he ilireased by -1 if it is odd but left unchanged if it is even,.
Abimt the only advantage of this rule, if used, is that all students
will round in the same way. Since there are as many even as odd
digits. when a large lumber of .addends are summed, the errors
will tend to comirensate.-If this rule is used, it should be used
only for limited cases of 5, 50, 500, 5,000, and so on. If some
number such as 234,512 is to be rounded to three digits, the third
digit shimld be incretisecl bv 1 whether it is odd or even.

adding and,, Subtracting Approxinwtc Numbers. In a set of
measurements like those shown in a, each measurement should
be given .to the same unit; in this case the tenth of a foot is the
unit of measurement, since each measurement is made to the
nearest tenth of a foot.

a. 42.6 feet 1); 26.24 feet 9 8/16 inches
80.0 " 30.00 4 :3/16

1 6.:36 " 5 116
8.0 41.:3() :3 0/16

206.9 feet, 11:3.90 feet 21 12/16 inches

111 set a. the zeros are significant and must lie written as shown.
In set b. since the unit of measurement is 0.01 foot, the zeros are
significant and cannot be omitted. In set c, the unit of measure-
ment. 1 16 inch, is clearly indicated. The 8/16 inch should not be
reduced to 1 2 inch. The 0,16 is necessary to show the same unit
has been used for call' measurement. ;3 0'16 in e is just as
necessary to show that this measurement is accurate to the nearest
1 16 inch as is the 8.0 feet in a to show that this measurement is
accurate to the nearest 0.1 foot. There is a vast difference be-t

exact, abstract fractions and the concrete fractions ob-
tained b measuring. Tin' fractions obtained by measuring are
nee cr exact and must be treated as all approximate data aro-
treated. The last digit of each measuremoit in a and b is a nearest
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digit and may be slightly too large or-slightly too small; For tea-,

sons given above, the last digit of the answers to a, b, and c may
not be significant, but in practical work the best rule is to retain
the full answer. If the 12/16 in the answer to c is reduced to 3/4
inch, the indicated accuracy of the answer will be reduced from
three significant digits to two significant digits, the precision of
the measurements will be lessened, and an important part of the
original data, the twit of measurement, will be lost.

In subtracting approximate' numbers it is better to retain the
full answer, as shown in d..Quantities to be added or subtracted
should 1)e measured to the same unit. Sometimes it is necessary
to add Measurements made by different people or measurements
and results obtained from computation. In these cases it may be
'necessary to round the data to the same unit before adding.

d., 86.24 inches/
2:3.41

62.8:3 inches

e. 251. feet .1 3. inches
:32.641 1.8762

4.:37
120.5

4

Unfortunately, examples in addition and subtraction like e and
fniav still be found in certain textbooks and in examinations con-
taining obsolete processes. The pupil is usually instructed to "fill
the empty places with zeros and then add or subtract." Examples
of this type do not occur in real life, and they should not appear
M up -to) -ditty books. ReeVP says, "Not only is an example like
12.7 1.0:396 a non-essential, but it is an evidence of educational
ignorance- [111.

Writing. about similar examples found on so-called standard
tests i 9.1 and 9.2 :3.00061), Upton says, -flow is a
teacher to keep her balance when presumably authoritatke tests
give' problems like the above?.' I I. 1. Brueckner and Groessnickle
sa\ connection with similar examples, 'The teacher who gi\ es
examples of this t\ pe is defeating-one of the purposes of teaching
decimals. Neither business nor science uses such procedures."
And..izgain. -Bagged decimals never occur in social usage 161.

It should be noted that if the ;pros in an example like the fol-
lowing are not significant. the example, \ iolates flu. rule that all
measurement.. to he added or subtracted should be measured. Or
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rounded, to the lame unit. This is another case of "kigged deci-
mals."

46 feet
-210
3400

16a,000

"'

`5

Examples e ;and, f violate the fundamental rule that all measure-
ments to he added or .subtracted shbuld.he measured to Ae same
unit. Certainly no experienced person would think orusiilg iour
different units id one set measurements. No one uses
stick for part of a set of measurements and a micrometer for the
balance.

Computation never increases the accuracy of the .data. Ctilli-
more says, "Tile frequent habit of ca'rry'ing results to a greater
number of significant- figures than the data warrants comes peril-.
ouslv near to lying with figures" [7]. The teacher who annexes
zeros in examples like c and f and thus makes people believe that
rough data are very accurate data is no longer "perilously near";
he has arrived. It is never permissible to annex zeros in examples.
like e and f. The measurement 251 feet in e may be anything be-
tween 250.300 feet and 251.500 feet; therefore 21.000 feet is only
()lie of a thousithd possible values, each of which would produce a .

different answer.
A measurement like 3 inches ( f) is a very rough measurement,

whereas.3.00(X) inches is a very precise (small unit) and accurate
( five significant digits ) measurer eta. In no sense are' 3 inches
and 3.00(g) inches equivalent. If the :3.0000 inches has been meas-
tired correctly to the nearest 0.0001 inch the zeros- are significant
and no practical measurer would omit them. Zeros should never
be aexetkin addition or subtraction.

eri+criir for Accuracy. Tlia measurements 4,8:32 feet, 48.32 feet,
and 0.-18:32 feet are all equally accurate, since they have the same
number of significant digits; but the last measurement is the most
precise, since it has a much smaller or more precise unit of nicas-
umnent. An instrunlent of precision was 11(Tded to make the last
lily lSlire'illeltt. A measurement or the answer to a problem 11111St

it he th'cl111,11 point correctly located, but the location of the
decimal point does not indicate the accuracy of a measurement

f4-

. .
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or the accuracy of an allS'ATT. M11111" texts instruct pupils to cafry
out answers in di ision to a stated number of decimal plac..s. This
is not a satisfactory criterion and oftemleads to serious errors.

The two examples below are taken from a s-et of examples, hav-
ing the instructions, -CAA. your answers out to the nearest hun-
dredth":

3,865.74
a. 2.16

.02
b. 83.61 IT4:3-2-

In a the answer should be carried out to four digits and rounded
back to three; :3.870, is the best answer. In b the answer should
be carried out to five digit;' and rounded back to four; 0.01713. is
the best answer. The ridiculous imswers obtained by carrying, out
the instructions show how unsatisfactory such instructions are.
It is true that a careful textbook writer will avoA such absurd
extremes, but his examples will be highly artificial, since he must
juggle all his data to make them fit the instructions.

The only safe criterion is, carry the' answer out to, or round
answer to. the number of significant digits justified by the data.

The criterion for aceuracv that is easiest to apply in the ordi/
nary computation used in elementary schools and in high schocls,
is the number of significant digits. This criterion' is satisfactory
for all hut the most refined sci.?ntific computation. Changing the
three-digit measurement 86.3 millimeters, to 0.000086:3 kilometer
does not chum the accuracy of the measurement. Since 86.3
millimeters and 0.0000863 kilometer each have three significant
digits. they are of the same degree of accuracy. A measurement
haring three significant digits, or three-digit accuracy, is more
accurate than a measurement having two significant digits, or
two-digit accuracy. An numberumber having four signifi-
cant uigits. or four-digit accm.acy, 'S more accurate than one hav-
ing three significtit digits, or three-digit accuracy. An approxi-
mate number having ( rnificant digits is more accurate
than one ha\ ing only (n) s leant digits.

If two nwasurements II: ye the same number of significant
digits, the one that begins with the larger is the more accu-
rate. 'Hills S.76 fc is more ic..curate thin' :342. feet, 4.:37 feet,
0 .1:35 feet. or 6 3.S feet. The measurement 9 9.9 feet is very scar to
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four-digit accuracY ,( 99.9 + 0.1 100.0), whereas the measure-
ment 10:0 feet has just got into the three digit 'claSs (9.9 + 0.1).
If there is all error of 0.05. feet in each of the last two measure-
ments, the error in the first Is 0.05 in 99.9 or 1 in 1,998, whereas
the error in the second is 0.05 in 10.0 or 1 in only 200. It is easily
seen that the "error in the second measurement is far more serious
than the error in the first. The ratio of the error in the 'measure-
ment to the measurement itself is called tlw relative error. Where
a rigorous criterion for accuracy is needed, the relative error
should he used.

The smallest whole number with two digits is. 10, and the larg-
est is 99. Since the imit.of measurement is 1, the maximum error
to allow two significant digits in each of the above numbers is
0.5. The relative errors will be roughly 0.5/10 = 0.05 5 per
cent and 0.5.99 0.005 .7. 0.5 per cent. That is, in a-number
with two significant digits the error will range from 5 per cent
down to 0.5 per cent. The location of the decimal point will not
affect the range of the error. The numbers 99, 9.9, 0.99, and
0,00099 will have the saine relative error.

The range of error for numbers with nacre than two significant
digits may be found ill the smile way. The table below shows the
range of errors for numbers of two to significant digits.

Number of Signifi- Rangy of Error
(-wit PI O% in Per Cent

5 to 0.5
0,5 to 0.(15

( 4 0.05 to 0.005
5 0.005 to 0.0005

The measurement 1(1 16 inches or 61 16 inch HMV have an
-"error of one-half the unit of measurement, or an error of 1:32 inch.
Since 1 32 : 61 16 0.0078 or 0.78 per cent., this falls in the
two-digit ranee' and chrcks. Mr approximate rule giten curlier itl
this articic for finding tlw unibcr of significant digits when deci-
al unity were not uscd. Again. an error of 0.5 ounce 'a the meas-
urement 12 pounds 1 ounces or 196 ounces will be 0.5 ill 196.
Since 0.5 : 1% 0.0625 or 0.2.5 per cent. the measurement has

error between 0..5 per cent and (1.0.5 per cent and is in the
three' - elicit class.
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The .expert always writes the full dimension. No designer,
draftsman. or engineer would write 2 inches when lie intended a
dimension to be 2.0000...inclies. In addition to this, the tolerance
( the amount Of ariatio)t permitted in the size of a part ) is usually
given. If a shaft is to fit in a hole, tlw dimensions might be given
as follows:

Ilole 1000 inches 1- 0.001 inch Shaft 1.999 inches + "(X) inch
0.000 . 0.001 inch

That is. the hole Call vary 'from 2.000 inches. to 2.001 inches, and
the shaft can vary from 1.998 inches to 1,999 inches, An engineer
would neer rite 46 for 46 0' or 46 00' 00" ( either form is
permissib1e1. The U. S. (:oast and Geodetic Survey goes so far as
to %Yrite 100 00' 00.0" \\ hen a position has been located to the
nearest 0.1 second of latitiale or longitude.

In contrast to the correct and scientific. practice folloNed by the
technicians, the a% eragv person %cry often gives only part of the
iiwaNiieinvili. Thus at lllatll xitiitiii;2-, a table of it Certain SiZ(', SUCh
acs 4.0) feet 4..6.00 feet, or 4.000 feet by 6.000 feet, or -4 feet
inc Il k 6 feet S inch. or 4 feet 0.64 inch by 6 feet 0/64 inch,
will iisnallV \\ rite the dimensions -I feet by 6 feet. It is, of .eourse,
impossildc to !mild a table -exactly" 4 feet k. 6 1(14, Imt since it
is relatkelo easy to) measure to three- Or four-digit accuracy, a
carpenter building the table will most certaMly not have an error
of 0.5 10(it either dimension. It is reasonable to assume that
the error \ill not be greater than I 16 inch in such a piece of \ork
by an e\periened craftsman.

If the rules for omputim; vith approximate data are follmed,
the area of a table I feet by 6 feet \oid& ha\ e to be rounded to

acenrae. The answer 2 square feet \yould be romuled
to 20 square feet. It is okions. limye er. that since the intended
anro is at least that indicated k dimensions of 4.0 feet by 6.0

feet donhtless 1)\ dimensions of 1.00 feet by 6.00 feet, the
answer 21. square feet or e en -21.0 sclllaare 1(4 is a hotter ans\er
than 20 sfinare feet. The tronhle is !Mt %OH' the (*UNS 1.(1' 1111-

1)1Itiii \\ id] .tlyni\iiitate data hilt \R! the careless a iu \cinch
the data m.re 14i\ 0.11.

(.,11 1)1.110,j fishes if) (1,),1. "c\actic 1(0t 1)\ 1.{.(4. If
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the' door is 1,16 inch short, he will doubtless haye no objection,
and if it is 1,'16 inch to 1:8 inch too long'for his opening, he will
plane it off and be happy:

When our elementary textbooks begin to give th/r data cor-
rectly and to teach pupils how to use these data correctly, we will
have far better mathematics in the elementary schools and far
better preparation for high school mathematics and science and
for real life applications.

Rules for Multiplyiug and Dividing Approximate Numbers.
When .two approximate numbers are to be multiplied or divided,
the following rules should be used:

1. If two approximate nunthers hare the same number of sig-
nificant digits, multiply the numbers and round off the product
to the same number of digits as there are in each factor. The last
digit of the answer will not always be significant, but this rule is
satisfactory for all elementary work and is usually followed in
scientific work. For example, 26.3 X 9.25 243.275. this result
should be rounded to 24:3.

2, If one, of two approximate numbers has more significant
digits than the other, first round off tlw more accurate approxi-
ate number so that it contains one more significant digit
the less accurate approximate number. Then multiply diCnuni-
hers and round off the product to the same humber of digits as
there are in the less accurate factor. A product can never have
more significant digits than their are in the least accurate of' the
factors used in the computation. and in some cases it may have
one less significant digit; but for clelneniary work the rules given
above should be used. For example. :34.5 x .12.1555 - ? should
be worked as :34.5 > 42.16 1,451.520. This result should be
tounded tci 1.450. no zero is not significant.

3. If two approximate numbers in dirisio hare the same num-
ber of significant dij its. carry the quotient Out to mu' 111(111' digit
than is contained in each of the gire numbers. Then runid off
the quotient so that it contains flue same number . f digits as there
are in cad, of the given numbers. For example. 15:3 : 6.5
2.115. This lesult should he rounded to 2.-15.

1. If th, diridend and dirisor are such that -one of them has
more signifiant di,,its than lire other, first round off flue more
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accurate number so that it contains one more sinificant digit than
the less accurate nuniber. Then divide and carry the quotient out
to one more digit titan is contained in the less accurate of the two
numbers. Finally round off the quotient to the scone number of
digits as are found in the less accurate number. Thus in the
example 884 -: 2,150.42, round to 884 2,150 0.4111; then
round the answer to 0.411. Note: 884 2,150.p = 0.41108,
which also rounds to 0.411. .

When the above rules for dividing approximate numbers are
used, the last digit of the quoynt will not always be significant,
but these rules are satisfactory for all elementary work and afe
usually followed in work in science.

, The four rules given above may be combined into a single rule.
In multiplication and dirisioii the answer can ?fere,. have store
significant digits than there are in rite least accurate factor. An-
wers should be rounded to the same number of digits as there are
in the least accurate factorN,

Rules 2 and 4 mav save considerable 1111eCeSSary computation,
esQecially in texts where the author has not used consistent data,
hilt thev are not essential and eonsequently may be omitted if

desired.
A rough konstration like the one below will help to show

the reasonableness of the laws for multiplication. The uncertain
digits are in boldface. All digits obtained by using these uncertain
digits are also shown in boldface. except those combined with
digits carried from the boldface digits. The problosn is: What is
the area of a rectangle S.65 feet by 7.43 feet?

4

8.65
7.43

2595
.11(;0

(;():)5
i;1.2695 :111,wcz. 61.3

It is e idnt that n'would be deceptive to retain More than one
uncertain digit. This device stay be used for multiplication or
di\ ision. Pupils may nsered pencil for the uncertain digits. A
second demonstration i' to take the produet of the two lower

5.615 . 7.125 and the two upper limits (8.655 X 7.435 )
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and round the answers to three digits. If all the possible com-
binations between these limits are taken, there will he 11 X 11*
or 121 different answers. Any one of these may be. the answer.
If, huwe er, Rules 1 and 2 are followed, the best answer will be
obtained in it very large per cent of the cases, and in most of the
other cases the error in the last digit of the rounded answer will
seldom be more than 1. In a very few cases it may he 2 or even
:3. It is far better to run the risk of a small error in the lust digit
in a vi.ry small per cent of the cases than to follow the present
plan of retaining two, three, four, or more digits.thia are not sig-
nificant or the equally serious error of dropping digits that arc
significant.

5. In the actual work of dividing two approximate numbers, it
is sometimes.necessary to annex zeros to the dividend in order to
secure in the quotient the number of digits warrated by the orig-
ial data. in. the example 86.2 -:- p.43 the answer should be car-
ried out to four digits and rounded back to three (the answer is
9.14 ). To wenn, this answer it is necessary to annex several
zeros. If the dividend in such cases is more accurate than the
divisor, the original digits may be retained instead of following
Rule 4. The zeros annexed in division do not affect the accuracy
of the digits retained by following Rules :3 and 4. Four zeros we're
annexed to get the answer 9.141, which was rounded-to 9.14. The
same answer may be obtained by rounding to three digits the
quotient. obtained Kling am' of the following imitators by
9.1:3: 86.2(X)00, 86.21111, 86.212:34, 86.33:33, 86.21987, 86.18888,
86.19999, or any one of several hundred other numbers obtained
by annexing digits other than zero. In any of the above cases the
annexed digits ('cable the computer to get the inimber'of digits
to %Odell he is entitled by the rules that have been given, but they'
do not change the first three digits of the answer. In actual prac-
tice the may (li!4it (Ter annexed is zero. If this same test is made
in :tdditio)) or subtraction. a large array of different answers will
be obtained. It is never permissiNe to annex :eras in addition or.
subtrarthm.

6. The answer in Almon. root should contain the same number
of ,i,:4nifirant cli(7its there (Ire in the approximate number tebose
root i.i.sought. The squar root of 61 is S.0, and the square root of
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6-1.00 is 8.(XX). It is better to carry the answer out one digit farther
awn warranted and then round back as was done in division.

Both the 64 and the 64.00 used above were assumed to be approx-
imate numbers. The square root of an exact number 111Z1V be car-

ried Rut to z.ts many digits as desired. In practical work this will
usually 1w do ermined in' the other 'data in the problem. If the'
root is to lie used with data of n significant digits, it should be
rounded to ( H 4- 1) significant digits.

711, When nSed in multiplication, division, and square root, the

rides for computing with approximate data should be applied Only

to flu. approximate factors. The 4, :3, 1, 2, 6, and 4 in the follow-
ing formulas are exact numbers:

%' 4 :37: rs'; A . . 1 '2 alp; ti /ti (B 4m +T).

Pupils must lie trained to differentiate between exact and ap-
proximate numbers.

Exact .Numbers. '1. Numbers obtained by counting are consid-

ered exact. This is CSIM'CialiV trite %Own the elements counted are
practically identical, such as six nickels, eight 1-inch steel balls,
twelve standard eggs of the same grade. 'When the elements
counted are not identical, the -measureinient" may.he wildly up-.

proximate for SOMV piirpOSCS. If a new development contains
eighty-six houses all built from the same set of plans and costing
87.600 each. the . "6 may be considered an exact number. How-
e\ er, if there are in it town eiglitv-six houses ranging in value from
a mansion costhig 895.(100 clown to a shack costing $809, the 86
is%.\act mil\ in a census sense.

1.aly numbers obtained lw counting should he carefully
checked to see that counting produced no error. If we read that a
certain cit\ has 2.270.:3S5 inhabitants, we may he sure, for it num-
ber nt (.4Hud reasons. that little confidence can he placed in the
last two or three digits.

2. Small whole numbers ill ratiolis formulas arr alnTht
.uvrIct

:3, If grulltctical ineasnrcmrnts may he considered exact. If the
side's 0)1 :1-4.tiosol. \yule (Ailed\ 2 inches. the perimeter onld be
exactly ') inches. the treit would be e\actk 4 square inches, and

the iliagnnal 2\ 2 `'2 iii this case could lie carried out
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to any desired number of significant digits. It might be well to
note, however, that no one could construct such a square or meas.(
ure its sides exactly if it did exist. A hypothetical square foot 12
inches by 12 inches contains 144 square inches, and a hypotheti-
cal cubic foot 12 inehes by 12 inches by 12 inches contains 1,728
cubic inches.

Approximate Numbers. 1. All measurements of all kinds are
appro,,vinulte.

2. Ratios of measured results arc approximate.-
3. Many numbers,, or ratios, such as 2,13, 7, e, VS, tan x, and so

on, cannot be expressed exactly by an ordinary mixed decimal or
deci sal fraction. When the first n digits of such a number are
taken itisfactory approximation, the numberthus obtained
is approximate.

4. All rounded numbers are approximate. The answer to any
problem in which approximate data are used is approximate and
must be correctly rounded.

5. Practically all the numbers taken from rarious handbook ta-
bles are approximate. There are hundreds of such tables, some of
which contain thousands of approximate numl)ers.

G. It is fairly safe to assume that practically all mixed decimais
and decinia/ fractions are approximate.

.1/A1.T/hi/Ivo/is Rules and Suggestions. When such approximate
nuinbers.as 0.7854, 1.7:32 (the \/:3 ), e, or any of the thousands
of physical constants. ratios, and reduction or conversion factors
found in the anions handbook tables are used in a fornmla or
problem, round off the rabic found in the table to one more sig-
nificant digit than is coantained in the least accurate of the other
approximate numbers in the formula or problem. This agrees
with the ndes for 111111tip1S :11'2; and dividing approximate numbers
and for partial products. A text should never say 7 :3.14, or

3.1-116, or the like. The only satisfactory procedure is to round
to eight significant digits, making 7 :3.1.115927. The pupil
should then he taught to round this value to one figure more than
his data. Eight significant digits were chosen because an eight-
significant-ditrit measurement is the 1110st aCCIll'ilte
that has hern made up to the present time. The value of - 'c0111(1
he ;411 C1). of (1 )111st'. to six, se1e11, CitZlit, or as many digits as are
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.desired. The value given should contain more digits than any of
the data given in the text. The same' thing sbould be done with
conversion factors, that is, 1 kilometer -.:, 0:621.36995 mile, 1 liter
:.--. 1.0566818 liquid_quarts, 1 .kilogyain ,....= 2.2046223 pounds, and
so (in. The value given shoulct always be sufficiently accurate for
ativ. measuremen't that Rill lever be needed in the text. Note:
Technically it would' be Vetter' to say 1.0000000 kilometer ,.
0.621:36995 mile; that is. both sides should be given the same num-
ber of significant digits Irtandhoc*s, however, never do this.

When finding the proditcts of.three or more approximate num-
bers or when squaring of cubing an approximate number, follow
the rules for multiplication. If possible use the more accurate facL
tors first. Somewhat better results will be obtained if one more
digit is retained in the partial products than will be retained in
the final answer. A similar rule may _be used in division or an ex-
ample in Nyhih both moltiplicatio 1 and division are needed.

In this vital matter of computinst with approximate data in the
elementary schools and the high schools we need simple consist-
ent rules that can be casib, applied. Statistical and other refine-
ments are matters for the college and graduate school. Thc, rules
given in this article form a safe foundation on which the graduate
school may build. It is true that when the rules given in this arti-
00 are used. now and then a Kind digit that is not significant will.,.
he retained. This is not serious and willnot :conflict with work in
51011(.0 where it is common practice to retain a final figure that is
on the -raggtd edge.

Man% of our modern textbooks acre' highly inconsistent in their
treatment of computation %%.ith approximate data. Duane Roller
says. -Most textbooks discuss the concept of significant figures
( (ligit) but fail to take it into account in stating problems of a
quantitati 0 nature. thins making it almost impossible for the stu-
dent to 11,4! the idea of significant figures in solving problems"
1101. A few modern texts give a fairly ;,00d treatment of compu-
tation with approximate data, but in sneeeedin2,- chapters and in
their ailwer books they fail to follow the rules that they have de-
eloped. In other texts the chapter treating approximate data is

placed at the end of the text.
The data in ant/ given problem in mathematics or science
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should be consistent and should clearly indicate the accuracy de-
sired.i Hie answer. NO alltiWer book should give,;ind no teacher
should allow, more digits in a final allSWCI* ill 111llitipliCati011, diVi-
MOH, or-square root than there are ill the least accurate item. The
term approximate computation should not lw used. The.data ill a
problem may be approximate but the computation is .not.. Com-
putation with approximate data is not rough, careless, or slipshod
work. It is careful, intelligent computation that produces honest
answers. Tlw answers obtained are the best answers that can be
secured from the given data.

The words pre'cise', accurate, and correct should not 1w con-
fused. Precision and accuracy are relative. The measurements
0.00064 inch and 2.43126 inch are equally-precise (an equally
SIllall Unit has been used), hut the second measurement Ts far
more accurate (it has more significant digits). If an answer is
correct, no mistakes in computation have been made and finally
it has been correctly rounded.

Computation with 'approximate numbers should be taught in
grades seven. eight, and nine for the following reasons:

1. It is the only "real life" computation for practical or applied
problems in which either measurements or ally type or approxi-
mate numbers are part of the data.

2. It gives pupils a definite criterion for rounding answers in
multiplication. That is, it gix es the why, when, and how for
rounding.

:3. It gives pupils a criterion for telling at a glance how far to
carry out any problem. in division.

i.1. It gives pupils a criterion for determining, the number Of
d'4its- to retain \den using numbers such as :3.14159. 0.785:398, or
.:31S:3098 metric conversion or reduction factors. 1 kilometer .

0.621:3699 mile: approximate %aloes, such as 1.2.5 cubic feet
I.00 bushel: specific gravities, such as 11.:11 for lead: tangents;
and the like.

5. It gix es pupils a criterion for telling how far to carry out
the alisWer to ally eXallIple i I Millare root.

6. It gix(.s pupils a criteiton for correctly using ill problems
datkof differing degrees of accuracy.

7. It times pupils a criterion for telling- how far to carry
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out the answer to an equation and how to check this answer.
t 8. It gives the pupils a criterion for telling how far to earr,'

out the answer to 'ally written problem in applied mathematics or

science.
9.. It prepares pupils for such approximate methods of com-

putation as the use of logarithms, the slide rule, graphic solutiOns,

square-root tab s, compound-interest tables, and the like.
10. It cubic.. pupils to use Our old measuring units either

alone or along with decimal factorS and to retain the proper num-
ber of significant digits in the answer.

I I. It eliminates ragged &ennuis in addition and subtraction.
12. It enables pupils to tell When they may annex zeros--only

in dig ision and rootsand how many zeros they may annex...
3. It gives mils a criterion for working with fractional meas-

. ureinents and compound numbers. Thcy will never make the mis-
take of assuming that 4 1/2 inches always equals 4 32/64 inches,
and they will know that if they reduce 4 :32/64 filches to 4 1/2
niches. they reduce the indicated accuracy of the measurement
from three significant digits to one significant digit and also re-
duce the precision of the, measurement. 'MeV Will know that 4
inches has only one. significant digit, whereas 4 0164 inches has

three. ,

... 14. It sines a consideraNy amount of time spent in useless cal-
culation and gives bkistter results. This is especially true when

. abridged innitiplicatimi or division is used.

15. It eliminates the incorrect rules and the large per cent of
wrong answers found in many elementary texts. Pupils will not

he taught rules. concepts, and techniques that are wrong and that
must iarer he changed. ,

EXERCISES

( Answers (;i en in Parentlitses)

1. Bound to three significant digits: 87.46 (87.5); 92.54

( :3.1416 : :3.14 ); 2.956.5 ( 2.9601.

2. nand to fomr significant digits: :3.14159 (3.14;21; 0.785:39

( 0.7851 218.352 ( 218.400 ) ; 218,252 (218,300).

a

a
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1*. :3. Round to one significant digit: 3,956.5 (4,0(X)); 59.86 (60) .

4. Multiply and round to three significant digits:, 8.64 X 7.26 -`

(62.7); 14. :36 X 18.29 (262.6) ; 42.9 X 86.5 (3,710, zero not sig-
. nificant );. 28.56 X 8.23 (235.).

5. Multiply: 8.7 ft. X 3.1416 (8.7 X 3.14 27 ft.); 424.86 X
8.43 (424.9 X 8.4:3 = 3,580, zero not significant).

6. Divide: 57.6 3.62 (15.9); 43.86 18.23(2.406); 29.8 -:
:3.14159 (29.8 3.142 -.,:: 9.48) ; .63.1 89.73 (0.703).

47. Find the to of a trapezoid with 1)1 7-7: 26.34 ft., /?2 =18.96
ft., and a , 8.34 ft. (189 ft.,).

8. 'Find the area of a triangle with h 24.78 ft. and a 19.26
ft. (2 :38.6 sq.,ft.).

9. Give the value of 7: that should be used and the circum-
ferences of the circles .having the following (Hume. Ts: 2.4 ft.
(:3.14, 7.5 ft.) ; 22.81 ft. (3.1416, 71.66 ft.); 23.6 in. (3.142, 74.2
itr.): 18:3.59 ft. (3.14159; 576.761t.).

.10. Find the square root of 81,00 (9.000); 6.2500 (2.5000);
:3.000 (1.7:32); 64 ( 8.0).

11. What is the volume of a conical pile :32.76 ft. in diameter
and 4.941 ft. high? (Solution: V 1/3 X 3.1416 X (16.38)2 X
4.941 = 1,388 cu. ft.)

12. The side of an equilateral triangle is 12.00 ft. What is its
area? A -_-:--- S2.4 \/3. (Solution: (12.00)2 144.0. 144.0 X 1/4
Y 1.7:321. : 62. :36. Nate: Since 12.00 has four significant digits,
it is necessary to retain five figures in V3.)

1:3. Multiply 1437.64 ft. lw 0.3241 and add 164.3 ft. (437.64 X
0.3241 141.839124). Round this to 141.8 and add (164.3 -I-
141.8 :306.1 ft.)..

14. Find the cube root of 498.0 (7.926). Find the cube root of
19:1..10 (7.8998 .1: 7.900, zeros significant).

15. Find the ninnber of significant digits in the following: 4
( 1 ):41 (Y' t 3. since it is 14.100 ''); 9 ft, (1); 9 ft. 0 Sin. (3, since
it is 861 5 iu. ; 12 7' 6" ( 6 ); 4 vd. 2 ft. 6 1 8 in. 11; 124.70 ft.
(5': 121ft. 8 :3 Bin. (5).

Do tots see .11y practical people prefer decimal nicasttres?
.1.11(.% t' su all% ad\ illitil(4CS that scivtitists and others ha\ t
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changed to the metric system or have divided Qin- old units deci-
mally. So (li\ ided. the old units have. manv advantiges of the
metric system lint lack the reliiionships so valuable for scientific
Nvork. t Note that 1:8 inch equals approximately O.(}1 foot.)
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The Meteic Systein 111 Sciw.Education
PHILIP G. JOHNSON

Li Kin: is wide variation in the stress given to the metric system
in the teathiiig of science at secondary school levels. In tnany
general science and biology_classes very little attention is given to
such instruction, whereas. in some chemistry and physics classes
there will be substantial amounts of measurements, and almost
all of them will lw in metric units with decimal fractions. There
have been some evidences of change during the war years from
general .exe'rcise's' in measurement to the applications.of measure-
ments to actual materials, such as specifications an engine [.41,1
Such evidence is too limited to indicate a trend in teaching prac-
tice. There is a need for some Careful research concer ning status,
trends, and possibilities ill the use of the metric System and deci-
mal fractions in science instruction. -

If we' were to 'ask science teachers to state whether or not they
° taught the metric sYSein, I am quite certain that the great ma-

jority would respont.1 affirmatively. Certainly the senior high
school teachers of physics and chemistry would state an omphatic,
"Yes." On further questioning, I think that-.seience teachers at
secondary school levels would admit using the English system in
most illustrations, but again many physics and chemistry teacher,s----
would probably hesitate to giye the impression that they itsedihe
English system very much either in illustrations or problems.
General science and .biology teachers would be less certain that
they give stress to the metric system and decimal fractions.

In his study Investigations of Vocalndaru -in Textbooks of Sci-
enc(' for Secondwq Schools [31, Curtis included the following
measurement words for general science: centigrade, foot-pound,
horsepower, kilowatt-hour, watt, ampere, and ohm. There were
no measurement words in the lists for biology, but the chemistry
lists included: centigrade, liter, centimeter, gram, Fahrenheit.
ounce, and micron. Authors and certain professors of chemistry
suggested in addition the following: angstrom unit_ kilogram,

' Number, iu bra(ket, rtr to the lieferenceN at the end of thi, :unfelt.
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TInmsatutth \
Type of Unit. Fttglish Un't in Which Metric Unit in Which

Commonest Commonest °

Time Second 1 Second 1

Weight Dram 10 Cram ,--
12

,--
()mice 3 Centigraw' 18
Pound 1 . Kilograin 10

Volume Pint 4
..-

Liter 14
Qnart :3

, . . .

Length Inch 1 Centimeter. 9
..* Foot 1 Meter .1

Yard 1- 13ecametet 20 plus
Fathom 6
Rod
Mile 1 Kilometer
Furlong 12

Energy I I orsepower 12 Kilowatt 19

British they Watt 10

mal unit 20 plus Calorie 9

Temperatoore Fahrenheit 9 Centigrade

° Fur instalii,. the word. sec and is among tho.fil,t thousand of the. inn,' corn-
:Honk 11,1(1 he re.es the. % ord grain Is coomitt.ted in till' tv.c liIII thon,ientl
r i, annit 1,00) most svidel uwel vor is.

milliliter, »icier. The s :Ay did not include a
\vord list for physics.

Vlien \ye examine a genera! listing 01 [6] as
ill R'ildiWr 10,000,000 words from materials considered suitahle
and characteristic of what high school students read, we find that
drill/.1, the first 1,000 most commonly used words only six deal
with These are: foot, inch, mile, pound. 'second,
itii(1 yard. It is necessur. to consider the -1.0(X) most commonly
used .vords before a distinctly-metric terut NVill he -ncountered.
This term is meter. The; table tiiseu shoe's the b.,,(ilienc

.icctirrenee of certain word, and tnereore gi es au index to
',hen general importance. 1:,,sed On how often some selected meas-
urement terms ;LIN' encountered iu the reading material of high
school students.

The table indicates that. as teachers, we have adjusted our
teaching, er 011 to the US(' Of measurement terms as found ill
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general reading. The incriminating questions are: liave we done,
and arc we doing, enough to encourage an accelerated rate of ac-
ceptance of the metric system, which we feel is the only truly
scientific system? Have we been, kind are we now, sufficiently di-
rect and clear in our teaching to prepare. the way for the abandon-.

Illellt of a system which scientists have long since elin ',Kited from
their work'? When fathom is more widely used than kilometer,
and dram is more often encountered in general reading than liter,
teachers of twenty to forty years ago seem to have been rather lax
in laying .. foun ndatio ior the general use of the metric system by
their future writers. Are we doing any better today?

Since .7eneral science is constant in most secondary.schools, we
find in this course our most favorable opportunity to help Our
onth and future adults t) understand the advantages of the !net-

t a' system. Oily a minority of these same studetits will take
chemistry or physics courses, in which. the system will again be
gi% en stress by science teachers. We will have to teach general
sciw, 111 such ways that the metric system will c011ie to be known
alter noderstood through its utilization by students and teachers.
if we desire tip reach all the students. It should. be emphasized
that our instrMiion should concern not so much the metric sys-
tem as the' acti ils,! of the metric sVstem. We can help students
to understand that the metlic system is easily used and globally
'understood.

Nlay science teachers %vili argue that such teaching would be
largely useless anti impractical because the metric system is sel-
dom encountered in everyday life. 'They will contend that most
Of the StltdCiltS will not become sdentists and that those who do
so can learn the system later. In order to sense the possible sig-
nificance of the metric system in the lives of their present general
science students. science teachers will have to consider the needs
of pupils as citizens of a world which operates more and more un-
der the metric system. There is a need for experimentation in the
are-i of metric instruction. Through a pooling of experiences a
sininnav test4 practices (1)111(1 be assembled for the guidance
of ;2;ener,i1 seieury teachers who wish to aid students ill develop-

Itildcri;tlidillit, of the metric s\
iii(dfr.zy, represents the second-best opportunity to encourage
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our future adults in de% elving a sympathetic appreciation of the
metric s% stem. In 1933.1934 more than 53 per cent of the
tial regktrants were takiii.; the subject. botany and zool-
ogy were included, the percentage rose above 59 [7]. NVhat are
biological science teachers doing about 'lie metric system? Ilere
again we must confess that little orsik. ..itOrmation is a%Ltilablc.
Certainly there are many opportunities to stress the use of a-sci-
entific system of measurements. ..kniong these may 1)e mintioned

..
the descriptions of specimens, the energy equiyaients of various
foods, the temperatures:cares, the micron and millimieron as units
for measuring and describing microscopic forms, blood counts,
blood pressure, formulae for nutrient solutions used for hydro-

,ponies, composition of patent medicines, prescriptions, records
for track and field events, solution strengths and dilutions, and a
large inunber of related topics. What-biolOg teachers have done
with these opportunities should be studied and reported so that
the best practices may be made more generally known.

By the time pupils are sufficiently advanced for studies at the
eleventh and twelfth grades, many will lime dropped out of
school. and the special values of chemistry rid physics will be un-
available to them. For this reason the postponement of emphasis
on the metric s% stein until pupils ha% e reached the senior high
school will greath reduce the effectkeness of metric instruction.
e en thow2,11 the maitre of the subject matter IllaV ()II the whole be
more appropriate' to the de\ elopment of more ad\ anced 111eUStirc-
n1('ilt concepts by the students.

it rather trite to say that heinistr and physics instruc-
tion i. naturalk ruetrie. yet man\ heinistr and ph\ sies teachers
(I() \ (1- little alHmt trainint4 students to use and appreciate the
\ able, of the ,x sten). TcNthooks for phsics uualk e a portion
of a chatr to incasnrcuint. There ay discussions of. common
Units. (1)1iVrsii)11 ilt:t()1*,, or (II\ ernier. micrometers.

«mtant:. aud the like. Soot(' teahers I I I ir,ic as
notch as a thc stud\ of. nicitsuratium as suh, but wore
tinu is unusual. It must IR. incutioned that mud' additional in-
still( tion is "i\ Ili itt Iclation to thy stud\ othr topics so that at

th coorse tht students nr,tl liac (11 at .t rather
atifaet(u undr-tandile4 of metric. ineasinements. Whether or
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not more attntion should giN en to direct instruction for till-
derstandhw o -the metric system is not knoxvii, but there appears
to be a tendency to minimize the direct instruction and nto give

,the instruction. as the iicvd is iiict ill the study of other phases of
the course: The particular value of direct instruction lies in the
fact that it can be %%Al organized SO as to form a progressive de-
velopment. iew of the entire system (,111 be (011\11ed. Stu
dents can be taught to read scales of various types and to express
their findings ill numbers as well aN units. The lack of interest
%%111(1 is ClI01111tered IllaV hr (111C to the practice of teaching 111(11-
SIll'ati011 as all lld in itself rather than as a means to an end.
TCahCl'S have had StlICICIltS WOOdell blocks, sheets of pa-
per, and metal cylinders When they might have hall tilet "leas.;
nre the specifications of an engine, such as bore, stroke, displace-
ment. crankshaft throw, and the like I. If teachers Were to set
helm(' students a number of items of interest to the students.
t here WOUld heall incentive to (It t''rtnittr t he physical dill lellS iOI IS

of the materials. 1)11sics teachers may Wish to inproe the gen-
ral effectiveness of their direct approaches by having students

measure something, Which they v1/4.onld like to examine. III this
Vil V teachers can devlop plans for direct teaching of the metric
s stem \dile!' \yin be both effectic ancl interesting.

alicrs of chemistry hay/. many Opportunities to stress the
metric s stem. .1gailisve 11111St 011hlde from a sure ( of courses
of stud\ that the extent to \yhielt the iefrie sstein is used aries
1 1(1(1\ ill laSS100111 1)'aCtiCC. SOIIC teachers ha\ C 110
sl/CCial tillIC for lahOl'atOn all(l th\ llld Wake their course
la(..4c1 a rad-abolit-talk-alumt olise. Vorld \al. I I the

tcalivis vt.r itrtf,(I to re-ciitpliasite (lnuu tit ;tti( re

latimiships wid c\iC11(1 thir StIld\ of neutralization both from
die classroom ;nal lalAnttor standpoints 121. \liile the metric

lila\ he lilltlrStl)(1(1 ill generals if is ill the (le\ elt)1)111ellt of
lillitlititilti lelati()IINIlipS that the itilleS of thiS.S\

the tillitlItitatie relatitileillipS tire learned as it
part urk \kith common materiaIx. there is a likeli-
hood that students appreciate the alue's 01 the s stem. It

0old sculll shnO1 t aCIICI'S (HIM ha\ C Mall\
%put. 1,11 ()pp )1 to dr\ ('b it the 1111dCFStalld111(2, of the metric

101
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system, especially as these relate to weight and volume relation-
ships. There is VC little in the prOkSti101ial literature to indicate
that teachers have developed a clear and progressive plan for
helping their students understand and use the metric system ..

l'he need for greater technical proficiency on the part of ydung
men who were inducted into military milts or who were needed,
in strategic industries caused a greatly increased emphasis on an r
understanding of mensuration during the. war period. Omit of this
ileed Caine suggestions [21 that schools put more stress on quan-
titath e relationships. Suggestions included proposals for general
science, 1.).0.0gv, physics, and chemistry teachers; and several of
the proposals had direct reference to the metric system. These
suggestions were made the basis for more local suggestions, and
a re-ell pliasis on mensuration and the metric system was urged
upon sciice teachers.

.
AI I( h UT/ I I (;u is of 111) 1.0 in;; instruction related

Wati tO and other visual aids. An appreciation of the
value of motion pictures in training workers resulted in the pro-
duction of a number of. titles; such as The Steel Rule, The Ali-
erometer. Fixed Gages, Verniers, Height Gages and Test Indica-
tor, Precision Gage Blocks, Cage Blocks and Accessories, The
Bruit Protractor. Measurement with Light Wares. These were
produced under the direction of the U. S. Office of Education 8j

;dal represent filmy yhich are technically accurate, photographi-
,calk good. inn! coucationalk sooner. Together with an accom-

panying film strip and a teahers manual they represent a potent
means for earn ing forward ati aspect of science instruction which
has been in need of expert visualization. Science and mathe-
matics teachers should try these new educational tools and re-
port their results to others.

It is possilde that stence teachers should 52-Ac mow caret

thought to the deelopment of -carefully organized instructional
materials relating to the use of the metric syNtem. Teachers might
well gather together suggestions for developing au understanding
of and appreciation for the Illtri Vstc111. 511(11 a series of sug-

gestions they might well include the following: intodutork ap-
proah,. illustrations from e\erktlav life, possihle espeimetitat
demoustr,itions. opportunities for intik idtials or groups of. stn-
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dents to experiment, plans for homemade gadgets, useful library
sources, desirable films, film slides, lantern slides, 'charts, and
other yisnal aids, authoritative discussions of new or especially
important phases, teaching and study out .ies, prvjeet proposals
for students, test materials, and 'other suggestions which would
indicate-in considerable detail just what a science teacher might
do to develop interest in and guide efforts toward effective learn-
ing in relation to the metric system. When several teachers have
attempted to prepare such learning guides, their guides mightte
compared, and a pooling of the better suggestions might lead to
a resource unit %vhicJi would be of great value to teachers all over
the country. If anything- like this has lieen,done; there is no ma-
terhil readily available to reveal what was accomplished.

As has been mentioned before, there are numerous indirect
methods for developing- the metric system through the sciences.
Sonie orthese, mayinvolve the organization of new courses, such
as one in laboratory techniques. Others may be limited to phases
of other cinu7es; such as is possible in several sections of general
science, biology, chemistry, and.physies. Instruction toward the
same general objective may be made a part of unit courses or core
courses. Again, a sharing 9f experiences should lead to proce-
dures and techniques Which are more generally effective than the
casual plans which are in common ilse by science teachers.

In conclusion, it may be said that science teachers ha\ c not
been very aetivoc proponents of the metric system. They have
often been careless in their selection and use of Illet hods for in-
troducing algid teaching the system. Many of them have depended
'Ton the hope that students would leant the merits of the system
0" they studied the more exact sciences. Many opportunities
fur calling attention to the advaMages of the system have been
lost. because there has been a vagueness oneernint4 the .objec-
tk es to be attained. Pupils late often been bored by a presenta-
tion in science which merluoked pre\ loos instruction in !matte-.
inatiec [.51. On the \dole. we ha\ e not hunt very scientific in our
de\ elupinept at thy /metric s\ stein. it is desirable that we
should st,:dv present-day needs and opportunities. We should
c1,,,1 scientists tzt.(if wo,:kers. \1 "e shoniii
{etrittid. to pl.ins which will a.the it possible for science teak:hers
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to eneprage the advancement of science and the growth of in-
ternational understanding through the more general use of the
metric s% stem. It is to be hoped that this Yearbook may be the'
beginning of careful planning and intelligent action on the part of
all %ia') are now active participants in the teaching profesion.
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Mctric System:

.\ Tcaciiim..; Unit for Junior (lig]) School
J. T. JulINSON

Prerequisites
1. .1.110 f1111(1:1111011I;l1S

II. k1)111.(1\

.\ \Icasurcilleilt to nearest foot and nearest inch.
IL IIIninditn4 off to nearest tenth, hinidredth. ctnel thousandth.
Knovled.4e of hoN to find areas of retant4les.

IV. Kilo\vic(44c of liov to (10 sitni)1'e examples in 1.)ercentage.
I Cases I and II.

Materials
I. 1..i¶.41it "l \() %aidsticks.
I. Each student should 11.1%e foot ride marked in millimeters

min .nal si\tntI of ,tit inch.

4,
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Specific. Objectives
I. Estimation of metric lengthswithin 10 per, cent error.

II; Actual measurement of objects in metric unitsto nearest
centimeter (cm) .

A. To find lengths and learn the relations between the dif-
ferent LIM& of length.

B. 'co find areas and learn the relations between .the different
units of area

III. Comparative computatiOn within the metric and English sys-
tems involing the /above phases of measurement.

Bum, IlisTonY

[lave you ever thought of how people lived before there were
any measures? AVhat was the first measuring instrument? Where
did it come from? \Vho first used the yard? 110W did the meter
come into use, and where and when? Tlw story of measurement
is a fascinating story and one which you ought to read. Some of
tne interesting things about how 'we got our yard and meter will
be told here. If you are interested von can read more about it.'

Long, long ago, when man had no number system and used
finger4b+or counting, he also used parts of hisi.body for measuring.
Ills fingers. bands.. arms, and feet were thelmost convenient for
this. The first known measure was the cuhii. It was the distance
from the elbow to the end of the middle finger. The width of the
band was used for measuring heights. A horse was 14 hands high.
\Ian nsed his feet in stepping off small distances. Our foot meas-
ure came from the length of the human foot. The step Or pace
used in longer distances is used today by Bov Scouts.

Other measures based on the human bock were the ell. which
was the length of the arm, and the fatho, which was the length
of hoth anus outstretched from finger tip to finger tip.

'1 he lent.4th (i the arm. or the ell, was later called the vard. It
was defined iii England as the length of the arm of King Henry I,
row the tip of his nose to the end of his ling,. ;. The foot then

Hecate one-third of the yard.
hrso appro\imate le sures were used in, Europe for a long

sr,,/ f 0,1, .1I h Alm lit all Cmi, it i ducatiult.
FL I) e . 1'1;2
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time, up to as late as 1790. Atone time there were as mum- as 8 2.
different lengths of the foot iii Etirope. Each little country and
t'Vell city had its own foot measure. There was the Rhineland
foot of l:2.35 inches, the Roman foot of 11.67 inches, and the Am-
sterdam. foot of 11.14 inches. You can imagine the confusion
caused by having so many different lengths of foot meastires.

In 1790. because of this confusion, theKing of France issued
an invitation to the other countries to meet to discuss a new Sys-
tern of measurement. Delegates from the principal countries
came to this convention and discussed and debated for a long
time over the problem. 'net. finally decided to. use as the unit of
length a part of the earth's circumference. To have it conven-
iently small. it had to be one ten-millionth part of the eartlX
'quadrant, that is, of the distance from the equator to the North
Pole. This length was to be called.a meter (metre). In order to
make the first exact meter, this ten-millionth part of the earths
quadrant had to be measured. The meridian,.or line of circum-
ference, passing through Paris was chosen, but not all of this
quadrant could be measured, for much of it was over the water.
A portion was selected between Dunkerque on the northern coast
of France and Barcelona on t southern coast of Spain. Two
French engineers, Delambre at d NI6chain, were chosen to do the
surveing. They began this work in 1792 and finished in 1799. It
was a long and arduous task, for it was during the °time of the
French Re\ ohition, and the surveyors had much trouble vith the
people of the land in which dick were surveying. It thus took
se\ eii ears to make the first meter stick. It was made of platinum_

iridium. and is now kept in an underground vault near Paris.
The meter sticks that we use flay(' 1WVII made from copies of the

original one just described. This is a meter stick. It is a little
longer than the ard, as see.

no\

I. 1.N1 \I.\ I I( iN cif.' LENGTHS

EXI111( .\

I. ! first .tep in becoming familiar with the metric .,.,stela
is to hcoine of its iiiiits of length. You ha\ e all seen
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the meter stick now and how it is divided. You may take out your
metric ruler and study Cie mailings on it. Try to visualize a line
10 cm long, then hide your ruler and draw from memory on your
paper a line 10 cm long. . Mark the ends of it like this so that it
will be easy to:measure:

.1
1

2. Exchange papers (odd rows- with even rows) and measure
with rulers and mark the proper length on your n9ighbor's paper,
and return papers to owners. Did any of you get a line exactly
or almost exactly 10 cm long? Your error should not be more than
10 per cent of 10 cni. How many were less than 1 ern off? The
rest of you need more practice.

3. Let us try this again.' Put away your paper and on a fresh
paper draw from estimate a line 10 cm long.

1. ExChang,e and measure and Mark as before. .

5. How many improved upon your first estimate?
6. How IllaBV were less than 10 per cent off?
7. -Next visualize a centimeter. The thickness of a sl. of

bread is about 1 cm. It is a little less than 1/2 in.
S. Draw from memory a line on your paper which you think

is 1 cm long.
9. Exchange papers again and measure and mark as before

and return papers to owners.
10. \That is 10 per cent of 1 cm? Did anyone have a line less

than 1 mm off? One millimeter is difficult to measure. Mark the
ends of ,kour centimeter line and it will be easier to measure.

11. Did alIVOIle get better results this time than on the 10-em
line? Do von think you can do better a second time?

EN1-11(ISF B. AN Esrtm.-vri.: coNrEsT BY BOWS

1. Nov we shall find out how good are at estimating long
lines. It is the whole ureter this time. t is a little longer than
t1uc lard as von see. Your cannot drink' it Oil lour paper, so we
;kill do this by rows on the blackboard. Take a good look at the
meter stick. Each one in Row 1 BIM' pass to the board and draw
from estimate a line 1 meter long.

2. Those in Row 2. each with a meter stick. inav is to the
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(drawn estimate of meter) error = 9 cm
board and measure and mark and designate error as'shown above.
[Note: If there is only one meter .stick the teacher and a student
may do the measuring.]

3. If we are trying to findout which row has the best estimate,
how ad we going to find omit liow well the whole row did?

4. Find the average of the errors made by Row 1. .

5. Row 8 ( or 6) 111111; next pass to the board an. draw from
estimate a line a meter long.

6. Row 7 (or 5) mad' go lo board and measure and .find.error
as befote.

7. Find the average error of Row 8 (or 6).
8. The remaining rows may.continue with the exercise until

the average error of each row has been computed.
9, The row haying the best estimate, that is, lowest average

error, wins the contest. The individual studetit who had fly best
.estimate among all the rows should receive honorable mention,

10. All of von should now have a pretty good idea of the length
of a millimeter, it centimeter, i'uld a nwter. You should have a bet-
ter understanding of average and per cent of error than before.
We shall next do some actual measuring and computing in the
metric system itself.

II. NIAS111NIENT IN NI :1111(: UNITS

MEASIIENIN FIND IA.:m:111s

As an exercise to 2,it you further acquaintaince with time meter
m ), von are asked to measure the length of your schoolroom

with a meter stick. the zero end of the meter stick as the for-
ward end when you measure and count the number of whole
meters until there is less than a whole meter left. lark the spot
where the la'.t whole meter was vomited and measure from time
corner to that spot and then riOit there read our answer fnmi the
meter stick in meters and nearest centimeter. Yon may watch as
I measure the width of the room.

[Note: The instructor should ShOW how to use and read the
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meter stick in measuring the width of the loom before the class.
Several volunteers may then measure the length, working in pairs,
One to handle the meter stick and the other to mark and check on
the counting. The instructor should know previously the length
of room correct to nearest centimeter.]

The answer may be written as one number with one na e; for
example, the result nmv be 7.84 in. When von get your answer,
announce it and write it on the board. Another pair may .olun-
teer to measure length to check on the first measure.

You may now.. copy. the dimensions of the floor of this room in
our notebooks for future reference. Write tt-ein in meters and

hundredths. Measure next the length and width of your school-
room with a -yardstick in the same manner and write the result
in feet and inches. Did you, notice any difference in the measur-
aalg or the writing of your results? What caused the difference?
Keep these, dimensions also for future use.

-Measure w?th the Meter stjek to tlw nearest centimeter [differ-.

tcut students may be called upon]:
1. The length of a table top.
2. The width crf a table top.
:3. The height of-a table.
-1. The width of the blackboard.
5. The height of chalk ledgerom floor,
6. The width of a door.
7. Measure l'our height in centimeters. [Note: If there, is only

one meter stick in the room, a pupil may place the
markings -on a door post: 1 in. 110 cm, 120, 130, 140, 1501160, 170;
ISO em. Then each pupil as lie steps tip to be measured.will need-

only his own ruler to measure his height above any of qiiese
Inarks.1

Record onr own heights in centimeters for funue use.
Learn this easy table of lengths in the metric system:

10 millimeters I centimeter (oil)
10)) centimeters (m) I meter (m)

1.000 meters e in) 1 ki4onieter (km)

The abort. cas relatiOis art' all that von need to knov in the
metric s\ stew of lengths.
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8. Using the abo% e table, change ,

a. 3 cm to mm. f. 4,000 mm to cm, to m.
b. 6 m to cm. g. 5,000,000 mm o cm, to m; to
c. 12 km to m, to cm, to km. ,

mm. .h. 1:2.345 km -to m, to cm, to mm
d. 20 mm to cm. (same as c above).
e. 300 nun to cm. i. 6,792,576 mm.to cm, to, n, to

km (see g above).

9. From the interrelations among millimeters, centimeters, me-
ters, and kilometers now known, fill in the blanks /!.)elow with
proper numbers;

mm cm in km
a. 60
b. 40
C. -3
d.
e.

4,692

h. W.;
i.

I. .1

B. NIF:ASUBENt ENT Tp FIND AREAS

10.695 4

.01011..

.750 \

4.6

1. How do you find the area of a rectangle from its dimen-
sions? The floor of a classroom is 8.1 in by 7.7 m. What is its 11-ea?
To find its area multiply 81, the number -of meters in lqgth,..
by 7.7, the number of meters in width, and obtain the answer in
square meters. Then round your product to the nearest Olole
square meter.

2. Use the dimensions for length and width of your sch01-
room floor and Chid the area the same way. Nleasure to the ndar-
est tenth of a meter. Round Your product to the nearest rtei\th
of a Nidiole square meter.

3. Next. find the area of the floor in square feet. Either use
feet and fractions of a foot or change all dimensions to inches first.
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4 If you use. feet told fractions for dimensions, what will be
the name of:vour answer? . / ;1

5. If von tise inches in pitch dimension, what-will he the name
, of the area? . . - / .

, 8. NVhich method seemed to you tobe the easier, using feet ,

4.

andincbesor meters and centimeters? Can you tell:why? ..

7. You will remember from our earlier work in grade 7 in
areas, that the answers were expressed; in :square units, as square

OF' 'inches, square feel, and square yards. As you are now working in
metric units, what will' be the name of the square units in the
areas:,) .

.. .
.

. _.,..

S. Here is a square centimetee. Note- that it is 1 crh in each
dimension.

t:
9. Ilere [page 2751 is a square, 10 cm on a side. ...How many

square centimeters are. there in its area?
10. Let us find how many square centimeters there are' in a

square meter. You cannot draw a S(1ufrre meter on your paper,
but von can do so on the board. Who can draw a square meter on
the hoard using the meter stick?

11. 1 low could we find how math; square centimeters there are
in this square meter without drawing them? It would take too
loiag to draw and count them.

12. How many. square centimeters are there in 2 sq. in? in ,4
sq. in? in 24 sq. in?

1:3. In changing squz-re meters to square centimeters, then,
you multiply by 10,000. and that is easily chine by simply adding
four zeros or moving the decimal point four places to the right,

a. Change :36 sq. m to sq. cm.
b. 21.4 sq. in equal ? sq, cm.
c. GAY sq. ill equal ? sq. cm.
(1. 5.345 sq. in equal ? sq. cm.
e. :3.1096 sq. in equal ? sq. cm.
f. .6095 sq. in equals ? sq. cm.
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14; In changing the reverse wy, square centimeters to squire
meters, you would, of course, diviide.by 10,000.. In dividing by
10,000 you do the reverse of multiplying by 10,000; that is, you
cut off four zeros or move the decimal point to the left four places.

a.. How many sq.
b. Change 40,000
c. 63,000

45,300
C. 34,690

f. 45,965
g. 3,496
h. 892

25

1.

in are there in 60,000 sq. cm?
sq. cm to. sq. in.
sq. cm = ? sq. in.
sq. cm = ? sq. in.
sq. cm = ? sq. in.
sq. cm = ? sq. in.
Sq. cm := ? sq. m.
sq. cm ? sq. m.
sq. cm '? sq. tn.
sq. cm = ?, sq. in.

p

0
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15. Fill in the blanks with proper numbers:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
g.

sq. tn

45.613

.063
.0005

sq.: cm

4,561

32,490

606

awrommomm

O

III. COMPARATIVE MEASUREMENT AND COMPUTATION

METRIC AND ENGLISH uNrrs .

1. Measure the length and width of one biaabaard in mai-
m:kers and find the area in square centimeters. Write the answer
in square meters.2

2. Measure thelengtft and width of the same board in feet
awl inches and find the area in square feet

3. Measure the length and width of one window pane and
find its area in square centimeters.

4. Find the area of the same pane in square inches.
5. Compute the area of all the window panes in the room in

square centimeters. Round the answer to the nearest tenth of a
square meter.

6. I)o the same in square inches. Write the answer in square
feet and square inches.

7. Which problem seemed easier to you, No. 5 or No. 6?
8. Where and how was 'easier?
9. The total area of the window space in a schoolroom should

he one-sixth of the area of the floor space. Find what part the
total area of the window space is of the floor space in your school-
room.

10. Check this by doing 'the same using areas in square feet
and square inches. (There are 144 sq. in. in 1 sq. ft.)

In cases of this kind where one object is to be measured by the whole class, it
is better to let two reliable volunteers do the measuring before the class as a matter
of expediency.

\ '
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PRACTICE EXERCISES

EXERCISE

1. Write 'the table of length for themetric system/

?cm= 1m ?m =,lkm ',

.. -277

% "'

2. Without a ruler draw a line by estimate 6 cm long on your
par,

3. :treasure the width of a board in the floor to nearest cenit-- ..
..

..,
.,.

meter. .:
4.. Estimate to nearest centimeter the length of your teacher's . i

..

des1;\ . ''
5. Express .000675 km in meterg, in cent imeters, in milli-

meter's. . .

6. \Vrite 750 mm in 'centimeter), in meters, in kilometers.
. 7. Write 6,798 sq, cm in square meters and then round to the

nearest tenth of a square meter. . ,

8. Find the area of this rectangle in square centimeters. .

Write the answer in square millimeters and then check by
measuring in millimeters and finding the area.

10. Draw a rectangle that will contain 12 sq. cm,

KxuncisE II

11. Write the table of length for the metric system.
2, B estimation without. -ruler diaw a line on your paper 8

ctrl long.
:3. NICatillC to.the nearest centinieter the width of this paper.
4. Estimate to nearest meter the height of your room.
5. Write 6 km in meters and then in centimeters, and then in

mil!imeters.
6. Chant4c 169,560 sq. ni to square centimeters.
7. Write .7896 sq. in in square centimeters.

O
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8. Measure the rectangle above jn millimeters and find the .0
area in square millimeters, then round the answer to square centi-
meters.

. 9. Check your answer in No. 8 by measuring directly in centi-
meters and finding the area in square centimeters.

10. Draw a rectangle so that its area will be 16 sq. cm.

TESTS,

TEST I

1. Write the table for length in the metric system.
2, Measure the length of the outside cover of your book to the

nearest centimeter. a

3. How Many millimeters are there in 6.7 cm?
4. Write 67.95 m in centimeters.
5. Change 410 m to kilometers.
6. Change 5,945 sq. cm to square meters.
7. Write 16.005 sq. m in square centimeters.
8. The floor of a schoolroom measures 8.17 m by 7.25 in. Find

the area and round to nearesti, ath of a square meter.
9. Estimate the height °Mlle top of the blackboard from the

floor in centimeters. ( Allow for of 10 per. cent or less.)
10. Find the area in square centimeters of the figure ,below.

Write tile answer also in square millimeters.
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TEST 11

1. Write the metric system table }or length.
2. Measure the width of the outside cover of your textbook

to the nearest centimeter. ( Measure to the groove:)
3. Change 495 mm to centimeters.
4. Write 6,9 cm iii meters.
5. Change 6.31 km to meters.
6. Write :3459 sq. in in square centimeters.

-7. Change 39,458 sq; cm to square meters:
8. A floor measures 6.8 m by 5.6 m. What is its ar a to the

nearest, whole square meter?
g. Estimate the height coif a bookcase or similar of yotir

room iii ceianeters. ( Allow for 10 per cent error or less.)
lb. Find the area of the rectangle below in square centimeters

and expreis the answer in square millimeters.

TEST III

1. Write the table for length in the metric system.
2. Measure the length of a pate of your textbook to

est centimeter. ..)
3. How many centimeters are there. in 4.6 mm?

E,.: .,4. Change o to cm to meters. ,.
5. How many kilometers are there hi 35() in?
6. Write 46,945 sq, cm in square meters.
7. Change.7.8969 Sc . in to square centimeters.
8. A table top measures 1.3 in by 2.8 in. Find the area and

round the answer to the nearest filith square meter..
9. Estimate in itimeters the heiv,ht of a door in your room.

Allow for 10 per en error or less.)

the near-
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111

10. Find the area of the rectangle above in square centimeters.

ENRICHMENT EXERCISES

SET B _

(For those who have mastered the requirement in one or more
of the tests.)

1. Measure the figure below in metric units and express the
area in square millimeters.

2. Express the area in square centimeters.
3. Express the area in square meters.
4. Express the area in square kilonwtcrs.
5. What decimal part of a square meter is the area of the abo-e

rectangle?
6. Look at your foot ruler, which is also marked in millimeter..

Express its length in centimeters and tenths of centimeters.
7. Express the length of the rider in millimeters.
8. Estimate the height of your teacher in centimeters,
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9. Change 67,954,321 mm to meters.
10: .Change 67,954,321 sq. mm to square meters.

SET A

(For the faster students who have mastered the minimum re-
quirement in the tests and have done what the!, could in Set B.)

The army uses guns calibrr ted in metric dimensions. By the
use of two rulers side by side find how many inches (to nearest
eighth) the following gun calibers are: .

. 1. 75-mm anti-aircraft gun: 3. 90-mm German tank gun.
2. 88-mm German tank . 4. 105-mm howitzer.

5. 155-mm howitzer.

If you are an A student, you ihould be able to do some fine meas-
uring.

6. Find the difference in millimeters between the diameters
of a penny and adime.

7. How are you cn large numbers? Measure the length of a
dollar bill. Use the neares t Whole centimeter, since a new bill
may be a little longer than thee used one you are measuring.

8. How many pf these bills would It take, laid end to end, to
reach around the earth at the equator? (You know from the his-
tory section in this unit that 1 m is one ten-millionth part of the
earth's quadranta quarter 'of the earth's i.aderenceand
you can change the length of a dollar bill froth centimeters to
meters.)

9. If the cost of World War II was $3r-o,000,000,000, bow.,
wan,- times would that amount go around the earth in dollar bills
laid end to end?

M. If the Si bills in No. 8 had been $1,000 hills (same length)
would they have paid for the war? If not, would they have paid
for. one-fifth of it?

FINAL PRACTICE EXERCISES Fort NIAINENANCE

As au outcome and permanent achievement from this unit, you
should be able to do MU' of the following two exercises without
a mistake.
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EXERCISE I

THE METkId SYStEM

1. Estimate the line below to the nearest centimeter with 20
per cent error or less.

.

11

4a'
2. Measure this line to the nudiest millimeter.

3. Express the length of the line in No 2 in centimeters.
4. Express the length of the same line in meters.
5. Express the length of the same line in kilometers.
6. Change 57.94 m to millimeters.
. Find the area of the figure below and express it in square

centimeters.

8. Express the ame area in square millimeters.
9. Round 6.795 sq. in to the nearest tenth of a square meter.

10. Write the table.of length in the metric system.

1:X1:11. :ISE 11

1. Write the table for linear measure in metric units.
2. Fqimate the length of this line to the nearest centimeter.

i. Measure the line below to the nearest millimeter.

4. Express the length of the line in No. 3 in centimeters.
5. Express the length of the same line in meters.
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6. Write its length in kilometers.
7. Find the area of the rectangle below in square centimeters.

a

4.

8. Find the area of the same rectangle in square Millimeters.
9. Round to the nearest whole meter: 16.5795 m.

10. Change 5,794 mm to meters.

Teaching the Metric System to Prospective Teachers
L. II. WIIITCI1AFT

NQ PERSON questions the impOrtance of being familiar with the
common units of measurement or of teaching such units to the
children in the public and private schools of the United States,
since one or more of these units have some part in the daily life
of practically. everyone. Units of time, rate, distance, weights,
capacity, area, volume, acid moneN are included in the list of
units that are most used in any system of measurement. They are
the units that are supposedly familiar to the general public when
given in the system known as the English system of measurement.
They are not generally familiar units when given in the system
known as the metric system.

The metric system i'.14 important, since it is the adopted system
of measurement for all countries of the world except the British
Empire and tKe United States of America. More than 75 per cent
of the world Population use it as the standard of their measure-
ments. Its units are simple ones, and they are clearly defined.
They are designed to meet all needs for measuring, recording,
and calcuating physical quantities with convenience, sinylicity,
and consistency. 1he ratio between 41.11V two of its consecutive

.>units is 10 or some multiple of 10.

0.
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BRIEF HISTORY AND GROWTH
-

Although the history of the metric system is given in detail in
another section of this book, it will be to the reader's advanlage-.._
to have some of it briefly reviewed here. ._

The early units of measure were rather crude and indefinite.
This.may well be understood when one recalls that those units of
measure represented the length or width of various parts. of the
huinan body. To illustrate, the width of the finger, the breadth
of the hand, the length of the foot, the length of the forearm, and
the length of a step were widely used as standards of Measure-
ment. The great variation in the size of these. Units for different
individuals within a community was quite confusing and very
unsatisfactory. Communities, therefore, set up standards for
themselves by defining the units a4 those -belonging to a particu-
lar individual within the community, usually the leader or king.

At the time when trade between communities was undertaken,
there were many of these independent systems of measurement.
We are told that in the year 1790 there Were more than two hun-
dred different lengths for the linear unit, "the foot," on the con-
tinent of Europe. Such a large. number of different standards for
the same unit made commerce between localiti s or nations very
difficult, so difficult that finally attention was gi en to finding an
object in nature which could be used as a st indard, one tiv,t
would be definite, convenient, and unchangeabl
. In 1790 the National Assembly of Trance rec ested Louis XVI
to open correspondence relative to the questio of measurement
with the other powers of western Europe. The outcome of this
correspondence was the international commission which met soon
after in Paris. This commission recommended that the ,standard
unit of linear measure lw made a convenient part of the earth's
circumference. This (onvenient part was intended to be, a length
equal to one ten-millionth part of the distance from the equator
to the Pole. To determine this length two engineers, Delambre
and \kchain were appointed to make the survey. Approximately
seven Years were spent in tnaking and checking the survey. This
mot is now defined as the.-distance between two engraved lines
on a bar of platinum-iridium alloy, approximately one ten-mil-

p.
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lionth part of wquadrimt of a meridian. The standard meter stick
is preserved in the archivei of the. International Metric Commis-
sion at Sevres near Paris. .

The unit of weight, the gram, was intended to be a mass of.puR,
water, whose 'Nrolione at 4° centigrade would be equivalent to d
cube with its edge equal to 0.01 ni40, or 1 centimeter. Since this

unit is comparatively small, a latter unit, having a mass of .1,000
grams, err 1 kilogratri,-Was. set up as the standard unit of mass.

The unit of capacity, the liter, is defined as the volume of 1
kilogram of water at its greatest density.

All units are theoretically based on tliemeter, the unit of ltngth,_
and the ttibles are built on the decimal plan. The free principa,1
units are the meter, the liter, and the gran../

LENeTii

10 millimeters (mm) = 1. centimeter (cm)
100 centimeters (cm) = 1 meter ON

1,000 meters (m) = 1 kilometer I( km )
4

CAPACITY

1,000 milliliters (m1.) = 1 liter' (1)
WEIGHT

1,000 grams (g) - =1 kilogram (kg)
1,000 kilograms (kg) = 1 metric ton (t)

Since the establishment of the metric system, its usage has
spreiid until at presetit more than 75 per cent of the world popu-
lation and fifty -five of fifty-seven countries have it as their stand-
ard of measurement. Between 1800 and 1860 very few countries
adopted it as their standard, in fact, not More than seven. For. the

most part they were the countries that birder France. From 1860
to 1900, thirty-three additional. countries made it their standard
of measurement. Since. 1900 fifteen of the remaining countries
ha% c adopted it, leaving the British Empire and the United States
alone having s) stems other than the metric in common usage.

'MENDS TOWARD THE ADOPTION OF THE MEXHIC SYSTEM.

IN THE UNITED STATES

A glance at the .history of the United States relative to standard
units of measure gives evidence that it has moved in the direction

. 1
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of adopting the metric system. FroM tlui very beginningas a na-
tion this cliuntry has bven interested in uniform units ofmeasure.
Geor0 Washington's first -message to Congress, 1790, c -

tamed the following statement: -Uniannity In the curr
weights; and-Measures of the, United States is an object of great ce

. importance and,will, I at persuaded; be chtly atteildett-to."
Congress in thcsame. year responded by. regesting Thomas;

Jefferson, Secretary of State, to do something toward making
tandarffi of measute uniform. Jefferson, therefore,, submitted ,
p ans. one of which was to reduce every branch of the principal
affairs of life within the arithmetic of every man whb can multiply
and divide /Cain numbers.

'Washington's second message? to Congress contained a state-
.2) ment relative to theineed fOr uniform standards. No legislation,

however, followed. , -
In 1821, John- Quincy Adams, Secretary of State, reported that

he would consult with foreign nations for the future and ultimate
establishment of -universal and permanent ungormity in weights
and measures; vet no action followed. -By this time there was
some evidence that the people of the United States were tlissatis-
fied with the confusion that resultedin the use of English pits
of measure at home and metric units of measure abroad. This dis-
satisfaction brought an extensive report by Congress.

Congress. in July, 1866, passed the following act, which author-
ized the use of the metric system of weights and measures:'

Be it enacted by the Senete and House of Representatives of the
United States in Congress assembled, That from and after the passage
of this act it shall be lawful throughout the United States of America
to employ the weights and measure of the metric system, and no con-
tract or dealings, or pleadings in any court, shall be deemed invalid or
liable to objection because the weights or measures expressed or re-
ferred to therein are weights and measures of the metric system.

In 1875 the United States and sixteed other countries sent rep-
resentatives to a metric convention held in Paris. The purpose
of this con% ention was to establish and maintain a permanent
scientific International Bureau of Weights and Measures at Sevres

The Mathematics Teacher, Vol. XXII, November, 1929, p. 380.
Ibid., p. 380:
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near Paris. FrQm this. bureau,the UnitedeStates received her Na.,
tibaal Prototype Meter and Kilogiam, which are duplicates of the
stanthird mpter and kilogram kept iii Fr .ice. The prototypes are
kept in a subtenlanean vault of the'National Aureau.of Standards
at Washington, D. C.

In 1898 the meter and the kilogram were made standard units
of measure in the United Stafes. The yard was &fined as 3,600/
3,937 51f the meter, and the pound avoirdupois as 1/2.2046223
kilogram. Thelfollowing yeitr, 1894, the War lieptirhnent eglopted
the Metric system for metrical work, LInd during that same year it.
was made.the basis for all electrical measurements. Eight years
later, in 1902, it was adopted by the UnitedStatesllealth Depart-
ment. In 102 the Amateur Athletic Union adoptea the metric
system.

In 1926 a bill was introduced in Congress to change from the
English system of measures to the metric system, but it failed to
pass by a few votes. This bill proposed ten years for making the
change over to metric units. Since that time there have bekn no
further attempts by Congress to adopt the metric system.

A number of organizations have rather recently passed resolu-
tions favorable to 'hiv4Lc system. .At the annual convention of

the General ,eration of Women's Clubs, meeting in St. Louis
in April, 1044, a resolution was introduced -and adopted-unani-
mously by the delegates to endorse legislation in Congress for the
nationwide adoption of the metric system of weights and meas-
ures. This body represents 16,500 women's clubs and 2,500,000

.individualt members. The Central Association of Science and
Nfatheniaties Teachers at its annual meeting, November, 1944,
in ChiCaQ,1) 1N:ea on record as favoring some form of. legislation
for immediate metric usage in those lines most feasible for metric
adoption. _During this same year the Council on Pharmacy and
Chemistry of the American Medical Association announced that
it would use metric units only in publications for which it is re-
sponsibl.---

he Kiwams Club and tlit Rotary Club of Mankato, Minnesota,
/avd tin- Lions Club of New Canaan, Connecticut, have drawn up
and passed metric resolutions nvoring Congressional action for
metric usage. The Mankato Rotary Club has invited consideia-

%
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tion Ikotary Clubs in the Uu fedStates to pass similat reso-
lutions. The Lions Club above mentioned has approached the
Lions International Committee, who hate Token in favor of the
metric system.

In 1936 Jr T. Johnson, President of the Metric Association, Chi-
cago, sought additional information relative to public opinion on
the use of metric .units. He mailed if-questionnaire to some 650
individuals, including manufacturers, engineers, doctors, and
educators. From the returns of his questionnaht he found that
SO per cent of those answering believed that it would be of ulti-
mate advantage to the United States to.use metric weights and

meastires, that as many as 75 per cent believed that the adjust-
ment front English to metric units-Could be made in a period of
ten years without any serious inconvenience, and that of those
faVoring a change to met& units 74 per cent believed one of the
best ways to effect the change would he thrkntgh government leg-
islation, 94 per cent through education and use in the schools, and
as many as 90 per cent thron0 both .government legislation and
use in the schools.

From the preceding statements one realizes that the metric
system is gaining ground in the United States. It has gained in
number of individuals friendly to it and in the numbentaing it.
The trend then is. toward wider use pointing toward final adop-
tion of the syslem.

METRIc UNITS TAt'cirr iN ELEMENTAtlY sc1100I,

The children in the elVintentary school have had an opportunity
to learn Sonletlin1 4 of the metric system. A stir\ ev of ten series of;
widely used aisithmetics, published before 1940, revealed that'
practically all the material haying to do with metric units was
included in the texts for grades seven and eight. Two series, how-
ever. included certain metric units in grade six. Eighth grade
texts examined contained slightly more than five pages of material
on the metric system. Considerable attention was given to eon-
erting units. of the English system to those of the metric Mid

those k)f. the inctrie into Enulish units. with less attention to Incas-
urinc4 and onupnting with metric units.
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%%UM' tqt-rY PINE: COLLECE STUDENTS KNEW ABOUT TIIE

METRIC SYSTEM

During the fall and spring quarters, 1945-190, the writer ob-
tained from fifty-five college stud6nts in general mathematics
some information relative to their knowledge of the metric'system.
Trw larger number of these students were preparing to teach
elementary grades. Seven of the gi'bup were returned veterans,
and five other students were taking courses for the prepara-
tion of nurses. No attedpt was made to compare the three groups
of students'. The list of questions submitted to them was:

1. What is the metric system?
2. What per cent of the nations of the world use it as their standard

of measurement?
3. What grov or groups of people in the United States use this

..'stern wialy?
4, With what units of the metric system are ou familiar?
5. How did you conic to know these units?
6. To what extent have you studied the metric system?
7. Express in metric units (a) your height, (b) your weight.

The answers to the above questions were somewhat revealing.
Appr xinta ly one but of three gave a good definition of the
metric system. Seven of .the,fifty-five students were unable to
define it.

Question 2 was not a very good question. It was too definite;
vet three students came within 5 per cent of it. Five of the group
did not list the per cent; instead, they made the statement that all
countries except the United States and Great Britain had adopted
it. Another student stated that most all countries use it, while
one other said that all countries except the United States use it.

The vario4 groups mentioned in answer to Question 3, with
the number of stiatimts listing the group shown in the parentheses,
were:

Scientists (40) Traders, buyers, businessmen (2)
Everyone (6) Contractors (2)
Engineers (3) Bureau of Standards (1)
Surveyors (3) Mathematicians (1)
Doctors (2) Laboratory technicians (2)

A ssessors ( 1 )
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The metric unitsvith which they claimed to be familiar were:

Units of Length
Millimeter (21) Meter (33) Hectometer (2)
Centimeter (24) Decameter (4) Kilometer (10)

Decimeter (12).

Units of Capacity"
Milliliter (2) Liter (15.)

Units of Weight
Milligram (6) Decigranx (2)
Centigram (1) Gram (21)

Kilogram (1.2)

Twelve of the group stated that.they were not familiar with any
of the metric units.

The manner in which these units were learned was reported as
follows:

Study of science (39) Mathematics classes (5) Medical school (1)
Public school (13) Practical experience (4) Dental work (navy) (1)

Read about them (4)

The approximate amount of time spent in study of metric sys-
tem as stated by these students was:

Very little (20)
Few days (6)
Not at all (4)
Occasional remarks (3 )
Just enough to do

science (3)

,One year in chemistry (3)
Large extent in science (1)
Enough to recognize units

but not to use them (1)
Just mentioned it (1)
Just compared meter stick

vith yardstick (1)

Twenty-eight of the students were 'asked to express their
heights and weights in metric units. Six of them gave their
heights in English units and then cc vented them into metric
units. Eighteen made no attempt to :MAW; while four gave their
heights as 6.2 decimeters, less than 1.5 meters, 2 meters, and
6,6(X) meters respectively. Just three of the-twentv-eight students
gave theft weights in metric units. Two of the three expressed
their weights in pounds and then multiplied that hv 2.2, while
the third gave 1-10 liters as her weight.

When the students were asked to go to the bOard and draw,

11
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freehand, a line one meter long they were unable to do it very
accurately; vet the relative error in their work was approximately
the same as when they drew, freehind, a line 1 ,,'ard long. They
had not had much practice in this type of work and were not good
at estimating lengths or distances.

CONIPARISON OF THE METRIC SYSTEM Whit THE ENGLISH SYSTEM

N)ire of the ,first differences an individual finds when comparing
the metric systent with the English system of weights and meas-
ures, is in the, definition of the units,' The basic metric unit, the
meter, is, defined as a part of at natural unit, hither the quadrant
of a meridian or the spectrum of a cadmium ray; therefore it
could be determined again if all measuring. units were destroyed.
Frew this unit all other units of the metric zstem could be re-
established. In the nglish system of measurement this would
be practically impossible. For this reason there appeals to be a
feeli,ng of security in' the use of metric units not found in the use
of English units.

The second difference noted in the two systems is the relation
between consecutive units. The metric sYstem has the decimal
division within its units, a fact which makes for economy in learn-
ing as well as in,computation. Changing from one unit to any
other 'unit in the metric system is really a matter of moving the
decimal pcilat.to the right or left, a process which involves multi-
'plicition or division by 10 or some power of 10. One illustration
will be sufficient to convince time ordinary individual that the
metrie units Operate with greater ease than English units.

1:37 centimeters 17:1347 decimeters = 1.37 meters
1:37 inches -7-7 11 5/12 feet = 3 29/36 yards

The third diffetence observed between the two systems of
measurement will be the terminology. In the metric system. the
three words, meter, liter, ancil gram are time hiNc terms. In addi-
tion there acre six prefixes, three for multiples and three for deci-
mal parts. The three multipl.,s are the Greek terms (h'ka, /wet°,
and kilo, men.ning "ten,': "one hunched," and "one thousand" re-
spectively. The three prefixes for decimal pints are dcci- (onc-
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tenth), cella- (one-hundredth), and milli- (one-thousandth).
The English system is lacking in this .respect. For instance, the
linear units the inch, foot, yard, rod, and miledo not indicate
the part that one unit is of any other unit. The terminology is
difficult.

The fourth difference is the interrelation betWeen the units. In
the metric system the basic' units are related' to each other, a fact
which makes for economy in cmnpfitation. In the English system
there is no such relationship. Economy of computation is illus-
trated by the following example:

English system--What is the weight of an iron bar 4 inches by
4 inches by 8 feet? The specific gravity of iron is 7.86.

4 X 4 X 8 X 62.5 X 7;86
Soluti 436 2/3 pounds'

Metric systemWhat is the weight of an iron bar 4 centimeters..
1w 4 centimeters by 8 nieters? The spocifie gravity of iron is 7.86.

4 x 4 x 8 ;< 100 X 7.86Solution:, 100,608 kilograms
N1,1100

STEPS IN T .1CIIIN(; xirnic sysTExt

Teat'llint.; the SVStelll prOSpectiVe teaellerS ilIVOhrs
the folloving steps:

1. Securing an ins entory of the knovleclge, concepts, and skills
tile students ha\ e. This makes for economy in both teaching and
learning. since it indicates Whitt needs to be taught as well as what
is suffieic ntly well known.

(;aiiiing a k11oyled(2:e of the early history of nieasereineut.
In this connection, a definite need for a uniform system of Incas-
iireinentlietNyeen those countries 1)01111(1 together 1)) commercial
interests ill ht' understood and appreciated.

3. Becoming familiar with the metric SVStelll (if measurement,
its deN elopment and growth. Clear concepts of the basic. units
should he obtained by brinoliur these units to the class for study
and

I. Vialeistanding the ease of operation with metric units znai
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the economy effected by their use. This economy has previously
been illustrated.

45. Developing sufficient in the use of metric units to serve
one's needs. This skill is best obtained by using metric units in'
estimating and measuring distances, Areas, volumes, weights, and
capacities. Problems to be solved should be given in metric units,
and computations should be kept within the metric system.

4 .

SUGGESTED EXERCISES FOR STUDS: ITS

Purpose: To become meter- and gram-conscious.

EXERCISE I

1. Estimate. the length:of the classroom in meters and hun-
dredths.
Measure the length to the nearest centimeter.

:3. Write this length in -.neters. .

4: Estimate the width of the classroom. (Better results should
be obtained than,for No. 1.)

5. Measure the width to the nearest centimeter.
6. Express this width in meters.

. Compute the area of the floor. (Round the answer to the
nearest tenth of a square meter.)

S. Estimate the height of the classroom to the nearest centi-
meter.

9. Express this in meters.
10. Find the volume of the room. (Round the result to the

nearest whole cubic meter.)

EXERCISE II

1. 'We better to 'oecome centimeter-conscious, estimate your
heilOit directly in centimeters. Do not convert inches to
centiTheters. Write your estimate on paper.

2. With meter stick and chalk at a dporpostuTheasure your
height in centimeters.

:3. Compute your per cent of error.
1. Improve upon this per cent of error by estimating the

height of your instructor in centimeters.

--
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EXERCISE III

1. Handle and pass a large book between you and estimate
its weight in grains. Do .not announce your estimate, but'
write 't down.

.e the book weighed on a metric scale.
3 ompute your per cent of error. Compare it with the per

cent of error in the centimeter estimates.
4. Improve upon your per cent of error by handling and esti-

mating the weight of another book or object.

oft EXERCISE IV

Study a teaching unit,, on the metric system for the elementary
school, such as the preceding article, pages 267-283. Work all the
examples there, including sets B and A.

OUTCOMES OF A STUDY OF THE METRIC SYSTEM

1. A better understanding of this system of measurement.
2. Ability to measure and to compute with metric Units.
3. Appreciation of the Aped for a uniform system of measure-

ment throughout the world.
4. Appreciation of the relationship between units of measure

in the metric system, making operations in the metric sys-
tem easier than operations in the English systep.

5. Appreciation of the economy effected throdgh the Ilse of
. metric units.
6. Greater skill in the use of metric units.

-
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Appendix
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN

'11IE ENGLISH AND METRIC

NVEIGHTS AND MEASURES .

L Relationship Between the Inch and Millimeter
F. HANSEN

AMERICAN industry has generally followed the English system of
weights and measures, including adoption of the inch, foot, and yard
as units of length. In 1866 an act of Congress legalized the use of the
meter, thus giving:recognition *to the growing importance of the met-
ric system all over the world. This act of 1866 defined the relationship
between the two systems on the basis of 1 meter's equaling 39.37
inches. This ratio was probably not intended to be more accurate than
the number of figures given, though it was later considered as defin-
ing the United States inch.

In 1889 the International Bureau. of Weights and Measures prepared
a number of platinum-iridium meter bars acid determined with great
exactness the length of each. One bar, No. 6, was adopted as the In-
ternational Prototype,' its length being considered exactly 1 meter.
Other bars, calibrated in terms of the International Prototype, were
distributed to a number of countries, two being sent. to Washington.
Congress in 189:3 therefore accepted the International Prototype as ,the
primary standard and one of the two similar bars in Washington. as the
National Standard, retaining the relationship of 39.37 inches to 1 meter.
The National Standard has been sent to Paris since'1889 for compari-
son with the International Prototype, and no change in relative lengths
has been detected.

Meanwhile Great Britain has employed a bronze bar as a national
standard for the yard. The bar was made in 1845; comparison with
the meter bar in 1895 gave its length as' 914.3992 millimeters. This
value was adopted as official by an act of Parliament.- Later compari-
sons showed a change in the ratio to 914.3984 millimeters; the official
cons ersion alue, however, has not been changed.
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Developments in spectroscopy .make it possible to define length in
terms of wave lengths of light. This has the advantage of providing a
primary standard simultaneously available in many different places
and not subject to destruction or alteration. One meter equal to
1,55:3,164.13 wave lengths of red cadmium radiation has gained wide
recognition ail is nsed by the International Astronomical Union. The
present United States yard is equal to 1,420,216.12 wave length, and
the British Yard is equal to 1,420,212.03 wave lengths.

A proposal to adopt a conversion factor of 25.4 millimeters as equal
to 1 inch was made_in 1926 by a conference of representatives of stand-
ardizing bodies of eighteen countries, including the American Stand-
ards Association and the British Empire Standards Association. The
practice had already been widely adopted on the Continent by engi-
neers, and in the United States by manufacturers of mechanical screw-
thread cutting devices and ruling scales.

In 19:30 the British Standards Institute adopted 25.4 as a national
standkud conversion ratio. Two years later, at a conference of eighteen
industrial bodies arranged at the request of the Ford Motor. Company,
it was recommended that the same standard be adopted for the United
States. 'Those present included P. G. Agnew of American Stand-
ards Association. L. j. Briggs kind II. W. Bearce of the National Bu-
reau of Standards, representatives of General Electric, American Tele-
phone and Telegraph, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Browne & Sharpe,
Bausch & Lomb. Western Electric. American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, American Society
of Swedish Engineers. Gage Manufacturers' Association, Metal Cut-
ting Institute. National Electrical Manufacturers' Association, National',

, Nfachine Tool Builder's Association, Society of Automotive Engineers,
Mannfacturers' Standardization Society of Valve and Fittings Industry,
and the Navy Department's Bureau of Construction and Repair. The
proposal was taken up and adopted by the American Standards As-
soiation on March N. 19:3:3. The standard so adopted, however, is
purely a conversion factor and does not state what the primary stand-
ard shall be.

A bill drawn up and submitted to Congress in 1937 contained the
following provisions:'

I. The meter. defined as the distance between two lines ()niche In-
trnational Prototype Teter bar under specified conditions (tempera-
ture. pre5sure. and means of support ). shall be a legal unit of length.

2. The United States inch. defined as 0.0254 meters. shall be a legal
wilt of length.

:3. The United States primary standard shall be Meter No. 27, whose
length shall he accepted as certified by the International Bureau of

that. bill tint paystd.
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Weights and Measures; an alternative standard shall be the wave
length of red radiation from cadmium, which may be converted to
other units as below:

a. 1 wave length of 'red radiation from cadmium equals 6,438.4696
X 10'10 meter.

b. 1 meter equals 1,553,164.13 wave lengths.
c. 1 inch equals 39,450.369 wave lengths.

inches in Millimeters 11'ave Lengths of Cadmium
Sys'tenr. 1 Meter Inch Yard Per Inch Per Yard

Present U. S. 39.37C00 25.40005 914.40183 39,450.448 1,420.216.12
Proposed U. S.° 39.37(X)8 25.4(X)0X) 914:40000 3c:',450.369 1,420,213.28
Recent British 39.37015 25.39996 914.3984 39,450.303 1,420,210.93

° National Bureau of Standards.
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2. Convenient Ways to Use Equivalent Tables!

QUANIMY can usually be expressed as a whole ntimber If the right
tnefrie weight or measure. is selected. Even when a fraction is needed
to express the metric equivalent of another weight orpeasure, one or
two figures to the right of the decimal point gtincralbi give sufficient
accuracy. Equivalents such as those in the tables here/given should be
used only to the required degree of accuracy. For example, as may be
seen on page :302, 4 inches equal about 10 centimeters; if greater ac-
curacy is desired, 10.2 centimeters cr 102 millimeters may be taken.

The -quiv4lent for a quantity greater or less than those given in the
tables may be found in the following ways:

1. By multiplying or'diding by 10 or a multiple of 10. This may be ,

done by merely changing the position of the decimal ,point (refer--
ring to page 302, the equivalent of 7 yards is 6.40 meters, so the
equivalent of 700 yards is 641) meters).

2. By using the equivalents of its component parts (from page 302,
5 feet 8 1/2 inches :-.-.: 152.4 centimeters --I- 20.3 centimeters + 1,3
centimeters 174 centimeters).

:3. By multiplying by the conversion factor required, which is oppo-
site figure i in each column (from page 30:3, 65 kilograms >< 2.2 =_-.--
14:3 avoirdupois pounds).

The tables in this section are based upon the United States- equiva-
lents. which. except for measures of .capacity, are practically the same
as the. British. These exact figures are given below:

;39.370000 United' States inches
:19.37011:3 British inches
0.'2641776 United States gallon
0.219975:3 British imperial gallon
1 United States avoirdupois pound =
1 British avoirdupois pound

1 meter
1 meter
1 liter
I liter
0.4535924277 kilogram
0.4535924300 kilogram

° iivprinted from Afetrie 1Veights and ilfea.svres; Third Edition, the Metri As-
New lurk, 1919. by perniksion 01 Ass,wiati(m.
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APPENDIX
TABLE -

METRIC-ENGLISH EQUIVALENTS

LEN41TH

Aft lhi U. ..q.
meleri Inchet

Centi- U. S. .
mettles Inches Melees

1'. S.
Feel

U. S.
Melees Yards

Kilo- V. S.
meters Miles.

1 .. 0.03937 1 --, 0.3937 1 - 3.28083 1 - 1.093611 1 a. 0.62
2 - 0_07874 2 = 0 7871 2 = 6.56167 , 2- = 2.187222 9 -
3 ,.., 0.11811 3 = 1.1811 3 = 9.8-1250 . 3 = 3:2808:33 = 1436411,
4 -.. 0.157%8 . 4 = 1.5718 1 = 13.12333 .1 = 4 - 2.48548.4.374144

r
5 = 0.19685 --.1- -= 1.9685 S 16.10)17 5 - 5.468056 5 - 3.10685
8 --= 0_23622 fl = 2.3622 ; 6 = 19.685(X) 6 = 6.561667 6 = 3.72822
7 = 0.27559 7 = 2.7559. 7 22.913583 7 = 7.655278 7 = 4.34959
8 = ' 101196 8 = 3.1196 8 = 26.24667 8- 8.7)8889 8 = 4.97096
9 = 0.35433 9 = 3.54:33 9 ,.-_, 29.5275(1 9 --- 9.8125(X) 9 = 5.5923:3

t '. s RS, il.'.-
Incites melees

U. S. Centi-
',wiles meters

1'. S.
FM Meters

U. S.yards Melees .1.. 8'
111a.

%/Ws meters

1 ... 25 10(11 I = 2.54001 1 = 0.301801 1 ... 0.911102 1 .. 1.60935
2 = 50.8((il 2 = 5.08(8)1 2 = 0.60961;1 2 = 1.8288111 2 = 3.21869
3 - 76.2002 :3 - 7.628r2 3 = 0.914102 3 = 2.743205 3 = 4.82801

ilii = 101 8(8)2 4 = 10.18(8)2 4 = 1.219202 4 = :3.657607 .1 .= 6.43739

5 = 127.003 5 = 12.7.0(X13 5 = 1.524003 5 = -1.572009 5 = 8.04671
8. = 152.11'8)3 6 = 15.211)03 6 .= 1.828804 (3 = 5.181311.1 6 = 9.65608
7 = 177.8(84) 7 = 17.78003 7 = 2.13380 1 7 = 6.4(8)813 7 = 11.2M-13
8 .. 203.2001 8 = 20.32664 8 = 2t438105 8 = 7.315215 8 .., 12.1371-78

9 = 228 8005 1) ... 22.8(3(8)5 11 = 2.713205 U = 8_229616 9 = I 418112

&
CAPACITY

%fah- 1- S.
!tiers M mints

11323
= 12 16

:s 6.1
.-._ fit 112

xl 16
6 97 311
7 = 82

= 12v 85
v 116 08

1 .'
111" 1"'t Itittios 1' it ''' cs

.
.. (u( l(3.

- 1-2.3

t PC)
67 11\216

. II

7 11 t

t
-I

U. S
Fluid

"ers Drachms

= 0 271
14511

.1 = 0.812
= 1 082

7 = I 353
6 = 1 62.3
7 = 1.891
8 = 2 164
II = 2 135

1' S
Fitild Al till-

n-m.1 IiIrrsI11ns
.. .

1 370
2 7 49,
.S 11 WI
I 11711

= 18 18
II 18

-
=

s:s "7

liters

=
2 =

=
1 =

=

7 =
8
9 =

U.S

()mires

2 .
1

6
7

=
9

.5.
Fluid

Ounces
biters

1

2

1

6

8
9

......

r. s.
1 'timid
(limns

1

8
9

Lig
Quarts

= 1.1)57
= 2.113
= 3 17(1
= .1.227

= 5 281
= 8.3 to

7.397
8.451

= 9.510

1.11ers

._
0 016

= 1 891
- 2 839

7h:1

1 732
5117x
6 621

= 7 571
x 517

Likre
IsallOnS

- 0.2612
2 0.5281

0.7925
4 1.0567

5 =, .:3209
6 1.5851
7 = 1.1+192
8 = 2 1131
9 = 2.3776

--- ----
S

Gitibms I.Pers

1 = :3.785
2 = 7.571

= 11.356
I - 15 111

= 18 927
(3 = 22 712

26.197
8 2x3
9 = 068

Urcis)- S
hlirs Bushels

11.0338
11876

(1.1111 1
H.1353

0 1691
0.2029

236'7
'4705

(1.3(113

i

125

118 29

177 11
ress7mt
236 .58

= 2.838
2
3 = 8S11
4 - 11.351

5 1.1.1P9
6 17.027
7 = 19 865
8 - '22.703
9 - 2:1.510

1'. S. Item-
Bushels lie's

= 0.3521
= 0.7018

:3 1.0572
4 = 1.1905

= 1.7619
6 = 2 111:i
7 = 2 4667
8 = 2.8191
V - 3.1715 °

0
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I S.lit Grains
o

i> Amu--
Grows dupois

Ounces

/.. S.
itranis Troy

Ounces

U. S.
Kilo- Avoir-
grains. diwois.

Pounds

} .

it SMetric
Tons ShorI

Tons

1 = 13 1321 I . 0.03527 1 - 0 03215 1 -, 2.20462 1 - 1.10231
2 - 3(186.I7 2 . . 0.07035 2 = 0.06130 2 - 4.0924 2 -. 2.20462
3 - 16 2971 3 - 0.10582 3 . 0.09645 3 - 6.61387 3 - 3.30693
-1 - 141 7294 4 - (311140 4 = (1.12861) 4 = 8.81849 4 = 4.40924

S . 77 1618 5 - 0.17637 5 - (1.16075 5 - 11.02311 5 - 5.51156
6 = 92.5941 6 . 0.21154 6 = (1.19290 6 - 13.22773 6 = 6.61387
7 108.021;5 7 . 0.24692 7 . 0.22506 .7 - 15.43236 7 - 7.71618

=8. 123.1589 i . 0.28219 8 - 0.25721 8 .. 17.63698 8 ). 8.818.19
9 . 13$ 8912 9 -: 0.31747 t 1 .... 0.289,36 9 = 19.811641 9 . 9.92080

---..--

Aiwa--
.

". S.

'Frog

U. S.
Avoir- Kilo- I''' 8*. .'/chic.Shor!Groins Grw" dupois Gnu"

(buses :

Grams0.11110'S
du /iris grams
Pounds

TonsTons

I .= 0_06180 I = 28 3.493 '1 .. :11.1035 1 . 0.-15359 1- . 0.90718
2 . 0129(4(1 2 = 56.6991 2 - 62.2(17(1 2 = 0.911718 .2 - 1.81437
3 - 4) 19J10 3 = 85.04 86 3 = 113.310-1 3 = 1.319178 3 = 2.72155
I . u 25920. 4 = 113.3981 1 = 121_1139 4 ). 1.81.137 4 = 3.62874

5 - 0-32399 5 . I II 7 176 5 = 153.5171 . 5 = 2.26791; 3 . .4.33392
^ 6 . 0.38879 1, = 179 0972 Ii = 186.6209 6 ... 2.72155 6 ... 5.11311

7 . 0 15359 7 = 198 1 167 7 = 217.724 1 -7 = 3.17515 7 - 6.35029
x - 3) 31839 8 - 226 7962 8 = 2 18_8278 8 . 3.142871 8 = 7 25718
9 - 0.58319 4' = 253.1 137 9 = 279.41313 4) . .1.08233 9 8.16166

.%111.1: iii
N111-141). F.111% %LENTS 1-tni Dot 111.1.: MAIIKINt. !IN I.A111.3.ti

EX111111/ le: 12 t S 00-41441)(11-.: ottne, = :110 grams 12 1.'. S. Haiti ounces = 355 milliliters

I". S. Avoirdupois Pounds
to iirouif

and Oul-Ts

Ptilllithi (1111111'S

S Pints and Fluid Ounces
Io tililliliters t it Cubic! ( :enlinielers)

Amu-
11111,01N Gli1111S

nuitirN
thIptilti
()UM rs

Fluid
ouncrs

_

Alan-
ltf, is
-

I lifrrs

x = ,27 151 1 :19 503-"Th.
1 t 2I = 182 2 532
21 9 511 X!) 3 562

I _ 21;;1.. .1 539 -1 118 591.
I . I) In - 283 = 567 tlii 621 qt

:.: I() 298 = 595 I tX 650
71 I1 312 62I 6 178 1180

.1

,

8-, I I .

9.1 I

326
. it)

7 = (;32
68))

=
X .1 -

207
23-

8
9

=
=

719
739

113 1 12 , 3,1 9 709 (10,1 "= 769
128 I -1 - 369 - 737 9 266 11 = 79A

. 12. 1 1" 383 I I 763 = 296 12 = '"'S
12 791 I I 325 1:1 = 857

ti. 170 11 = III 13 = 823 12 355 11 = 887
6 = 18 11:0 I1 - x31 13 = 381 = 916 s- 198 I = 1.01 879 I I III 2 (1 fit -1 916

- -211 t 16 - 131 .907 = 113 I gal. = 3,785 4.3(

.4 1,361 16.1 - 17.1 3.785 I

J.

0


